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RÉSUMÉ 

Les Ewes d'Afrique occidentale peuplent la région située entre le fleuve Volta au 

sud-est du Ghana et le fleuve Mono au Benin. Le Ghana Statistics Service a publié un 

rapport en 2002 indiquant que sur une population de 1,7 million des Ewes de la région 

Volta au Ghana, 963 811 personnes sont scolarisées. 51 613 d'entre elles ont eu une 

scolarisation en Anglais seulement, 365 710 ont suivi une scolarisation en deux langues, 

l'Anglais et l'Ewe, et 106605 ont eu une scolarisation en Ewe seulement. Malgré l'effort 

de publier des journaux en langues locales, il n'y pas de publications ininterrompues, 

contrairement à celles de langue anglaise. Cette situation soulève des questions, puisque 

les média oraux réussissent à se servir des langues ghanéennes comme moyen de 

communication. Pourquoi les média oraux de langue indigène font-ils des gains alors que 

les média écrits en langue indigène échouent? Pourquoi les média écrits de langue 

anglaise réussissent-ils au Ghana, contrairement à ceux de langue ewe? 

La présente thèse examine les idéologies de langage entourant les rôles des 

langues dans le développement des média écrits au Ghana. Elle utilise les œuvres de 

Woolard et Schieffelin (1994) sur l'aspect multiple des idéologies de langage, d'Irvine 

(1993, 1989) sur les grammaires coloniales, de Woolard (1998) sur les dimensions des 

idéologies, des auteurs tels que Humboldt (1825 [1988]), Whorf (1940 [1956]), et 

Demetracopoulou Lee (1939) sur la codification linguistique. Ce travail s'appuie sur les 

analyses de Cohn (1987) portant sur les grammaires coloniales, aussi bien que sur celles 

de Ngugi (1991) et d'Appiah (1992) sur les débats postcoloniaux centrés sur les rôles des 

langues africaines dans la littérature. L'ouvrage de Bourdieu (1979), qui porte sur les 

fondements des préférences, l'œuvre de Fernandez (1986) qui traite des domaines dans 

lesquels les composantes du langage sont assignées, l'analyse de Spitulnik (1993) qui se 

centre sur les média dans la situation du multilinguisme et, finalement, l'œuvre de Bate 

(2002) qui décrit l'esthétique et l'idéologie dans les média écrits constituent aussi les 

assises de la thèse. Elle soutient l'hypothèse que, dans la situation du multilinguisme au 

Ghana, l'importance attribuée à l'Ewe, en regard de l'Anglais dans les média écrits, est 

fondée sur des idéologies de langage. Elle analyse les idéologies de langage dans les 

thèmes suivants : les préférences, les pragmatiques, l'écriture juxtaposée à l'oralité, 
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l'identité, le journalisme, les compétences en alphabétisation, les fournisseurs des média 

écrits, et les domaines de langage. 

Par ces investigations, le travail tient à démontrer que des facteurs complexes, 

comme les variables linguistiques, attitudinales, et esthétiques, conduisent à l'élaboration 

des idéologies de langage, qui, à leur tour, contribuent au succès des publications de 

langue anglaise, à l'opposé de celles de langue ewe. 

Mots clés : anthropologie, linguistique, langue ewe, traduction, idéologie de langage, 

esthétique linguistique, écrivains ghanéens, journaux ruraux, média écrits, Afrique. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Ewesof West Africa inhabit the territory stretching from the Volta River in 

southeastem Ghana to the Mono River in Benin. According to Ghana Statistics Service's 

2002 census, there were 1.7 million Ewes in the Volta Region of Ghana. Of this 

population, 963, 811 were literates, with 51, 613 literates in only English, 365, 710 

literates in both English and Ewe, and 106, 605 literates in only Ewe. Although there 

have been many attempts to establish print media in the Ghanaian languages, no 

sustained Ghanaian-Ianguage print media have yet been successful. This situation is 

interesting given that broadcast media have, in contrast, been quite successful in using 

certain Ghanaian languages. This raises the question of why print and broadcast media 

differ in their use of local languages. 

In this study, 1 explore ideologies of language with respect to the roles of 

languages in print media in the Ghanaian multilingua1 context. In particular, 1 argue that 

ideo1ogies oflanguage shape the roles accorded to Ewe, in contrast to English-Ianguage, 

and that this has implications for the use of a language in print media. To investigate this 

point, 1 examine the ideologies of language underlying a variety of topics, including 

language standardization, professionalization in joumalism, variants in joumalistic 

productions, language attitudes, pragmatics, writing versus orality, literacy, density of 

language aesthetics, language policies, language practices, and construed domains of 

languages. 1 draw on Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) multidimensional view of 

ideologies of language, as weIl as Irvine's (1993; 1989) analyses of colonial grammars 

and language issues within multilingual context. 1 tap into Woolard's (1998) definition of 

ideologies of language, as weIl as the views of Humboldt (1825 [1988]), Whorf (1940 

[1956]), and Demetracopoulou Lee (1939) on language codification. 1 also draw on 

Cohn's (1987) excursus on colonial language codification, Ngugi (1991) and Appiah's 

(1992) notions ofpostcolonial issues regarding language, Bourdieu's (1979) examination 

of language as commodity, as weIl as Spitulnik (1993) and Bate's (2002) explorations of 

the media. 
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Throughout the explorations, l demonstrate that complex factors, such as language 

specifie, language-attitudinal, and language aesthetic issues, cohere to contribute to 

ideologies of language, which in tum influence a sustained production of newspapers in 

English-Ianguage, in contrast with the local-languages, using the Ewe language as a case 

study. 

Key words: Anthropology, linguistics, Ewe language, translation, ideology, aesthetics, 

Ghanaian novelists, rural newspapers, print media, and Africa. 
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In this introduction, 1 de scribe the main topics of this research and elucidate both 

the theoretical perspective and the methodological framework within which 1 conduct the 

study. 

MAIN TOPICS 

According to Ghana Statistics Service's 2002 census, the number of literates in 

the Volta Region was 963, 811. Of this, 51, 613 were literate in only English, 365, 710 

were literate in both English and Ewe, and 106, 605 were literate in only Ewe. Although 

there have been many attempts to establish print media in the Ghanaian languages for the 

literates, no sustained Ghanaian-language print media (newspapers) have yet been 

successful (see Chapters Three and Four). A central topic ofthis thesis is to explore why 

this is so. The situation is especially interesting given that broadcast media (radio and 

television) have, in contrast, been quite successful in using certain Ghanaian languages 

(see Chapter Three). This raises a second main topic for this thesis, namely, exploring 

why print and broadcast media differ in their use of local languages (see Spitulnik's 1998 

discussions on the Zambian case). 

In this work, 1 argue that in the Ghanaian multilingual context of fifty-five 

languages, ideologies of language contribute to the roles and preeminence attributed to 

English, in contrast with Ghanaian languages. Whereas English is the official language 

for literacy, govemment administration, and print media in Ghana, selected local 

languages have been reduced to writing, and used as national languages in lower primary 

schools, broadcast media, and regional programs. 1 contend that the ideologies of 

language involve the interplay of complex factors, such as language specific, language

attitudinal, and language aesthetics, which contribute to the unsuccessful production of 

Ghanaian-Ianguage newspapers, using Ewe language as a case study (see Chapter One), 

contrasted with successful print media in English-Ianguage. Language-specific factors 

include issues specific to the Ghanaian languages (see Chapter Two); language-attitudinal 

factors inc1ude variables such as the ideologies of language, the language policies, the 

emergence of an educated c1ass, the incorporation of different language areas into a 

nation-state, and the hierarchization of languages in Ghana, as weIl as the interplay of 
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economic and political factors (see Chapter Six). l also explore how literacy and language 

aesthetics in English and Ewe contribute to the ideologies of language with respect to 

Ghanaian print media (see Chapter Five). 

Language-specifie factors 

The language-specific factors contributing to the role of Ewe in the media concem 

issues of standardization, orthography, word division, and loanwords. Specifically, l 

highlight the impact of linguists and Ghanaian writers' perceptions of Ewe on the 

development of the Ghanaian print media. In particular, l note the contributions of 

Westermann (1907; 1930) and Berry (1951) to the development of a systematic Ewe 

grammar, and l revisit features of the language such as grammatical and lexical units, as 

explained by Benveniste (1958). In concentrating on the principal issues of the Ewe 

language, l point out how ideologies of language underlie the views and perceptions of 

joumalists, broadcasters, and novelists on the place of each language in the Ghanaian 

print media (see Chapter Two). 

Language-attitudinal factors 

Language policies 

Language policies have been formulated to serve political purposes since the 

British colonial era in Ghana. For example, English was adopted as the official language 

for administration and education, and it has become the language of choice for inter

regional communication. At the same time, the Ghanaian languages serve as mother 

tongues and, as such, mediums of expression for national commerce, music, funerals, 

religious ceremonies, traditional sociallife and other forms of oral tradition. 

English serves as the language of instruction for pupils from grade four through 

university, while the Ghanaian languages spoken in various regions remain the first 

languages of those originating from and dwelling in those areas. Although Akan, Ewe 

and Ga are now studied even at the university level, from the 1950s to the 1980s the 

policies on the appropriation of the Ghanaian languages were neither consistent nor 

permanent (Boahene-Agbo 1970). This inconsistency is demonstrated by the fact that 

govemment officiaIs and other educated Ghanaians sometimes encouraged the use of the 
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local languages, yet at other times disregarded their use in literate context. These 

language policies have had a direct effect on the presence of local languages in print 

media development in Ghana. Further investigation ofthis situation is required in order to 

explain the lack of promotion of print media in the Ghanaian languages. 

Emergence of profession al class in Ghana 

In Ghana, the system of education that propagated English as the official language 

precipitated the emergence of a professional class in the Ghanaian society. This class was 

imprinted with both the English language and the other status signifiers that accompanied 

education. Their attitudes affect print media in African languages. Appiah (1992) sees the 

emergence of the elite or educated group in Africa as a factor that has contributed to the 

writing of African literature in English, French, and Portuguese rather than in the African 

languages. He notes that the educated group became westernized, identifying themselves, 

for example, with Western literature. 

Incorporating different language areas into a nation-state 

The formation of the nation-state in Ghana after the colonial period has also 

contributed significantly to the lack of a sustained Ghanaian-language wntten media. The 

process of nation-state formation resulted in the separation of people of the same 

language territories into different countries, whereby one group of the Ewe found 

themselves divided into territories of southeastern Ghana, southern Togo and 

southwestern Benin. Similarly, due to "artificial" new borders, the Nzema language is 

located in the western part of Ghana and the eastern part of Ivory Coast. In the northern 

part of Ghana, the Dagbani language is split between Ghana and Burkina Faso. 

This separation of people of the same language into four different countries made 

it difficult to develop and sustain written media in the local languages. For example, 

Gérard (1981) observes that in 1944, a monthly Catholic Ewe journal, Mia Holo, was 

founded in Eweland when the Germans colonized that territory under Togo. In 1903, the 

Protestants produced Nutifafa na Mi, another journal in the same language, in the part of 

Eweland which lay within Togo. After World War l, the Germans lost their colony, 

triggering the loss of funding for the two local-language newspapers. While the 
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Protestant journal continued to be published for a while in Ghana, its Catholic counterpart 

was discontinued (Gérard 1981: 273). 

This situation requires in-depth study, to determine why precisely the local 

language media failed to flourish in Ghana. 

Hierarchization of languages in Ghana 

The hierarchization of the Ghanaian languages has also contributed to the lack of 

sustained print media in the Ghanaian languages. The education system has made a 

conscious effort to rank the Ghanaian languages throughout the development of language 

policies in Ghana. Certain Ghanaians have held the belief that local languages bear the 

mark of underdevelopment, and do not have the potential for serious academic study. The 

association of these characteristics with local languages has hampered any efforts to 

develop an adequate and a sustained print media in these languages, hence the need for 

further examination of how such attitudes affect print media promotion in the local 

languages. 

Language aesthetics 

Finally, l examine what Ghanaian writers term the "density" of the Ghanaian 

languages versus the direct referential nature of English-language reporting in Ghana. l 

explore veiled aesthetics and modes of verbal art, such as proverbs, wise sayings, 

panegyrics, and so on, which writers deploy in Ewe newspapers, as opposed to the factual 

and unveiled aesthetics that writers utilize in Ghanaian English-Ianguage newspapers. 

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 

F or the purposes of this thesis, l will adopt theoretical constituents from Woolard 

and Schieffelin's (1994) multidimensional view of ideologies of language, as well as 

components from Irvine's (1993; 1989) analyses of colonial grammars and language 

issues within multilingual context, and Woolard's (1998) definition of ideologies of 

language. l will also tap into Humboldt (1825 [1906]), Whorf (1940 [1956]), and 

Demetracopoulou Lee's (1939) views of language codification, as well as Cohn's (1987) 
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discussions on colonial language codification. l will also draw on Ngugi (1991) and 

Appiah's (1992) notions ofpostcolonial issues regarding language, as well as variables in 

Bourdieu's (1979) examination of language as commodity. l also intend to build on 

Spitulnik (1993) and Bate's (2002) explorations of media perceptions, aesthetics, and 

production. l will first detail the views of each of these authors and then specify the 

components of their work relevant to this thesis, using further references to elucidate the 

ideologies of language, the multilingual context, and media topics that are relevant for 

investigating the Ghanaian print media (see Chapter One). 

Analytic model for interpretation 

To interpret data, l will draw on Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) 

multidimensional theoretical approach to the discussion of ideologies of language (see 

Chapter One). In light of this, l will build on Silverstein's (1979) notion of linguistic 

features and assumptions about language, Bates' (2002) notion about the imaginings of 

power and aestheticization in print media, and Yankah's (1995) views on ideologies of 

language. In general, l will examine topics that emerged from the empirical data, such as 

language standardization, ethnography of newspapers, textual components of the media, 

perceptions of writers about language, translation, and pragmatics issues, and so on. 

These topics, among others, will reveal the multifarious factors regarding the roles of 

languages in Ghanaian print media, and uncover the ideologies of language underlying aU 

of the empirical data (interviews, excerpts from selected newspapers, and field notes). In 

what follows, l discuss a three-fold model (that is, a language-specific model, a language 

aesthetic model, and a language-attitudinal) to interpret the data. 

Language-specifie model 

The language-specific model concems certain features of English compared with 

Ewe. Silverstein (1979) makes important points on this topic, which he views in two 

broad perspectives, namely, ideologies about language and scientific statements 

regarding language. He daims that the structure and ideology of language are 

interconnected. He examines the interconnection between language structure and 

ideologies of language, drawing attention to rationalizations about language use. He sees 
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rationalizations about language use in tenns of the functional way that language users 

project and objectify basic structures of propositions. Drawing upon this work of 

Silverstein's, 1 will discuss the grammatical issues as represented in the rules for 

orthography, neology, and Standard Ewe. 

Aesthetics of language model 

For the aesthetic model, 1 will tap into Bate's (2002) notion of aesthetics as a 

means of representing leadership qualities, as well as the. use of political poems in 

newspapers. 1 will also draw on his discussions on how literary genres, such as poems, 

political praises, political speeches, and so on, are deployed in newspapers. By 

illustrating how literary genres serve as the means of representations, particularly 

politicai imagining in Tamil Nadu, he offers cIues for interpreting not only political 

perceptions and representations in the print media but also social imaginings and 

aesthetic productions as well. 

Language-attitudinal model 

In setting a language-attitudinal model, 1 will take as a starting point Woolard and 

Schieffelin's (1994) discussions on institutionalized and attitudinal issues regarding 

language. 1 will thus incorporate into this model the views ofboth Femandez (1986) and 

Bourdieu (1990), to discuss language policies, the hierarchization of languages, nation

state strategies, pragmatics of language, literacy, and so on. 1 will draw particular 

attention to the implications of these topics for the development of Ghanaian print media. 

Finally, 1 will examine translation as a medium where ideologies of language have 

appeared in Ghana. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE EXPLORATIONS 

The investigations are organized in six chapters. Chapter One focuses on both the 

theoretical and methodological perspectives that infonn this thesis. Chapter Two 

examines the production of Standard Ewe and its implication for the role of Ewe in 

Ghanaian print media. Chapter Three centers on the ethnography of Ghanaian print and 
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broadcast media, paymg close attention to topics, such as professionalization of the 

media, impacts of factors such as culture, politics, and economics on Ghanaian 

joumalistic production, as weIl as features of the media, that contribute to ideologies of 

language and the perceived roles of languages in Ghanaian print media. Chapter Four 

contrasts the contents of English-language and Ewe newspapers, emphasizing how the 

elements of the contents illustrate underlying ideologies of language that contribute to the 

perceived roI es of language in Ghanaian print media. Chapter Five explores language 

aesthetics of English-language and Ewe newspapers, as weIl as the pragmatics of literacy 

in both languages, pointing out how they differ in their goals, agents, contents, programs, 

required linguistic skiIls, and targeted groups. It specifies how these differences 

contribute to language ideologies and production of print media in Ghana. FinaIly, 

Chapter Six discusses and interprets Ghanaian writers' views on the roles of English

language and Ewe in Ghanaian print media. Finally, l summarized the salient points 

discussed in the thesis, comparing the Ghanaian media with those of Zambia and Nigeria. 

OVERVIEW OF EWE PEOPLE 

The Ewes of West Africa refer to their language as Ewe, but there is variation in 

the orthography of the word, for example: Evhe, Evhé, Évé, Ewe, Ewé, Éwé, Eve, Eweer, 

Awuna, and Eve. In this thesis, l adopt. the spelling "Ewe" because it is the most 

commonly used in the literature. Ewe is a subgroup of Kwa (Westermann 1930), and of 

the broader Niger-Congo sub-family (Greenberg 1970). The word Kwa, which translates 

as people, forms the stem of many of the names of languages regrouped within· this term 

(Westermann 1930; 1952). 

The Ewes inhabit the territory that stretches from the Volta River in southeastem 

Ghana to beyond the Mono River in Benin (see maps in appendixes 12 to 17), as well as 

part of Ogun and Lagos in Nigeria (Capo 1991; Medeiros 1984; Ansre 1961; 

Westermann 1907; 1930). The southem part of Eweland is a littoral zone along the coast 

of the Atlantic sea, extending inland to form a plain savannah of vegetation and Crops, 

whereas the middle and eastem belt, comprising the regions of Adaklu, Peki, Tsito, and 

Afadzato in Ghana, and Agu in Togo, are covered with green forests and mountains. 
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Thus, from the coast northwards the land stretches to a latitude of 80 North (Akyeampong 

2001; Asamoa 1986). 

The Ewe people date their place of origin to Amedzofe, now known as Hogbe, 

which lies to the east of the Notsie in Togo. According to Ewe mythology, the Ewe 

ancestors migrated from Amedzofe to Tado, and then to Notsie in late sixteenth century 

(Amenumey 1986; 1997), or mid-seventeenth century (Greene 2002). These migrations 

were made up of three main groups. One group settled northwest of Notsie; this group 

included the tribes of Agu, Akome, Alavanyo, A wudome, Dzolo, Gbi, Kpalime, Kpando, 

Kpedze, Leklebi, Matse, Peki, Savi, Ve, and Wodze, while another group of tribes moved 

westward. This migration included the Adaklu, Akovia, Ho, Kpano, and Takia tribes, and 

a third group of tribes moved southward. These included the Abobo, Afife, Agave, Anlo, 

Ave, Be (out of which sprang the Agoueve, Bagida, and Lome), Fenyi, Gafe, Game, 

Kliko, Mafi, Sorne, Tanyigba, Tavia, Tokoe, and Tsevie (out of which emerged the 

Boulou, Asome, Lavie, and Dactave), and the Tsiame and Weta. However, the units of 

each tribal group migrated separately to arrive at their current locations. 

Eweland shares boundaries with various language communities. To the west, there 

are the Ga-Adangbe and Akwapim-Twi speakers of Akwamu, who dwell in the eastern 

part of Ghana. In the northern part of Eweland, reside the speakers of Akpafu, Lolobi, 

Likpe, Adele, Aguna, and Yoruba, whereas in the eastern part, the Yoruba inhabit Benin 

and Nigeria. 

The Ewe language consists of various dialects distinguished by compounding the 

dialect with the word gbe (language or voice). Thus, Williamson (1989) and Capo (1991) 

refer to all speakers of Ewe as Gbe speakers. Whereas Agbodeka (1997), Ansre (1961), 

Mamattah (1978), and Westermann (1907; 1930) describe three units of the Ewe cluster, 

Pazzi (1979) notes four main units and Capo (1991) identifies five. These include Ewe 

chiefdoms (Anlo, Tongu, Gbi, Peki, Kpando, Wli, Ho, Aveno, Vo, Kpele, VE, Danyi, 

Agu, Fodome, Notsie, Watsi, and Adangbe, spoken in Ghana and Togo), Gen chiefdoms 

(Glidji, Anecho, and Agoe in Togo), Aja chiefdoms (Dogbo, Stado, Hwe, and Sikpi, 

along the River Mono in Togo and Benin), Fon chiefdoms (Kpase, Agbome, Maxi, Gun, 

and Weme, in Benin and western Nigeria), and Phla-Phera chiefdoms (Alada, TQli, 

Torfin, Phela, PhI a, AyizQ, Kotafon, and Tsaphe). 
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The Ewes believe in Mawu (Supreme God) (Greene 2002). They also have 

approximate notions of a three-fold Supreme God, known as Mawu Sogble, who is 

attributed male qualities, Sodza, who is ascribed female attributes, and Sowlui, 

considered the god of wealth and fortune. In addition, they believe in various deities, for 

example, xebieso (god of th under) , and se (god of destiny), who is mostly known in the 

Afa cult of the southem Ewe. Besides these deities, the various chiefdoms in Eweland 

worship a number of local gods. The Ewes organize cuIts to, revere the spirits of the good 

eIders, called togbeawo (ancestors). They inc1ude in their cosmogony such minor gods 

as legbawo, voduwo, and zizawo, and they fear spiritual forces or spells such as dzowo 

or dzokawo, as well as spiritual beings, namely, IJoliwo, gbogbov5wo, and abosam. 

The political organization of the Ewes is unique because Eweland does not form a 

single political entity. The people are separated among various chiefdoms. In Ghana 

alone there are 150 chiefdoms, each with its fia (paramount or unit chief), for example, 

the Anlo chief, Abutia chief, Ho chief, Peki chief, etc. The Ewes designate the entire 

territory of Eweland as duko (country), and refer to a given chief dom as nutome (district 

or chiefdom). The chief doms comprise duwo (towns) and kofewo (villages). Fia (chief) 

govems in consultation with a council of seIected eIders, known as dumegawo (eiders). 

Although ascendancy to a throne is determined by inheritance, a council of eIders elects 

the chief. 

The social organization of the community is based on patrilineal inheritance and 

patriarchal residence. Each town or village consists of hl5wo or sawo (clans), fomewo 

ifamilies/lineages), dzotinuwo (homesteads), and afewo (homes). The Ewes have a 

lineage exogamy marri age system, and the residence of married couples is determined by 

virilocality. 

The Ewes engage in diverse agricultural ac~ivities. They raise poultry and other 

animaIs su ch as goats, sheep, and bullocks, and cultivate maize, cassava, yams and 

spinach. They recognize three seasons per year, comprising Adame (major rainy season), 

which extends from March to June, Keleme (minor rainy season), from July to October, 

and Pepiyi (cold and dry season), from November to February. 
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The economic activities of the Ewes vary according to geographical location and 

material resourees. They organize a five-day open market cycle in strategic locations in 

various towns where buyers and sellers can determine the priee through bargaining. In the 

pre-colonial period, the people used cowries as a form of currency. According to 

Manoukian (1952: 20) cowries were still in use as the main form of currency up until the 

nineteenth eentury. The traders, mostly women, sell agricultural and industrial products 

in both-local and distant markets. In the coastal regions, for example, they mine salt from 

a bed of lagoons, using hoes, hammers, and baskets. The' southem Ewes also engage in 

fishing in the sea, rivers, creeks, and lagoons, and they sell their produce in the 

hinterland. By contrast, the northem Ewes market wood, charcoal, and a variety of 

agricultural products. 

Crafts play a significant part in Ewe material culture. Pre-colonial Ewe crafts 

include drums, stools, weaving, clay figurines, and cult images. These crafts are made by 

spinning local cotton~ weaving and embroidering with home-based looms, making 

pottery, dying local tunics, and blacksmithing. For example, the local weaver buys yam 

from a spinner, and then sews together long strips of woven material. Other handicrafts 

include basket and mat weaving from a variety of palm fibres, branches, and reeds. 

Pottery is also important, as weIl as blacksmithing, which IS a thriving industry in 

Eweland. Every village has its own smith, along with a cult centered around 

blacksmithing. Blacksmiths use hammers and anvils to produce tools such as knives, 

hoes, spears, axes, and cutlasses. There are also wood workers who carve stools, drums, 

figures, staffs or seepters for chiefs, wooden spoons, and combs. In addition, they make 

leather for various drums, leather sheaths for knives, and leather for musical instruments, 

for example, las hie. 

The first European discovery of Eweland took place in 1471 and 1472, when the 

Portuguese explorers, Joao de Santarem and Pero de Escobar, explored the coast 

(Debrunner 1965). The Portuguese were the only Europeans to trade along the coast of 

the Eweland until the severiteenth century (Meyer 1999), when the Danes, Dutch, French 

and English arrived. French Capuchin monks established a Catholic mission in Whidah 

(Benin) in 1644 (Debrunner 1965: 22). After gaining control of the Ewe coastal strip, the 

Dutch built a lodge at Keta in 1710, to maintain its control over coastal trade. They 
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opened another lodge at We (near Keta) in 1757. Since the Dutch lodges were often 

raided, they built Fort Prinzeinstein in 1784. They sold it to the British (Ibid., p.33) in 

1850. From 1884 to 1914, the Germans declared the area from Lome to Anecho as their 

Protectorate while Benin was considered a French colony. During the First World War, 

however, Germany lost control over Togo, and the colony was partitioned in August 

1914. While Ewe communities, including Atakpame and Anecho, were ascribed to the 

French, Lome, Palime, Hohoe, Buem, Kpando, and Ho were allocated to the British. 

Through the influence of the League of Nations, western Eweland was partitioned once 

again in 1920. This time, Lome and Palime were allotted to the French, whereas Ho, 

Hohoe, Buem, and Kpando became part of the Gold Coast (Ibid., p.155). 



CHAPTERI 

THEORY AND METHOD 
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In the first part of this chapter, l specify the theoretical framework on which l 

base my thesis, review relevant literature, and then overview genera1 perspective of 

selected theoretical works that foreground this research. In the second part of the chapter, 

l overview the methodology, detail aspects of data, and finally state the analytic method' 

of interpreting data, to discuss the various factors that contribute to views about the roles 

of languages in Ghanaian print media. 

A. Theoretical Perspective 

According to Ghana Statistics Service's 2002 census, of the 1.7 million Ewes in 

the Volta Region of Ghana, the literates number 963, 811, with 51, 613 literates only in 

English, 365, 710 literates in both English and Ewe, and 106, 605 literates only in Ewe. 

There have been many attempts to establish print media in the Ghanaian languages, but 

no sustained Ghanaian-Ianguage print media have yet been successful as those of 

English-Ianguage. The situation is especially interesting given that broadcast media have, 

by contrast, been quite successful in using certain Ghanaian languages as a medium of 

transmission of information. The situation is intriguing given that English is the official 

language for literacy, government administration, and print media in Ghana, yet selected 

local languages (Akan, Dagaare, Dagbani, Ewe, Ga, Nzema, and Hausa) have been 

reduced to writing, and used as national languages in lower primary schools, broadcast 

media, and regional programs. This raises the question, namely, why print and broadcast 

media differ in their use of local languages? 

l will first specify the theoretical framework that informs the investigations in this 

thesis. l will then overview the approaches on which l will draw relevant points for 

examining the ideologies of language, as l compare factors contributing to the success of 

the Ghanaian English-Ianguage media with those of Ghanaian local languages. 

10 My theoretical stance 

For the purposes of this study, l have adopted theoretical constituents from 

Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) multidimensional view of ideologies of language, 

Irvine's (1993; 1989) analyses of colonial grammars and language issues within 
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multilingual context, and Woolard's (1998) definition of ideologies of language. 1 have 

also adopted Humboldt (1825 [1988]), Whorf(1940 [1956]), and Demetracopoulou Lee's 

(1939) discussions on language codification, as well as Cohn's (1987) excursus on 

colonial language codification. 1 have built on Ngugi (1991) and Appiah's (1992) notions 

of postcolonial issues regarding language, Bourdieu' s (1979) examination oflanguage as 

commodity, as well as Spitulnik (1993) and Bate's (2002) explorations of media studies. 

1 first detailed the views of each of these authors and then specified the components of 

their works relevant to this thesis, using further references to elucidate the ideologies of 

language, the multilingual context, and media topics that are relevant for investigating the 

Ghanaian print media. 

Ideologies of language involve a conglomeration of topics that cut across different 

approaches to the study of language issues. 1 therefore take a multidimensional 

theoretical approach to the ideologies of language discussed in this thesis. Woolard and 

Schieffelin, for instance, note that the "new direction in research on linguistic ideology 

has also moved away from seeing ideology as a homogenous cultural template, now 

treating it as a process involving struggles among multiple conceptualizations and 

demanding the recognition of variation and contestation with a community as weIl as 

contradictions within individuals" (1994: 71; Woolard 1998). Woolard and Schieffelin's 

multidimensional approach to ideologies of language encompasses studies on the 

ethnography of speaking (Yankah 1995; Finnegan 1970), which provides dues for 

examining discursive forms, aesthetics components, stylistic varieties, and rhetorical 

constituents comprised in ideologies of language in Ghana. Similarly, the 

multidimensional approach covers the works on politics of multilingualism, which 

provicle the platform for examining ideologies of language through language competition, 

politics, borrowing, and policy, as reflected in Irvine's (1989) investigation of language 

and social differentiation in Wolof society. Woolard and Schieffelin's approach also 

takes into account Bourdieu' s (1979) study on habitus, commoditization, and the 

acquisition of language-related social signifiers, which provide the relevant basis for 

exploring ideologies of language in Ghana. 

1 have applied the term "ideologies of language" to the two broad categories of 

Woolard and Sèhieffelin' s definition: "[.:.] selected research on cultural conceptions of 
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language - its nature, structure, use - and on conceptions of communicative behavior -as 

an enactment of a collective order" (1994: 55). Throughout this thesis, whereas "cultural 

conceptions of language" refer to beliefs about the grammatical features of language (see 

Humboldt (1825 [1968]); Whorf (1940 [1956]); Demetracopoulou Lee (1939); Rumsey 

1990; Leavitt 2006) discussed in topics such as standard orthography, word division, 

loanwords, and technical concepts, "conceptions of communicative behavior" denote 

beliefs about the roles of language in soci~l1 communicative system (Irvine 1993; Cohn 

1987; Femandez 1986; Ngugi 1991; Appiah 1992; Spitulnik 1993; Bate 2002; Woolard 

1998). 

Based on the multidimensional theoretical perspective, 1 contend that the 

ideologies of language, that is conceptions about the structure and use of language, are 

depicted in different approaches, such as the ethnography of speaking, the politics of 

multilingualism, the literacy studies, as weIl as the historical studies (Woolard and 

Schieffelin 1994: 59-60). 1 also argue that this broad theoretical perspective is the best 

way to capture the complex interplay between language-specific, language-attitudinal 

(institutionalized), and aesthetic issues that contribute to the ideologies about the roles of 

languages in Ghanaian print media. For instance, 1 draw relevant points (such as 

discourses, genres, linguistic practices, oratory, orality, and density/directness of 

language) from studies on ethnography of speaking (Yankah 1995; Finnegan 1970; 1988) 

to investigate ideologies of language in Ewe and English-Ianguage newspapers. 

The multidimensional approach allows me to combine different theoretical 

perspectives in examining the ideologies of language and print media in Ghana. For 

instance, it enables me to apply to the Ghanaian context, the findings of scholars of the 

politics of multilingualism \yho focused on language competition, politics, borrowing, 

and policy. For example, it allows me to take cues from Irvine's (1989) investigation of 

how language serves as the means of social differentiation in Wolof society in West 

Africa as weIl as Bourdieu' s (1991; 1979) explorations of how language marks political, 

social, and intellectual allegiances, examining habitus and the acquisition of social 

signifiers connected to language (Woolard and Schieffe1in 1994). As Woolard and 

Schieffelin (1994) have pointed out, scholars investigating the politics of language have 

often treated ideologies of language, by exploring colonial and postcolonial dimensions 
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of language use and systematization of written grammar. For instance, Irvine (1993) 

examines nineteenth-century representations of African languages. Informed by the 

findings in her study, 1 will investigate the implications of language policies for the roles 

attributed to languages within the contours of the ideologies of language in Ghana. 

Language standardization is linked to several factors such as authority in language 

prescription (Milroy and Milroy 1985), puri st language conservatism (Kroskity 1994), 

and orthographic contestations (Woo1ard and Schieffe1in 1994). Each of these studies on 

language standardization provides an account that constitutes on1y an aspect of the whole 

story. By adopting the multidimensional approach, 1 will tap into the relevant points from 

all of these references to examine word division, orthography, and prescribed texts that 

form part of the standardization of Ewe, an aspect of the ideologies of language. 

Similarly, with the multidimensional theoretical approach, 1 will draw on Scribner 

and Cole's (1981) literacy studies on Vai society to explore the differentiated programs, 

goals, contents, agents, and targets of literacy in English contrasted with Ewe. The 

research on press and imagined communities (Anderson 1983; Woolard and Schieffelin 

1994), for instance, provides ample points to unearth political, social, and economic 

underpinnings of literacy (Heath 1983; Finnegan 1988). In 1ight of these studies, 1 will 

investigate the underpinnings of literacy in English and Ewe in Ghana with regard to the 

ideologies of language. 

The multidimensional theoretical approach also takes into account the studies that 

delve into the history and philosophy of language (Appiah 1992) as well as the history of 

the languages of colonial administration. For instance, researchers of historical studies 

explore assumptions in ideologies of language, by investigating the historical trends of 

elite debates on topics such as dominant national language, politics of language, language 

and the colonial stances oflanguage (Irvine 1993; Fabian 1986; Cohn 1987). 1 agree with 

the contentions of Humboldt (1825 [1968]), Whorf (1940 [1956]), and Demetracopoulou 

Lee (1939) that ideologies of language permeate the way certain language investigators 

discuss language issues. As such, this notion requires multidimensional theoretical 

perspectives for studying the descriptions of grammatical features, social use, and 

assumptions about language. This daim is important for this thesis because it 

foregrounds the ideologies of language in a broad framework by providing the theoretical 
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basis for investigating the interplay of language-specific, language-attitudinal, and 

aesthetic issues that contribute to the ideologies of language in Ghana. 

2° Overview of ideology and ideologies of language 

As 1 have stated early on, 1 cite a few authors whose definitions of the term 

l "ideologies of language" are of particular relevance to the multidimensional approach 

adopted in this thesis. For instance, Woolard (1998) contends that ideologies of language 

should be viewed within the broad notion of "ideology" itself, maintaining that this 

concept involves ideational phenomena, a conceptual framework, or an intellectual 

dimension of culture, which encompasses language. Woolard's point is relevant, because 

it captures ideologies regarding both language-specific and language-attitudinal issues. 

This stance is corroborated by Friedrich (1989), Silverstein (1979; 2004), and Rumsey 

(1990). As Friedrich (1989) states: 

[I]deology is the basic notion or idea that the members of a society hold about a 

fàirly definite, if not bounded set or area such as honor, matrilineal affiliation, or 

division of labor, and the interrelations and implications of such sets of notions. 

ldeology in this sense is the more ideational, intellectual, and conceptual 

constituents of culture - in contrast, for example, to observed or statistically 

measured patterns ofbehavior. (Ibid., 1989: 301) 

Friedrich's emphasis of the ideational elements of a culture means language as an aspect 

of culture should be examined within such ideational framework. In particular, ideologies 

of language should coyer the views or ideas drawn from the various components of a 

given culture (Woolard 1998; Woolard and Schieffelin 1994, and Friedrich 1989). 

Silverstein defines ideologies of language as: "sets of beliefs about language articulated 

by users as a rationalization or justification of a perceived language structure and use" 

(1979: 193). He contends that culture and language inhabit the same plane, and in so 

doing they are not only considered to be "ideational" but intricately imbedded in the 
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conscious and unconscious dimensions of ideology (2004: 622). He maintains also that 

certain discursive components are "indexical" of the user's identity, group membership, 

and conceptual structures (Ibid., p. 632-634). In this way, he situates ideologies of 

language within the general perspective of ideology. 

As Rumsey (1990) asserts, ideologies of language involve: "shared bodies of 

commonsense notions about the nature of language in the world" (Ibid., p. 346). He 

demonstrates the "commonsense notions about the nature of language" by comparing the 

constituents of reported speech in English with that in Ungarinyin, the language of the 

Ngarinyin of Australia. In this analysis, he points out that Ungarinyin reported speech 

lacks the elements that constitute a "opposition between direct discourse and any other, 

less direct variety" (Ibid., p. 347). He shows that a society expresses its notions of the 

nature of language through social discourses. 

Woolard (1998) links aspects of ideologies (regarding ideologies of language) to 

the conscious distortions ofideas that people have (see Bloch 1985; Althusser (1971). In 

particular, Althusser (1971) situates the notion "ideology" within the economic 

production in a society. He specifies that ideology connotes the "system of the ideas and 

representations which dominate the mind of a man or a social group" (1971: 149). 

Adopting Marx' s (1989) definition, he daims that ideology involves a "falsified 

representation" of people's "real conditions of existence" and their "imaginary relation" 

to those "conditions of existence" (1971:152-155). Although he analyzes ideology within 

the broad perspective of "the reproduction of the conditions of production," he links it to 

the following three main conditions: "reproduction of the means of production", 

"reproduction of the labor-force", and "reproduction of the relations of production." 

Analyzing the variables of the reproduction of the productive forces, he daims that there 

are "ideological state apparatuses" which shape the attitudes of leamers. He views 

ideology as the conditions that operate in economic reproduction, but he does not point 

out how ideology leads to distinctive identities and preferences, which are necessary 

conditions in shaping the public sphere. This sai d, 1 note that Althusser' s views on the 

concept tie in with ideologies of language conceming the social institutions that dispense 

language policies, standards, and use in Ghanaian media. 
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Woolard (1998) regroups ideologies of language in two categories, contending 

that one category invokes the ideational representations of language and culture, whereas 

the second category "places power and interest [ ... ] at the core of the phenomena" (1998: 

8). In my view, these two dimensions are better regrouped "cultural conceptions of 

language" (i.e., the structure, orthography, word division, and loanwords, standard 

language) and the "conceptions of communicative behavior" (i.e., language use, policies, 

aesthetics, preferences, choices, values, identities, and so on). This regrouping is 

important, because while one aspect of ideologies of language focuses on linguistic 

categories, the other aspect deals with social, distortions, perceptions, and manipulations 

oflanguage. As Heath (1989), for instance, contends: "[ideologies oflanguagè involve a] 

variety of integrated assertions, theories, and goals that attempt to guide collective socio

political beliefs and actions regarding language choices in communication systems" 

(Ibid., p. 393). She argues that linguistic choices and decisions may lead to an imposition 

and the disproportionate valuation of one language to the detriment of the value and use 

of other languages. In this way, linguistic choice is an important constituent of ideologies 

of language. This is reflected in Haroche and Maingueneau's (1985) discussions on the 

views about language in the seventeenth century. Although they do not explicitly define 

"ideologies of language" as a concept, they describe a relevant example of the ideologies 

that relate to rationalization and justification of language structure and use in the 

seventeenth century. In particular, they point out how French was considered the most 

logicallanguage in the world, because its word-order (SVO) was be1ieved to represent 

the natural pattern of thought. They note that those who contend that the SVO was the 

natural pattern of thought also c1aim that its structure was the only way that enables a 

person to express human thought c1early. This perception ties in with social perception of 

language (Woolard and Schieffe1in 1994). These discussions therefore provide the 

platform to examine the social perceptions that inform people's assumptions about 

language, as 1 intend to examine in this thesis. 

To discuss the works of certain grammarians, 1 re1y on Whorf (1940 [1956]. He 

observes that language theorists use pre-established mode1s in describing concepts, 

language and data. He explains that such models are formulated in light of the theorist's 

own language. However, he points out that when a linguist is familiar with many 
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linguistic systems, he/she will be less constrained to de scribe one language using the 

traits ofanother language (Ibid., p.212-214]). This c1aim is relevant to this thesis, because 

it lays out the rudiments of examining ideologies of language in a multilingual context. 

Equally important to this thesis is Leavitt's (2006) point on language valuation and 

interest. He argues that "a philosophical preference" for certain models of explanation 

lead language theorists to the acceptance or rejection of the "idea that differences among 

languages are important." Alluding to language theorists, he states: 

In the modem West, the overwhelming tendency has been either to deny or affirm 

the importance oflanguage differences depending on one's philosophical preference 

for universalistic explanatory models that seek causes or pluralistic essentialist 

models that seek understanding. (Leavitt 2006: 47) 

Although he only examines language theorists' preferences in general, his comment is 

relevant for investigating linguistic preferences and what underlies those preferences. In 

particular, he observes that language theorists began to take keen interest in examining 

linguistic diversity from eighteenth century onwards. By this observation, he draws 

attention to how language diversity slowly became an object of valuable study (Ibid., p. 

49). It is therefore important to investigate the import of the preferences of language in 

Ghana, in particular to find out the issues at stake in this social phenomenon. 

Although sorne scholars allude to language attitudes only in generic terms, they 

offer salient points that constitute ideologies of language. For instance, when Humboldt 

remarked that sorne of the grammars of Asian languages written by Westemers 

presupposed the grammatical categories of Latin, he implies that the works of sorne 

grammarians were ideologically influenced. He cited, as an example, the Japanese 

grammar that P. P. Oyanguren and Rodriguez produced. He states: 

Il suit, comme le titre l'indique, un système conforme à celui de la grammaire 

latine. Ce défaut est commun à tous les auteurs espagnols et portugais qui ont 

composé des grammaires d'idiomes asiatiques et américaines. (Humboldt 1825 

[1968]: 383-384) 
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Humboldt demonstrates that in describing the Japanese language, the two grammarians 

were describing features of Latin grammar. He notes that using the Latin verbal 

inflection, Oyanguren de scribes the Japanese verbal forms of the present indicative and 

the radical as "primitive form" and "adjective," respective1y (Ibid., p. 384-385). 

Humboldt further points out that since Oyanguren and his colleagues examined the 

Japanese grammatical categories in light of those of Latin, they failed to see the 

distinctive nature of the characteristics of Japanese. Humboldt's analysis offers cIues on 

what 1 identify as ideologies of language in the works of sorne grammarians. 

Similarly to Humboldt, in the introduction to her article on Wintu thought, 

Demetracopoulou Lee (1939) observes that those who engage III fieldwork-based 

research sometimes examine traits of another society based on the parameters of their 

own society. She states: 

But there is still an attitude of condescension. Too often we judge traits by our own 

Euro-American set of premises, and find them strange; but we say that, at any rate, 

they have function, or value, or meaning. This basis for evaluation is inadequate for 

a clear understanding. The beliefs and practices of a society must be judged by the 

framework ofpremises ofthat society. (Demetracopoulou Lee 1939: 181) 

Demetracopoulou Lee made this observation to draw the attention of researchers tothe 

ideologies that might influence the way they perceive and examine variables during their 

fieldwork. Demetracopoulou Lee's point ofview sheds light on the scope ofideologies of 

language, a concept which informs this thesis. 

Bourdieu's (1979) work is the one of the core references for my multidimensional 

theoretical approach, because he examines how language and other, social entities are 

transformed to marketable commodities. In light of this, he explores the topic through 

Parisian modes of life and social stratification. He illustrates how this concept is reflected 

in topics such as aesthetics, literature, cuisine, and musical allegiance. He says: 

Les goûts (c'est-à-dire les préférences manifestées) sont l'affirmation pratique 

d'une différence inévitable. Ce n'est pas par hasard que, lorsqu'ils ont à se justifier, 
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ils s'affiffi1ent de manière toute négative, par le refus opposé à d'autres gouts [ .... ] 

(1979: 59-60) 

He claims that preferences and perceptions are social entities, hence socially acquired, 

thereby predisposing a person to develop specific preferences: "À la différence de la 

perception non spécifique, la perception proprement esthétique de l'oeuvre d'art ... est 

affilée d'un principe de pertinence socialement constitué et acquis ... " (1979: 52). He 

contends that these predispositions become a necessary condition for belonging to a 

social c1ass. Individuals' preferences thus set them in distinctive groups in contrast to 

others, marking them in teffi1S of certain patterns of attitude which orient their choices 

and allegiances: linguistic, aesthetic, literary, culinary, musical, and so on. He states: 

En fait, par l'inteffi1édiaire des conditions économiques et sociales qu'elles 

supposent, les différentes manières, plus ou moins détachées ou distinctes, d'entrer 

en relation avec les réalités et les' fictions, de croire aux fictions ou aux réalités 

qu'elles simulent, sont très étroitement insérées dans les systèmes de dispositions 

(habitus) caractéristiques des différentes classes. (Bourdieu 1979: vi) 

Bourdieu thus asserts that individuals' preferences set them in distinctive groups 

or domains in contrast to others, marking them with certain patterns of attitude which 

orient their choices and allegiances: linguistic, aesthetic, literary, culinary, musical, and 

so on. In making social entities commodities through attitudinal patterns of behavior, the 

second aspect of ideologies of language (assumptions of language and culture) is 

reflected. Based on Bourdieu's contention, 1 seek to argue that in a broad perspective, 

tas te as a pattern of attitude orients individuals' choices and preferences (in this case their 

language preferences), which 1 intend to explore in this thesis. 

The work of Fernandez (1986) is equally relevant to this study. He notes in 

particular how words or expressions belong to lexical "territoriality," "fields," or 

"localities", with which their us ers are familiar, and from which they draw their resources 

to communicate. He contends that languages occupy material space similar to material 

possessions. He points out that Castilians of Asturian origin use words that evoke hum an 
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physiology, body movement, rural alimentation, rural setting, and spatial possession. For 

example, after a meal or banquet, Castilians of Asturian origin use the Asturian word 

fastucar (ta satiate), rather than the Castilian word hartar (ta satiate), reflecting their 

belief that beyond the Asturian province, there is no me al with which Castilians people 

would have their fiii. He further points out Asturian word usage as related to sociability, 

for example, words of greeting, affection, and familiarity. He notes, for instance, that 

although a renowned teacher advocates the use of Castilian in the public sphere for its 

culture, he himself enjoys reading old stories in regional papers for accurate descriptions 

of sentiments related to corporeality, sociability and affinity. 

Femandez (1986) also observes that the Asturian lexicon consists of nomenclature 

that depicts lexical territoriality to Asturians in both concrete and nostalgic ways. In 

particular, the names of meadows, plots, hills, peaks, passes, and the like evoke images of 

daily life and rural settings for Asturians. Thus, to lack the Asturian lexicon is to lack the 

lexical field of participating fully in Asturian culture. For him, these features 

(corporeality, sociability, and territoriality) are the foundation of language revival and 

preservation. He observes that Asturian intellectuals, for example, negotiate their 

attitudes toward the Asturians and Castilians, di vi ding the languages into two fields and 

territories: Asturian for expressing rural, concrete, and sensual entities, and Castilian for 

urban, abstract, and intellectual realities. He notes that this dichotomy of lexical fields is 

further enhanced by political influence, where Castilian is employed as the official 

language, whereas Asturian is used in domestic life. Femandez thus shows that in a 

multilingual situation, each language occupies distinctive lexical (linguistic) territory and 

spatial domain on a hierarchical scale. In the multidimensional approach adopted in this 

thesis, 1 intend to investigate how language choices are preferences reflect lexical 

territoriality. 1 therefore intend to examine why, in a multilingual situation, ideologies of 

language le ad to the assigning of lexical territories and domains to individual or group of 

languages. 

Linguistic scholars acknowledge the multifunctional dimensions of language 

(Humboldt 1825 [1968]; Whorf 1940 [1956]; Demetracopoulou Lee 1939; Woolard and 

Schieffelin 1994). Irvine, for instance, examines the functions of language, arguing that 

the roles of language are not exclusive from one another, and that they illustrate just how 
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language relates to the material world in multifunctional ways. In particular, she 

demonstrates how differentiated discursive practices point to distinctive social groups. 

She points out that the most common role attributed to language is its referential 

property; that is, itSI ability to denote objects, human beings, entities, and so on. She 

observes that this notion of the function of language has led sorne scholars to argue that 

language must be homogenous to exercise a referential role in a society. She contends 

that the ways in which language enhances the "coordination of a social division of labor" 

and fulfills a referential role shows that language operates on the basis of an "ideology 

that supports a particular socioeconomic system" (1989: 251). These points are relevant 

for examining the views of Ghanaian joumalists about the density of Ewe and the 

referential (denotational) feature of English in Ghanaian newspapers. 

Irvine also stipulates that language performs other functions in addition to its 

referential role. In particular, she draws attention to the indexical function of languàge, 

specifying that the organization of linguistic diversity in a speech community illustrates 

the roles, activities, and social groups that correspond to differentiated language. She 

believes that the "indexical correlations between realms of linguistic differentiation and 

social differentiation" reflect a "cultural system of ideas about social relations" (1989: 

253). By indexical correlation, she means how distinct linguistic features charactenze a 

social group, setting the speakers in a distinctive category in opposition to speakers with 

other linguistic traits. She observes, for example, that differentiated speech styles have 

served to polarize people in rural Wolof of West Africa into distinct categories, su ch as 

high versus low ranks, Wolof versus LawbélPulaar-speakers, and rural Wolof village 

versus nationaVintemational systems. She notes, for example, that the Wolof people 

display aspects of ideology of language when they consider Arabic as part of Wolof 

repertoire, yet treat French as foreign to Wolof registry, even though both languages are 

of different origins. In particular, the Wolof adopted Arabic as the language of Islam in 

their religious practices, but only a few Wolof were committed to leaming French in the 

1970s. On the basis of these attitudes, she de fines ideology of language regarding social 

differentiation in terms of: "[ ... ] a particular rationalization of a particular local 

experience, a rationalization informed by a framework of other ide as about language and 

about the kinds of people who speak in certain ways" (Ibid., p. 255). She specifies that 
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this ideology of language is based on the indexical role of linguistic phenomena. This 

observation is relevant for examining why Ghanaian writers have preferences for 

languages. 

Irvine also argues that, apart from the referential and indexical functions of 

language, linguistic components are part of people's political economy. For example, 

language may be part of the forces of production because verbal skills and discursive 

performances may be part of the "resources and activities that constitute a socioeconomic 

system of a society (Ibid., p. 255) as Bourdieu (1979) discussed. She c1aims that in a 

c1ass-based society, linguistic differentiation is marked by a corresponding appropriation 

of economic values. According to her, language as a marketable commodity in Sene gal 

occurs as a result of the relation between "local sociolinguistic systems" and 

national/international system. For instance, on the local scene in Senegal, other tribes 

accepted French political influence in rural Wolof, but the Wolof themselves viewed it as 

illegitimate presence in their political economy. She notes that, although the other 

Senegalese ethnic groups considered French political dominance as legitimate, they 

viewed Wolof political control as illegitimate. In light of this, economic activities that 

require Arabic occur at the locallevel, and the economic activities requiring French occur 

at nation-state level. She points out that the linguistic skills important for certain 

economic-based social roles and statuses (bards) among the Wolof inc1ude mastery of 

persuasive speech, entertainment conversation, transmission of messages to the public, 

and performance of genres of praise, and among the Asante people of West Africa the 

role of chiers spokesperson (linguist) requires discourse mastery and management (1989: 

257). 

Irvine also Vlews as one of the central functions of language the verbal 

authentication of commodities by experts. She contends that verbal authentication is 

important because a community may depend on the testimonies of experts to recognize 

the economic and symbolic values of exchangeable goods such as gold, texts, magic 

spells, proper names, eulogy, praise, speaking on behalf of another person (for example, 

Wolof griots speaking for Wolof nobles), and so on. 

Irvine thus examines the roles of language in society, specifying how they fit into 

the political economy and social differentiation of a society. In her discussions, it cornes 
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to the fore that in a multicultural context, people allot identities, groups, or domains to 

other speakers on the basis of roles that correspond to their linguistic skills and practices. 

What has remained to be detailed in her discussions is the interconnected nature of these 

linguistic functions as well as their implications for the roles of language, as set out in 

this thesis. 

3° Colonial and postcolonial approaches 

Colonial and postcolonial approaches to language issues are important aspects of 

the multidimensional theoretical approach, because they provide part of the platform for 

investigating components of ideologies of language, su ch as language standardization, 

missionization, policy formulations, and so on, examined in this thesis. 

Colonial and postcolonial approaches (Irvine 1993; Cohn 1987) focused on 

metropolitan language views and policies. Contrary to Ngugi (1991) and Appiah (1992), 

yet within colonial and postcolonial theoretical approaches, Irvine (1993) examines 

ideologies of language in the metropolitan linguistics of nineteenth-century Senegal, 

particularly in the development of Wolof and Fula written grammars. Irvine's work 

provides important parameters for this thesis, because it describes actual events that 

contribute to the perceptions and poli tics that influence the formulation of grammars of 

African languages. 1 will therefore examine the agents and the contents of the stages of 

standardization ofEwe by basing my explorations on Irvine's findings. 

Irvine argues that the products (grammars, pedagogy, and politics) of colonial 

linguistics in Senegal were offshoots of metropolitan ideologies. According to her, one of 

the metropolitan ideologies that largely influenced coloniallinguistics in Senegal was the 

Herderian organic model of language. According to this model, each ethnic unit 

corresponds to a people who formed a nation, spoke a language, and constituted a race; 

that is, there is a "primordial relationship between language and the particular 'spirit' of a 

nation" (Irvine 1993: 28; seealso Herder 1767; 1772). Irvine argues that the Wolof and 

Fula linguists applied the Herderian model in their works, using their linguistic studies to 

demarcate each ethnic group in Senegal. Another metropolitan ideology of the nineteenth 

century consisted of viewing the Africans as "untaught" and lacking rational capacities of 
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humanity, which partly contributed to the Slave Trade. Other ideologies that circulated 

during the nineteenth century included the views about humanity's monogenesis 

(humanity attributed a single origin) and polygenesis (humanity ascribed different 

origins). 

Irvine points. out the ideologies of language in colonial linguistics by examining 

the works of both Jacques-Francois Roger, a lawyer, initially appointed director of the 

royal agricultural station and then govemor of the French colony in Senegal, as well as 

Jean Dard, a mathematics teacher and overseer of colonial education in Senegal. She 

notes the works of Gustave D'Eichthal, a sociologist who reviewed Roger and Dard's 

works, as well as those of Abel Hovelacque, a philologist, and Faidherbe, the govemor of 

Senegal in 1854-1861 and 1863-1865. 

Irvine further observes that Roger's 1828 and 1829 grammars, as well as his 

moral philosophy research, illustrate Wolof texts in rhymed verses, a style which does 

not reflect the main features of the language. In doing so, he intends to captivate the 

attention of his metropolitan readers and to debunk racial prejudices in metropolitan 

ideologies, particularly that the ''unwritten'' languages could not serve rational thinking 

and that the "untaught" were incapable of humanity's rationality. She points out how 

Dard argued that the ''untaught'' and "not civilized" natives could- be brought to 

"civilization through instruction and literacy (1993: 30), an idea he used to argue for the 

abolition of the Atlantic Slave Trade. 

Irvine also points out how Dard used his 1825 and 1826 analyses on Wolof to 

interrogate French "chauvinism and prejudice" in nineteenth-century discourses about 

Africa. Dard also used these analyses to demonstrate that civilization could be attained 

through languages like Wolof, which contain linguistic features for accurate 

representations of reasonable, delicate, and consistent thought, more so than European 

languages. As Irvine notes, Dard implicitly went against the metropolitan ideology of the 

primacy of features of European languages by viewing, for example, the lack of 

grammatical gender in Wolof as preferable to its presence in European languages like 

French (for example, interrogating the reason for attributing different genders to similar 

species, namely, la baleine "the whale" versus le requin "the shark"). Similarly, he 

viewed the Wolof grammatical system as the "most ingenious" of all known systems. 
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Irvine points out how Dard' s works erased the metropolitan ideology of a 

European! African dichotomy in many ways. As she observes, Dard sees remnants of 

prejudice only in complexion, arguing that other instances of rationality and irrationality 

undercut all cultures (1993: 32). She further notes that Dard's works were didactic 

materials intended to bridge the gap between the Europeans and Africans by illuminating 

the metropolitan ideologies of Africa as well as of Europe. She observes just how Dard's 

education system was influenced by his views on the Wolof language, as for instance, in 

his application of "method of mutua1 teaching" (known as "English method" of British 

protestant origin, which displeased conservative French in the colony of Saint-Louis). 

She observes that, although Roger and Dard applied the "monogenic" model of language, 

critics appreciated Roger's works without noticing his subtle arguments in favor of 

features of Africans, while they rejected Dard's works for dissolving metropolitan 

ideologies about the dichotomy of mentality believed to distinguish Europeans from 

Africans. 

Irvine also points out that the sociologist, D'Eichthal (1841; 1845), praised the 

works of Roger, but critiqued those of Dard, claiming that Roger's works should be read 

in terms of how they attest a "natural distinctive system;" that is, Wolof-speakers 

constitute a distinctive race with a specific history and origin, contrary to what Dard 

contended. Irvine notes that whereas Dard and Roger used terms such as "nation", 

"people", and "population" to illustrate a monogenic view of the origin of humanity, 

D'Eichthal emphasized the term "race" to argue for the polygenic view that was 

circulating in metropolitan ideologies of the nineteenth century. 

Finally Irvine points out that Abel Hovelacque (1887) was the first French scholar 

to classify Wolof as an agglutinative language with a sequence of morphemes fused in 

one word. Hovelacque considers Wolof a primitive language in contrast with inflectional 

European languages, drawing upon Humboldt's ranking of language typologies (1836 

[1999]), a view shared by certain linguists at that time. As Irvine further notes, 

Hovelacque approved Faidherbe's 1882 grammar of Fula for its racial-based analyses, 

which served as didactic material for the military, travelers, and administrators in the 

colony. She notes that in all constructions of the Wolof and Fula written grammars, 

Africans served only as readers and translators and never as authors. Irvine thus 
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demonstrates that the metropolitan ideologies about Africa shaped the construction and 

implementation of Wolof and Fula grammars, which in turn reinforced and influenced the 

ideologies of the establishment. 

Ngugi (1991), however, broadens colonial and postcolonial approaches to the 

study of language by considering non-Western perspectives of language issues. In 

particular, he examines African perspectives and views, tracing them through language 

issues discussed in African literature as well as issues raised about the relevance of 

African languages and "mind". He argues that colonial residues (literature, language, and 

politics) have lingered on through neo-colonial institutions, stating that modem politics, 

official languages, and literature in Western languages in Africa are due in part to the 

influences of Western traditions on Africa, in general. He claims that the African 

postcolonial ruling classes depend politically and economically on metropolitan resources 

to uphold colonial traditions. He asserts that sorne state intellectuals and "journalistic 

laureates of the neo-colonial establishment" have maintained Western ideas in Africa, 

whereas the peasants as well as the middle class have perpetuated the resistant tradition 

by preserving peasant roots for the national cultures. It is important to note that these 

views are not shared by all Africans (at least not by Kofi Awoonor and Chenua Achebe), 

because sorne African leaders and intellectuals have actually immersed themse1ves in 

African traditions and languages. Similarly, in view of international relations, Ngugi's 

colonial and postcolonial critiques need to take into account the geo-political as well as 

the trends of development (or lack of it) in Africa today. 

Ngugi contends that the Western influences in Africa made Africans, in particular 

writers, "identify with other people' s languages rather than their own" (1991: 3). He 

notes, for instance, that African languages are marginalized in theory and practice, citing 

as an example conferences organized solely for Africans who write in European 

languages (i.e., English, French, and Portuguese), while excluding writers such as 

Shabaan Robert (who produced literature in Kiswahili), Chief Fagunwa (who wrote in 

Yoruba), Gakaara wa Wanjau (who wrote in Gikuyu), and so on. He thus considers the 

usage of colonial languages in Africa a means of transposing them into other selves and 

others worlds (1991: 12). N gugi' s critiques require contextualization, because they did not 

take into account contemporary global developments that have acce1erated migration, 
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intercultural interactions, and interdependences that Appiah (1992) discussed. In 

particular, Appiah points out the implications of migration and exogamy for the 

understanding of cultural identity (in local and international perspectives) today, which 

Ngugi did not investigate. 

Ngugi calls on African writers to produce works in their native languages, setting 

examples by writing novels, stories, and plays in Gikuyu since 1977. He also urges 

Africans to engage in "a que st for relevance," by writing and teaching literature that 

places up front the African culture and its role in all-round development of the Africans 

(1991: 101). 

Much as Ngugi's postcolonial approach examined the African perspective of 

colonial and postcolonial influences on the roles of African languages in literature, socio

economic deve10pment of Africa, and the centrality of African culture in deve1opment, it 

leaves unexplored contemporary issues of development, production, and audiences as 

well as agents of contemporary African development. 1 argue here that the language 

issues discussed are not caused by a single social factor. Rather, they should be examined 

within the interplay of multifaceted factors that contribute to the African socio-economic 

(cultural) situation. 1 also argue that those who, according to Ngugi, should lead the way 

in the process of African "decolonization of the mind," (i.e., liberating themselves -from 

colonial mindset that are irre1evant for African development), could not do so if there is 

no political will to anchor such a dialectic process (i.e., a change starting from traditional 

African state to coloniallpostcolonial stage and then to "decolonized" era). 1 intend to 

investigate how Ghanaian writers consider Ngugi's "decolonization of the mind." 

Appiah (1992) takes the colonial and postcolonial approaches to the realm of 

philosophical analysis, by examining language issues and African lite rature within the 

perspective of the European views about literature, race, and nation. He argues that what 

is termed African literature is a product of European and Afro-New World perceptions of 

Africa (1992: ix-x). He contends that the European perceptions of Africa invariably have 

led to the c1assificatory terms "endogenous 'tradition' for African culture and exogenous 

'Western' ide as" for European-American culture (1992: x). He advocates the 

interrogation of the origin of these polarized ideological terms that have perpetuated 

European ideologies of Africa. In this thesis, 1 will investigate the extent to which 
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Ghanaian writers actually uphold the said "European ideologies" or ideologies of 

language in the Ghanaian print media. 

Appiah argues that African intellectuals also perpetuate European ideologies of 

Africa, because these intellectuals are "europhone" (adopting European languages as 

languages of prestige and status for literary works), and because of the general racial 

ideologies traceable to Herder (1767; 1772), who distinguished between nation as a 

natural unit and state as a cultural entity, identifying language, race, literature, and culture 

with his notion of nation as a biological entity (Appiah 1992: 50). To Appiah, this implies 

that in the New World, for example, the literary works of African-Americans did not 

belong to the canon of English literature taught in schools (1992:50-53). He points out 

that ev en the literature in sub-Saharan Africa is nothing more than European-language 

literature: "Literature, by and large, in sub-Saharan Africa means europhone literature 

(except in the Swahili culture area, where Swahili and the colonial languages are active 

together). And what matters in its being europhone is more than its inscription in the 

languages of the colonizers" (1992: 55). 

Appiah views "europhone" attitudes of African intellectuals in terms of a number 

of factors, including French assimilation, European education pedagogy in Africa, and 

missionary conversion that immersed the African literate in the literature of colonizers, 

Western culture, and the metropolitan visions. He contends that African literature is 

therefore a product of Western education and culture, leading unavoidably to a typology 

of agents of literature: "inside and outside - indigene and alien, Western and traditional" 

(1992: 56). He also argues that the term "African literature" is a Western ideological 

concept that emerged from the European perceptions of literature, linked, as it were, to 

Herder's notion of "race and nation". He points out that this situation has contributed to 

two attitudes: "[Western] students would thus expect Afucan students to value African 

culture, because il is African, while African students, raised without relativism, expect 

[Westerners] to value their own culture because it is, by sorne objective standard, 

superior" (1992: 69). 

Appiah believes that the differentiated perceptions of cultural values have 

contributed to asymmetrical attitudes toward the literature written by Africans and 

Westerners. He advocates the re-examination of the true identity of African literature 
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written in European languages contrasted with African literature written in African 

languages. By drawing attention to such topics, Appiah paints a picture of how African 

literature is in a crisis of identity. His discussions also suggest that African intellectuals 

are at crossroads in deciding the prominent languages for African literary productions. 1 

intend to inquire why Ghanaian writers opt for literature in English compared with Ewe. 

Contrary to Ngugi (1991), Appiah (1992), and Irvine (1993), Cohn (1987) 

examines ideologies of language by investigating the documentation of "knowledge" in 

the print media and manuscripts of the East India Company and National Archives of 

India, arguing that such knowledge has emerged from a range of issues that were codified 

and transmitted by Europeans from the repertoire of Indian complex forms of knowledge. 

He also contends that the "conquest of India was a conquest of knowledge," because 

British colonial conquerors changed the forms of the knowledge they obtained from 

Indian intermediaries by defining them within the contours of colonial needs and 

perceptions (Ibid., p. 277). Cohn's work is important for this thesis because it provides 

the framework to examine the Ewe situation, by describing the processes of codification 

ofknowledge that in tum de fines the materials used (data), the products (print media), the 

agents (colonial administrators and Indian intermediaries), and the goal (colonial and 

postcolonial administrations). 

Cohn notes that the pre-eighteenth-century British officiaIs did consider leaming 

the Indian languages. These British conducted their trade and activities in English, 

Portuguese and pidgin, when they interacted with the natives, until they confronted 

inadequate translation and interpretation problems (Ibid., p. 280). He points out that the 

British conque st of Indian knowledge was set forth when the British colonial officiaIs 

began leaming Persian in the 1740s. He observes that the mid-eighteenth-century British 

colonials who were actively involved in the process of the conquest of knowledge. For 

example, Hastings leamed Persian, whereas J. Z. Howell leamed Bengali, whichhe 

applied in his proceedings as judge in Calcutta. 

Cohn also observes that more British colonial officiaIs (Sir William Jones, 

Charles Wilkins, William Davy, and so on) leamed Indian languages during 1770-85 to 

outline a colonial system of mIe and written grammars, based on Sanskrit, Persian, and 

Arabic. Cohn argues that the production of the various colonial texts marked the 
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beginning of discursive formation, epistemological construction, orientalism, and the 

transformation of Indian forms of knowledge into European forms of knowledge. He 

contends that the texts produced by the British in 1770 to 1820 served as grammars for 

students, guidelines for administrators, and tools for political strategists. He also claims 

that British texts represented the appropriation of an "epistemological space" of 

knowledge of Indian officiaIs, such as Brahmins, teachers, scribes, lawyers, priests, 

scholars, and merchants and a transformation of Indian forms of knowledge into forms of 

colonial mIe (Ibid., p. 283). 

Cohn notices that the British colonials' command over the Indian languages 

contributed to their command over the Indian officiaIs and their knowledge; for exampIe, 

the command over the Indian languages and knowledge is about how to obtain 

information through the Indian officiaIs, about the effective means of Iocàting and 

collecting tax, about efficacious way of governing the people, and about classifying the 

distinctive (linguistic) groups in Indian society. He notes that the transformation of Indian 

knowledge into European forms of knowledge contributed to the intensification of 

distinctive social groups, marked by distinctive social interests (Ibid., p. 284). As he 

noted, Sir William Jones, for instance, considered superficial earlier British works on 

Persian language because those who studied it had "no taste, and the men of taste [hadJ 

no learning" in the "rich, melodious and elegant language" that served as a source of 

income to European merchants (Sir Jones 177.1: 1; Cohn 1987: 285). He notes that Sir 

William Jones produced a pedagogical grammar, describing the phonology, morphology, 

syntax, and poetic components of Persian, and detailing how to learn il. According to 

Cohn, Persian and Arabic were taught in the Company's College at Fort William, and 

outstanding colonial students of the Company were appointed to the best positions in 

India (Ibid., p. 287). 

Cohn also notes that the eighteenth-century British colonials encouraged the 

Iearning of Sanskrit to unearth what they termed the "knowledge of the Aneients" 

(thought to be monopolized by Brahmins) and to acquire the necessary components of the 

language for the effective governing of BengaI; that is, to govern India with Indian mIes 

and princip les (Ibid., p. 289). According to Cohn, these ideas were applied such that the 
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British adopted Muslim criminal law for Muslims, and civil law for Hindus in India 

(Ibid., p. 291). 

As Cohn observes, Sir William Jones, for instance, embarked on leaming Sanskrit 

from a prominent expert of the University of Nadya (who instructed Brahmin students in 

Sanskrit grammar and ethics), intending to compile and translate le gal texts from Sanskrit 

into Persian and English, in view of avoiding the British reliance on pundits and Indian 

interpreters for translations of legal texts in Sanskrit. He thus had a command over the 

language to ensure his command over the Indian officiaIs Gudges, pundits, and 

translators), associated with the legal texts in Sanskrit. Cohn thus views the eighteenth

century British colonial influence in lndia in terms of the British's conque st of Indian 

knowledge for political, administrative, linguistic, and cultural domination. Cohn's 

discussions provide clues for investigating the process of the production of Standard Ewe 

in Ghana. 

4° Mass media approaches 

Several theoretical perspectives have been prominent in studies of mass media. l 

draw on Spitulnik's (1993) review of literature on studies of mass media and Bate's 

(2002) analysis of aesthetic and ideological dimensions of imagining of power in 

newspapers, because these works provide ingredients for the multidimensional approach 

adopted in this thesis. In particular, their works offer the relevant clues for analyzing 

linguistic forms, oral genres in print media, textual analysis, and aesthetics in the 

Ghanaian context. Their works also help to uncover ideologies of language in Ghanaian 

print media. 

Spitulnik (1993) reviews the theoretical approaches to mass media in terms oftwo 

broad domains: exclusive mass media theories and anthropological perspectives in the 

studies of mass media. She includes in one category the theoretical approaches that are 

oriented toward conceptual dimensions of power (i.e., influence), functionalist views, 

interpretive stances, semiotic models, and ethnographic models. She counts as 

anthropological approaches aH of the inquiries on visual representations, ethnographic 

films, indigenous media, media in everyday life, and linguistic explorations in the media, 
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and proposes aspects of mass media that anthropological research should particularly 

investigate. These mass media approaches are relevant to this thesis, because they specify 

salient points that guide aspects of the media 1 investigate, for example, linguistic issues, 

visual representations, dimensions of "power", and so on. 

As Spitulnik (1993) notes, power as conceptual perspective of examining the 

mass media, focuses on how all of the media influences their audiences. This approach 

explores in particular the audiences' perception and interpretation of the world (see Hall 

1992). This approach is important, because it focuses on the analyses of varying media

related topics, inc1uding media production, political economy, social history of media 

institutions, and practices of media consumption (see Bourdieu 1979). Theories of the 

power of mass media have however encountered problems, because of their inability to 

pinpoint agency, interpretation, and production ideologies in the processes of mass media 

practices (Spitulnik 1993). These problems, Spitulnik points out, have led to the linear 

model of media analyses involving three-fold components: production, transmission, and 

reception of message (see Hall 1982). The power-centered approach focuses on the 

effects of media on audiences, neglecting influences of mass media on the culture of a 

community, the social perception of a community, or "imagined community," as 

Anderson (1983) discussed. It is therefore important to take into account the impact of 

social perceptions in ideologies of language as well as its implications for the functions of 

languages, because, whether in terms of language standardization, postcolonial 

politicization, or policy formulations, social perceptions constitute a crucial part of the 

ideologies of language in the Ghanaian context. 

Spitulnik also draws attention to functionalist (also termed positivist or liberal

pluralist) approaches that have examined the influences of mass media on attitudes and 

the values of audiences. She maintains that functionalist media scholars have focused on 

message and media exposure, and conducted archivaI studies on mass media instead of 

investigating empirical situations in the field. She recalls that tenets of interpretive 

models in media studies have critiqued functionalists for treating media messages as if 

they were transmitted and received as problem-free media entities. In light of this, 

proponents of interpretive models have opted for research on topics, inc1uding practices 

of audiences, diversity of audiences, media uses, and indeterminacy of texts, thus 
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detailing the processes that messages of mass media undergo. Although scholars of 

interpretive models have treated mass media as dynamic entities of representation and 

construction of identities (exploring media stars, popular music, youth magazines, 

modem consumer culture, mass produced images, media in gender representations, 

public and domestic space, everyday life, notions of time, and media reception 

experientially), they have done nothing beyond textual analyses, thus indirectly pointing 

to the relevance of messages in mass media scholarship. 

As Spitulnik notices, all of the exclusive media approaches (media power, 

functionalist, and interpretive) have failed to explore linguistic forms in mass media, 

particularly when we take into account the abundant anthropological and linguistic 

literature and scholarship on language and discourses. This situation was partly improved 

by encoding-decoding or semiotic models in mass media studies (see Hall 1973). For 

instance, the semiotic models attempt to transcend the specifie communication events 

about which other models (interpretive, functionalist, and media power approaches) were 

restricted. 

Spitulnik also observes that the interpretive models in media studies have evolved 

because proponents of these models adopted ethnographie methods, for instance, by 

conducting interviews in the homes of audiences. She considers these new methods as a 

significant improvement over earlier models because the tenets of the ethnographie 

methods have detailed the diversity of media practices. This is a move away from models 

that focus on content and text analyses, although Evans (1990) contends that mass media 

scholars have always used ethnographie methods. Spitulnik admits that media scholars 

have restricted the ethnographie and interpretive methods to broadcast media audiences 

within westemized social context, until anthropologists applied these methods to 

audiences of newspapers, novels, radio, video, and recorded music in different social 

contexts. She notes that media scholars are gradually using ethnographie methods to 

examine topics such as media institutions and practitioners, recruitment and imagining of 

audiences, and culture of media production. 

Spitulnik notes that mass media studies In anthropology focused on visual 

representations and ethnographie films. In particular, she observes that mass media 

studies in anthropology consisted of textual analyses of colonial photography, travel 
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literature, museums, comics, popular film, news reporting, and tourism, leaving other 

relevant topics unexamined, especially everyday life of media representations (see Bate 

2002), production, circulation, discourses of reception, and practices. She notes that 

anthropologists who studied media issues have contributed to the media scholarship by 

drawing attention to indigenous media as specifie forms of mass media through which 

scholars explored race, ethnicity, and politics of nation-state. She specifies that scholars 

used the term "indigenous media" to contrast local-audience targeted media with 

nationally-oriented or independent media. She urges scholars adopting anthropologie al 

perspectives of mass media studies to further research on media authority, media 

legitimacy, Western and non-Western voices in televisual genres, educational and public 

service broadcasting, usage of linguistic forms to construct truth and objectivity, 

ideological import of linguistic practices in the media, linguistic components of 
, 

discourses, and negotiations in the construction of media meanings (Spitulnik 1993; 

1998). 

Spitulnik oudines new directions in mass media studies for anthropologie al 

inquiry, particularly advocating an in-depth exploration of topics, induding sociocultural 

perspectives of national mass media, the nature of imagined community related to mass 

media production, ethnolinguistic identity, religion, gender, commoditization, 

transnational culture, global versus national cultures, and aesthetic evaluations. She calls 

for more investigations into the cultural conditions that precipitated the rise of new forms 

of media in different societies, pointing out that mass media are linked to cultural factors, 

induding language usage as well as economic and political influences. She believes that 

anthropological approaches, particularly investigating institutions, workplaces, 

communicative practices, cultural products, social activities, aesthetic forms, and 

historical developments, are sorne of the relevant topics to study in mass media today. 

In my view, Spitulnik details mass media theories and anthropological 

perspectives of mass media, but she restricts her examples to broadcast media. While 

drawing on the relevant points she emphasized (rural media, aesthetic forms, language 

use, and so on), 1 could apply them to both broadcast and print media inquiries. 

Bate (2002) explores components of print media (newspapers), examining the 

rudiments of representing the statuses and roI es of leaders in Tamil Nadu political 
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practices, using poems in Tamil newspapers that ascribed to Tamil politicians attributes 

of divinity, leadership, and blessing. He argues that the poems in Tamil newspapers 

reflect just how the images attributed to Tamil politicians are an aesthetic "objectivation" 

of non-systematized Tamil "sociocultural categories in discursive interaction" (2002: 

309) as well as an ideological presentation of human actions and institutions. Based on 

the Tamil Nadu example, he maintains that as people engaged with the world in their 

everyday life, their aesthetic and ideological constructions interact. He contends that in 

discursive practices the people use political poems of praise as verbal art to aesthetically 

depict a political leader' s status in anthropomorphic terms, that is, a deity who provides 

the people's needs and who deserves ritual worship. 

Bate observes that Tamil Nadu political poems of praise are derived from a 

repertoire of three discursive forms, which the people use "public1y, emotionally, and 

hyperbolically" to praise politicalleaders. First, he asserts that the speech (varavërpurai) 

for welcoming a political leader, a formulaic evocative-and-response using appellations, 

reincamation of historical personages, and deification (deity) in fact displayed the Tamil 

aesthetic manner of addressing poli tic al leaders. Second, he points out that the cyc1ic 

structure (short verses) and themes (inc1uding fire, light, lamp, and icons of devotion) of 

the poli tic al poems of praise in the Tamil newspapers are similar to bhakti poems, a 

"medieval devotional text of Tamil Saivism, Tëvëiram," addressed to Lord Siva. He thus 

argues that the aesthetic features of poli tic al praise are borrowed from bhakti poems. 

Third, he observes that the Tamil Nadu contemporary way of welcoming a political 

leader at public gatherings drew its logics from both medieval "pan-Indic Sanskrit 

prasasti inscriptions," depicting kings as a "divine descendant of a deity," and Tamil 

meykkïrtti, which lauded the deeds of kings. He contends that the political poems in 

Tamil Nadu newspapers consisted of components of these genres that were addressed to 

the political leaders when they attended political meetings and gatherings. These poems 

as "imaginings of power" thus comprising aesthetic ide as ascribed to Tamil Nadu 

politicalleaders as well as to ideological features oftheir political power. 

Bate's explorations shed light on my investigations by detailing how literary 

genr~s, such as poems, political praises, political speeches, and so on, are deployed in 

newspapers, as 1 intend to examine in this thesis. By illustrating how literary genres serve 
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as the means of representations, particularly political "imagining" in Tamil Nadu, he 

offers cIues for interpreting not only political perceptions and representations in the print 

media but also social "imaginings" and aesthetiization as well. 

To summarize, Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) multidimensional Vlew of 

ideologies of language, Spitulnik's (1993) excursus of media studies, Cohn (1987) 

explorations of language codification, Bourdieu's (1979) analysis of language as 

commodity, and Irvine's (1993) exploration of colonial grammars serve as theoretical 

bases for this thesis. In the multidimensional approach, studies on the ethnography of 

speaking (Yankah 1995; Finnegan 1970; 1988), for instance, foreground the exploration 

of ideologies of language in Ghana, by providing cIues for examining discursive forms, 

aesthetics components, stylistic varieties, and rhetorical constituents comprised in 

ideologies of language in Ghana. Similarly, the works on politics of multilingualism 

provide the platform for examining ideologies of language through language competition, 

politics, borrowing, and policy, as reflected in Irvine's (1989) investigation of language 

and social differentiation in Wolof society. Bourdieu's (1991; 1979) study on habitus, 

commoditization, and the acquisition of language-related social signifiers provide 

relevant basis for exploring ideologies of language in Ghana. 

B. Methodological Perspective 

1° Corpus 

In this section, 1 make cIear the data 1 have used for the research in this thesis, and 

the means by which 1 collected those data. 

a) Data 

1 relied on two main sources for print media data: Ghanaian newspapers written in 

English, and Ghanaian newspapers written in the Ghanaian languages. 1 drew data from 

seven English-language newspapers, namely, the Ghanaian Times, the Mirror, the Daily 
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Graphie, the Independent, the Free Press, the Ghana Pa laver, and the Ghanaian 

Chronicle, and from two Ewe-language newspapers, namely, Kpodoga (Gong), and 

Midim (Seek me). 

Further, 1 supplemented these print media with interviews, which 1 conducted 

with editors of the selected newspapers, as weH as with a number of joumalists, 

broadcasters, newsreaders, and novelists. AH of these interviews were recorded solely for 

this research. 1 also conducted a series of informaI interviews with various respondents. 

b) Materials 

The newspapers 1 used as sources for data themselves came from four sources: 

British syndicate origin, Nkrumah- and private-enterprises, local-language endeavors, 

and Ghanaian English-language novels, which 1 describe here. 

i) British syndicate newspapers 

The Daily Graphie was established in 1950 by a private British press syndicate, 

headed by the newspaper magnate Cecil King, to continue the existing tradition of 

joumalistic critiques of the colonial govemment in Ghana. The enterprise of this London

based Mirror Group constituted a watershed in the history of joumalism in Ghana 

because it marked the beginning of the modem press in the country. Cecil King also 

established a weekly newspaper, the Sunday Mirror (now known as The Mirror), in 1953, 

to continue the tradition ofusing the media to critique the colonial govemment. 

ü) Nkrumah- and private-enterprise newspapers 

Nkrumah and the CPP (Convention People's Party) officiaIs of the First Republic 

in Ghana established the Guinea Press Limited, which produced the Ghanaian Times in 

1958, to disseminate daily news. His govemment bought the Mirror Press from Cecil 

King during the post-independence period. In this way, the post-independent govemment 

brought the Daily Graphie and The Mirror under govemment control. These newspapers 

continue to be part of the mainstream English-language newspapers in Ghana today. 
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Ghanaian private enterprise began publishing the weekly newspaper, The 

Independence, in 1989. This was intended to establish a non-govemmental English

language written press that would present news from the perspective of the general 

Ghanaian public without govemment censorship. 

Another Ghanaian private enterprise introduced the bi-weekly newspaper, Free 

Press, in 1979. This English-Ianguage newspaper aimed to enhance freedom of speech 

and writing without govemment censorship. 

A political party established the weekly newspaper, Ghana Palaver,. in 1994 to 

promote its views and to express its perspectives on CUITent events. 

Another Ghanaian individual established the weekly newspaper, The Ghanaian 

Chronicle, in 1991. This English-Ianguage newspaper now serves as a written medium 

for the publication of a non-govemmental perspective on CUITent events. 

üi) Ewe newspapers 

Kpodoga (Gong) is one of the Ewe newspapers from which data was drawn for 

this study. It was established in February of 1976 as an experimental rural community 

newspaper by the Institute of Adult Education at the University of Ghana, Legon, with 

the collaboration of UNESCO. The history of Kpodoga is marked by two phases. In the 

first period, outstanding in all respects, the first issue of this newspaper was published in 

April 1976. The paper thrived until 1981, when publication was temporarily interrupted. 

The second. distinct phase of Kpodoga began in October 1987 with sorne logistical 

support from Norway. Yet, as a result of lingering printing hazards and production

related problems, publication ceased in 2000. 

Midim (Seek me) is an Ewe newspaper used in the CUITent research. A rural 

newspaper, it was established by Rev. Apostle P. W. D. Nutomutsi of the Apostle's 

Revelation Society at Tadzewu, a town located in the southem part of the Volta Region in 

Ghana. The first issue of this Ewe newspaper was on the stands in May of 2001. The 

newspaper Midim is the most recent endeavor to promote a Ghanaian-Ianguage 

newspaper in Ghana; nonetheless, it was short-lived. Following the sudden death of the 

founder, publication came to a halt with the printing of the July 2004 issue. 
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iv) Ghanaian novels 

This Earth My Brother by Kofi Awoonor is a Ghanaian novel which was used for 

the purposes of this study. The novel recounts the story of a ritual personage', who, from 

the very beginning of the novel, undergoes a series of purifications in the sea, in his 

visions and his memory. As the story progresses, the ceremonies multiply: purifications 

and initiation of a newbom child, the crossing of boundaries, funeral ceremonies, etc., 

culminate with the passage from life to the afterlife. To add color to the ritual events, the 

novelist uses various aspects of the Ewe language and culture, notably dirges, libation 

prayer, incantations, invocations of spells, lyrics, lullabies, proverbs, naming, translation 

of Ewe idiomatic expressions, etc. The use of these themes is efficacious because each 

one renders the story authentic and vivid, transporting the reader to a fictional world and 

making the reader a participant in the entire process. 

The Stool, written by Kwakuvi Azasu, is the second novel used for this study. It 

centers on the triumphs of "morally good people" over "evil ones." But the victory does 

not come served on a silver platter. In fact, aimost everything in the novel seems to point 

to an easy win for evil until the very end, when evil is vanquished. From the very onset of 

the nove l, evii besets the main character, the good medicine man. Throughout the novel, 

the forces of good, represented by the medicine man and his allies, are confronted by 

another me di cine man with his evil counterparts. The struggle between the two forces 

revolves around the struggle for the throne, and aIl that it represents: the chief dom, the 

power, the land, the supematurai world, and the people. Through conflicts ranging from 

squabbles to tribal wars, the two forces measure each other's strength until good finally 

triumphs. To make the story authentic and vivid, Azasu exploits various elements from 

Ewe culture and language. We find components such as poetic names, prayers of 

medicine men, invocatory spells, incantations, proverbs, idiomatic expressions, praise 

names, divination oratory, and names of objects specific to the local scene depicted in the 

novel. 

c) Aspects of the data analyzed 

1 examined the discourses of writers and linguists regarding roles of Ewe 

contrasted with English in Ghanaian media, taking a close look at the writers' ideologies 
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of language as reflected by specific categories in each language, such as lexical arrays, 

grammatical structures, loanwords, and so on. l surveyed issues of thought and language 

via the comparative lexicon typology in one of the works of Benveniste. l also noted how 

Westermann and Berry's scholarly works contributed to the standardization of Ewe for 

the print media. Finally, l examined language-attitudinal and aesthetic issues, pointing 

out that the complex interplay of these topics contributes to ideologies of language 

regarding in Ghanaian print media. 

d) Sections of the newspapers examined 

The segments of the newspapers that l analyzed included editorials, 

advertisements, news reports, articles of columnists, and letters to the editor. 

e) Time span of written data to be collected 

The newspapers l collected were those that covered the 2004 presidential 

campaigns (from October to December 2004) in Ghana and the aftermath of the elections 

(from January to April 2005). However, l collected the local-language newspapers 

printed prior to this time span as the most recent local-language newspaper was printed in 

July 2004. 

2° Data collection 

To collect data l conducted fieldwork in Ghana from January to April 2005. To 

identify the appropriate informants to interview, l contacted Kofi Anyidoho of the 

Department of Linguistics in the University of Ghana, who generously introduced me to 

his colleagues and friends, Kwesi Yankah and Kofi Awoonor, both serving as invaluable 

interviewe es and crucial sources of relevant information. In the past, professor Yankah 

worked on an English-Ianguage newspaper as a columnist. He was also instrumental in 

founding a Ghanaian-Ianguage radio station, Radio Universe, based at Legon. In addition, 

he now serves on the Ghana Commission on Culture. Awoonor is an English-Ianguage 
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novelist who wrote several novels, including This Earth My Brother and Cornes the 

Voyager at Last. In addition, he translated selected poems of three Anlo-Ewe poets into 

one English work, entitled Guardians of the Sacred Word. Kofi Awoonor, in tum, helped 

me to get in touch with Kwakuvi Azasu, the novelist of The Stool. 

3° Guidelines for interviews 

During the interviews, l examined the following question: why is there a 

significant value attributed to one language over another in a multilingual situation such 

as Ghana? To respond to this question, the following indices serve as components of the 

guideline: statements of preferences, expression of valorization, indications of options, 

foundation of choices, undertone of comments, which concems the latent reasons and 

harmonization. 

Expression of language valorization pertains to the status and roles associated 

with a language. Indication of language options refers to the choice and use of a language 

in accordance with the context (i.e. the usage of different languages in different 

circumstances). Foundation of language choices concems the reasons underlying the 

preference for one language over another. Undertone of comments on language denotes 

the points underlying a comment or statement. Harmonization of language describes how 

informants ascribe a set of languages with the same features and social roles. Based on 

the data collected, l formulated models for interpreting the data. 

4° Analytic models for interpretation 

l initially hypothesized that in the Ghanaian multilingual context, ideologies of 

language contribute to the roles and preeminence attributed to English, as opposed to the 

Ghanaian languages, given that English is the official language for literacy, govemment 

administration, and print media in Ghana. At the same time, selected local languages 

have been reduced to writing, and used as national languages in lower primary schools, 

broadcast media, and regional programs. To interpret the data, l have examined 

ideologies of language contributing to the state of print media in Ghana, and l have 
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argued that the roles and preeminence of the English-Ianguage, in contrast to Ewe, in the 

print media involve the interplay of language-specifie, language-attitudinal, and aesthetic 

factors that underlie Ghanaian writers' ideologies of language. 

Given the number of interconnected factors affecting Ghanaian print media, 1 

have drawn on Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) view that scholars should attempt to 

''understand when and how [populations] posit fundamental linkages among su ch 

apparently diverse cultural categories as language, spelling, grammar, nation, [and so 

on]." 1 have thus based my analytic method on the works of previous authors, namely, 

Silverstein's (1979) notion of linguistic features and assumptions about language, 

Femandez's (1986) ideas about lexical territoriality oflanguage, Spitulnik's (1993) view 

of the roles of language in mass media, Bate's (2002) notion about the imaginings of 

power and aestheticization through the use of political poems in print media, and 

Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) multidimensional approach to ideologies oflanguage. 

1 have outlined a three-fold model (that is, a language-specifie model, an 

aesthetics of language mode l, and a language-attitudinal model) to interpret data. In 

general, 1 examined topics such as: language standardization, ethnography of newspapers, 

tex tuai components of the media, perceptions of writers about language, translation, and 

pragmatics issues such as density/directness of language, literacy, writirig versus orality, 

construed identity, agents of the public sphere, construed territories of languages, and so 

on that emerged in the data. These topics, among others, have revealed the multifarious 

factors regarding the roles of languages in Ghanaian print media, and uncovered 

ideologies of language underlying all of the empirical data (interviews, excerpts from 

selected newspapers, and field notes). In what follows, 1 discuss each of these models in 

tum. 

Language-specifie model 

1 have based the language-specifie model on Silverstein's (1979) notion of 

features of language, Irvine's (1993) view of colonial grammars, and Cohn's (1987) 

notion of "command over language and knowledge". Language-specifie model, in this 

case, concems the features of languages (henceforth English and Ewe). Silverstein makes 

important points on this topic, which he views in two broad perspectives, namely, 
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"ideologies about language" and "scientific statements" regarding language. He daims 

that the structure and ideology of language are interconnected. In particular, he views 

ideologies about language as "[ ... ] any sets of beliefs about language articulated by the 

users as a rationalization or justification of perceived language structure and use" (Ibid., 

p. 193). He contends that in sorne cases the notions about language that scholars 

designate as "ideology" converge with those of scientific statements about language, 

because language users sometimes base their ideological notions of the referential 

function of language on the "grammatical structure of the language" (Ibid., p. 194). 

Silverstein examines the interrelation of language structure and ideologies of 

language by drawing attention to "rationalizations about the use of language." He sees 

rationalizations about language use in terms of the functional way that language users 

project and objectif y basic structures of propositioris. He observes three tendencies 

regarding these rationalizations of language use. First, there is a tendency to locate the 

effectiveness of a word or phrase in the surface lexical items of propositions. Second, 

there is a tendency to use the functions of the units of propositions to expound other 

functions oflanguage, such as metaphors ofmeaning and "extensions of basic reference." 

Finally,· there is also a tendency to view functions of language in terms of assumed 

functional relationships. Silverstein sees these three tendencies as the main factors 

contributing to native views about systems of language use as opposed to comparative

functional views (Ibid., p. 208). 

Drawing upon the works of Silverstein (1979), Irvine (1993), and Cohn (1987), 1 

have discussed grammatical issues regarding orthography, neology, and Standard Ewe. 

Under the topic of orthography, 1 have examined the rules of word division in texts (i.e., 

grammars, dictionaries, and reference books), pointing out how specialists of Ewe have 

outlined the rules for the language that contributed to the conventions of writing in Ewe 

contrasted with English. Regarding neology, 1 have examined how English and Ewe 

writers have responded to new concepts reported in the print media by resorting to 

prescribed loanwords. Under the topic of the nature of language, 1 have examined the 

precision and economy of the vocabulary of each language in the selected print media, 

noting the roles of language specialists in determining the nature of English and Ewe. 

These discussions shed light on standardization of Ewe contrasted with English, revealing 
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how the "cultural conceptions oflanguage" (as part of ideologies oflanguage) shape the 

"ascribed" roles of the languages in Ghanaian print media. 

Aesthetics of language model 

1 have based the aesthetics of the language model on Bate's (2002) notion of 

aestheticization as a form of imaginings of power as well as the use of political poems in 

newspapers: "Both aesthetic and ideology are in constant interaction in people's everyday 

engagement with the word. And both, in tum, are the templates for that engagement. The 

'state' or other aestheticizations of power, in no matter what form it may be imagined, 

probably partakes more of the embodied aesthetic end of the continuum than of the 

conscious rationalizations of ideology" (Ibid., p. 309). Bate identifies political praise as 

an example of aesthetic practices among the Tamil Nadu, pointing out how this practice 

has contributed to abstract representations and "objectivation" of sparse "sociocultural 

categories in discursive interaction" (Idem., p. 309). 

1 have thus examined directness (referential-centered) versus density as aesthetic 

forms of writing Ghanaian print media in English and Ewe, drawing additional 

components from the works of Yankah (1995) and Finnegan (1970; 1988). In terms of 

the derisity of Ewe, 1 have investigated the genres in Ewe that writers used in Ewe 

newspapers, examining their implications for the Ewe print media. Tapping into Irvine's 

(1989) discussions on denotational function of language, 1 have also examined the 

features of directness that characterize English-Ianguage newspapers in Ghana, pointing 

out their implications for English print media. 

Language-attitudinal model 

In establishing a language-attitudinal model, 1 have followed Spitulnik's (1993) 

discussion on media perceptions, as well as Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) views on 

multidimensional approach for investigating social phenomena. 1 have thus included in 

this model the views of Femandez (1986) on "lexical territoriality" that explain the 

ideologies of language in terms of domains (i.e., orality versus written) with which 

writers associate English and Ewe. 1 have also included Ngugi (1991), Appiah (1992), 

Bourdieu (1979), and Irvine (1993) to discuss language policies, hierarchization of 
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languages, nation-state strategies, pragmatics of language, literacy, and so on, drawing 

attention to the implications of these topics for the deve10pment of Ghanaian print media. 

1 have also examined translation as a medium where ideologies of language have 

occurred in Ghana, noting in particular borrowed linguistic components, such as words, 

syntax, genres, and format, from English into Ewe and vice versa, pointing out the views 

of writers on the forms of translations. 

1 have examined the political, economic, and historical factors that have 

contributed to ideologies of language regarding the Ghanaian print media. Finally, 1 have 

conducted textual analyses of news reports in English-Ianguage and Ewe newspapers, to 

contrast the structures that writers have used in each case. In particular, 1 draw attention 

to the writers' assumptions about language structure, nature, and use, noting how their 

perceptions about language as weIl as language-attitudinal factors constitute ideologies of 

language that shape the ascribed roles of languages in Ghanaian print media. 

50 Language notes 

Throughout this thesis, whereas 1 boldfaced words of the local languages, 1 wrote 

their English equivalents in italics. However, titles of newspapers in the locallangùages 

are both boldfaced and italicized. AIso, whereas the English equivalents of names are 

written with English spelling, the names in local-languages retain their spelling in the 

respective language. 



CHAPTERII 

PRODUCTION OF STANDARD EWE 
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Missionaries as weIl as colonial and postcoloniallinguists have contributed to the 

standardization of the Ewe. In particular, the German linguists drew data from Ewe 

dialects in Anlo, inland (Ewedome), and Lome areas to define Standard Ewe 

(Westermann 1907; 1930; Ansre 1961), because German missionaries happened to 

establish their mission centers in those areas, where they began leaming and documenting 

the language. Another factor contributing to the use of these particular dialects is the 

influence of the local personnel (that is, the interpreters, teachers, and c1erks) who trained 

to assist the missionaries in their literacy programs. These assistants imparted their 

dialect to both the missionaries, who were developing the written form of the language, 

, and the people, who became Christians and literates in other parts of Eweland (see maps 

in appendixes 12 to 17). A third factor contributing to the prominence of Anlo dialect in 

particular is observed by Ansre (1971). He notes that Catholic missionaries in Anecho, as 

opposed to 'Bremen missionaries at Keta, debated the issues conceming elements of 

Standard Ewe. Eventually, the recommendations led to the adoption of components of 

Anlo, Ewedome, and Lome dialects in the standardization of written Ewe. 

Those who contribute to the standardization of language often draw on the main 

features of the language, as weIl as their ideologies about language. Silverstein (1979), 

for instance, contends that language structure and ideologies of language are 

interconnected because the language users project basic grammatical features of their 

language into various functional ways. To capture the arguments made for the Standard 

Ewe, that is, ideologies of language (see Woolard and Schieffelin 1994) regarding the use 

of Ewe in print media, it is worthwhile to note the historical context within which the 

standardization of Ewe occurred. What follows is an examination of the missionary 

activities that led to the production ofwritten Ewe and then the contributions ofparticular 

missionaries, colonial administrators, and post-colonial agents in the production of 

Standard Ewe and ideologies of language conceming the language. 

A. Background to the production of Standard Ewe 

The written or Standard Ewe emerged as a result of German missionary works in 

Eweland. This section provides a chronological survey of the contributions of the North 
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Gennan and Bremen missions to the graduaI development of Standard Ewe. It also 

reviews to other missionary societies with whom the two Gennan missions competed as 

they set about their activities. 

Systematic missionary work began in Eweland after 1841, when Thomas Birch 

Freeman published a narrative account of his West African missionary joumey, drawing 

attention to the presence of pagans in Africa and his desire to convert them into 

Christianity. Since then, European missionary societies began to establish ongoing 

mISSIOns III West Africa. Thus, the North Gennan Missionary Society sent four 

missionaries in 1847, namely, Luer Bultmann, Lorenz Wolf, Carl Flato, and Jens Graff, 

to West Africa. Initially, they stayed at Christianborg, in Accra, where the Basel mission 

center was located. Since missionaries had already occupied the coastal zones of Sierra 

Leone, the Gold Coast, Dahomey, and Nigeria, the only option available for the North 

Gennan missionaries was the center of Eweland. In 1847, out of the four Gennan 

missionaries, Lorenz Wolfwas chosen to pioneer missionary activities at Peki in the Gold 

Coast, about 180 kilometers from the Atlantic coast. Wolf organized a basic school for 

fourteen boys in 1848. He taught bible stories, biblical history, reading, writing, 

arithmetic, recitations, and church hymns in English, because Peki was part of the British 

Gold Coast colony. He also began leaming the Ewe language, buf he retumed to 

Hamburg in 1851. 

From 1851 to 1890, the North Gennan Mission had fewer missionaries available. 

Consequently, they trained and worked with the Bremen missionaries. Friedrich Hennann 

Quinius, Wilhelm Dauble, and Johannes Menge were sent to Peki in 1852 to continue the 

work of Wolf. Although Dauble wished to relocate the mission at Keta in the Anlo area 

south of Peki, he was compelled to stay at Peki to continue the missionary work that the 

missionaries hoped would eventually lead to the evangelization of the neighboring 

Dahomey kingdom. However, the Bremen miSSIOnanes later heeded the 

recommendations of Dauble. Thus, in 1853, a mission station was opened at Keta under 

the protection of the Danes' fort in the littoral zone of the Gold Coast, which was then 

owned by the British. The location of the Bremen mission at Keta was extremely 

important as it marked the beginning of the use of the Anlo dialect as the primary version 

of the standardization of Ewe. Using Keta as their main center, the Bremen missionaries 
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opened other stations between Keta and Peki stations in Eweland. They established a 

station at Waya in 1855, which was located on the Tordzie River, bordering the Adaklu 

tribe. They also opened stations at Anyako in 1857, at Wegbe Ho in 1859, and later at 

Arnedzofe and Lome in 1896, at Akpafu in 1905, at Atakpame in 1907, and at Kpalime in 

1912. Other Bremen missionaries were sent to collaborate with Brutschin in Eweland in 

1854. In the same year, Bernhard Schlegel, one of the new but important missionaries, 

who wrote the Key to the Ewe language in 1857, visited Agotime in the Gold Coast, 

while Steinemann and Kohlhammer went to Agu Nyogbo in Togo, accompanied by an 

Ewe guide from Tove. Peki was revisited in 1858 by Brutschin, Schlegel, and his Ewe 

interpreter, John Wright, and the station reopened in 1906. Later, Christian Homberger 

made an exploratory joumey from Waya to interior towns in northem Eweland, su ch as 

A vatime, Hohoe, Santrokofi, Akposso, Atakpame, and back to Waya through Kpele and 

Agu. 1nitially, the missionaries could not make converts except the slaves they had 

ransomed. Thus, between 1857 and 1867, they ransomed 150 slaves whom they baptized, 

trained, and reared as Christians. 

In 1861, an institute, equivalent to a college, was established in Waya to train 

assistants and catechists for the mission in Eweland. 1t was relocated in Ho in 1865. Since 

Keta was a commercial littoral town at the time, the Europeans, inc1uding the British, the 

Germans, and the French firms, continued to conduct their businesses there. The traders 

scrambled for goods, which often led to feuds in the Anlo area, particularly from 1867 to 

1874. Ellis, a British official, was appointed as the British colonial commandant at Keta 

to maintain peace and order in the area in 1874. Ellis conducted fieldwork, which led to 

his 1890 publication on the Ewe. 

In Anecho, located in the southeastem part of Lome, the Bremen missionaries ran 

into difficulties with their work because Methodists had carried out missionary activities 

prior to their arrivaI in this town. In addition to the Methodists, Catholic missionaries of 

the Societé des Missions Africaines of Lyon established missionary stations at Whidah in 

1861, and at Agoué, where French influence was developing, in 1871. Since there were 

German merchants in Anecho, Bagida and Lome, the German missionaries and traders 

sought protection and autonomy in these areas. Thus, Germany dec1ared the areas from 

Lome to Anecho along the coast of Eweland, as weIl as areas in the interior as far as 
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Akposso and Atakpame, its protectorate in 1884. The German colonial administration 

ordered the missionaries to work within its protectorate and to teach the German 

language. Although the missionaries resisted these poli ci es at first, they eventually 

acquiesced. In 1890, Zahn, the overseer of the North German and Bremen missionary 

activities, prepared a station at Amedzofe in A vatime, situated at the northem section of 

Eweland, where the colonial powers had no control. Nonetheless, in the same year, 

without consulting with the natives, Britain and Germany signed a peace treaty whereby 

Ewe communities from Ho, Kpando, and Amedzofe to Tapa in Buem were allotted to the 

Germans. The communities assigned to the Germans revolted, but were subdued by the 

colonial administration .. Anlo however remained part of the British Gold Coast colony 

(Debrunner 1965). 

After 1890, the British colonial administration began to establish govemment 

schools to exercise certain political regulations through the medium of education (Wise 

1956: 34). The German colonial administration extended its control to the northem part 

of Eweland, imitating the British. However, several communities offered resistance to 

this expansion because their local industries and trade were impeded. For example, the 

local weaving industry of Tove in Togo began to collapse after the introduction of goods 

broughf by German traders. 

Until 1905, Keta had been the Bremen Mission headquarters. The Agu-Nyagbo 

station was established in 1895, and substations were founded at Tavie, Tove, Kebu, 

Klonu, Agome, Lavie, Kpele, and Akposso in 1905 under the direction of the Agu 

station. The station at Atakpame was established in 1901. Substations were also 

established at Vakpo and Anfoega in 1888. The Basel missions at Kpando, Nkonya, and 

Buem were given to the Bremen Mission in 1903 and 1906, whereas a Bremen station 

was opened at Akpafu in 1905. 

Aside from the Lyons Fathers, the Dutch Roman Catholic Steyler missionaries of 

the Society of the Divine Word were assigned to work in the German Togo colony in 

1892. In the same year, they opened a Catholic station at Lome. Later, they went as far as 

Kpando, where the Bremen mission took over the activities of the Basel mission. Dutch 

missionaries formed substations at Adjido, in 1893, at Tokpli, in 1894, at Porto Seguro 

and Anecho in 1895, at Atakpame in 1900, Palime in 1902, Kpando and Gbi-Bla in 1904, 
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Ho in 1908, and at Agu-Tomegbe in 1910. According to Debrunner (1965), the Catholics 

made more missionary progress than the Bremen missionaries because they utilized 

better logistics, created the majority of the schools, had good tinancial standing, and sent 

out many missionaries in Eweland (Ibid., p.110). The Bremen missionaries competed 

with the Catholic missionaries in establishing schools, in producing catechetical manuals, 

and in seeking neophytes. The Bremen mission also competed with the colonial 

administration in establishing special schoo1s to serve either Church or government 

interests. Thus, the Bremen mission pub1ished the tirst schoolbooks in Ewe in 1884, 

which were later updated by Bürgi in 1897. Although the mission schools within the 

German Protectorate used Ewe in the education programs, sorne of the Ewes at that time 

opted to leam English and German to facilitate trade with the Europeans. Once the 

missionaries had acquired more proticiency in Ewe, they used Ewe as the medium of 

instruction in their schools until the colonial govemment compelled them to apply its 

own language policies. As a result, in Togo, the Bremen mission began teaching German 

from the fourth grade onward. The Steyler Mission in Togo used English as the medium 

of instruction until its missionaries had mastered Ewe. However, as more natives opted 

for the English and German languages, the mission readjusted its policies to teach in 

German in the schools in Togo (Debrunner 1965: 113). 

As part of the ongoing strategy to leam the Ewe language, in 1871, the German 

missionary Binder was permitted to bring an Ewe, Christian Aliwodzi Sedode of Anlo, to 

Wilhelmsdorf in Württemberg, where he trained for two years. When he retumed to 

Eweland, he taught at Amedzofe College unti11889. Aliwodzi Sedode also taught Ewe to 

many other missionaries. Based on the success of training Aliwodzi Sedode in Europe, 

other Ewes were trained in Westheim in Europe for three years. These include Andreas 

Aku, Hermann Y oyo, and Reinhold Kowu, in 1884, Benjamin Onipayede, Albert Binder 

and Samuel Kwist, in 1890, Isaac Kwadzo, in 1891, Elias Kende and Theodor Martin 

Sedode Bebli, in 1892, Zacarias Deku and Nathaniel Kwami, in 1893, Ludwig Medenu, 

Elia Awuma, and Robert Kwami, in 1894, Theophil Asieni and Christoph Gehard Mensa, 

in 1895, and Timetheo Mallet, Timetheo Ametowobla, and Robert Baeta, in 1897. The 

Ewes who had trained in Europe assisted the missionaries with many tasks and projects, 
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but especially with translations, interpretations, teaching, and missionary journeys to 

various parts of Eweland. 

In 1880, the Swiss missionary Ernest Bürgi was sent to work to Eweland. As a 

teacher by profession, he taught at the missionary school at Keta from 1880 until 1884 

when he was appointed as the principal of Amedzofe College. He explored parts of 

Eweland by joumeying from Keta to Lome, Tove, Tsievie, Ngotsie, and Agu in 1888. He 

returned to Keta through A vatime and Ho. He designed a number of materials on 

catechism, dogmas, the Ewe language, the Ewe people, pedagogy, the geography of 

Eweland, Church prayers and hymns, English-German vocabulary books, Ewe-English 

vocabulary books, Church history, a concise German History, a history of Europe, etc, aIl 

of which were unpublished. In 1910, he was appointed president of the Mission, a 

position that he held until 1921. From Amedzofe, he also explored the northern part of 

Ewe1and as far as Akposso and Akebu. 

Westermann arrived in Eweland in 1901. He conducted fieldwork at Keta, Lome, 

Ho, Peki, Amedzofe, and Akpafu, where his predecessors had worked. Although his 

work was based on the efforts of his colleagues, he compiled a more systematic and 

comprehensive Ewe grammar than his predecessors. He also collected data on the Guang, 

Avatime, and Akpafu languages, which he later regrouped as Togo rernnants. He 

established a journal, Africa, in which Africanists could publish their works. From 1904 

to 1909, the Bremen missionary Spieth, assisted by the Ewes, Lugwig Azaklo and others, 

worked on a commission to revise the translation of the Ewe Bible. Bremen missionary 

Paul Wiegrtibe, who worked at Ho from 1907 to 1936, collaborated with sorne native 

Ewe teachers to revise basic Ewe primers, Bible stories, and a history of the Bremen 

Church in Eweland. 

As with the Bremen missionaries, the Steyler Fathers collected and pub li shed 

ethnographic materials on the Ewe. Father Wolf wrote on the Akposso and Kebu 

languages, whereas Father Müller wrote on the religion of the Akposso. In 1907, the 

Steyler Fathers began publishing Anthropos, an ethnographic periodical which focused at 

first on Ewe1and, and later on languages of other parts of the world. The most prominent 

contributor to this periodical was Father Schmidt. The Steylers also wrote on the Anio 

and Anecho dialects of Ewe, and designed Ewe primers, catechisms, prayer books, Bible 
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stories, and hyrnns in Anecho dialect of Ewe. Father Witte wrote on the customs of the 

Ewe community of Kpando, whereas Father Hoffmann made observations on the Ewe 

grammar in general. The Steyler Fathers engaged in dialogue with the Bremen 

missionaries in composing Standard written form ofEwe in 1912 (Debrunner 1965: 136). 

In 1914, when the Germans lost their colony to the British and the French, two 

distinct categories of schools emerged in Eweland. The missionary schools used the Ewe 

and European languages, while the colonial· government schools used European 

languages. In the Gold Coast, through the agency of Sir Gordon Guggisberg, school 

policies were introduced, stating that Ewe and a small number of the local languages 

should be used as medium of instruction in the first three years of primary school, while 

English should be taught from the third grade onward. By contrast, the French Togo 

continued to uphold the dichotomy between mission and government schools, whereby 

the mission schools used the Ewe language for educational purposes and the French 

colonial government schools used French language. These events thus set the stage for 

the production of Standard Ewe and the ideologies of language regarding the language. 

Given the tremendous contribution of missionaries to the production of Standard 

Ewe, 1 now tum to sorne of the salient debates and grammars. 

B. Missionary production of Standard Ewe 

In this section, 1 take a close look at the standardization of Ewe during pre

Westermann and Westermann times. In doing so, 1 intend to specify the aspects of 

ideologies of language underlying the proposaIs of the missionaries who contributed to 

the standardization of Ewe. 

1° Pre-Westermann production of Standard Ewe 

A number ofworks on Ewe preceded those ofWestermann. Lorenz Wolfs 1848 

primer draft for children was the first pedagogical/grammatical text on the language. 

While Schlegel (1857) was the pioneer of the development of the written form of the 
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Ewe, Westermann (1907; 1930) was the father of the systematic Ewe grammar and 

literacy. Prior to Westermann's works, Hiirtter (1901), Bürgi (1897), and Schmidt (1902) 

offered suggestions on the dialect of the language that could be used in composing 

standard written Ewe. Ellis (1890 [1970]), Spi eth (1906), Seidel (1906), and Sch5nhiirl 

(1909) made wordlists in the language. Westermann based his 1907 grammatical analyses 

on the works of S. W. Koelle (1854), J. B. Schlegel (1857), J. G. Christaller (1875), E. 

Bürgi (1897), and J. Spieth (1906). In specifying the orthography of African languages, 

his ideas related to those of his teacher, Meinhof, who wrote Grundzüge einer 

vergleichenden Grammatik der Bantusprachen in 1905 and the "Princip les of practical 

orthography for African languages" in 1928. Meinhof was initially a student of Lepsius, 

the author of the 1854 "Standard alphabet for reducing unwritten languages and foreign 

graphic systems to a uniform orthography in European letters." 

Language standardization involves the selection or elevation of one dialect in a 

linguistic community as the ideal for aIl other dialects of the same linguistic community. 

Milroy views standardization as an "ideology, and standard language as an ide a in the 

mind rather than a reality - a set of abstract norms to which actual usage may conform to 

a greater or lesser extent" (1985: 22-23). These ideologies of language, he believes, lead 

to the selection of fixed conventions that define the "correct" use (i.e., minimizing 

misunderstanding and maximizing efficiency in the usage of the language across a speech 

community). He notes that several factors (social, political, and commercial) dictate 

language standardization, arguing that it is a historical process rather than a completed 

linguistic event. Language standardization could also occur through a process of creating 

a composite or hybrid language by using linguistic items from aIl dialects of the linguistic 

community (Whiteley 1957: 224; Ansre 1971: 681). In the case of Ewe, the first stage of 

language standardization involved the graphization (phonetic symbols) and collection of 

Ewe data. During the second stage, missionaries and colonial administrators favored the 

Anlo dialect (located in southem Ghana) as the basic Standard Ewe for the codification of 

the Standard (written) Ewe, over the other Ewe dialects, particularly the Anecho (also 

know as Ge, Mina, and Ge-Mina) dialect (located in southem Togo),' a commercial 

language in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In the third stage, the 
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missionaries and Ewe linguists incorporated linguistic items (phonological, grammatical, 

and lexical) from other Ewe dialects into basic Ewe. 

Cohn (1987) describes the codification of Indian languages (Bengali, Sanskrit, 

Urdu, and so on) by emphasizing that the metropolitan merchants and administrators 

gradually gained a command over the languages and knowledge of the Indian 

intermediaries. He describes the roles of the Indian intermediaries as one of data 

providers, rather than active codifiers of the languages and knowledge. In the case of Ewe, 

the local intermediaries were not involved in the debates that led to the selection of the 

initial basic Standard Ewe. For instance, Irvine (1993) points out that metropolitan 

ideologies (perceptions) influenced the codification of languages in Senegal (Fula and 

Wolof), specifying how the notions of linguistic form and expression of thought were 

center stage in reducing the Senegalese languages to written form. In a similar vein, 

certain German missionaries, in particular Hlirtter (1901), based their arguments for 

Standard Ewe on "purity" (lesser loanwords), "simplicity" (easy to leam), and "clarity" 

(easy to understand). Unfortunately, they failed to provide examples to substantiate their 

arguments. Cohn (1980) also points out socio-economic factors (commerce, distribution 

of language, and poli tics ) that influence the codification or elevation of unwritten 

languages. This was the case with the initial standardization of Ewe, where in selecting 

Standard Ewe the missionaries and colonial administrators focused on their own interests 

more than those of the native speakers. 

The officiaIs who contributed to the initial (basic) standardization of Ewe were 

missionaries (Bremen and Catholic) and colonial administrators (German and British). 

The Bremen missionaries were intent on using the Standard Ewe to produce Christian 

literature written in the local language. This missionary policy led to the codification of 

the language, and then to the production of wordlists, religious tracts, the Bible, 

pedagogical books, dictionaries, written grammars, and ethnographic books. The Anlo 

dialect emerged as the selected basic Standard .Ewe in the pro cess of the standardization 

of the language, which involved debates between two missionary groups. While the 

German missionaries codified the Anlo dialect (at Keta in Ghana) as the Standard Ewe, 

the Catholic missionaries (at Grand Popo, Mina, and Ge area in Togo) argued for the 

Anecho dialect as the prominent language. These situations led to the formulation of these 
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two varieties of basic Standard Ewe in late nineteenth century. Prior to this time, each 

missionary society documented the variety of Ewe spoken in their missionary area, using 

it in writing and liturgy, as well as a medium of instruction at missionary schools. The 

German colonial administration in Togo, representing the Colonial Division of the 

German State Department, attempted to solve the problem of the coexisting basic 

Standard Ewe by organizing discussions for the Bremen and Catholic missionaries in 

1901. Throughout the debate, G. Hârtter and E. Bürgi (Bremen missionaries) opted for 

Anlo dialect, whereas W. Schmidt (Catholic) argued for Anecho (Ansre 1971: 685). Each 

missionary body argued in favor of the dialect they had already documented. 

Hârtter, for instance, proposed the Anlo dialect as the basic Standard, arguing that 

a substantial work has been produced on it. He also argued that the Anlo dialect exhibited 

the best features of "purity and c1eamess" (see Kroskity 1994; 1998), contrasted with 

Anecho, believed to be "corrupt in its expression" because it contained a large proportion 

of loanwords from the Ga, Fante, and Yoruba languages, with which it shared boundaries. 

In counterargument, Schmidt favored Anecho, arguing that sorne of the c1aimed borrowed 

words in Anecho were actually archaic Ewe words that the dialect conserved. He c1aimed 

that the dialectical differences between Anlo and Anecho were due to sound changes 

rather than corruption through borrowing. He contended that although the Anecho dialect 

borrowed sorne Ga words, the borrowed lexical items did not affect the tone and the 

grammar of the language. He further argued that Europeans could more easily leam 

Anecho, because it had a simpler morphology compared with Anlo. Bürgi allied with 

Hârtter, contesting the proposaIs of Schmidt by stating that the arguments for a Standard 

Ewe should focus on the dialect which the native speakers use for oral literature or 

commerce rather than the dialect with which Europeans are more comfortable, adding that 

onlya few Europeans spoke both dialects, and further, the Anecho (also known as Mina) 

dialect was an offshoot of historical events. The Anecho dialect was a hybrid Ewe that 

resulted from an admixture of Ewe (the Watchi and Xweda dialects spoken near the 

southem part of River Mono and Benin border), Ga, and Fante. A group of Gas from 

Accra (Ghana) and a group of Fantes from Elmina (Ghana) migrated from their kingdom 

to settle at the southeastem part of River Mono, where they founded the Anecho and 

Glidji cities in the seventeenth centuries (Pazzi 1984; Debrunner 1965; Corilevin 1988. 
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Anecho became a prominent international trade center in the eighteenth century onwards 

for European merchants, West African traders, native traders, and freed slaves who 

converged there to exchange goods, using Mina, English and Spanish. Mina thus 

borrowed phonological, lexical, and grammatical items from these dialects and languages 

prior to the time of the debate between the two missionary groups. 

Schmidt produced further counterarguments, stating that the Ewe codifiers and 

experts should take into account the characteristics of a dialect, such as its geographical 

distribution, and its number of speakers. In light of this, he pointed out that the Anecho 

dialect was the best choice for the basic Standard Ewe, given its location at the littoral 

zone, where the German administration was established, and many traders who exchanged 

goods using this dialect. He inaccurately claimed that Anecho had more native speakers 

than Anlo, stating that Anecho was an entrance to the German colony from the dialects of 

Benin, a suitable geographical location that bridged it between Gold Coast and Benin as 

well as inland Togo. He also claimed that it was understood by the speakers of the 

neighboring dialect, Fon, which was yet to be counted among Ewe dialects. He argued 

that Anlo town was not a strategic geographic location in Eweland, because it was 

situated in an obscure coastal zone of Ewe territory. In response to Schmidt's points, 

Burgi argued that the German administrative center would be moved from Little Popo to 

Lome on the fringes of the Anlo area, which would increase commercial activities in the 

Anlo locality (Lome actually became the capital of the German Togo, and was developed 

with regard to infrastructure). Burgi also argued that the colonial assistants and clerks 

were western Ewes who spoke Anlo (natives of Kpalime and Kpando, adding that 

northern Ewes traded with the Anlos). 

After debates on the basic Standard Ewe, Anlo was ultimately selected as the 

reference for standardizing the successive writings such as grammars, wordlists, 

pedagogical texts, and Scriptures. The missionaries then established important schools at 

Keta, Peki, Amedzofe, and Lome. Notably, Bürgi and Hartter included in Anlo the Ewe 

dialects spoken at Peki, Kpalime, Kpando, Lome, Amedzofe, Keta, and Anloga, located 

west of Anecho. The Anecho, however, became a commercial dialect in southern Togo, as 

it remains to this date, whereas the Standard Ewe serves as the medium ofwriting, liturgy, 

and instruction in schools. 
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2° Westermann's production of Standard Ewe 

The works of Westermann on Ewe were significant for establishing Standard Ewe 

for literacy in the language. Sorne of his major contributions to written Ewe were in 

lexicography and grammar. After having done extensive fieldwork in parts of Eweland 

between 1901 and 1903, he compiled his Ewe-German dictionary, W6rterbuch der Ewe

Sprache, Ewe-Deutsch W6rterbuch in 1905, and his German-Ewe dictionary, W6rterbuch 

der Ewe-Sprache, Deutsch-Ewe W6rterbuch in 1906. In 1907, he published his 

systematic monograph on Ewe grammar, Grammatik der Ewe-Sprache, a work that A. L. 

Bickford-Smith translated in 1930 with updates as Ewe Grammar. Westermann's 1907 

grammar featured such elements as vowels, consonants, tones, word forms (substantives, 

pronominal system, verbs, adjectives, numerals, adverbs, conjunctions, and interjections). 

Although he based his grammar book mainly on the Anlo version of the Ewe, he 

collected data from dialects spoken in a number of other villages, including Agome, 

Kpoeta, Danyi, Fodome, Likpe, Wli, Ve, Lome, Be, and Ho, located outside Anecho 

area. 

Based on the data he collected, Westermann's first Ewefiala Ewe-English 

Dictianary, Gbesela, was published in 1910. The new version of Gbesela, known as 

Gbesela Yeye or Ewefiala Ewe-English Dictianary, was published in 1928. Whereas the 

works of earlier authors were mostly wordlists, collections of data, and general aspects of 

the language, these works ofWestermann were specifie, systematic, and comprehensive. 

Westermann (1928) also made important contributions to Standard Ewe with 

respect to orthography and word division. For instance, in Gbesela Yeye or Ewefiala 

Ewe-English Dictianary, he set forth the principles for determining the orthography of 

words, word boundaries, word classes, syntactic constituents, and punctuation. For 

example, he opts for m: instead ofnae (give ta him/her), because of the following process 

of contraction in pronunciation: 

Intransitive Verb + Indirect Object 

Verb + Pronoun 

na + e 

Contraction 

Contraction 

m: 
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Similarly, he suggests that compound nouns should be written as one word, while two 

nouns with an interposed adjective should be written as distinctive words. He states 

similar rules for identifying compound nouns and noun phrases, for example: 

Noun 

N 

nyagbogblo 

speaking 

(Ibid., p. IV-VII). 

versus Noun phrase 

N A N[N + Verbal A] 

nya vlo nyagbogblo 

loose talk 

These rules still form the basis of the modified princip les for word division, word 

boundary, and phrases in the written version of the language. 

Another major contribution of Westermann pertains to the alphabet for African 

languages. In collaboration with Ida C. Ward, he published a proposaI for practical 

orthography for African languages in 1930 as Praetieal Phoneties for Students of Afriean 

Languages. This work built on Carl Meinhof s Principles of praetieal orthographies for 

Afriean languages, which revised Richard Lepsius' (1848) Standard Alphabet for 

reducing unwritten languages and foreign graphie systems to a uniform orthography in 

European letters. Westermann also served as special consultant for commissions on a 

common script for sorne Ghanaian languages in 1927, and offered advice to several 

commissions on African languages. 

As the editor of The Afriean Today and The Afriean Today and Tomorrow, 

Westermann (1929) exhorted Africans to attribute value to African languages. He 

encouraged missionaries, researchers, and Africanists to collect and publish data from 

Africa. He called on missionaries and the colonial government to produce literature in the 

African languages, noting that the educational books were large1y religious texts (Ibid., p. 

337). Furthermore, he advocated for a good education in the languages, stating: "But after 

aIl the really important thing in Afriea Today is not the formation of an elite, but mass 

education. The aim must be to give a totality of the children an elementary education, 

train and fit them, not for the life in big centers" (Westermann 1948: 350). 

Westermann works played leading roles in the development of Standard Ewe and 
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literacy in Ewe. In his 1907, Grammatik der Ewe-Sprache and in the preface of his 1928 

Gbesela Yeye he specified that his Ewe grammar and dictionary were intended for 

European colonial administrators, students of Ewe, researchers on the language, local 

experts, and Africanists. These works have been used by Ewe scholars. His 1907 and 

1930 written grammars of Ewe served as points of reference for cOI?parative linguistic 

analysis. For example, Benveniste used data from Westermann's work to compare the 

verbs be and have in Greek with those of Ewe. Greenberg (1970) used the work of 

Westermann to reconstruct the Niger-Kordofonia language family. 

Westermann (1929) exhorted missionaries and colonial administrators to develop 

literary mate rials in the local languages. He objects to the view that the local languages 

cannot respond to emerging concepts (Ibid., p. 351). In these ways, Westermann has 

contributed immensely to Standard Ewe and views that shape ideologies of language with 

respect to the language. 

C. Colonial production of Standard Ewe 

In this section, 1 discuss Jack Berry's work which falls within the colonial 

activities in the Gold Coast (Ghana). Similarly, 1 discuss the work of Benveniste who 

cited Ewe data in his comparative linguistic analyses, thereby contributing partly to Ewe 

scholarship and ideologies about the language. 

10 On Jack Berry 

Jack Berry (1951), a lecturer of West African Languages at the University of 

London, sketched in his pamphlet, The Pronunciation of Ewe, sorne elements of the 

pronunciations of Ewe for European le amers , such as colonial administrators, 

missionaries, and traders. He wrote Structural affinities of the Volta River Languages and 

their Significance for Linguistic Classification as his Ph.D thesis in 1952. He wrote 

"Problems in the Use of African languages and Dialects in Education" in the book 
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African Languages and English in Education, a work that served as a guideline in 

education language policies that were formulated by govemment officiaIs in Africa in 

1953. 

Unlike Westermann, Berry did not speak the language. Rather, he depended on 

his informant, Lily G. Baeta from Keta in Anlo district, to design the pamphlet and a 

gramophone recording for European le amers of the language. His lack of personal 

knowledge of the language is reflected in sorne of his analyses of the language. For 

example, he dassified sorne phonemes that occur at the beginning of words in Ewe as 

prefixes, without exception. He considered as a prefix e-, which occurs in the beginning 

of eve (two); etso (yesterday); and egbe (today); and a-, which leads to the following 

words: ame (persan); ati (tree) , ato (guinea worm), and alë (sheep) (1951: 4-9). 

Although sorne words have such "vocalic" or epenthetic phonemes at word-initial 

positions or in a spoken context, those phonemes he mentioned are, in fact, inseparable 

parts of the words cited. This mistaken assessment of the phonemes was a result of 

Berry' s inadequate knowledge of the language and the erroneous notion that Ewe root 

words are always formed with a consonant in a word-initial position followed by a vowel. 

Although his pamphlet was intended for European administrators, missionaries, 

and traders in the Gold Coast, it also became a resource material for the Ewes who 

studied their own language. It is still used by writers, teachers, and joumalists who work 

on the Ewe. In light of this, Berry's influence is still significant in the production of 

Standard Ewe and the Ewe scholarship. 

2° On Emile Benveniste 

The work of Benveniste (1958) focuses on three observations about Ewe. First, he 

holds that while the verb be in Greek has a single root, with inflectional forms, it has 

different lexical instances in Ewe. Second, he daims that the lexical units of the Ewe 

language do not lend themselves to the type of metaphysical thought that we find in 

Greek. To illustrate the structural units imposed by each language, he points out that the 

Greek Gimi (be) has many lexical and grammatical derivatives, but the equivalent of the 
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copula verb be in Ewe only has lexical replacements, of which he identified five: Dye, le, 

wo, qu and qJ. These occur in the example below: 

Nye DutO 

Leafi 

Woke 

Du fia 

Diku 

- ta be an owner, 

- ta be here, 

- ta be sandy, 

- ta be king 

- ta be slim (Ibid., p. 434) 

Based on these examples, cited from Westermann's work on Ewe, Benveniste came to 

the conclusion that Greek linguistic structure lends itself to a priori philosophical 

analysis in a way that Ewe does not: 

Tout ce qu'on veut montrer ici est que la structure linguistique du grec prédisposait 

la notion d' « être» à une vocation philosophique. À l'opposé, la langue ewe ne 

nous offre qu'une notion étroite, des emplois particularisés. Nous ne saurions dire 

quelle place tient l' « être», dans la métaphysique ewe, mais a priori la notion doit 

s'articuler tout autrement. (1958: 473) 

Three observations can be made in response to Benveniste's statement. First, the 

communicative features of a language should not be restricted to what it is predisposed to 

express because the language factor is more complex than what it explicitly demonstrates 

0Vh0rf 1941 [1956]). Boas cautioned with respect to the use of numbers, stating: "It must 

be borne in mind that counting does not become necessary until objects are considered in 

such generalized form that their individualities are entirely lost sight of [ ... ]" (Ibid., 191: 

66). Similarly, Whorf (1941 [1956]) points out that in comparing features of languages, 

language theorists should take the entire social life of such languages into account. This 

is important as so~ial system in which a language is spoken sheds light on features of that 

language. This fact cannot be observed when features of a language are taken in isolation. 

Second, although Benveniste acknowledges the suppletive forms of the verb ta be 

in Greek, he treats le and DO as separate verbs instead of also treating them as suppletive 
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fonns. In Ewe, while le (he) expresses the present tense, its suppletive fonn no (he) 

expresses the past tense. The two fonns serve as auxiliary verbs for constructing present 

and past tenses in the language. Thus: 

Singular Plural 

mele Iam miele weare 1 st person 

èle you are miele you are 2nd person 

ele helshelit is wole theyare 3rd person 

Singular Plural 

meno Iwas mieno wewere 1 st person 

èno you were mieno you were 2nd person 

eno helshelit was wono they were 3rd person 

Similarly, we can say, Eno afima, it was there. 

Future tense of to be 

In Ewe, the future tense is marked by prefixing the partide a- to no; for example: 

Kodzo ano afisia, Kodzo will he here. 

Miano Keta, We will he [in] Keta. 

Third, Benveniste contends that the verb he would not take a central stage in Ewe 

philosophy, although he did not examine aU the instances of nye (he) for Ewe. He daims 

that the verb he in Ewe only has lexical replacements. Contrary to this contention, the 

verb he has sorne derived fonns, at le as t, in reduplication and nominalization. For 

example, substantives are fonned through a process whereby the verb nye is reduplicated 

to fonn the verbal noun -nyenye, and, then, the verbal noun is compounded with other 

words. 



Nye in nominalizations 

Adjective + -nyenye 

Dedie + -nyenye 

Noun + -nyenye 

Nufiala 

Dukplola 

+ -nufialanyenye 

+ -nyenye 

dedienyenye 

nufialanyenye 

dukplolanyenye 

Gloss 

well-being 

being a teacher 

being a president 

Nye also serves other functions in the language. For example: 

Nye with copula feature, which expresses a beUef 

Nye is used to express an act offaith or belief, thus: 

Agbe nye ga Life is preciaus (life is great) 

Mawue nye ga Gad is preciaus (Gad is great) 
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Furthermore, it is evident from Benveniste's comparative analysis that he did not explore 

the centrality of the verb be in the entire Ewe data. Rather, he expanded upon scanty data 

which he cited to make Ewe appear maximally contrastive to Greek. 

D. Post-colonial production of Standard Ewe 

10 Linguists 

The emergence of Standard Ewe continued through the post-colonial works. In the 

1960s, several native speakers examined the language. Ansre (1961; 1966), for example, 

described its tonal structure and grammatical units for his Master's and doctoral degrees, 

respectively, whereas Baeta (1962) produced a primer on the language. Obianim (1964) 

wrote about elements of the language, which he described in the language itself. 

Likewise, European linguists contributed to the study of the language during this decade. 

Sprigge (1967), for example, described the tonal aspects of the Adangbe dialect of the 

language, and Warburton et al. (1968) outlined basic elements of the language. 

Agblemagnon (1969), a native speaker, also listed elements of the language in his project 

on the sociological analysis of the Ewe people. 
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In the 1970s, additional works on the language were published. In reanalyzing the 

sub-Saharan languages and classifying them under the broader Niger-Congo family, 

Greenberg (1970) briefly examined the Ewe language. Clements (1971; 1972) worked on 

the palatalization!vowel harmony and the verbal syntax of the language for his Master's 

and doctoral degrees, respectively. Stahlke (1971) examined the phono10gy of the 

language, whereas Pazzi (1972; 1975; 1976; and 1977) produced comprehensive works 

on the grammar, dictionary and basic e1ements of the language, and Fiaga (1976) worked 

on Ewe grammar. Similarly, Nyomi (1976; 1977) outlined the phonology and word 

structure of Ewe. Adzomada (1977; 1983) produced a French-Ewe and Ewe-French 

Dictionary and the Ewe standard Dictionary. During the same decade, Rongier (1979) 

described Ewe language for his doctoral degree. 

In the 1980s, a number of works on the language emerged. Capo (1981) worked 

on the phonology of the language for his doctoral degree, which he updated in 1991. In 

the same decade, whereas Ring (1981) prepared a manual on the language for foreigners 

who intend to learn the language, and Bole-Richard (1983) examined the phonology of 

the language. Schadeberg (1985) sketched various elements of the language, Medeiros 

(1984) served as the editor of a book on key aspects of the language. 

In the 1990s, a number of works on the language appeared. Whereas Ameka 

(1991; 1995) wrote about the grammatical and illocutionary devices of the language, 

Collins (1993) worked on the syntax of the language, Rongier (1995) produced a French

Ewe and Ewe-French dictionary. Duthie (1996) produced an excursus on the linguistic 

patterns of the language, and Atakpa (1997) reanalyzed the grammatical units of Ewe. 

Nowadays, local phonologists, such as Ansre (2000) and Atakpa (1997), argue for 

distinct phonemes such as IdzJ, Iny/, and Its/, as weIl as for the co-articu1ated clusters Igbl 

and /kp/. In the language, phonemes /kp/, Igb/, Idz/, Its/, and Inyl are explosives, unlike 

other African languages in which they are implosives. In addition, IV and Irl are 

allophones, whereas lm!, ln!, and IfJI are syllabic. 

Since 2000, sorne works on the language have been updated. In this respect, Ansre 

(2000) revisited elements of Ewe phono10gy. In addition to the thirty standard letters, 

Ansre (2000), a native linguist of Ewe, includes in that list the following trigraphs: Itsyl 

for the phoneme ItSI and Idzyl for the phoneme Id3/. With regard to vowe1s, Ansre 
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(2000) identifies eight pairs of oral and nasal vowels: i/ l, e/ e, F:,/f" al a, 0/5, 0/5, u/ ù, 

s/e. Ameka (2003; 2006) reexamined Ewe verbs (see appendix 18 for phonemes' charts). 

r Language commissions 

Since the inception of the standardization of written Ewe, word division has been 

a murky issue for those learning to write the language. Although Ewe specialists have 

often revised the mIes of orthography, word boundaries still remain major problems for 

writers. To improve the situation, specialists in Ghana, Togo, and Benin revised the mIes 

of word division in 1997 during an international Ewe conference held in Accra, Ghana. 

What follows are examples of the implications ofthese new mIes. 

Word Division 

Nonn Phrase (Noun + Determiner) 

Writing noun phrases is a common problem for Ewes who lack adequate literacy 

skills in the language. Since most of the determin~rs are post-posed to the noun, it has not 

been clear to beginners of Ewe literacy whether the determiner should be written as a 

separate word. At sorne point in the development of written Ewe, part of (or the entire) 

determiner was fused to the noun, as Westermann (1928) outlined. This was amended in 

1997, when the mIes were revised. According to the new mIes, the two word classes in a 

phrase should be written separately. For example: 

Old word division New word division 

N + Det N + Det Gloss 

ctevia cte ctevi acte certain child 

amea cte ame acte someone 

amesia ame sia this man 

nusia nu sia this thing 

afima afi ma that place 

nuka nu ka thing that 
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Those leaming to write the language tend to have problems mastering these mies. 

Another example of word division that le amers have difficulty with relates to 

compounding. 

Noun Phrase (Noun + Noun) Compounding 

Traditionally, noun-noun compounds compounds formed by combining two 

nouns were written with a hyphen between the two nouns. The 1997 revisions however 

prescribe a new mIe, by which the nouns are written as distinct words. For example: 

Old word division 

N + N 

New word division Gloss 

N N 

Denu-fia 

Aflao-fia 

Aka tsi-qekakpui 

Denu 

Aflao 

Akatsi 

fia 

fia 

qekakpui 

Chief of Denu 

Chief of Aflao 

Youth of Akatsi 

This has complicated the mastery of word division for beginners. 

Noun Phrase (Noun + Adjective) 

Unlike the new mie for writing noun-noun compounds, which requires the two to 

be written as separate words, the mIes are unchanged for nominal compounds consisting 

of a noun and an adjective, written as a single word: 

Old word divisionlNew word division 

N+A 

nuv5e 

nunyui 

amegiikpui 

Gloss 

whitlow 

[the] Good 

putative revered arbitrator 

Given theses two mIes for compounding, an Ewe trying to master literacy must 

leam to use the Standard word division outlined in the new mIes. As a consequence, the 
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state of word division creates problems related to the proficiency of written Ewe. 

Joumalists who have not sufficiently mastered the written form of the language have 

difficulties related to word division, maintaining that English is more adapted to written 

form than Ewe or the local languages. As the joumalist of the Daily Guide contends: 

Lexis 

It took me sorne time because all these years of my life, 1 was working with an 

English newspaper, and to come out of it suddenly and to do this [Ewe news 

reports], it took me quite a time, because even how to express yourself, maybe, in 

English, you use just two words and it will mean something, it is not like that in 

Ewe. You know our language, it is very rich, but we don't have that wealth of 

words in the Ewe language. 1 cannot speak for other languages, but in Ewe 

whatever you may say, maybe, in two words in English, may be about six words 

and so, and so forth and so on. And the accents and other things, that is where the 

difference is. (Appendix 5, Q29) 

the language commISSIOns also specify Standard lexis to mImmIze lexical 

variations in written Ewe. This poses another problem for those enrolled in Ewe literacy 

program, as well as for joumalists, in producing texts in print media, given that certain 

words in the dialects of southem and northem Ewe vary from those of the Standard Ewe. 

For example: 

Anlo Ewe EwedomeEwe Standard Ewe Gloss 

godzi Iofo lofo toward 

zipkui kpukpo zikpui stool 

uuuudedi fufu uuuudedi dust 

fOIJfoIJ a<la fOIJfoIJ sugarcane 

avo e<lo avo c/oth 

gblo nE tsi nE gblo nE tell him/her 

akpaligbe gagawe (Peki) akpaligbe tibia or leg 
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AnIoEwe EwedomeEwe Standard Ewe Gloss 

nu hi/yi nu ke (Tsito) nu sia the/this thing 

nu ele (Peki) the/this thing 

nu xele (Gbi) the/this thing 

nu tsi (Kpando) the/this thing 

mo dzi alifo dzi modzi on the road 

Other common examples of lexical variation are as follows: 

Anio Ewe AgaveEwe Standard Ewe Gloss 

emu avage emu mosquito 

fofonye tatanye fofonye myJather 

dada nana dada mother 

afi sia gie afi sia here 

afi ma gama afi ma there/that place 

Given these lexical variations, it is difficult for journalists to select words of 

Standard Ewe that aU readers of Ewe newspapers can understand. As a consequence, the 

journalists tend to either use doublets or words specific to their dialects, as cited in 

Kpodoga newspaper (May 1998: 5), written by writers from Ewedome: 

AnIoEwe EwedomeEwe Ewe Standard Ewe Gloss 

nu ka? tsa ni? (Fodome) nu ka? what? 

nye kusi amu setsre nye kusi mybasket 

afi ma afi ma afi ma there/that place 

ga ne (T::mu) afi ka gie here 

The language commissions also accept doublets in Standard Ewe. For example: 

Anio Ewe Ewedome Ewe Standard Ewe Gloss 

xo 

zi 

nukpui 

klatsa 

x;,/nukpui 

zi/klatsa 

grasscutter 

deer 
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Anlo Ewe EwedomeEwe Standard Ewe Gloss 

xomenyatri xonunui xomenyatri/xonunui wall gecko 

gbi/mefinu ekpe gbi/mefinu buttocks 

tui/gblo ne to ne gblo no tell himlher 

Kpodoga (January1998: 5) notes certain words which are frequently used either in Togo 

or in Ghana; for example, the following corijunctive coordinator: 

GhanaEwe 

gake 

Togo Ewe 

evoa 

Standard Ewe 

gake but/yet 

Whèreas the Ewes of Ghana write: El[u nu, gake mel[o/mel[i /0 0 (He/she ate, but 

he/she did not have his/her fill), the Ewes of Togo use: El[u nu, evoa mel[o /0 0 (He/she 

ate, but he/she did not have his/her fill). 

Technical terminologies 

The language commissions further contribute to the Standard Ewe by prescribing 

the technical words for writing Ewe science textbooks for primary school pupils. To 

designate hydro electricity, language commissions in Ghana and Togo recommended the 

word dzil[egbekal[i (electric light), which joumalists and writers used in their writings. 

This word is derived through a process of compounding two existing Ewe words, thus: 

N + N 

dzil[egbe + kal[i 

thunder + light 

= Newword 

dzil[egbekal[i 

electric light 

Initially, dzil[egbe referred to the natural phenomenon (thunder), whereas kal[i referred 

to the traditional lantem. Joumalists and writers also used borrowed (hybrid) words, 

which were already commonly used to refer to concepts in the domain of general science. 

Similarly, the Bureau of Ghana Languages, which undertakes official translations into the 
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local language, used the hybrid method to produce new words on basic SCIence for 

primary schools. The language commission in Ghana produced six booklets in aIl. 

The first booklet covers items such as stars and the planets of the universe. It lists 

hybrid words, borrowed from English, such as planetwo (planets) and teleskopwo 

(telescopes) (in which wo in word-final position is a plural marker). Other borrowed 

words include radio-telescop (radio-telescope) and roket (rocket). The second booklet 

discusses atoms. It recommends words from English, namely, atornwo (atoms) , 

haidrodzen (hydrogen) , niukleos (nucleus), elektron (electron) , elektrisitie 

(electricity), oksidzen (oxygen), rnolekiul (molecule), yureniorn (uranium), and eksrei 

(x-ray). The third booklet highlights terms related to light. But it also has words such as 

anyieuo (rainbow), dzoxoxo (heat) , kekeli (light), dzoxoxototoe (heatwave), etc., 

which are Ewe words impregnated with new meaning. The fourth booklet examines 

elements related to gravity. It has togodo (circle), which constitutes an example of a pre

colonial Ewe word. It adopts graviti (gravity), a word borrowed from English. The fifth 

booklet centers on magnetism. It recommends pre-colonial Ewe words, for instance, 

rnofiakpe (compass) and a<laba gayibo (steel). It borrows from English words such as 

rnagnet (magnet) and pol (pole [of the earth]). The sixth booklet focuses on terms related 

to electricity. It has pre-colonial Ewe words that are invested with new meaning. These 

include rnowo (engines), dzoxoxo (heat), moxela (insulation), kui (particle), and turne 

(nucleus/beneath). Post-colonial words borrowed from English include elektrik]Juse 

(electric current) and bateri (battery). 

3° Journalists, broadcasters and teachers 

Joumalists, broadcasters, and teachers contribute to the production of Standard 

Ewe, and ideologies of language involving the language, by introducing many scientific 

concepts -into Ewe texts without consulting with the language commissions, or by 

critiquing the mIes that the language commissions prescribe. For instance, in Kpodoga 

(January 1998, p. 2), college teachers sent several letters to the editor of the Ewe 
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newspaper, complaining about the latest revisions in the mIes of Standard Ewe, prescribed 

by the language commissions. Although the reactions of the teachers to the revisions were 

legitimate, their complaints portrayed just how they partake in the production of Standard 

Ewe (Appendix 9, Excerpts 2.1 and 2.2). In Kpodoga (May 1998, p.2), a local-language 

teacher critiqued certain Ewe consultants for suggesting that the main features of English 

orthography should be used in the revised mIes for Ewe orthography. He went on to 

recommend that the new mIes for Ewe orthography should be based on the intrinsic 

features of the Ewe itself (Appendix 9, Excerpt 4) .. 

Joumalists further contribute to production of Standard Ewe by borrowing leamed 

words from English into Ewe. They use the following three ways in contributing new 

words to the Standard Ewe: deploying Ewe words; adapting (calquing) Ewe lexemes to 

new words; and borrowing from the registries of other languages. Two of these apply to 

computer technology, discussed in one of the local-language newspapers. 

Computer technology 

Ewewords 

In terms of computer technology, local-language joumalists have no words to use. 

Because the computer age emerged only recently, the words related to' this do main are 

post-colonialloanwords. 

Loanwords 

W ords In the computer domain were borrowed from English into the local 

language by joumalists, broadcasters, the commissions on local language in Ghana, and 

the elite. For example, in Kpodoga (November 1998: 2), the word (computer) is 

borrowed from English, but it is adapted to accommodate Ewe phonological features as 

Komputa. Joumalists accompany the usage of the borrowed words with familiar notions 

that already exist in the language. For example: 

"Komputa nye mo si woto va xexeame be nede tsotsoe dowowowo me." 

[Computer is machine that they created in the world that it accelerates work processes.] 

The computer is a machine that someone has created to accelerate [some] work 

processes. 
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In the same article, the writer uses the word Komputanusr5je Computer School 

(Kpodoga (Ibid., p. 2). This compounded word can be analyzed as follows: 

Loanword + existing word 

Komputa + nusr5 je 

Computer + school = 

neology (by compounding) 

Komputanusr5 je 

Computer School 

It is important to note that nusr5je, which is equivalent to the word school, is an 

example of calquing. It is derived through a nominalization process that involves, first, 

pennutation and compounding of a verb-object clause, and second, compounding of a 

locative to the first output, as illustrated below. 

Pennutation of VO clause and Compounding with a locative 

[ Pennutation] + Compounding with locative new noun 

[Verb + Object] + Locative new word 

[sr5 + nu] + je = nusr5je 

learning + place = place of learning 

In pre-colonial times, nusr5je had both fonnal and infonnal connotations. The fonnal 

sense related to various specialized and institutionalized systems of traditional life. For 

example, a novice priest, di viner, or medicine man had to leam in the cultic house of 

huno, boko, amegasi, or tronua, generally known in anthropological literature as a 

diviner, a priest, or a medicine man. Similarly, a neophyte to be initiated through puberty 

rites, or purified through expiation rites, had to leam rudiments of the new phase of life 

from a specialist of the corresponding religious domain. The specialist might be an eIder, 

a youth leader, a female leader, a ritualleader, etc. 

In the pre-colonial period, the infonnal sense of nusr5 je was depicted wh en this 

word was used in everyday situations to designate any context of leaming. For example, 

on the field, it was used to indicate how children were to be taught skills in hunting, 

identifying species of trees with their healing features, locating territorial boundaries, etc. 

On the river, it meant the usage of various contexts to teach children the rudiments of 

fishing, sea routes, marine transportation, territorial marine boundaries, etc.· Since the 
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inception of the European form of formaI education, the connotations of nusr5 je as a 

place or context of learning have been extended to the instituti9ns of formaI learning. 

However, since generations of Ewe children have received formaI education, their 

grandparents and parents gradually adopted the borrowed word suku (school) from 

English into the common registry. Journalists use other words in the computer domain. 

For example, in Kpodoga (November 1998: 2), a writer used the word Teknika suku 

(Technical school) by adding suku (school) to another loanword Teknika. 

Journalists, broadcasters, and language commissions consultants introduced many 

scientific concepts into Ewe through processes of learned borrowing. For example, in 

Kpodoga (September 1998: iv), ajournalist employs biogas-IJudowowo (use ofbiogas), 

specifying that it constitutes an alternative source of electric energy. In using this new 

concept in Ewe, the writer explains the notion by naming one component of the biogas, 

name1y, Uimiwo kple gbe ([mixture oj] animal droppings and weeds). However, the 

loanword is compounded with an existing Ewe word IJ~dowowo (utility) to derive new 

words. The usage of Ewe words to explain the neology is not accidentaI. It demonstrates 

not only that the Ewe language lends itself to expressing new notions, but it also provides 

a platform on which new concepts and notions can be developed. 

Media and communications 

Loanwords 

In reporting about communication-related topics, journalists frequently borrowed 

words from English. For example, there are words such as radio (radio) in Kpodoga 

(May 1998: 5), telefon (telephone) in Kpodoga (Ibid., p.5), and televisin (television) in 

Kpodoga (Ibid., p.5). Journalists use loanwords transferred from English into Ewe usage. 

Examples of these are sinii cinema, as used in Kpodoga (Ibid., p.2), konseti (concert), 

televisin (television), and tivi (TV). 

Health 

In expressIllg concepts related to health, a recurrent topic III local-language 

newspapers, journalists use words in Ewe or loanwords, adopted from English. 
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Common words 

In writing about the AIDS virus, joumalists sometimes use ctikanaku AIDS/HIV 

instead of the borrowed version Esivi (AIDS/HIV) as employed in Kpodoga (January 

2000: 7; January 1998: 8; May 1998: 4) and in Midim (May 2001: 10; January/February 

2002: 1). For example: 

Loanword adapted to Ewe 

Word Origin Ewe Gloss 

AIDS English Esivi AIDS/HIV 

The word Esivi (AIDS/HIV) is derived through the following processes: 

Word-initial ai- of "AIDS" becomes e- in Ewe; 

-d- is syncopated; 

-s- is retained 

-i- is suffixed to -s, yielding (Esi/esi) 

-vi, which is a diminutive marker in Ewe, is suffixed to the hybrid word (Esi). 

This concept in the health domain is unique because it is derived from the compounding 

of a verb, a noun, a pronoun, a future partic1e, and a verb, thus: 

Compounding 

Verb + Noun + Pronoun + Future partic1e + Verb = New conceptlnoun 

cti + ka + n(e) + a + ku = ctikanaku 

shrink + vein + you + will + die = AIDS/HIV 

It should be noted that in this compound noun, the first two segments ctika constitute a 

stative verb cti ka, which can be literally translated as (shrink vein). The English 

equivalents of the verb cti ka are become thin, become slim, or become emaciated. In the 

process of compounding words to yield that concept, the vowel -e in the pronoun ne you 

is elided before the future partic1e a (will). This can be illustrated as: 

Pronoun 

ne 

you 

+ Future partic1e 

+ a 

+ will 

= newword 

= na elision of e 

= you will 
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Loanwords 

Loanwords are another variance of contributing to Standard Ewe. As a result of 

the language contact between indigenous people and traders, as well as colonial officiaIs 

from Spain, Portugal, France, Denmark, and England, Ghanaians used borrowed words 
, 

(Bartels 1965; Graham 1971; McWilliam and Kwamena-Poh 1975). In Ewe, for instance, 

vestiges of the languages of each colonial administration are manifested as loanwords. 

These 10anwords inc1ude: 

Language Original form Eweform Gloss 

English ball bol bail 

GoodMoming moni greeting 

Good Day guqe greeting 

Good Evening gudiviIJ greeting 

gm gini gin 

summon saba/sama summon 

burial ground benigla cemetery 

school suku school 

govemor govina governor 

kerosene kalasi kerosene 

carpenter kabita carpenter 

builder bigla mason 

mail meli ship 

TV tivi television 

copper koba coins 

matches matsisi matches 

French fenêtre fesre window 

Portuguese chave safui key 

gomma goma starch 

seda seda silk 

cebolla sabala onion 



Language 

Danish 

Original form 

dug 

trappe 

Eweform 

duku 

atrakpoe 

Gloss 

c/oth 

ladder 
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Many of the 10anwords (due to this language contact) reflect the activities of the 

Europeans in Eweland. For example, the loanwords related to greeting and school reflect 

the English administrative presence among the Ewes, and how the Ewes acknowledged 

that presence. Today, three forms of greeting co-exist in Ewe: the loanword form, the 

loanword with Ewe segments, and the Ewe traditional form. 

The loanwords cited above reflect the activities of the Europeans in Ewe1and. For 

example, the loanwords re1ated to greeting and school reflect the English administrative 

presence among the Ewes, and how the Ewes acknowledged that presence. Today, three 

forms of greeting co-exist in Ewe: the loanword form, the loanword with Ewe segments, 

and the Ewe traditional form. For example, the Ewes use à long traditional formulaic 

pattern of greeting: 

Interlocutor 1: IJdi [na mi] / Xo IJdi. 

Interlocutor 2: IJdi, afea me qe? 

Interlocutor 1: Wodo. 

Interlocutor 2: Deviwo? 

Interlocutor 1: Woli. 

Good Morning [to youJ/ Good Morning. 

Good Morning. How is the household? 

They are fine. 

[And the] children? 

They are weil. 

The above traditional forms of greeting co-exist with the following borrowed forms of 

greeting: "Good Morning, Good Day, and Good Evening" transformed in the language 

as moni (Morning), guq,e (Good Day), and gudiviIJ (Good Evening) , 

Similarly, words borrowed from Portuguese illustrate that the rapport between the 

Ewes and the Portuguese centered on the exchange of commercial goods. The words 

related to building that the Ewes borrowed from the French ànd Danes refer to the 

fortresses and the administrative offices of those colonial traders. 
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Teachers contribute to the Standard Ewe by emphasizing certain dialectal 

components of the language over others. In Kpodoga (January 1998: 2), several letters 

from college teachers of Ewe complained about the latest revisions in the mIes of 

Standard written Ewe. Although the reactions of the educated Ewe to the revisions were 

legitimate, their complaints portrayed the attitudes of the educated Ghanaians, who 
'/ 

rejected the 1997 mIes on word division in Ewe (Appendix 9, Excerpts 2.1 and 2.2). 

Similarly, in Kpodoga (May 1998: 2), a writer deplored the requests of sorne educated 

Ewe, particularly those insisting that the revised Ewe orthography should be adapted in 

accordance with the main features of English (Appendix 9, Excerpt 4). The writer 

advocated for Ewe orthography, based on the intrinsic features of the language itself. 

These views and reactions illustrate sorne of the critical dimensions of ideologies of 

language in Ghana, showing that sorne Ghanaians are ready to transform the mIes of their 

local languages by taking recourse to features of non-indigenous languages. 

To summarize, the missionary works have set the stage for the production of 

Standard Ewe, and ideologies of language involving the use of Ewe in print media. 

Missionaries, colonial administrator, and post-colonial agents, such as linguists, language 

commissions, teachers, and writers, have contributed to the emergence of Standard Ewe, 

which led to perceptions about the role of Ewe in the print media ln Ghana. The 

discussions and citations from Ewe newspapers and school booklets illustrate that the 

joumalists, writers, and language commissions enrich Ewe words with new meanings or 

borrow directly from English to shape the Standard Ewe. UsuaIly, borrowed words 

adopted into Ewe are recommended by the language commissions, or introduced in 

common usage by joumalists, writers, and broadcasters working through the medium of 

the language. In aIl, Westermann remains the outstanding linguist whose works on Ewe 

have been deployed for the standardization of Ewe as weIl as ideologies conceming the 

role of Ewe in Ghanaian print media. 



CHAPTERIII 

ETHNOGRAPHY OF PRINT AND BROADCAST MEDIA 
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In this chapter, drawing upon Spitulnik (1993), 1 provide an overview of the 

emergence of professional joumalism in Ghana and the sociocultural components of print 

and broadcast media in Ghana, tracing the political and economic factors that shape the 

development of the English and local-language mass media in Ghana. Spitulnik proposes 

anthropological explorations of topics, such as the sociocultural perspectives of national 

mass media, the nature of media production, and commoditization of the media. In 

particu1ar, she caUs for inquiries into the cultural conditions that influenced the 

emergence of fonns of media in different societies. She contends that mass media are 

linked to cultural factors, such as language usage as weIl as economic and political 

influences. 1 therefore explore the professionalization of joumalism in Ghana, to 

investigate how it has led to the success of English compared with local-language print 

media. 1 then examine sociocultural, political and economic factors in print media 

productions, emphasizing the cultural constituents that shape the development of English 

and local-language media productions. 1 also supply an overview of broadcast media, 

exploring their sociocultural, economic, and political dimensions of production. FinaIly, 1 

contrast the print and broadcast media in Ghana, and 1 argue that these topics provide 

background to the ideologies of language in the Ghanaian print media. 

A. Professionalization of Ghanaian journalism 

Ghanaian joumalistic production could be divided into three phases, according to 

professionalization. The first phase involves amateur newspaper production, as it does 

not require professional joumalists specifically trained for news production. This began 

in 1822 with Sir Charles MacCarthy's Royal Gold Coast Gazette, a British colonial 

English-Ianguage weekly newspaper. This newspaper aimed to provide British merchants 

with economic and commercial infonnation, as weIl as to disseminate news conceming 

the Gold Coast Colony (Ghana) and Britain. Given that Sir Charles MacCarthy was the 

govemor of the Gold Coast from 1822 to 1824, the English joumalistic tradition he 

ushered in the colony remained the point of reference throughout the history of 

joumalism in Ghana. The subsequent colonial govemments thus published the Gold 

Coast Assize in 1883, and the Gold Coast News in 1884, and the Gold Coast Pioneer in 

1921 (Jones-Quartey 1975). 
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Ghanaian amateur journalists have drawn on Sir Charles MacCarthy's English

language traditional to launch private newspapers as alternative print media to the 

mainstream newspapers. For instance, Charles Bannerman founded the West African 

Herald, the first Ghanaian English-Ianguage private newspaper, in 1857. Other 

Ghanaians published similar newspapers, for example, James Hutton Brew's Gold Coast 

Times (1874-1885), James Hutton Brew and J. E. Casely Hayford's Western Echo (1885-

1887), Case1y Hayford's Gold Coast Echo (1888-1889), Timothy Laing's Gold Coast 

Express (1897-1900), J. Mensah Sarbah's Gold Coast People (1891-1896), Attoh Ahuma 

and Rev. Egyir Asaam's Gold Coast Aborigines (1898-1900), Casely Hayford et al's 

Gold Coast Leader (1902-1934), and Alfred J. Ocansey, R. W. Dupigny and R.B. Wuta

Ofei's Gold Coast Spectator (1927-1955), to provide their points ofview in the emerging 

media in Ghana. 

Missionary societies created apolitical newspapers for the propagation of the 

Christian faith. These included the Methodist Mission's Christian Messenger in 1857, the 

Christian Report also in 1857, and the Gold Coast Methodist (1886-1898), as well as the 

Catholic Mission's Gold Coast Catholic in 1926. 

During the first phase of print media in Ghana, local-language newspapers also 

emerged. The Basel Evangelical Missionary Society started the Sika Nsona Sanegbalo 

(the Christian Messenger for the Gold Coast) in 1859. This Akwapim-Twi dialect (one of 

the Akan-Ianguage cluster) newspaper aimed to promote missionary activities and to 

provide secular news. The Catholic Mission founded Mia Holo (Our Friend) in 1894 in 

the segment of Eweland in Togo (Gérard 1981). This monthly Catholic journal emerged 

when the Germans colonized the territory under Togo. Since the newspaper was 

originally established through the generous support of the Catholic community in 

Germany, the newspaper was discontinued after the First World War, with no further 

sponsorship from the German missionaries. The Basel Mission established Nutifafa na 

mi (Peace be with You) in 1903 as a competitive response to the Catholic Mission's Mia 

holo (Our Friend) newspaper in Eweland within Togo (Gérard 1981). The competition 

between the Catholic and Basel Missions in Togo and Ghana spilled over the production 

of Standard Ewe and the establishment of schools, too. 
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The second phase of journalistic production in Ghana began with J. B. Dankuah's 

West Afriean Times (1931) and the Ghana States man (1948). This phase of Ghanaian 

newspaper production is tenned the "age of commercialism" (Asante 1996), because 

amateur journalists created alternative newspapers (in contrast to mainstream 

newspapers), which circulated on the basis of their critiques of the colonial government. 

In light of this, the private newspaper producers adopted an analytical approach to 

journa1ism, critiquing the colonial government's administrative po1icies and decisions. As 

such, these papers attracted a readership judgmental of the government. Other such 

newspapers include Azikiwe and. LT.A. Wallace-Johnson's Afriean Morning Post and 

John and Nancy Tsiboe's Ashanti Pioneer (1939). 

Ghanaian individuals a1so estab1ished local-language newspapers during this 

phase of journalism in Ghana. For instance, A. J. Ocansey's City Press started the Akan 

language newspaper, Asenta (News), in 1935, to serve as alternative source of secular 

news, parallel to the Ghanaian English-Ianguage newspapers. Kofi Akumia Badu edited 

Amanson (People), a Fante dia1ect newspaper published in 1937 at Cape Coast, with 

technical support from the Mfantsiman Press. This press printed another Fante dialect 

newspaper, Amansuon (Ali Nations), in 1943, with John Maxwell Y. Awotwi as the 

editor. None of the local-language newspapers took root because the founders 

encountered prob1ems regarding funding, printing, and circulation, which forced certain 

individuals to abandon the local-language newspaper enterprise. 

A third phase of journalistic production in Ghana came with Kwame Nkrumah's 

Aeera Evening News (1947) and Morning Telegraph (1949), which marked the beginning 

of a professional journalism in Ghana. During this period, joumalists began to train in 

three institutes, namely, the Ghana School of Joumalism established in 1959, School of 

Communication Studies started in 1972, and National Film and Television Training 

Institute founded in 1978. Nkrumah contributed to this professional journalistic phase by 

funding the production of mainstream newspapers (Asante 1996). 

Nkrumah's newspapers severely critiqued the British colonial government, 

advocating immediate independence from colonial rule. Within the same era, a private 

British press syndicate, headed by Cecil King, started the Daily Graphie in 1950 and the 

Sunday Mirror in 1953. This London-based Mirror Group practiced investigative 
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journalism, attempting to expose the underpinnings of the colonial government's policies 

and administration. According to Asante: "The establishment of the Graphie opened yet 

another significant chapter in the history of the Ghana press, for it was the first modem 

press to be set in the country. The Evening News, which was edited by Nkrumah, was set 

by hand and was technically no match for the Graphie, printed on a rotary printing press" 

(1996: 7). Ashanti Goldfields Corporation's Ashanti Times (1947) also served as 

alternative newspaper within the third phase of journa1ism in Ghana. 

After independence, Nkrumah and his CPP party officiaIs of the First Republic in 

Ghana created in 1958 the Guinea Press Limited to publish the Ghanaian Times (1958) 

and the Weekly Speetator (1963). To control joumalistic production in Ghana, having 

previous used newspapers to critique the colonial govemment, Nkrumah bought the 

Mirror Press, thereby bringing the Daily Graphie and the Sunday Mirror under CPP 

govemment control. After the ousting of Nkrumah's govemment in 1966, Lt. General 

Joseph Ankrah (1966-69) subjugated both the private and government-regu1ated 

Ghanaian media under most severe control of the National Liberation government. 

However, Dr. Kofi Abrefa Busia of the Second Republic encouraged freedom of the 

press, which resulted in a proliferation of newspapers during his political regime (1969-

1972). Unfortunately, his govemment was ousted by Acheampong's National 

Redemption Council (1972-1979), which once again suppressed the freedom of the press 

in controlling journalistic production. The situation was again reversed uilder Dr. Hilla 

Limann's (1979-81) Third Republic, but his government was short-live d, and a control of 

the press was reestablished under Flight Lieutenant J.1. Rawlings' (1981-92) December 

31 st Revolution. Finally, Rawlings' govemment reduced the press restrictions, which led 

to another rapid proliferation injournalistic production in Ghana from 1992 onward. 

Various attempts toestablish a local-language were unsuccessful at this phase of 

joumalism in Ghana. The Catholic Mission in the Gold Coast introduced the Akan 

Kyerema (Akan drum), a biweekly Akan newspaper launched in 1948. Although it was 

primarily devoted to missionary activities, it covered certain items of secular news as 

well. The Bureau of Ghana Languages, a wing of the govemment, has lent its expertise to 

the publication of newspapers in the local languages, aimed to promote literacy programs 

rather than serve as a means of providing news. The Bureau created the Akan's 
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Akwansosem (Aim of the visit), an Akwapim-Twi newspaper, in 1951. The Bureau also 

produced a series of newspapers which were adapted to four local languages in Ghana. 

These inc1uded the Akan's Nkwantabisa (Enquirer about the road map (direction]) in 

the three Akan dialects (Fante, Akwapim and Asante), the Ewe's Motabiala, the 

Dagbani's Lahabali Tsunu, the Ga's MaIJsralo (Town Visitor), the Kasem's Labaare, 

also written Labaari, (News or Information), and the Nzema's Kakyevole (Reminder). 

These govemment-sponsored newspapers were printed from 1951 to 1970, to supplement 

the adult literacy program in the local languages. By contrast, Oman Nwomaye Fekuw· 

established the Akwapim-Twi dialect newspaper, Duom (Move on) in 1953, to 

disseminate secular news (see Appendix 19 for the rest of the local-language 

newspapers) . 

The Ghanaian govemment produced Kpodoga, in collaboration with the Institute 

of Adult Education at the University of Ghana, Legon, as weIl as by means of funding 

from UNESCO in 1976. Given that this newspaper will represent the other local

language newspapers in this thesis, it deserves a more attention here. The title of this 

rural newspaper, Kpodoga, is significant. It means gong, which is symbolic of the bell 

used in traditional society in Ghana to solicit attention, preceding the news disseminated 

by the itinerant announcer or "town crier." This is portrayed in sorne African novels, for 

instance in This Earth My Brother (Awoonor 1971) and The Stool (Azasu), which will be 

examined in this thesis. By extension, the gong is reminiscent of the traditional oral 

media through which a chief of the village or chief dom convokes and informs his people. 

As the title of this newspaper indicates, the name is symbolic of both the medium and the 

instrument of communication. 

Kpodoga was established in February 1976 as an experimental rural community 

and pedagogical newspaper by the Institute of Adult Education at the University of 

Ghana, Legon, with the collaboration of UNESCO (Ans ah 1981: 8, 17-18). In locating 

the editorial office at the A wudome Residential Adult College at Tsito, within the 

Awudome District of the Volta Region, the editorial board sought to establish two thiùgs. 

First, the board intended to locate the office in the very heart of the rural territory where 
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rural issues could be collected for publication. Second, the board aimed to represent the 

opinion of the rural dwellers, and thus, provide the people with a voice. 

The history of Kpodoga is marked by two phases. The first period began in April 

1976 with the publication of the very first edition of the newspaper. This phase of the 

newspaper was not without its setbacks. Although the rural newspaper was based at 

Tsito, the printing of the final product was carried out in Accra by the Institute of the 

Adult Education Press at the University of Ghana, Legon. Consequently, printing delays 

caused the paper to often appear late and at rather arbitrary periods. In spite of the 

difficulties related to printing, this phase of the newspaper saw the number of copies of 

the paper rise from 1000 to 6000 before 1981, when publication was interrupted. 

The second distinct phase of Kpodoga began in October 1987 with sorne logistical 

support (money and printing materials) from Norway. However, it did not enjoy the 

suc cess of the first period. The printing challenges and production-related problems 

persisted. The number of copies during this phase never exceeded those of the year 2000, 

and since its inception its size rose from one to two sheets of newsprint. 

After copies were printed in Accra, they were transported back to Tsito before 

being distributed, initially within the Awudome and Ho districts in Ghana, and later 

within the southem part of the Volta Region. 

The team that gathered and organized the materials for print was supervised by 

the editor-in-chief, a trained English-language joumalist. As a professional, he received 

his training among the counterparts of English-language newspapers, in the Institute of 

Joumalism in Ghana and, first and foremost, as a reporter for English-language 

newspapers. Unlike most editors of rural newspapers in Sub-Saharan Africa, this editor 

also had training abroad, which he brought to Kpodoga. 

In Kpodoga, there are local news items, mainly on agricultural activities, local 

festivals, health issues, customary rites, examples of aspects of Ewe oral tradition, rural 

activities and development projects. 

To enhance proficiency in written Ewe, Stephen Amekli, who had professional 

training in the Ewe language, was hired as a colurnnist to write on the common 

grammatical errors in written Ewe and to specify recurrent Ewe expressions. Amekli 

frequently published elements of a 1997 revised standard of written Ewe. 
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UNESCO co-sponsored other projects, publishing newspapers in other Ghanaian 
\ 

languages. The local-language newspapers such as Kpodoga (in Ewe), Wonsuom (in 

Fante), and others simply could not thrive given the lack of resources, the hostile political 

and economic climate, and the attitudes of Ghanaian readers (Asante 1996: 125). 

The Ministry of Education and non-formaI education of Ghana, sponsored by 

Ghanaian government and the World Bank, also published a local-language newspaper, 

Atumpani (Ta/king drum), to enhance literacy and functional skills among Ewe adults 

who could not have the English-language education in Ghana. This type of newspaper 

serves as a reading material as well as a medium for writing for the adults who partake in 

the non-formaI adult education in the local languages. 

This project began in July 1989 with newspapers in various languages, bearing the 

same title, Ta/king Drum, because they were versions of the same paper. Although this 

title has been translated into the Ghanaian languages in which the papers were written, 

the orthography is similar because of the affinity between the languages as well as the 

numerous forms of contact between them. 

Talking drum (Atumpan in Asante-Twi or Atumpani in Ewe) is a special set of 

drums comprising one designated as female and the other as male. They are played with 

two cUrVed sticks, shaped approximately in the form of the number seven. The traditional 

specialist in charge of these drums play rhythms that convey proverbs, wise sayings, 

panegyrics for chiefs, appellations, poetic names, praise names, chieftaincy-stool titles, 

mottos of chiefdoms, etc., in the various local languages of Ghana. 

As a name given to the newspapers, the Talking drum symbolically forecasts a 

message, providing information in drum language. By extension, it symbolically 

foreshadows the news. By naming the newspaper Talking Drum, the newspaper is 

associated with the traditional instrument of communicating a message, or information 

and, above aIl, the news. Although the Ministry intended to print monthly newspapers in 

sixteen selected languages, printing were delayed. As a result, this paper could be 

classified as monthly, bi-monthly, or even quarterly. This project ended in 1999. 

Midim (Seek me) was one of the missionary-generated media in the Ewe 

language. This newspaper was founded by Rev. Apostle P.W.D. Nutomutsi of the 

Apostle's Revelation Society at Tadzewu, a town located at the southem part of the Volta 
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Region in Ghana. The first issue of this newspaper was published in May 2001. This 

newspaper was not an exclusively Christian newspaper in its coverage of news items; by 

and large, it covered secular news interspersed with oral genres in the language. 

Besides being the founder, Rev. Nutornutsi also served as the editor of the 

newspaper, aided by Rev. C.M.K. Gbeku, one of the members of the Apostle's 

Revelation Society in Ghana. Although the editor and his associate had no formaI training 

in journalism, they compensated for this lack of formaI expertise by incorporating articles 

and reports from professionally-trained journalist, Mike Atsutsey. 

From its inception, the newspaper faced printing problems. The news items were 

sent to Accra for printing, and as a result, the newspaper was often published at irregular 

times. Midim was distributed within the Volta Region and in parts of the Eastern Region 

in Ghana. Later, it was sold as far away as Accra and Kumasi, in Ghana, and in Togo as 

well. Midim was the most recent attempt to promote a Ghanaian-language newspaper. 

The effort to sustain this paper was short-lived. After the death of the founder, 

publication ceased with the July 2004 issue. Rev. Gbeku, the assistant editor of the 

newspaper, pointed out in an interview that resuming publication depends on the 

availability of funding, printing facilities and those interested in this literature. 

To sum up, the professionalization (institutes, trained journalists, anàlytic 

reporting) of joumalism in Ghana has led to foregrounding of English-language print 

media in English tradition and journalistic practices introduced by Sir Charles MacCarthy 

in 1882. In contrast, no attempts were made to professionalize the journalism in the local

languages. In light of this, the English-language media provides the social infrastructure 

(Althusser 1971; Spitulnik 1993; Bourdieu 1979) for its development, whereas the local

languages lack the institutions necessary to its development. These factors contributed to 

the emergence of the association of English with professional writing, and associate local 

languages with non-professional writing. 

B. Journalistic production of print media 

In this section, drawing upon Spitulnik (1993), 1 take a close look at the 

sociocultural, political and economic factors in the print and broadcast media 
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productions, to emphasize how the deployed cultural constituents shape the development 

of English and local-language media productions and the ideologies oflanguage. 

10 Sociocultural context 

Print media deploy cultural elements in journalistic production (Bate 2002). The 

Ghana print media attest to this fact. For instance, James Hutton Brew et al's Gold Coast 

Times (1874) focused on social issues (chiefs and social infrastructure) as weIl as topics 

in other newspapers (London's Times). As ajournalist of the colonial era, Brew naturally 

focused on issues that occupied central stage at the time, for example, independence from 

colonial rule, British wars against local tribes, and trade (Jones-Quartey 1975: 83). For 

instance, the editor of the paper cautioned the chief of Winneba, Chief Ghartey IV, to 

bring his education to bear on his rule of the chiefdom. Similarly, he suggested that the 

Christianborg Castle should house mental patients whenever the government 

administration has relocated (Ibid., p. 81). The editor adopted, however, a neutral tone, 

avoiding partisan political polemics. W. C. Niblett, editor of the colonial government's 

monthly Gold Coast Assize (1883), focuses on legal matters and the government's points 

ofview. 

James Hutton Brew started yet another newspaper, the Western Echo, in 1885. 

This time, Brew and his assistants (Joseph Casely Hayford and Timothy E. Laing) 

adopted an analytical and a critical approach to journalism. The Western Echo gained 

popularity among readers because the editorial conference deployed a special column, 

"The Owl", to publish investigative reports. It is noteworthy that, as a nocturnal bird, the 

owl was a symbol of the whistleblower or sentinel in the Ghanaian context. This image is 

deployed to represent the amateur journalist who uncovered the most hidden secrets, 

unhindered by night hazards. Under the guise of this personified "Owl", the editorial 

conference exposed the secrets of public leaders, critiqued colonial government's 

policies, and suggested ways of improving the Gold Coast. It is not clear what motivated 

James Hutton Brew's new approach to journalistic presentation. Historically, the British 

colonial administration had signed a treaty ofpeace (the Bond of 1844) with the Fantes, 

enabling them to coalesce as a force against the resistances of the Ashantis, and sorne 
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individuals apparently took issue with this act of the governrnent. The chiefdoms and 

tribes in southem Ghana were made a British Crown Colony in 1874. These situations 

were cited in sorne of the news items, when the editor critiqued Govemor W. Brandford 

Griffith on counts of "mismanagement, illegal procedures, corrupt officialdom, [and] 

indecision" (Jones-Quartey 1975: 87). 

The sociocultural traits of newspaper production in Ghana are illustrated by the 

topics of news coverage: English-language newspapers focus on urban issues (financial 

institutions, telecommunication systems, professional institutions, and so on), while 

local-language newspapers tend to coyer rural-based news (health issues, agriculture, 

non-formaI education, and so on). Tsumasi (1985), for instance, attests this situation in 

his investigations of the relationship between social class, social mobility, and newspaper 

readership. He contends that the amount of newspaper coverage of various social classes, 

for example rural and urban dwellers, is disproportionately distributed over items, such as 

news stories, editorial opinions, and feature articles. Based on his analysis of the 

publication frequency of news reports on politicians, professionals, senior civil servants, 

ordinary workers, and rural social classes (peasant farmers, traders, fishermen, and so 

on), he points out that the English-language newspaper articles focus on urban issues and 

politicians, and that the proportion of news coverage reduces from politicians to peasants, 

respectively. 

Another sociocultural dimension. of print media regards the cultural 

communicative elements that joumalistic production incorporates. For instance, 

traditional Ghanaian societies, like the Ewe, disseminate information through orality, 

material culture, symbols, and special agents. The traditional agents for public 

information include the royal spokespersons, the ambulant announcer with the gong, and 

ceremonial specialists (YaIikah 1995). The Ghanaian traditional societies use material 

culture, such as the gong (bell), the scepter, and the drum (known as the "talking drum") 

to reinforce the communication of official public information. For instance, the ambulant 

announcer beats the gong with a stick, rather than ringing a bell, to gain the attention of 

inhabitants of a village whenever he needs to relaya message from the chief and eIders. 

These elements are deployed in Ghanaian newspapers and novels. 
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In Ewe, for instance, the ambulant announcer uses the following pattern for 

communication: 

Attention-getter: 

Greeting: 

Disclaimer: 

Citation of authority: 

Purpose of announcement: 

Message: 

Conclusion: 

(The announcer beats the gong with a stick). 

Good Morning to you! 

My apologies for disturbing your peace. 

l have been sent by [ ... ]. 

(The announcer states the purpose of the announcement). 

(The announcer specifies the message). 

(The announcer beats the gong with a stick). 

These sociocultural ingredients are incorporated into modem forms of 

communication, such as print and broadcast media. For instance, the Ewe newspaper, 

Atumpani, is a name that constitutes an enculturation of the colonial form of 

communication with those of the traditional forms. In Ewe society, as in other Ghanaian 

communities, the drummer of the atumpani plays rhythms that enunciate the epithets of 

the chief, the motto of a chiefdom, and the heroic deeds of a chief or legendary 

personage. For example, the drummer could play rhythms that call to mind the following 

motto of Anlo chiefdom: Anlo, kotsia klolo, naketi Q.eka no dzo me -bi nu (Anlo the 

mighty one, a single wood in a hearth suffices to cook). By naming the newspaper 

atumpani, the editorial conference deploys the traditional connotation of this Ewe 

material culture in a print media that belongs to a different culture, namely, the modem 

European culture of communication, which began with the emergence of the printing 

press (see Anderson 1983). This sociocultural practice thus illustrates how the print 

media serves as the nexus of enculturation of European journalism and African 

communicative practices. 

Another instance of the sociocultural dimension of journalistic production in 

Ghana concerns the indigenization of English-Ianguage in the print media (see Smith 

1987). In particular, English-Ianguage newspaper readers partly dictate language use by 

sanctioning the linguistic style of the journalists. The readers endorse sorne level of 

indigenization of English, a practice whereby journalists occasionally adopt local

language words into the English-Ianguage newspapers. For instance, local words, like 
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"kalabule" (hoarding and selling of goods in secret), "waha la" (picketing and 

demonstration), and so on, have gained public acceptance, and have been used in the 

print media. The editor of the Daily Graphie states: 

[ ... ] unlike in Nigeria or unlike in the West Indies, where they have developed 

uniquely their own style of English, call it Pidgin, or Cru, or whatever, which they 

use in writing, we have not developed that style. And, therefore, we are 

constrained. That is why, when people see the intrusion of sorne of the local 

languages, they get offended because they think that we must use the formaI 

English standard and not mix English with any other thing. (Appendix 4, Q 2) 

The editor of the Daily Graphie reveals that his editorial conference devotes a section of 

the newspaper to a columnist's articles on good English usage, in response to sorne of the 

language issues that readers raise. The editorial conference also examines the journalists' 

proficiency in English whenever candidates apply for jobs in their corporation, by 

sometimes hiring an English-Ianguage specialist (from the Department of English at the 

University of Ghana, Legon) to examine essays submitted by applicants for jobs in the 

Graphie Corporation. The Graphie Corporation, for instance, organizes English 

proficiency (writing skills and language use) seminars and workshops for their staff to 

update their standard in accordance with the critiques from the readers. These 

sociocultural-based issues thus influence the linguistic production of the newspapers in 

Ghana. 

The joumalists of the English-Ianguage print media couch their language in 

accordance with the sociocultural context and the expectations of Ghana readers. In light 

of this, the professional Gournalistic) skills are deployed in English-Ianguage print media. 

The Graphie Corporation, for instance, publishes the English-Ianguage Junior Graphie, 

which is aimed at providing reading material adapted to children's reading needs and 

level of English, ensuring the use of good English to enhance the proficiency of the 

children in English. It is noteworthy that the editors of the Daily Graphie and the Daily 

Guide are university graduates with bachelor degrees in English. The editor of the 

Ghanaian Times and the Speetator contends that their editorial board adjusts the level of 
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English in the newspapers to the standard of the average Ghanaian reader (i.e., junior 

high schoollevel). The editor also comments that the rejoinders they receive inform them 

about the social c1ass of the readers of their newspaper. This me ans that Ghanaian media 

practitioners tend to favor language proficiency in their profession. These practices have 

led to perceptions about the role of English in print media and ideologies of language in 

Ghana. 

2° Political context 

The politics of journalistic production has varied in the course of journalism in 

Ghana. During the colonial era, the amateur Ghanaian journalists (mostly the Ghanaian 

elite), for instance Casely Hayford, used the media as an instrument to orchestrate social 

and political change. In The Accra Herald (October 5th 1857), Bannermann states the 

following principles that recapitulate the politics of journalistic production of his 

newspaper, an alternative print media to the govemment newspaper: 

The plan which we laid down for our own guidance is simple. We sincerely respect 

the Authorities, and for that reason we shall keep our eye on them, so that we may, 

whenever they slip from the right path, humbly endeavor to point out the road. If 

we sometimes boldly tell the Government what is the public feeling on such or such 

a subject, the Govemment should not be offended. It ought to rejoice. Is it not weIl 

to know how men consider themselves affected by our actions?" (In Jones-Quartey 

1975:74) 

James Hutton Brews Gold Coast Times (1874) adopted an approach similar to 

Bannermann, by providing information and critiquing both traditional and colonial 

leaders without being nationalistic, that is, without being an independence activist. 

Each political regime in Ghana has viewed journalistic production as a tool for 

propagating political ideas. This was the case with the Daily Guide, started by the New 

Patriotic Party (NPP), and the Ghana Palaver, created by New Democratie Congress 

(NDC). The sole difference in the Ghanaian governments' poli tics of media production is 

the way each political regime deployed the media to accomplish its political objectives. 
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The military governments, for instance, controlled the production and the flow of 

information by setting a media commission to oversee the publication of news items. 

During military regimes, the newspaper joumalists tended to concentrate on the positive 

activities of the political leaders, whereas during democratic regimes, they critically 

focused on divergent political views and activities. Hachten, for instance, contends that: 

"Communication research has shown that while the press may not convince many people 

what to believe it can determine what they will talk about. The Ghanaian press serves the 

important function of informing the urban elites of what the major issues and problems 

are as perceived by the NRC" (1975: 463). 

Joumalists and newspaper corporations in Ghana thus base their politics of production on 

the particular political situation, the readers' expectations, and the sociocultural context. 

Other problems included press ownership and control, economic and technical 

factors, and the political and cultural climate. Asante, for instance, examines the nature of 

the interactions between the press and successive political regimes, underscoring the 

political issues curtailing print media production. He focuses on three major newspapers 

(Daily Graphie, Ghanaian Times and Pioneer) to specify the degree to which the 

relationship between the press and the govemment can affect the development of 

joumalism in Ghana (1996: xxiv). Similarly, Gadzekpo and Asante discuss such themes 

as media and politics, the development of the media, the role of education in joumalism, 

media laws and regulations, media battles, media-govemment relationships, and the 

changing face of the Ghanaian media. 

3° Economic dimension 

The first printing machine for the print media was brought to the Gold Coast by 

Sir Charles McCarthy in 1822. Missionaries followed this initiative by bringing their own 

printing equipment. The economic production of Ghanaian newspapers varies in terms 

funding, personnel, and printing materials. Royal Gazette, for instance, cost six pence in 

1817 when the readers were mai nI y European traders and colonial administrators. The 

price of West Afriean Herald was ls. 2d. in 1870, by this time that a few natives have 

studied in the Gold Coast and Europe thereby increasing the number of the readership 
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(Jones Quartey: 65). West Afriean Herald was partly funded by publishing ads from J. 

Mensah Sarbah (a Ghanaian merchant, legal councilor, and political activist) and others. 

Most of the English-Ianguage newspapers were commercially-based. Jones-Quartey 

affirms this point, stating: 

Most papers of the purely commercial type were able ~o afford services relaying 

internaI news like the Ghana News Agency (G.N.A) ... Many newspapers and 

news-magazines simply took down what they heard from the radio and relayed it to 

their readers unaltered... But these were reported to be often so unreliable, so 

irresponsible and inaccurate, that in countries more conscious of labor laws they 

would have been a source of expensive, perhaps fatal, trouble for those the y 

criticized in this way. (1974: 34) 

The Daily Graphie, for instance, produces on average about ninety thousand copIes 

during peak seasons, like the period of electoral campaigns, and circulates about four 

thousand copies in the Volta Region, where Kpodoga, Midim, the Ghanaian Times, the 

Daily Guide, and so on also circulate. The Daily Guide Corporation is unwilling to 

disclose the total number of copies circulated in Ghana, to keep alive the competition 

with its rival, the Ghana Palaver. Whereas Midim producers have no offices, and have to 

arrange for meetings at the printing press, the editorial office of Kpodoga is located in the 

rural area, to involve the rural dwellers in the process of production. 

The editorial conference of Kpodoga started with 1000 copies, which later rose to 

5000 as its readership increased. The readers of the paper include those who enrolled in 

adult literacy programs (the rural folk who could not go to school), the extension workers 

(agricultural specialists advising local farmers), and the peasants (farmers, fishermen, and 

traders). The Kpodoga 's editorial conference also inspired readers' clubs in various 

towns, where groups of people met to discuss news items in the newspaper and to make 

suggestions for subsequent news publications. 

The Ghanaian Times targets the average reader in Ghana, that is, from about 

junior high school onwards. The Ghana editorial conference comprises ~ectional heads, 

such as editor, deputy editor, features editor, news editor, and so on. The frequency of the 
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Ghanaian English-Ianguage editorial conference depends on the newspaper corporation 

and the frequency of publication. The Times Corporation, for instance, holds two 

conferences daily in view of their daily publications. The corporation organizes a 

conference in the moming and another in late aftemoon, to work on the paper for the 

subsequent day. During the conference, the news editor brings the news reports that the 

members of the conference then compile. The members of the conference read all of the 

stories, commenting on them, and modifying their structure. They discuss the allocation 

of space for each story, that is, which story should occur on front page and so on. The 

articles are then given to sub-heads for editing, and finally the main editor may request 

further modifications for the final product. The editor of the Ghanaian Times and 

Spectator believes that the writer of news report should always provide the sociocultural 

background of the story, to enhance the reader's understanding of the context of the 

report. 

The sociocultural, economlC, and political factors have contributed to the 

perceptions about the roI es of languages in Ghanaian print media as well as ideologies of 

language. 

C. Overview of the broadcast media 

The Ghana Broadcasting Corporation (GBC), formerly known as Station Zoy, was 

established in Accra in 1935 by the Govemor of the Gold Coast, Sir Arnold Hodson, with 

the support of a British Radio Engineer, F.A.W. Byron. In 1939, it was reorganized to 

serve the Gold Coast and the immediate territories in West Africa. Since then, the 

corporation has undergone a series of changes, most notably in 1965, when television 

was added to diversify broadcasting in Ghana. GBC operates three stations in Ghana: 

Radio One (GBC 1), Radio Two (GBC 2), and an FM station (GBC FM). 

Radio One, which broadcasts nationally, transmits programs in English and a 

small number of local languages. It provides programs for rural dwellers on topics such 

as farming, animal husbandry, rural development, health and festivals., Through this 

station, each of the six Ghanaian languages broadcasts news bulletins three tirpes a day: 
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ten minutes for local and international news in the morning, five minutes for international 

news in the afternoon, and about eight minutes for local and international news in the 

evening. These reports include news bulletins, official political speeches, presidential 

discourses, and parliamentary debates. Prior to reporting the local-language news, 

newscasters first receive news reports in English, and must translate them into the local 

languages. The process generally runs as follows. The editor of the English section first 

screens the news item, then sends it through the newsroom for approval. A copy is then 

transferred to the local-language newscaster. The newscaster adapts the text to the target 

audience by focusing on the essential message of the text. 

According to Okwei Mensah, who works in the Ghana-language department of 

the Radio One, there is a marked difference in the sequence used to narrate events over 

the radio in local languages compared with English. Specifically, the news broadcast in 

the local languages conforms to the following order: the reader first introduces the main 

event, he/she then enumerates the activities connected to the event, and finally, he/she 

quotes the words of any public figures or authorities who have commented on the event 

(Mensah 1995: 22). Mensah claims that local-language news is reported differently than 

English news. However, a close structural analysis of broadcast and print media news 

reveals that the structure he outlines is a journalistic style common to bath English- and 

indigenous-Ianguage broadcast and print media news. It is noteworthy that the style he 

outlines aims mainly to retain the attention of broadcast media audiences and print media 

readers. The structure of English-Ianguage news can be described, using an example from 

the Evening News, where the reporter first states the main point of the news in the 

following words: "The drivers of Members of Parliament have petitioned the leader of 

the august Rouse, complaining that they are being cheated by their bosses" (Ibid., March 

4, 2005: 1). Then, for the remaining fifteen paragraphs, he describes the activities 

included in the event, adopting the style of indirect speech to cite the comments of those 

involved in the event. An item from the Daily Graphie (February 21, 2005: 17) also 

illustrates the structure of English-Ianguage news. In this piece, a journalist reports on 

suggestions for the reform of the Ghanaian education programs. Rere, too, the reporter 

begins the news by stating the gist of the event in the following words: "The Principal of 

the Accra Polytechnic, Professor Ralph Asabre, has called for a shift from mere 
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acquisition of academic qualifications to knowledgè and skill-based education if Ghana 

should become an industrialized nation." In subsequent paragraphs, he enumerates the 

activities within the event, while using the styles of direct and indirect speech to cite 

those in the central stage of this news coverage. The news in Ewe newspapers also 

reflects the structure outlined by Mensah. For example, in a front-page Midim (June 

2003) story on the paramount Chief of Anlo territory, Togbi Sri III, the reporter 

introduces his main point as follows: "During a conference, the Paramount Chief of Anlo 

communicated to the sectional Anlo chiefs the social values that they should promote in 

Anlo chief dom. " The reporter then specifies the activities of the event, using the styles of 

direct and indirect speech to cite those involved in the even at hand. In the broadcast 

media, the usage of the same structure for news reports in both English and Ewe is c1ear, 

as the Ewe broadcasters simply translate the English version of the news ,into Ewe. In 

effect, the occurrence of the same structure in the two language newspapers illustrates a 

structure of news peculiar to joumalistic reporting used by writers and broadcasters. 

Besides the news broadcast, Radio One also off ers programs on a variety of 

topics, inc1uding entertainment (such as short plays and music), youth magazines 

(covering sports, summer camps, and associations), regional magazines (such as festivals 

and coronations), educative programs (on health), programs for senior citizens (on 

cultural heritage and values), and other programs oriented to those dwelling in rural 

areas. 

Radio Two mai nI y offers commercial broadcasting in English. The station was 

inaugurated in Accra in 1967 to provide national information services in English. It 

provides music programs (popular, traditional, and Gospel) and movies, as well as hourly 

news broadcasts sports updates and commentaries, business and financial news, Ghana 

press reviews, and interviews with prominent leaders in Ghana. It also covers regional 

investigative reports on recent developments, current affairs, rural issues, and school

related programs. Additionally, Radio Two offers a number of services, such as 

advertising, public announcements and obituaries, interspersing such items with English

language programs targeted to elite audiences. These programs explore themes such as 

national policies and social issues. The presenters review govemment activities, 

objectives, projects and deve10pment plans. In addition, the station broadcasts programs 
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such as short plays, instructive programs on topics such as basic science and agricultural 

science, English language and pronunciation, English literature, French language, and 

social and cultural studies for primary and secondary schools as well as colleges. 

Religious programs, such as Sunday celebrations, songs of praise, and religious 

reflections are also offered. 

The FM station, Radio Gar, was established in 1986 as a local station for the city 

of Accra and the surrounding communities. Initially, it provided a variety of music 

throughout the day, but over time it began to broadcast news, announcements, reports, 

and advertisements. Since 1993, a new pro gram entitled "Good Morning Accra" has been 

discussing social problems in the city. This pro gram uses an interactive approach that 

requires the audience to participate by calling in. A similar station provides service in 

each regional center both in English and the locallanguage(s) of the region. For example, 

at BOigatanga in the Upper East section of Ghana, the local station, FM, broadcasts in 

English as weIl as in Gurune, Sisal, Kusaal, Kasem, Buli, and Dagaare languages of the 

region. Besides the government-owned radio stations (Radio One, Radio Two, and FM) 

several private radio stations have emerged in Ghana as a result of the freedom of speech 

and press established in the 1992 Constitution of Ghana. 

Ghana television, known as GTV, was established in Accra in 1965 to broadcast 

in English and six local languages. Initially, it was intended as a medium for education, 

information and development. Gradually, however, entertainment-related programs were 

offered, such as storytelling (Kyekyekule), music dedications ("Sincerely yours"), and 

other programs such as "Teen Beat," "Smash," "T.V. Market," "University Quiz," 

"Brilliant Science and Mathematics Quiz," "UItimate Paradise," and "Sports Highlights." 

Regional offices were established in Ashanti, Central, Volta, Northern, Upper East, and 

Western Regions to gather information on regional programs for broadcast nationwide. 

GTV has aiso expanded its programming to include "Second Generation," "Toddlers' 

Time," "Chiidren's Own," and "Drama in Dagbani." It aiso offers reruns of European and 

American programs such as "LA Law," "Desmonds," "227," "A Different World," 

"Legendary Fights," "Captain Planet," and "Head of Class." In 1997, the government 

added Metro TV, known as TV 2, to serve those in Accra. 
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There are many similarities between the contents of GTV and those of the GBC 

radio stations, both of which are government sponsored. For example, both deliver 

information without critical commentary. In contrast, the private radio stations in Ghana 

often critique government-related news. Three su ch stations have emerged in Accra: TV3 

cable network was established by a private group in 1997 to provide entertainment, 

particularly movies and popular music to individual subscribers in se1ected cities, the 

MNET cable network was founded by Multichoice Ghana Limited in 1993, and V-Net 

TV was established by Vision Network Communications Limited in 1993. 

1 supply in the appendix 20 a table that illustrates a typical week's programming 

on GTV in 2002 and a synopsis of one of items on the program. 1 now provide a content 

analysis of an adult education program, transmitted by GTV in 2007. This piece serves as 

an exemplar of the local-language items transmitted by the GTV. 

One of the Ewe adult education programs (on Ghana Television, henceforth GTV) 

bases its script on three previously-written versions (one in English, and two translated 

into Ewe). This makes it possible to compare three versions of a single script, aIl intended 

for the same pro gram (see appendix 21). 

This particular GTV pro gram focuses on the Ghanaian identification exercise, 

which is aimed to register aIl Ghanaians citizens. To regularize a unified program in the 

local languages, the script is written first in English, and then translated into the seven 

local languages (Akan, Ewe, Ga, Dagbani, Nzema, Dagaare, and Hausa) for telecasting, 

because the government has selected those languages to represent aIl of the Ghanaian 

national languages. Comparing the two Ewe versions with the original version of the 

questionnaire in English reveals variations in the three texts. For one, in the Ewe version 

B, the program's hostess adds further questions. For instance, question one additionaIly 

asks: "It was a long time since we heard about you, so what happened?" Similarly, in 

both of the Ewe versions, the hostess adds the foIlowing question to the eighth item: 

"What advice would you give to the citizens [of Ghana]?" Such additional elements attest 

to the fact that although the English questionnaire regulates the uniformity of the GTV 

programs transmitted in the selected local languages, the hostesses and broadcasters adapt 

the program to the particular concems of their audiences and viewers. 
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A second difference is the orthography of sorne words in the two Ewe versions. In 

these, the hostess used the dialectical versions of certain words, versions which are 

typical of sound change in Anio dialect. For example, she writes mekawoe (who) rather 

than Standard Ewe orthography amekawoe (who), ameyiwo (people who) instead of ame 

siwo (people who), and yiwo (those) for siwo (those). In the case of mekawoe, for 

instance, the word-initiai phoneme is syncopated. In the case of ameyiwo and yiwo, there 

is a sound change that involves lenition, which occurred in at Keta and Anloga, the towns 

which represent the core of Anlo dialect (see appendix 22). In this sound change, 

obstructs are palatalized when followed by the high front vowel [il, then the palatals 

undergo further sound changes, which culminate in the lenition of the phonemes, when 

followed by high front vowel [il to yield first [hl and later [y]. That is, Palatals ---+ 

lenitionf high front vowel. 

Common examples of this lenition inc1ude: 

Anlo Ewe InlandEwe 

[h]//[y] [s] 

ame hia ame sia 

nu hi/yi nu si 

ehi kple hi esi kple si 

Standard Ewe 

[s] 

ame sia 

nu si 

esi kple si 

Gloss 

everyone 

the/this thing 

this and that 

There are two possible explanations for the presence of this sound change in the GTV 

scripts cited: either the hostess of the program intends to keep sorne phonemic dialectical 

elements of Ewe for the sake of the broadcast media, that is, to reflect everyday speech 

and orality, or she uses the dialectical orthography as a linguistic residual of her own 

dialectical origin (although the program is meant for aIl Ewes). 

Another example of variation in the twoEwe versions concems the use of the 

technical tenn, "National Identification Authority [NIA]." This tenn occurs once in the 

Ewe version A (question 1), and occurs three times in Ewe version B (in the introduction 

as well as in questions 1 and 2 as found in the English script). During the actual 

telecasting, the tenn occurs ten times within the half hour program. By using these tenns, 

the writer appears to be targeting Ewes who are English-language literates. These Ewe 
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variants of the GTV program script are thus instances of ideologies of language III 

joumalistic production. 

A similar example cornes from another Ewe adult education program on GTV, 

which focuses on health issues, namely, hypertension. The hostess of the Ewe program 

uses the term "hypertension" once in the Ewe script and then utilizes the Ewe equivalent 

in the rest of the questionnaire. Within the telecasting time of the Ewe pro gram, she uses 

the term seven times in English. This suggests that she intends the program to be for 

bilingual viewers (English and Ewe literates) rather than for mono lingual viewers (Ewe 

illiterates). This program also is an instance ofideologies oflanguage in Ghanaian media. 

D. Journalistic production of broadcast media 

In section, l offer an overview of the emergence of broadcast media in Ghana, 

tracing the political, economic, and sociocultural factors underlying their production and 

use that shape the ideologies of language in Ghana. 

10 Sociocultural context 

The sociocultural context has influenced the Ghanaian broadcast media in regard 

to the joumalistic production. For instance, the govemments' control over the broadcast 

media in Ghana is due in part to sociocultural factors. One of the main factors was the 

widespread orality-based mass media in Ghana, which lasted until the 1980s. These 

forms of mass media comprise atumpani (ta/king drum), ambulant announcer, Tsiami 

(Chief's spokesperson), envoys, traditional music, communicative dances, and so on. The 

Ghanaian govemments have conceived of the broadcast media as modemized forms of 

the traditional orality-based mass media, which could be used to destabilize a 

govemment. Nkrumah, for instance, viewed the broadcast media as the most suitable tool 

for democracy in Ghana (and Africa). He based his views on the fact that the radio and 

television audiences did not require local language literacy to understand local language 

broadcasts, and the English-language transmissions were adapted to a junior high level of 

language proficiency to ease comprehension. 
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The broadcast media tap into this sociocultural context by presenting programs 

that focus on the Ghanaian context (traditional lore, rural agriculture, and rural 

development issues) particularly in the local languages. The English-Ianguage broadcast 

media also draw on sociocultural elements (music, storytelling and drama) , which are 

balanced with programs from CNN, BBC, WorldNet, and Deutsche Welle. The broadcast 

media also use local-language words to name their station§'. For instance, the Adom FM 

uses the Akan word adom (grace), to illustrate the indigenization of the media. 

2° Political context 

The various governments of Ghana have controlled the broadcast production by 

defining the operational framework for journalists. It is unsurprising that, during a 

political resurgence, when the military personnel overthrow a government in Ghana, they 

usurp the broadcasting stations, as the first symbol of power and control of the public 

sphere (see Habermas 1991). The governments' media control takes the form of 

ordinances that specify the parameters within which the journalists can work. For 

instance, the colonial government enacted the sedition ordinance in 1893, obliging the 

media producérs to register their newspapers with the government's ofnce and to obtain 

media production license prior to their journalistic productions. This ordinance also 

defined the kinds of news reports considered to undermine public security, specifying the 

penalty for any offense with regard to the ordinance. The colonial government amended 

the press ordinance in 1934, by specifying the types of media offences and their 

corresponding penalties. The post-colonial government also modified the sedition 

ordinance in 1992, by providing guidelines for print and broadcast media. With this 

change, the Ghanaian constitution calls for journalistic production reflecting good 

journalism, such as accuracy and fairness, reliability of source of information, right of 

reply, transparency in news gathering, absence of harassment in news gathering, respect 

for private life, protection of the vulnerable, equilibrated reporting, absence of 

discrimination, and temperate language. The government set up a commission (National 

Media) to promote free and independent journalistic production, while overseeing how 

each media corporation adheres to the principles outlined in the constitution. 
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3° Economic dimension 

The broadcast media (Radio One, Radio Two, Radio Gar, and GTV) receive 75% 

of their funding from the government. They also rely on revenue from ads, 

announcements, sponsorship programs (sports and films), TV license fees, and the sale of 

coupons of music dedications, which together forms 25% of the net income of the Ghana 

Broadcasting Corporation. The corporation generates income by publishing and selling 

magazines, such as the Ghanaian Broadcaster, Radio and TV Times, GBC Brochure, and 

Commercial Booklets. The corporation depends on these sources of income to pay the 

staff, produce programs, and procure certain materials for broadcasting. 

An engineering training school founded in 1955 serves as a center for training 

Broadcast technicians (technical assistants and assistant engineers). Media workers train 

at other institutes, such as the Ghana Institute of Joumalism, the School of 

Communication Studies, and the National Television and Film Training School. 

E. Broadcast media compared with the newspapers 

l begin this section by first offering a survey of the broadcast media - both radio 

and television programs in Ghana focusing on how both the audience and broadcast 

stations determine the choice of language for communication in Ghana and examining 

those areas where broadcast and print media diverge. Then, l examine the content of 

English and local-language newspapers based on notions such as indexicality (Silverstein 

2004), language preferences (Bourdieu 1977; 1979), and identity (Anderson 1983). l 

point out that joumalists, newspaper readers, radio audiences, and broadcasters associate 

English with the written media, critical and high quality joumalism, professionalism, and 

a high level of literacy. l demonstrate that the same groups associate the local languages 

with orality, interactive media, the general public, and symbolic perfection in speech: 

Broadcast and print media are in competition in Ghana. In this context, 1 compare 

in this section the two types of media with respect to choice of language, audience 

participation, symbiotic relationships, and linguistic competence. 

There are c1ear differences between broadcast and print, media when it cornes to 

the choice of language used. While Ghanaian languages are used only sporadically in 
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print media, it is common to hear them on the radio. In fact, since 2003, there has been an 

unprecedented increase in radio stations in Ghana due to the increased freedom of the 

press. The escalating number of Ghanaian-language radio stations is notable: in the 

Ashanti Region, the number of stations rose from 5 to 29, in Accra City alone from 8 to 

21, in the Brong Ahafo Region there were 17 new stations, in the Western Region 15, in 

Central and Eastern Regions 10, in the Northern Region 9, in the Volta Region 6, in the 

Upper West 4, and in the Upper East 2. Strikingly, ev en government stations have risen 

in number. In Accra al one the government set up two more stations besides Radio One: 

Obonu to broadcast in English and Ga, and Unique FM to transmit in English and in Twi 

(mostly Ashanti of Akan-language c1uster). 
( 

In Accra, most stations use English as the main language. Out of 21 stations, 15 

use English, whereas 6 use Ghanaian languages. Similarly, in the various regions in 

Ghana, the ratio between stations that use a Ghanaian language versus English has 

fluctuated. For example, in Accra, Joy FM, which started in 1995, allocated 90 percent of 

its broadcast time to English and 10 percent to the Ghanaian languages. Radio Gold, 

which was established in 1996, also used English in transmission with time allotted to 

Ghanaian languages, especially Akan dialects. Joy FM and Vibe FM, both targeting the 

educated middle-class and Ghanaians returning from other countries, also use English as 

the main medium of transmission. In 1999, Peace FM was established in Accra to use 

Akan as the language of transmission (Yankah 2004). However, presenters of the local

language programs sometimes use codes witch ing, interspersing of local languages with 

English. Although the usage of the local languages has been limited to the spoken 

dimension, since 1999 there has been a noticeable increase in the use of sorne Ghanaian 

languages in broadcast and print media in rural communities as weIl, with Akan leading 

in the use of the airwaves. 

Regarding the influence of audience participation on language choice, radio, 

unlike newspapers and television, has offered phone-in programs that offer the listeners 

the possibility to interact. Programs that prioritize interactive participation are extremely 

popular among radio audiences. However, the participation of the audience depends 

largely on the language policy of a radio station. For example, Ghanaian-Anglophone 

radio stations such as Kapital Radio, Luv FM, Joy FM, and Vibes used to accept phone-
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ins to interactive talk shows on1y if the listeners spoke English. Although in 2002 sorne 

radio stations like Radio Univers, Peace FM and Adom FM hired presenters who were 

proficient in sorne Ghanaian languages, other stations made proficiency in English is a 

prerequisite for employment. Despite this, radio listeners at Kumasi so insistently spoke 

Twi (Akan) during English phone-in programs that sorne radio stations now accept a high 

percentage of listeners who prefer to speak Twi (Yankah 2004). Consequently, the role of 

practice of the listeners has become the role obligation for radio stations like Kapital 

Radio, Luv FM and Vibes, who were influenced by the audience to incorporate more 

local-language programs. This raises the question of whether this interest in local 

languages on radio in Ghana will lead to the kind of modem orality discussed by 

McLuhan (1964). At this time, this remains an open question for future investigation. 

There is dearly a symbiotic relationship between broadcast and print media in 

Ghana, as it is a common practice for the agents of broadcast media to read the 

newspapers, and, conversely, the newspaper joumalists write about news items 

disseminated by the broadcast media. However, there is competition between these two 

types of media. While the broadcast media daim to focus on "breaking" news, the 

newspapers assert that their focus is to provide a detailed, in-depth and critical account of . 

aH newsworthy events. In particular, govemment-funded newspapers have committed to 

transmitting the facts and abstain from critique or further investigation. In contrast, it is 

common for Anglophone-private radio stations to critique the newspaper editorials. In 

addition, they differ from other media channels in that they invite the public to comment 

on su ch news items. In fact, sorne private radio stations are popular because their 

programs center on critiquing newspapers, politicians, and important leaders in Ghana. 

Sorne of the private radio stations even organize uncensored interactive newspaper

review programs in Ghanaian languages, whereby listeners are invited to participate and 

express their critical opinions on various news items, most of which are of political 

nature. Because of this, the agents of the broadcast media and newspapers are often wary 

of each other. 

In terms of linguistic competence, there is criticism across the board. While the 

agents of the print media critique the broadcast media for lacking the level of linguistic 

competence required for written media, those of the broadcast media accuse the print 
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media of deficiency in the spontaneous language of the "ordinary people." With the 

emergence of more radio stations broadcasting in Ghanaian languages and English, there 

has been a renewed interest in Ghanaian languages, but this is limited to the spoken 

language. This renewed interest is enhanced by the recent preference of radio stations to 

employ seasoned radio presenters who are proficient in both English and a number of 

Ghanaian languages. This renewal in the use of the spoken version of the Ghanaian 

languages, in turn, is gradually fostering a valorization not only of the spoken Ghanaian 

languages referred to as national languages, but the revival of the languages termed 

minority languages (for example, Efutu and Bono) in Ghana. One offshoot of this interest 

in Ghanaian languages is an increase in opportunities for employment for those trained in 

the Ghanaian languages (Yankah 2004) as well as those wishing tomake their career 

using their local language. Might this situation give rise to a sort of neo-traditionalism 

among media practitioners in Ghana? The answer to this can only be examined in the 

future, when such attitudes gain firmer ground. 

To sum up, 1 provide a table of the points on the broadcast media compared with 

the newspapers: 

Interaction 

Spontaneity 

Table 1 

Features of Newspapers and Broadcast Media 

(English and Local languages) 

Newspapers Radio 

Differences 

remote immediate 

remote immediate 

Language modality written orality 

Television 

less immediate 

less immediate 

orality 

1 aiso provide a table of the points on the commonalities and differences between local

language radio and Ghanaian-Anglophone radio: 
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Table II 

Features of local-language radio and Ghanaian-Anglophone radio 

Local languages Ghanaian Anglophone 

Differences 

Program pro-govemment cri ti que-orientated 

Air-time shared exclusive 

Approach less critical critical 

Content rural-base urban-elite base 

Nature orality written 

Language native English 

Discourse popular professional 

Participant ordinary people educated writer 

The above analysis has highlighted the distinctive features of radio and newspapers in 

terms of language use, which led to the ideologies of language in Ghana. 



CHAPTERIV 
TEXTUAL ANALYSES OF NEWSPAPERS 



In this chapter, 1 will contrast the fonnat that different journalists use, focusing on the 

photographs, the layouts, the captions, and the prices of the newspapers, as weIl as the 

political topics they emphasize in the both English-Ianguage and Ewe newspapers. 

A. Format of newspapers 

1 will examine the fonnat and layouts of the newspapers on the basis of the newspaper 

excerpts, which are displayed on the next page. The quality of the photographs and the layout 

of news items exemplify how English-Ianguage and Ewe newspapers differ. For instance, the 

front page of the sample from Kpodoga (February 1989) features three news items with three 

images. In this paper, the article on the best fanner of the year [Agbledela tsitsi le Tema (The 

aldest farmer at Tema)] is supplemented by three pictures: one showing cotton on a branch 

and two others showing looms. The second news article, at the top-right corner of the page, 

concems recommendations to the Ghanaian judiciary to impose more severe sentences on 

smugglers in Ghana. The third article, at the bottom-right corner of the page, discusses 

penalties to be imposed on smugglers. These images are poor in tenns of low quality of 

drawing and printing. These photographs illustrate the agricultural economy in parts of 

Eweland where modem printing accessories are not yet available, and thus indicate the 

expected readers of Kpodoga, namely, subsistence fanners and agricultural fieldworkers. 

Regarding the fonnat used, a considerable amount of space remains between the news items. 

Kpodoga, a model of Ewe newspapers, thus demonstrates a reciprocal relationship between 

Ewe newspaper producers and their readers, a relationship that is integral to the construction 

of the identity, image, or representation of those associated with Ewe newspapers: fanner, 

. unsophisticated, uncritical, and rural. 

The construed identity of reader and tex tuaI product is also reflected on the front page 

of Midim (July 2004), where three photographs and a drawing are shown. The alignment of 

the pictures is revealing: while at the uppennost section of the front page, there is a picture of 

the deceased founder of Midim, at the top-Ieft corner of the paper is an image of a hand 

bearing a long torch. There is also a picture of Osama bin Laden, which is connected to an 

article about him [Osama bin Laden gayina Amerika? (Will Osama bin Laden ga again ta 

America?)]. Sorne free space remains on this page as weIl. The fonnat of the picturesand the 

low quality of the images demonstrate a reciprocal relationship between Ewe newspaper 

producers and the readers. The low quality of the local-language newspapers reveals that 



these papers lack the resources (money, skilled technicians, and equipment) required to 

produce a superior textual product. 

Incontrast to the Ghanaian-Ianguage newspapers, the English-language newspapers show 



high quality images. For instance, to capture the attention of voters during the December 2004 

presidential election, the front page of The Independent (December 6, 2004) features a photo 

of the incumbent president, Kufuor, juxtaposed with that of Atta-Mills, the presidential 

contender. In addition, there is a picture of Kufuor on the NPP political banner, which is 

placed beneath the photos of the presidential candidates. Another example of high quality 

images in newspaper production is shown on the front page of the Daily Graphie (February 

21, 2005). The quality of the pictures and the alignment of the news items in the English

language newspapers are indexical of sophisticated readers, the elite, and urban dwellers. The 

quality of the pictures of the English-Iariguage newspapers reflects a textual production in an 

urban center, where modem printing accessories are readily available. It also points to an 

urban center where cash economy prevails. 

The contrast between the format of the local-language and English-Ianguage 

newspapers is also reflected on the second page of the papers. Examples of these are 

displayed on the next page. For instance, in Kpodoga (February 1989), the news items on 

page two are divided into four columns. The item conceming animal husbandry [Gb5, ale, 

koklonyinyi (Raising goats, sheep and poultry)] is not accompanied by any picture. 

However, the item headed Gb5 gble nu (Goats eneroaeh [onfarmsJ), in which a writer notes 

how sorne goats destroy farm products, is illustrated with a picture of a goat caught by two 

men. Typically, local-language news items center on a rural and agriculturallifestyle, where 

the lack of sophistication and modem technology is reflected by the fact that domestic 

animaIs wander around, unhindered by fences, encroaching on neighbouring farms in search 

of greener pastures. Similarly, page two of Midim (July 2004) contains an image with the 

heading Mise IJutinya loo! (Once upon a time .. .. ), which shows an old man sitting in front of 

children. The caption indicates that this type of newspaper is essentially focused on the 

traditional lifestyle, traditional agricultural system, traditional type of dress, and the use of 

storytelling as a basic means of entertainment. The picture of the old man seems to convey the 

identity of Ewe newspaper readers. More specifically, the local-language newspaper portrays 

the identity of an "old Ewe or traditional Ghanaian man" by presenting a series of specific 

features: he dresses in a short-sleeved shirt, he is old and bald, he wears a traditional cloth that 

stretches from his waist to his feet, he holds a pipe, and he seems to be telling a story to the 

children gathered around him. 



Similarly, on another Kpodoga's front page, where the English-language newspapers 

report on local political news, the editor publishes a fable on the enmity between rams and a 

goats, concluding the fable with a goat's praise-name (nickname, or mm name): Agidi 
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In this chapter, 1 will contrast the fonnat that different journalists use, focusing on the 

photographs, the layouts, the captions, and the prices of the newspapers, as well as the 

political topics they emphasize in the both English-Ianguage and Ewe newspapers. 

A. Format of newspapers 

1 will examine the fonnat and layouts of the newspapers on the basis of the newspaper 

excerpts, which are displayed on the next page. The quality of the photographs and the Iayout 

of news items exemplify how English-Ianguage and Ewe newspapers differ. For instance, the 

front page of the sample from Kpodoga (February 1989) features three news items with three 

images. In this paper, the article on the best fanner of the year [Agbledela tsitsi le Tema (The 

aldesl larmer al Tema)] is supplemented by three pictures: one showing cotton on a branch 

and two others showing looms. The second news article, at the top-right corner of the page, 

concerns recommendations to the Ghanaian judiciary to impose more severe sentences on 

smugglers in Ghana. The third article, at the bottom-right corner of the page, discusses 

penalties to be imposed on smugglers. These images are poor in tenns of low quality of 

drawing and printing. These photographs illustrate the agricultural economy in parts of 

Eweland where modem printing accessories are not yet available, and thus indicate the 

expected readers of Kpodoga, namely, subsistence farmers and agricultural fieldworkers. 

Regarding the fonnat used, a considerable amount of space remains between the news items. 

Kpodoga, a model of Ewe newspapers, thus demonstrates a reciprocal relationship between 

Ewe newspaper producers and their readers, a re1ationship that is integral to the construction 

of the identity, image, or representation of those associated with Ewe newspapers: farmer, 

unsophisticated, uncritical, and rural. 

The construed identity of reader and textual product is also reflected on the front page 

of Midim (July 2004), where three photographs and a drawing are shown. The alignment of 

the pictures is revealing: while at the uppennost section of the front page, there is a picture of 

the deceased founder of Midim, at the top-Ieft corner of the paper is an image of a hand 

bearing a long torch. There is also a picture of Osama bin Laden, which is connected to an 

article about him [Osama bin Laden gayina Amerika? (Will Osama bin Laden go again la 

America?)]. Sorne free space remains on this page as weIl. The fonnat of the pictures and the 

low quality of the images demonstrate a reciprocal relationship between Ewe newspaper 

producers and the readers. The low quality of the local-language newspapers reveals that 
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these papers lack the resources (money, skilled technicians, and equipment) required to 

produce a superior textual product. 

In contrast to the Ghanaian-Ianguage newspapers, the English-language newspapers show 
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high quality images. For instance, to capture the attention ofvoters during the December 2004 

presidential election, the front page of The Independent (December 6, 2004) features a photo 

of the incumbent president, Kufuor, juxtaposed with that of Atta-Mills, the presidential 

contender. In addition, there is a picture of Kufuor on the NPP political banner, which is 

placed beneath the photos of the presidential candidates. Another example of high quality 

images in newspaper production is shown on the front page of the DaUy Graphie (February 

21, 2005). The quality of the pictures and the alignment of the news items in the English

language newspapers are indexical of sophisticated readers, the elite, and urban dwellers. The 

quality of the pictures of the English-language newspapers reflects a textual production in an 

urban center, where modem printing accessories are readily available. It also points to an 

urban center where cash economy prevails. 

The contrast between the format of the local-language and English-language 

newspapers is also reflected on the second page of the papers. Examples of the se are 

displayed on the next page. For instance, in Kpodoga (February 1989), the news items on 

page two are divided into four columns. The item conceming animal husbandry [Gb5, alë, 

koklonyinyi (Raising goats, sheep and poultry)] is not accompanied by any picture. 

However, the item headed Gb5 gble nu (Goats eneroaeh [onfarmsJ), in which a writer notes 

how sorne goats destroy farm products, is illustrated with a picture of a goat caught by two 

men. Typically, local-language news items center on a rural and agricultural lifestyle, where 

the lack of sophistication and modem technology is reflected by the fact that domestic 

animais wander around, unhindered by fences, encroaching on neighbouring farms in se arch 

of greener pastures. Similarly, page two of Midim (July 2004) contains an image with the 

heading Mise JJutinya loo! (Once upon a time . ... ), which shows an old man sitting in front of 

children. The caption indicates that this type of newspaper is essentially focused on the 

traditional lifestyle, traditional agricultural system, traditional type of dress, and the use of 

storytelling as a basic means of entertainment. The picture of the old man seems to convey the 

identity of Ewe newspaper readers. More specifically, the local-language newspaper portrays 

the identity of an "old Ewe or traditional Ghanaian man" by presenting a series of specifie 

features: he dresses in a short-sleeved shirt, he is old and bald, he wears a traditional cloth that 

stretches from his waist to his feet, he holds a pipe, and he seems to be telling a story to the 

children gathered around him. 
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Similarly, on another Kpodoga's front page, where the English-Ianguage newspapers 

report on local political news, the editor publishes a fable on the enmity between rams and a 

goats, concluding the fable with a goat's praise-name (nickname, or mm name): Agidi 
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libaqa, ejo alë dzo tu! (Agidi mischievous animal, il has hi! a sheep and has lost ils horns). 

To make this verbal art more striking, the joumalist de scribes the two characters (ram and 

goat) of the fable, specifying the location oftheir residences. He then notes the spectators who 

witnessed the squabbles between the two characters, detailing the strategic maneuver of each 

animal and the reaction of the onlookers. The writer further describes how the goat escapes 

the onslaught of the ram, concluding the story with the praise-name of the goat. The joumalist 

in this way conveys his mastery of ex amples ofEwe lore through the striking use ofthis genre 

on the front page of the Ewe newspaper (Kpodoga November 1998: 1). 

Similarly, on the front page of Kpodoga (January 2000) displayed below, there are no 

pictures of prominent leaders. There Îs only an image of a man with a gong in hand. This 

image equally depicts the traditional system of communication, the traditional manner of 

dress, and the traditional Ewe or Ghanaian way of life. The choice of image is not accidentaI. 

Symbolically, Kpodoga, the title of the newspaper, means "gong." 

In light of this, the image of the man with the gong in hand is representative of traditional 

forms of communication. For instance, an arrow links this image ta an article entitled 

Adzogbeqeqe na je 2000 (The year 2000 resolutions). This item discusses the resolutions 

that Ghanaian Ewes were expected ta make as they began the year 2000. The picture thus 

reinforces the need ta make resolutions for the New Year. The peculiar picture, blending with 
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the message, shows that the newspaper paints a portrait of the expected Ewe newspaper 

readers, and the readers in turn determine the types of images and format used in Ewe 

newspapers. This confirms that there is a reciprocal relationship between the Ewe readers and 

the format of the newspapers. The elements of the picture constitute and enforce the identity 

ofEwe newspaper readers and producers. 

In contrast, the English-language newspapers make use of photographs and other 

visuals to indicate the identity of its expected newspapers. As shown on page two of the 

newspapers presented on page 116, the alignment of the news items and the high quality of 

the images are evocative of a reader who is modem, sophisticated and cosmopolitan; the se 

readers are linked to the quality of products in the "global village." As such, the good quality 

of the pictures and their format portray an international reader, given that the English

language newspapers target both children and adults in urban centers who have those features. 

As reflected in the examples on page 116, although there are no pictures on page two 

of The Independent (December 6, 2004), the news items are organized in such a way as to 

exploit aU of the space on the page. On page two of the Daily Graphie (Febmary 21, 2005), 

which centers on world news, there are pictures of George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton, 

former presidents of the United States, who visited tsunami-devastated areas in Indonesia in 

2005. These pictures show that the news items of the English-language newspapers are based 

on CUITent events and prominent leaders in the world, while those of the local-language 

newspapers are centered on past events, traditionalleaders, and folk ways. The pictures and 

the organization of the news items on page two of the English-Ianguage newspapers also 

attest to the quality of the English-language newspapers, as contrasted with the local-language 

newspapers. This implies that both English-Ianguage and Ewè newspapers construct the 

"identity" of their readers, and vice versa. 

The manner in which captions are formatted constitutes another instance of the 

marked difference between the two language domain newspapers. While Ghanaian-Ianguage 

newspapers use complete and grammatical sentences, the English-language newspapers are 

flexible in formulating the captions without adhering to aU grammatical mIes that may apply. 

For example, on the front page of Midim (May 2001) is the heading Alelele! Keta meku 0 

hee! (Beho/d! Keta [townJ is not wiped out!), which is formulated in a complete sentence. On 

the front page of Midim (July 2004) is the title Osama bin Laden gayina Amerika? (Will 

Osama bin Laden go again to America?), couched in a complete sentence style. Unlike 

English-language newspapers, these captions are written in one type ofboldface. Sirnilarly, on 

the front page of Kpodoga (September 1998) is a news item with the heading Dugadzolawo 
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xo hehe (Tax officers trained [injob-related skills] , which is cast in a complete sentence. This 

linguistic practice contrasts with the syntactic structure of headlines traditionally used for 

English-language journals and newspapers, which are written in different typefaces. For 

instance, on the front page of The Independent (December 6, 2004), the paper bears the 

heading "IT'S DECISION TIME TOMORROW [:] * What a Vote for Kufuor means *What a 

Vote for Mills means." These are incomplete sentences, unlike the captions in the local

language papers. In the same guise, on the front page of the Daily Graphie (February 21, 

2005), there is the caption "Hunt for most wanted crirninal on course [:] NO. 2 GRABBED [

l He has a catalogue of robberies behind him [.]" Such examples recur in English-language 

newspapers, but they are nonexistent in the local-language newspapers. This shows that 

whereas the English-language newspapers draw on the general existing English-language 

journalistic practice and tradition, the local-languagenewspapers have little or no local

journalistic tradition behind them. 

B. Frequent politieal topies 

English-language and local-language newspapers differ according to political topics 

that they emphasize. For instance, in the Daily Graphie (February 21,2005: 13), ajournalist 

commences a report by stating that eight Eweland chiefs have resolved to collaborate in 

ensuring the development of their district in the Kpando area. He relates that the chiefs were 

resolved to work harmoniously to bid for district projects. He then specifies those who were 

enthroned and those yet to be crowned. By revealing the names of the chiefs-elect in the 

English-language newspaper, the joumalist shows that he is more concemed about the 

denotational characteristics of Ghanaian-English (see Irvine 1989) news reporting than the 

oblique features characteristic of the Ewe news reporting. In fact, traditional decorum requires 

that information about a candidate awaiting coronation and enthronement should be concealed 

until the time of the ceremony. That said, the journalist adopts the English-language stylistic . 

at this point of the news report by stating the facts about the chiefs, thereby emphasizing the 

democratic events and projects recurrent in this category of newspapers. 

The journalist also recounts in the Daily Graphie (February 21, 2005: 13) that a 

Member of Parliament in Ghana exhorts the chiefs to steer c1ear of chieftaincy disputes and 

partisan poli tics, and to work cordially in their chief doms by acknowledging the wisdom in 

what their citizens suggest. He states: "Mr Kosipah also wamed the politicization of 
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development and said they [chiefs] should respect wisdom from aIl shades of opinions 

irrespective of political affiliation because it was 'the best way to move forward.'" The 

suggestion that the chiefs should accept the "wisdom" in public "opinions" instantiates the 

democratic discussions frequently emphasized in the English-language newspapers, where 

politicalleaders occupy central stage. 

In contra st to the English-language joumalistic emphasis in Ghana, the local-language 

reports give voice to the traditional leaders. The reports in Ewe reflect the traditional system 

where a chief and his council of eIders are repositories of wisdom and oratory, and as su ch 

require no public opinion for their decisions (see Verdon 1983; Rattray 1916). For instance, in 

Midim (January-February 2002: 3), a report on how Chief Gabusu VI, paramount chiefofGbi 

traditional area, exhorts aH chiefs of the Volta Region to fulfill their roles as leaders who 

enforce unit y in the govemment. By giving voice to the chiefs, the writer emphasizes the 

traditional system of politics associated with Ewe. By contrast, the English-language 

joumalist gives voice to the citizens and political leaders, thereby reflecting the democratic 

system associated with English-language, within which the print media have emerged. 

c. Economie value 

The price of the newspapers is a further point of difference between the newspapers of 

the two language domains in Ghana. In 2004, while the local-language newspapers were 

selling at 2000 cedis, the price of the English-language newspapers was at 3000 cedis. At the 

time, one American dollar was equivalent to about 9000 cedis, and one Canadian dollar about 

7000 cedis. At the same time, the average monthly wage in Ghana was equivalent to US $100. 

Price examples of Ghanaian newspapers are summarized in a table below. 

Table III 

Table of the Priees of Seleeted Newspapers 

Newspaper Date Priee 

Ghanaian-language Kpodoga January 2000 C200 

Midim July 2004 C2000 

Ghanaian-Anglophone The Ghanaian Times November 11, 2004 C3000 

The Independent December 6, 2004 C3000 
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As shown in the table on the previous page, the English-language newspapers are accorded 

more economic value than those of the local-language papers. This provides further 

quantitative evidence that the newspapers construct the identity of the readers. Specifically, 

the differences in newspaper price indicate that the identity of the readers of the English

language newspapers is characterized by features such as average income, urban cash 

economy, information orientation, and membership in the amorphous elite group of Ghana. 

By contrast, the low price of the local-language newspapers reflects a low income, rural

subsistent economy, traditional orientation, and membership in a less schooled social c1ass. 

The assistant editor of Midim, for instance, notes that in sorne high schools in Eweland, pupils 

and teachers are not interested in buying the local-language newspapers. He notes that even 

the few people who do buy the local-language newspapers request a reduction in the priee, 

stating that local-language newspapers are not worth 2000 cedis. 

Advertisements as a means of generating income in the two language-domain 

newspapers are also distinct. Whereas the advertisements in the English-language newspapers 

are of high quality, typified by effective economy of space and brevity in the usage of 

language, those in the local-language newspapers are characterized by low quality 

presentation, unc1ear images, poor economy of space, and verbosity in the use of language. A 

few examples are shown here to illustrate these points. In Kpodoga (February 1989), the 

advertisement concems the biscuit production company, Godsway Biscuit Factory. This 

factory is located in Agate, in the northeastem region of Eweland, within Ghana. This factory 

is located in Agate, in the northeastem region of Eweland, within Ghana. The low quality of 

the picture, the simple layout of items, and the long sentences on the benefits of buying 

locally-made biscuits reflect lack of sophistication of the rural agricultural economy. 

The words in this advertisement translate 

as: 

It is no longer necessary to go as far as 

Accra [the city]. 

All roads lead to Agate! 

You, too, can come to receive 

Miss Christine Ankutse's 

Sweet biscuits 

At Agate. 

Sweet biscuit! In any quantity. 
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In contra st to this example from the local-language newspaper, the following advertisement 

from the Daily Graphie (F ebruary 21, 2005) illustrates the features of advertisements in 

English-language newspapers. The high quality of the pictures, the elaborate layout of items, 

and the short sentences on the benefits ofusing mobile phone reflect the sophistication of the 

urban cash economy. 

Given that the low price of the local-language newspapers reflects a rural agricultural 

economy that operates with little or no cash, an Atumpani writer attempts to change the 

situation by urging the rural dwellers, in particular the readers of the newspapers, to adopt a 

cash economy by opening saving accounts in banks. In a front-page article, he tries to 

convince the rural dwellers of the need to use a banking system, by beginning the story with a 

juxtaposition of two men (Issa and Musa) who useddifferent approaches in keeping their 

incomes. He describes the two men using the idiomatic expression xol5 eve siwo dome tsi 

metona 0 la (Iwo friends that water cannot set apart; that is, Iwo inseparable friends). He 

notes that they portrayed their friendship by working together, in particular cultivating the 

same field. He uses the formaI word bo (field) to depict the rural agricultural setting. He then 

recounts how the two friends shared the proceeds of their harvest, noting how Issa invested 

his share of the money in trading, whereas Musa opened a savings account to ensure that his 

capital would accrue interest, and to acquire financial help from the bank. He recounts how 

Musa benefited from this action, as the acquired dividends led to an increased cultivation. By 

contrast, Issa gradually lost his money in trading, ultimately incurring a large debt. To 

describe Issa's resulting financial depression, the writer uses the idiomatic expressions Ilu 
agba (become dispossessed). The writet concludes the st ory noting that Musa helped his 

friend out of his deprivation by offering him sorne money to re-establish himself. The writer 

uses the term dowollui (subsistence) in the clause hafi woagate IJu dze dowollui aile gome 

(before he could restart any subsistence activity), to emphasize the agricultural economy, 

(Atumpani November 1994: 1). 
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Another writer attempts to change the niral agricultural economlC practice by 

exhorting the rural inhabitants to use a banking system for keeping their income, and by 

informing readers of the importance of financial institutions in cities and towns in Ghana. He 

contends that given the proximity of financial institutions, the rural folks do not have to travel 

far to reach them, and as such have no reason to continue the outdated practice of keeping and 

hiding their money at places, such as home, within thatched-roofing, and in home-made 

boxes. The writer encourages readers to use financial institutions, pointing out that the risks of 

fire and robbers disappear when using the banking institutions. He enumerates the advantages 

of banki~g institutions, noting among other things, the dividends that accrue on the capital, 

the loans that savings could ensure, and the mutual financial help that could emerge from their 

financial cooperatives. He then calls on specific rural workers (farmers, traders, and 

fishermen), who epitomise the rural inhabitants, to form financial cooperatives for obtaining 

loans from financial institutions. He concludes the article by urging the rural inhabitants to 

hasten in opening savings accounts so that they can obtain their financial benefits (Atumpani 

February 1994). 

D. Distribution of news items on pages 

To illustrate the differences between the newspapers of the two language domains, 1 

summarize the distribution of the contents of selected newspapers here. In examining the 

contents of the newspapers, the following segments are regrouped as individual units because 

they constitute the principal sections of the newspapers: front page, page two, middle pages, 

penultimate page, and back page. This analysis covers two Ewe newspapers, namely Midim 

and Kpodoga, as well as the English-language newspapers, namely, the Daily Graphie, the 

Ghanaian Times, The Independent, the Daily Guide, and the Free Press. 

The front page of the Ewe newspapers contains different items. The topics that make 

up this page are generally related to local and rural themes such as the chieftaincy, farrning, 

health, religious ceremonies, and development projects. For example the issue of Midim from 

May 2001 shows an article with the title Alelele! Keta meku 0 hee! (Beho/d! Keta [townJ is 

not wiped out!), which focuses on the measures taken to fortify the town of Keta, in Eweland 

in the littoral zone of Ghana, which served as one of the sea ports since colonial times, till sea 

erosion destroyed the greater part of the town. The paper also makes announcements, 

indicated by the caption Gbefaqeqe (Announcement). However, Midim (July 2004) cites a 

story on Osama Bin Laden's alleged plan to launch another attack on the United States. In this 
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article on Osama bin Laden, Osama bin Laden gayina Amerika? (Will Osama bin Laden go 

again to America?), the writer discusses the security measures that were put in place to 

counteract the alleged attacks. This front page also dwells on the ban that was lifted by the 

Togolese government to enable the political figure, Gilchrist Olyrnpio, to travel to Togo, his 

homeland. This news is titled Gilchrist Olympio ayi Togo azoa? (Will Gilchrist Olympio go 

to Togo nowadays?). Kpodoga's (January 2000) front page centers on several topics under 

corresponding captions. For example, under the heading Kpodoga toxe: (Special [edition of] 

Kpodoga), an editor's note highlights the special edition of . Kpodoga that marked the 

beginning of the year 2000. Another article, Adzogbeqeqe na je 2000 (The year 2000 

resolutions), focuses on the topic of resolutions for the year 2000, particularly the prevention 

of AIDS, as weIl as the measures for the protection of the environment. The article with the 

heading yletitlkeke toxe:wo (Special dates) focuses on the special events in the coming 

months. Kpodoga's front page (September 1998) has five captions. The article with the title 

Dugadzolawo xo he he (Training of tax officers) reports the training of revenue officiaIs. 

Another item recounts how a queen of Gbefi, a town in Eweland, and others were acquitted in 

a court hearing [Wotso fia na nyonufia (Local queen acquitted)]. The article titled Woho 

aUa 'le de:gbàlawo tlu (Tracking of smugglers) relates the tracking of smugglers on Ghana's 

borders. The story of a man declared guilty of theft is covered as weIl. This is titled Efi ga 

kple gadzraqojea (He stole money and the safety deposit box). The article titled 

Gamenolawo de agble (Prisoners 'farm) concerns prisoners who have cultivated a corn farm 

in Ghana. 

The front pages of English-language newspapers are filled with topics such as 

financial investment hints, international politics, and important local news. The front page of 

The Ghanaian Times (November Il, 2004) covers topics such as the exchange rates, the 

evacuation of French citizens from Cote d'Ivoire, the money allocated for road repairs, sports, 

training of returning officers, shortage of gold for the local industry in Ghana, and new 

policies and strategies of the National Union of Ghana Students. The Independent's 

(December 6, 2004) front page centers on two items: the winner of the 2004 election and the 

NPP political banner. The Free Press' (April l, 2005) front page reports on a peaceful 

demonstration organized by the NDC opposition party in Ghana. Additionally, it recounts the 

story of a pastor arrested for accidentally setting fire to a cashew farm. It also provides details 

ofa speech delivered by a member ofparliament. Whereas the Daily Guide's (March 3, 2005) 
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front page has news on the appointed Ghanaian ministers of cabinet and the testimony of the 

girlfriend of an anned robber, the DaUy Graphic's (February 21,2005) front page covers the 

arrest of an armed robber, displays a number of advertisements, and draws attention to the 

main stories covered in the entire paper. 

Page two of the Ewe newspapers contains a few items on folklore, editorials, letters, 

rural development and politics. In Midim (May 2001), there is an editorial, Dzesidenyawo 

(Salient points), on how Ewe speakers fail to attach value to their language. Also, there is a 

folktale, Nu si ta adela mekpoa kese je toto 0 (The reason why the hunter does not see the 

transformation of a monkey), on the hunter and the monkey. However, in Midim (July 2004), 

the entire page shows a story titled Mise {)utinya loo! (Once upon a time!). Although the 

story is modeled on the biblical account of King David and Bathsheba, the biblical names are 

not cited. Kpodoga's (January 2000) second page displays four news items as well as an 

editorial on topics, namely, the animal protection associations and volunteers tilted 

Numedzodzro (Editorial), a discussion on the songs of puberty under the heading Esia 

menye nu yeye 0 (This is not new), letters with the heading Letawo na Kpodoga (Letter to 

Kpodoga), and a proverb. Kpodoga (September 1998) ho Ids seven news items: an editorial on 

the payment of revenue with the heading Numedzodzro (Editorial), a report on the building 

of water closets for sorne schools headed KVIP na To{)u sukuwo (Water c/osets for Tonu 

schoo/s), carnpaign and information on AIDS/HIV under the caption Dikanaku (AIDS/HIV), 

as well as the story on the enthronement of a local chief, written under the caption Fia yeye 

na Kudzra (A new chieffor Kudzra [town]), a report on the visit of Cuban delegates titled 

Kiuhatowo le Anfoeta (Cuhan [de/egates] at Anfoega), a report on the Aveme clinic 

cornrnittee, written under the heading Akameti na Aveme (Committee for Aveme), and 

finally, an article with the title Dgoyidowo le Ketu (Deve/opment projects in Ketu), which 

recounts the building of market stalls in Ketu district. In contrast, the second page of the 

English-language newspapers focuses on foreign poli tics, editorials and letters. The Ghanaian 

Times (November Il,2004), for instance, discusses topics such as the allegations with regard 

to articles that were not published in a state-owned newspaper, a woman abducted in 

Afghanistan, the newspaper registration in Zimbabwe, Netanyahu's threat to resign from the 

Israeli cabinet, an evacuation of French citizens from Cote d'Ivoire, a dismissal of the 

Burundi vice president, and an injury sustained by a Dutch police officer. The Independent 

(December 6, 2004) centers on items such as an editorial on the 2004 election, the letters to 

the editor on harassment, a demarcation of a plot of land, and a report on Rawlings (a former 
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Ghanaian president). The Free Press (April 1, 2005) contains a report on the NDC (the 

opposition party in Ghana), a peaceful political demonstration in Ghana, the letters to the 

editor on the nuisance caused by the activities of Christ Apostolic Church, an account of the 

deplorable road conditions that require repair, and sorne words of encouragement to the 

physically handicapped. The Daily Guide (March 3, 2005) covers stories on items, namely, 

the scrutiny of appointed Ghanaian cabinet ministers, as well as the testimony of the girlfriend 

of an armed robber. The Daily Graphie (February 21, 2005) has six items: the coverage of the 

Israeli cabinet's decision on withdrawal from Gaza and the West Bank, a report on the 

violence during an Iraqi festival, an account of a boat accident in Bangladesh, a story on the 

visit of Clinton and Bush to Indonesia's tsunamÏ-affected areas, a report on the arrest of 

Haitian prisoners involved in a jailbreak, and an account of the Spanish referendum on the 

European Union .. 

The middle sheets of the newspapers differ in number and content. Ewe newspapers 

have fewer middle sheets compared to English-language ones. Similarly, whereas the Ewe 

newspapers focus on events in rural area, the English-language newspapers center on topics 

regarding urban centers. For instance, Midim (May 2001) has two middle sheets. The contents 

of the se include rural-centered topics, such as the recapitulation of the exodus of the Ewe 

from a putative origin with the heading Eueawo je hogbetsotso uutioya (Narrative of the 

exodus of the Ewes), an account of rural agriculture under the caption Agbledede (Farming), 

the description of components of Ewe literature under the title Lekewoou mauloqiawo (Oral 

Literature), sorne feature articles on Ewe customs and traditions, written under the heading 

Eue koouwo (Ewe eustoms or traditions), and so on. Midim (July 2004) has two middle 

sheets, which coyer topics such as the importance of the Ewe language, written under the 

caption Mioa miado koko mia degbea (Let us honor our mother tongue), a biblical account 

of King David and Bathsheba titled Wôe Dye IJutsu ma! (You are the man in question), sorne 

discussions on the uses of Ewe proverbs, written under the title Dzrovie oetro zu le ajea? 

(Are a stranger in your own house?), and so on. Kpodoga (January 2000) has one middle 

sheet, which covers topics such as the disadvantages of using fertilizer in yam farming, 

written under the caption Fetilaza je tegbegble le Gbegàdzi (Fertilizer infects yams in 

northern region), an account of the forest reserves at Tafi Atome in the Volta Region, 

recounted under the heading Taft Atome Le Avewo dome (Taft Atome surrounded by forest), 

an account of the puberty rites and songs, discussed under the caption Ezu oyJnu (She is 
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[now] a woman), a report on the initiation for royal spokesman, written under the heading Ezu 

Tsiami (He became the chief's spokesman), and so on. Kpodoga (September 1998) also has 

one middle sheet. It focuses on issues such as witchcraft, written under the caption Tsitsi 

menye adzetozuzu 0 (Features of old age are not signs of witchcraft), reports on logging, 

discussed under the title Se meqemo 0 (It is prohibited), a report on a chief's new laws, 

written under the heading Dufia meda asi 'le dzi 0 ([The] chief does not concord)], a report 

on family planning workers, and recounted under the title Doqowowo 'le 

vidzidziIJutidowolawo (Family planning workers)], and so on. 

In contrast, the English-language newspapers are made up of many middle sheets, 

mostly consisting of advertisements, financial institutions, and national development projects. 

For instance, the Ghanaian Times (November 11, 2004) has at least five middle sheets, 

covering news items such as digital broadcasting at radio and television stations, the shortage 

of gold for local industry in Ghana, the importance of establishing an academy for Ghana's 

police officers, workshops for journalists, congress for business and professional women, and 

guidelines for contractors of infrastructure. The Independent (December 6, 2004) has two 

middle sheets. These focus on political parties, advertisements, good journalistic reports, and 

so on. The Free Press (April 1, 2005) has at least one middle sheet. It contains reports on the 

donation of computers to the Accra Metropolitan Assembly, the World Water Day, the 

workshops on road construction, advertisements, and so on. The Daily Guide (March 3, 2005) 

has four sheets. In aU, they coyer news items such as the scrutiny of appointed ministers of the 

Ghanaian cabinet, a story on Ghana Telecom, advertisements, and so on. FinaUy, the Daily 

Graphic (February 21, 2005) has ni ne middle sheets. The contents of the se sheets include the 

advertisement for a course in corporate governance, international news (e.g., the dismissal of 

Zimbabwean Information Minister, Kenyans underwent surgery after their organs were cut 

out, and ECOWAS sanctions Togo), discussions on financial investments, measures to ensure 

traffic flow in the cities, a report on govemment payrolls, and so on. 

On the penultimate page, which constitutes another important section of newspapers, 

whereas Midim (May 2001) reports on sports under the heading Uimese fefewo (Sporting 

Activities), Midim (July 2004) dedicates the page to items such as the rights of children in the 

Ghanaian constitution, written Under the title Nya wc) qujewo .. .le dukplosea nu (Know your 

rights in the govemmental constitution), and an account of a local cornmunity church 

celebration, recounted under the caption ARS le Sokpoe-Tefle 'lu qeviwo je IJkeke (A.R.S. 
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local community Church celebration at Sokpoe-Tejle). Kpodoga (January 2000) covers topics 

such as HIV, written under the heading Dikanaku: aft si woakpoe le (Ways by which HIV is 

contracted), teenage pregnancy, discussed under the caption jometowo kpea fu nenye be 

consequences of frequent and unplanned pregnancies jukpekpe kploa kpevidzidzi flo 

(hazards of lack of family planning), and a newlywed couple, recounted under the caption 

IJutsu, nyonu zu IJutila fleka (Man and woman become one jlesh)]. The special edition of 

Kpodoga (September 1998) provides information on items such as the first aid procedures for 

accident victims, discussed under the title Ne dZJgbev5e dzo ... (When an accident 

occurred), the contagious diseases, discussed under the caption DoxoleamelJuwo (Infectious 

dis eas es ), a report on the usage of stoves to replace frrewood, examined under the heading De 

nake te je (Alternatives to firewood), and the letter to the editor on family planning, titled 

Leta na Kpodoga (Letter to Kpodoga). On the penultimate page of English-language 

newspapers, whereas The Ghanaian Times (November Il, 2004) has classifieds and 

advertisements, The Independent (December 6, 2004)'has reports on registered energy service 

providers. Whereas the Free Press (April 1, 2005) reports on construction companies that are 

invited by the government to build household water closets, the Daily Guide (March 3, 2005) 

recounts sports events, and the Daily Graphie (February 21, 2005) writes on sponsorship of 

the awards night for the Sportswriters Association of Ghana and sports in general, featuring 

sorne advertisements as weil. 

On the back page, while Midim (May 2001) describes the features of the Ketu district 

located in Eweland, using the title Na miafli tsa le Ketu nuto me (Let us give an overview of 

Ketu District), Midim (July 2004) allots its. back page to reports on Volta Region inter-district 

school sports, titled Ketu sukuwo jo wo kata ta ... (Ketu students were first in ail). The back 

page of Kpodoga (January 2000) focuses on four items, namely, an account of the centenary 

celebration of the Evangelical Presbyterian Church at Botoku, titled Botoku XJ je 100 

(Botoku is 100 years old)], the debate on bush frres, captioned Agbledelawo uli nuka 

(Farmers had a debate), announcements, titled Gbejaflefle na lanyilawo (Notice to farmers), 

and answers to previous Ewe language assignments meant for high school students, written 

under the heading Dodeasiwo (Assignments). Kpodoga (September 1998) also features four 

items on its back page: the ex change program between Denmark and Tsito delegates, titled 

Tsitoto 12 tro tso Denmark (Twelve Tsito citizens returned from Denmark), non-traditional 
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funeral rites, captioned KunuwJwJ to mo vloe nu (Inauthentic funeral rites), reports on the 

donations to Ketu district teachers, written under the title Ketunufialawo xo nunana 

(Teachers in Ketu received awards), an account of the agricultural machinery donated to the 

Ho district in Eweland, captioned Trakto na Ho nutome (Tractor donated to Ho district), 

and an article on the importance of preserving local customs and traditions, titled Beléle na 

dekonu bia (Preserving local traditions). In the case of the English-language newspapers, the 

back page of The Ghanaian Times (November Il, 2004) has four news items, namely, stories 

on soccer, a seminar for importers, announcements, and the anniversary of a local soccer 

team. Whereas The Independent (December 6, 2004) displays only an article on the winner of 

the 2004 presidential election, the Free Press (April 1, 2005) focuses on five news items, 

namely, the conclusion to the story on recent political demonstrations in Ghana, a report on 

the taxi drivers who were robbed, a conclusion to the report on a speech by a member of 

parliament, the wrapping up of the story on the pastor who accidentally caused a bush fire, 

and advertisements. The Daily Guide's back page (March 3, 2005) focuses on news items, 

namely, the vandals in Kumasi who were remanded, the unsuccessful NOe political 

demonstrations in Ghana, the investors' discussions with the President of Ghana, Kufuor, and 

the advertisements. This page of the Daily Graphie (February 21, 2005) reports on news 

items, namely, the rights of children, the missing iron railings in Ghana, the trachoma

endemic regions in Ghana, the Tetteh Quarshie interchange scheduled to open soon, and 

advertisements. 

E. Salient features of newspapers 

In this section, 1 summarize the salient features of selected newspapers, showing how 

Ewe and English-language differ. Whereas both language domain newspapers coyer news 

items such as politics, development, and sports, they differ in that the English-language 
J 

newspapers primarily feature information on investments, mining companies, awards 

ceremonies, and advertisements for public service providers, while the local-language 

newspapers focus on folktales, customs, traditions, and rudiments of the local language. 

Based on the discussions of formatting, headlines, advertisements, prices, and 

contents, 1 observe that each of the two language-domain newspapers constructs the identity 

of its readers, and in a reciprocal manner, the readers create the identity of the newspaper 

through their expectations. The Ghanaians thus associate the English-language newspapers 
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with academic professionals, urban dwellers, and modernity, whereas they associate the local

language newspapers with farmers, rural dwellers, less schooled people, and traditional 

adherents. These observations explain why whereas the English-language newspapers have 

flourished in Ghana, not only in a pragmatic dimension but, particularly, from the perspective 

of ideologies of language, the Ewe newspapers have not. 

Additionally, the two language domain newspapers differ with respect to their coverage 

of the political economy of language. For instance, in the Daily Graphie (November 22, 

2004), a letter from a reader complained about the standard of English of certainjournalists of 

the Ghanaian-English newspapers, namely, the Daily Guide, the Lens, the Ghanaian 

Demoerat, and the Statesman. The letter stated that the grammatical rnistakes in the news 

reports influence the uncritica1 readers, given that English-language newspapers serve as 

valuable reading material for many Ghanaians. The writer urges journalists to improve their 

English (Appendix 8, Excerpt 2). The views of the writer reflect ideologies of language, 

which are based on the use of the purest form of the language and the highest linguistic 

standards. From another perspective, the editorial of the Ghanaian Times (November 18, 

2004) reports on the accusations made on the incumbent Ghanaian president's use of English, 

compared with his native Ghànaian language, Twi (a dialect of Akan-language c1uster). 

According to the editorial, an official of the principal opposition party (NDC) allegedly 

remarked that the Ghanaian language should have been used during the 2004 presidential 

debate, because it was rumored that the presidential leader of the ruling party (NPP) was not 

sufficiently proficient in English. The president participated in similar debates during a 

campaign in 2000, yet no such c1aims were reported at that time. This situation illustrates the 

influence of ideologies of language because the president was held as a symbol of the nation, 

hence he was expected to demonstrate all the symbolic qualities and tas tes enshrined in his 

position, in ways outlined by Bourdieu (1977; 1979). Although the presidential leader has 

refrained from reacting to the language-based allegations (Appendix 8, Excerpts 7.1 and 7.2), 

the language situation is apparently one of the focal issues of the political debates because, 

during the political campaign, each political candidate had to make a choice to use either 

English or the local language. As a result, the candidates had to take into account the language 

preferences and attitudes of the electorate. This reflects contemporary aspects of ideologies of 

language: certain segments of the Ghanaian electorate opt for either English or the Ghanaian 

language. By contrast, Ewe newspaper readers send letters to the local-language editor 

complaining about how the Ewes use their language. For instance, in Midim (August 2001, p. 

2), a writer urges Ewes to read the Ewe newspaper, Midim, to the same extent as they read the 
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Daily Graphie, the state-owned English-language newspaper (Appendix 9, Excerpt 10.2). In 

Midim (September-October 2001, p.8), it is reported that Dzobo once again complains that 

sorne Ewe emigrants are reluctant to use their own language. To encourage the Ewes to use 

their language, he reveals that in spite of his long years of study and several years of travel 

abroad, he always dreams in his native Ghanaian language, Ewe. In the same article, the 

writer encourages the Ewe chiefs to speak their native language during all of their official 

ceremonies (Appendix 9, Excerpts 11.1 and 11.2), because the chiefs are the principal 

authorities for promoting the Ghanaian language. They preside over and maintain the variety 

and strength of the indigenous cultural forms. As leaders of their communities, chiefs are the 

custodians of the language, customs, norms and symbols of their people (see Verdon 1983; 

Nukunya 1969; Ellis 1890 [1971]; and Busia 1964). On this view, the chiefs are expected to 

reflect the color, vigor and vibrancy of their culture. Consequently, during traditional events, 

when they choose to speak in English rather than their local language, journalists see such a 

choice as a contradiction and a blurring of the symbolic essence of their social position, 

rooted as it is in language and culture. In this regard, those promoting the use of Ewe reflect 

conservative or neotraditionalist sentiments, based on ideologies of language and the domains 

of language: English is associated with modem lifestyle, whereas local languages are 

associated with traditionallifestyle. 

Overall, the examples cited from the different newspapers clearly illustrate the range 

of varied and even contradictory attitudes conceming the values, preferences, options, 

choices, and interests which reflect ideologies of language. 



CHAPTERV 

PRAGMATICS OF ENGLISH AND EWE 
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In this chapter, 1 will examine the pragmatics of English and Ewe, paying close 

attention to, on the one hand, the aesthetics of the two languages, and, on the other hand, 

literacy in the two languages, to investigate how these topics shed light on instances of 

ideologies of language regarding Ghanaian print media. 

A. Aesthetics of English and Ewe 

Journalists often tap into language aesthetics across texts in their newspapers. 

Bate (2002) affirms this fact, drawing attention to the use of language aesthetics as a 

means of representing leadership qualities, for instance, in Tamil Nadu newspapers. In 

particular, he explores the use of political poems these newspapers, analyzing how 

literary genres, such as poems, political praises, political speeches, and so on, are 

deployed in newspapers. He thus offers cIues for interpreting the significance of literary 

forms of representations in the print media. 

My Ghanaian informants' discourses on features of Ghanaian media language 

validate Bate's (2002) observations. During an interview the informants, they often spoke 

about density of language to denote the aesthetic and stylistic use of language in 

Ghanaian media. According to them, Ewe youth - for example, from the junior secondary 

school, grade seven, mastering literacy in their language are expected to demonstrate the 

density of the language in their writing. In this regard, Dzobo (1997) refers to the use of 

proverbs, whereas Egblewogbe (1975) points to the usage of unfamiliar vocabulary, 

when they discuss aesthetics and stylistics. For instance, the acquisition of the density of 

Ewe involves the knowledge and skillful usage of components of the entire sociallife the 

Ewes; that is, the use of vocabulary of the religious system, social institutions, political 

organization, economic activities, agriculture, etc. In public discourse, as characteristic of 

most African languages, speakers are expected to demonstrate mastery of the language, 

using proverbs, wise sayings, and idiomatic expressions as a symbol of wisdom, status, 

maturity, and eloquence (Finnegan 1970; Yankah 1995). In every chiefdom in Eweland, 

the chiefs interpreter, known in the language as Tsiami (Chief's spokesperson) is the 

male person who symbolizes eloquence and oration. He speaks on behalf of the chief, 

punctuating his discourse with oral stylistics. In a similar vein, journalists are expected to 

use appropriate stylistics to show their mastery of Ewe. 
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Achebe c1aims that oratory is the best literary piece in African verbal culture: "the 

fine st examples of prose occur not in [folktales, legends, proverbs, and riddles] but in 

oratory and even in the art of good conversation [ ... ] Serious conversation and oratory 

[ ... ] caU for an original and individual talent and at their best belong to a higher order" 

(Achebe in Whiteley 1964: vii). Finnegan (1970) contends, however, that other forms of 

oralliterature do in fact convey the richness of African verbal art. In particular, she notes 

that Africans use oratory in social contexts such as a law case where litigants are cross

examined by a traditional judicial council of eIders. Other official (ceremonial) social 

contexts in which oratory is prominent inc1ude political discussions, petitions, polite 

discourse, funeral orations, and elegant conversation. These occasions are marked by the 

use of speeches of we1come, royal speeches, speeches for election of chief, marriage 

solicitation discourse, speeches to we1come retuming travelers, religious injunctions, and 

epigrams. The professional or skilled orators in Africa (the royal herald of Ashanti in 

Ghana, the "Big men" (EIders) of Limba in Sierra Leone, and "Aristocratic boys" of 

Tutsi in Burundi) intertwine their discourse with proverbs, stories, parables, allusions, 

figures of speech, and rhetorical questions (1970: 446-52). 

Finnegan observes that in similar ceremonial (public) contexts Africans use 

rhetorical and aesthetic skills to persuade their listeners and to impress them. She also 

notes that Africans use proverbs in ceremonial occasions to support their arguments: 

In Africa, as in antiquity, one of the commonest contexts for public speaking is that 

of a law case, a formalized occasion which allows both litigants and judges to 

display their rhetorical skill. Their conscious aims, doubtless, are c1early functional; 

but aesthetic considerations are also involved, if only to add to the persuasiveness 

of the speech. Sorne of these speeches are highly sophisticated and skilled. We 

often hear of the usè of proverbs on such occasions to appeal to the audience or 

make a point with extra forcefulness. (1970: 445) 

Finnegan notices that the Anang Ibibios, for instance, maximize the use of proverbs in 

ceremonial and official contexts like the court, to impress their audience and to influence 
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the decision-makers. She observes that in legal contexts among Mbala of Congo public 

discourse is interwoven with literary forms like allegorical song (1970: 446). 

Finnegan asserts that proverbs are found in many African cultures, drawing on 

their distinctive c1assificatory names to attest this c1aim. For instance, proverbs are 

termed maHol in Fulani, ndimo in Kamba, sanza in Zande, dale'kpa in labo, olugero in 

Ganda, and izaga in Zulu, to refer to the allusive ideas that are compressed in a few 

phraseologies (Finnegan 1970: 390). She observes that proverbs play a leading role in 

most African speech forms such as oratory, stories, anecdotes, songs, praise names, and 

poems to the extent that they serve as a syntactic device of conc1uding or summarizing 

other oral genres or as an aesthetic tool to embellish other speech forms: "Similar 

connections between story and proverb are mentioned for the Azande, Zulu, Ashanti, and 

many others, and a moralizing story may end with, or imply, a proverb to drive home its 

point" (1970: 391). She notes that the Anang Ibibio, the Kikuyu, the Yoruba, and the 

Limba use them to mark crucial points in a judicial speech in order to influence the 

decisions of the audience and traditional judges (1970: 408). This said, she notices that 

proverbs are so frequently used in most African speech forms such that they occur in 

everyday conversations (1970: 391). Most African societies consider proverbs as 

language in its most condensed form. Rattray (1916), for instance, contends that proverbs 

are viewed in Africa as the flesh that provides body for the skeleton, namely, the 

language. 

Other forms of ceremonial speeches interlaced with stylistic devices inc1ude 

salutations, oaths, prayers, and solernn instructions (Finnegan 1970: 457). Finnegan 

therefore calls on researchers to explore the interrelation between the literary genres of 

African languages, pointing out that most forms of African verbal art are interspersed 

with other literary genres. For instance, African panegyric poetries of Yoruba, Zulu, and 

Hausa ·often comprise significant· names that enunciate the characteristics and deeds of 

chiefs or traditional personages. She notes that names are an elliptic means of alluding to 

neighbors, expressing ideas obliquely, and acc1aiming the deeds of a traditional 

personage. The Ibos in Nigeria, for instance, adopt proverb-names to indicate the 

metaphorical features to which they aspire (Finnegan 1970: 472-474). Finnegan affirms 

that this form of name is significant in most African verbal culture, evidenced by the 
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ways that vanous societies designate it: tige for the Dogon, oriki for for Yoruba, 

izibongo for Zulu, kirari for for Hausa, and so on. She thus contends that oratory, 

ceremonial speech, and other forms of African verbal art serve aesthetic, syntactic as well 

as social functions in African discourse, exhorting researchers to pay close attention to 

how they interlocked in traditional discourses. 

Ghanaian (and African) traditional oratory is marked with aesthetic and rhetorical 

devices (Yankah 1995). Orators often suffuse their discourses with forms of verbal art, on 

the one hand, to demonstrate their linguistic skills and, on the other hand, to illustrate the 

density of the local languages. For instance, Ewe orators "adom" their discourses by 

imbedding them with Ewe verbal culture which comprise lododowo (proverbs) , 

adaganawo (idiomatic expressions), halowo (song proverbs), hakpanyawo (poetry), 

hawo (songs), fefewo (drama), and aqetr;>nyawo (tongue twisters). There are also 

tsifoqinyawo (libation prayers), dzokanyawo (magic verses connected with spells), and 

Afa nyagbewo (divination verses, known in the literature as "Ifa divination verses"). 

To illustrate the African aesthetic practices, Yankah describes the role of Akan 

royal spokespersons, the akyeame (plural form of okyeame in Akan), noting in particular 

their functions as orator, editor, counselor, and intermediary: "Being counsellor and 

intermediary to the chief, he is responsible, among other things, for enhancing the 

rhetoric of the words the chief has spoken. In the absence of an okyeame's editorial art, 

the royal speech act is considered functionally and artistically incomplete. The public art 

of the okyeame thus tums on creativity" (1995: 3). 

As Yankah notes, royal discourses are couched in aesthetic devices (forms) that 

involve circumlocution, metaphorical utterances, rhetorical oratory, and proverbial 

speech. He asserts that in the social mediation of speech among the Akan, the royal 

spokespersons embellish the chiers message with verbal genres like witty-sayings, poetic 

pieces, proverbs, and so on: "The speech they [akyeame] report is often omamented with 

witticisms and poetic embellishments not part of the original message" (1995: 8). He 

further describes the roles of the Akan royal spokespersons, noting how they creatively 

reports royal messages by paraphrasing, elaborating, and adoming them with aesthetic 

devices: "In the okyeame's care, royal words, whether whispered or spoken, may be 

paraphrased, elaborated, punctuated with history, omamented with metaphor, enlivened 
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with proverbs and allegories, or even dramatized outright. Through the art of the 

surrogate orator, royal words are refined, poeticized, and made palatable for public 

consumption" (1995: 19). Royal spokespersons are thus models of oration and public 

discourse in traditional African societies, particularly Ghanaian traditional settlements. 

Yankah contends that the art of oratory (i.e., skillful mastery of words) among the 

Akans is a natural talent rather than the outcome of institutionalized training. Although 

this may be accurate with respect to Western institutionalized education, 1 argue that 

orators (in traditional African societies) acquire their skills through systematic processes, 

such as regularly participating in situations in which the components of public rhetoric 

are used. Yankah acknowledges this systematic acquisition of rhetorical skills by noting 

that "[the orators come] naturally with constant exposure to traditional speaking 

situations" (1995: 45). He adds that the Akan okyeame, for instance, acquires his skills 

by participating in traditional meetings, initially as an observer or courtier, and later as a 

royal spokesperson, elected by the council of eIders of by appointed by the chief, and 

sworn in his new role. This means that the art of oratory is acquired through a graduaI 

process of learning. That the Akan's okyeame learns his skills through informaI but 

systematic processes can be confirmed by the appointment of an eleven-year-old 

(Okyeame Agyei of Nwamase in Ashanti region) in 1988 to ensure that he would 

command most of the elements of the social system required by his royal function as he 

matured (1995: 85-88). 

Yankah cites instances where techniques of oratory were deployed among the 

Akans in Ghana. One includes the necessity to address sensitive topics, for instance loan 

solicitations, where the speaker should resort to the technique of "indirection," that is, 

using verbal devices such as circumlocution, proverbs, idiomatic expressions, and 

metaphors to communicate with the addressee (Yankah 1995: 51). These techniques are 

maximally used by epitomes of traditional oratory like okyeame, mediums, eIders, 

priests, and so on. Yankah notes that, among the Akan and other West African tribes, 

these techniques are used in ceremonial speech events like judicial deliberations, libation 

prayers, marri age rites, greeting interactions, court proceedings, and statements 

disclosing purpose ofvisit in Akan such as amannee: (1995: 53, 58). 
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Yankah also notices that a dwamu kasa, an Akan tenn for oratory as opposed to 

conversation (badwam or adwabo ase), is marked by features of density of the 

language: "Dwamu kasa is characterized by a greater density of omate expression (such 

as proverbs and metaphor), honorifics and politeness fonnulae, and metacommunicative 

signaIs" as well as poetic devices (Yankah 1995: 53; Levinson 1986: 91). He also notes 

that ceremonial speeches are replete with traditional titles (e.g., Nana for Eider), epithets 

(e.g., Otumfoo for The-AU-Powerful), and disc1aimers (e.g, mepa wok yew, mesre wo 

for please, 1 beg your pardon). 

As Yankah observes, Akans use fonns of oral genres to portray verbal 

artistry, saturating their speeches with discursive devices like . kasakoa (veiled 

utterances), tete kasa (archaic expressions), and ebe (proverbs) (1995: 57). This 

practice, he notes, renders ceremonial speeches "more condensed and obscure", unlike 

ordinary conversations, which are more simple and c1ear. In light of the profuse amount 

of verbal art in discourse, Yankah affinns that verbal eloquence is so valued among sub

Saharan African societies that high-profile traditional leaders lacking this sociocultural 

feature could lose their social position as a chief or okyeame (Yankah 1995: 62; Saah 

1986). He points out sorne qualities expected of an okyeame, specifying that this royal 

functionary must have command over most of the components of the social system like 

"traditional lore, custom, and history, as well as wisdom, experience, and skills in the 

forensic arts, oratory, logic diplomacy, and public relations" (Yankah 1995: 85), in order 

to adequately accomplish his duties. Similarly, he enumerates the competencies expected 

of a chief, citing among others their "effective use of speech" and aesthetic devices, their 

good command over verbal wit and diction, their perfect "combination of wisdom" and 

eloquence, and their thorough "knowledge of custom and traditional matters" (Ibid., p. 

85), as they exercise their responsibilities. He affinns that in communicating royal 

messages, the Okyeame focuses primarily on the aesthetic elegance of the message by 

embellishing it with oral genres, anecdotes, historical events, customary nonns, and so on 

(Yankah 1995: 100, 113; Leech 1983: 147). 

Ngugi, for instance, describes aesthetics in African literature written in European 

languages in tenns of "[ ... ] how best to make the borrowed tongues carry the weight of 

our African experience by [ ... ] making them [tap into] African proverbs and other 
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peculiarities of African speech and folklore" (Ngugi 1991: 7). Re asserts that the 

literature that African writers produced in English and French integrates African lore, 

such as fables, stories, riddles, and wise sayings. 

In writing about a chief, for instance, a joumalist is expected to specify features of 

the chiefdom, using abebubuwo (panegyrics) of the throne, lododowo (proverbs), and 

adaganawo (idiomatic expressions). Rence, Ewe writers are expected to use these 

elements of stylistics in their writings, as specified in written Ewe grammars 

(Westermann 1907; 1930) and pedagogical Ewe texts (Obianim 1964). 

The Ewes use proverbs, idiomatic expressions, and classes of names to reflect 

aesthetic beauty in the language, but especially as techniques of brevity, conciseness, 

summary, and sublimity. For example, to reduce verbosity in verbal discourse and written 

text, a joumalist writing about education is expected to quote lododowo (proverbs), for 

example, nunya a<t,ido ye asi metu nE 0 (wisdom is like a baobab tree, the hands cannot 

encompass it). Similarly, in recounting stories about an Ewe community or a chief, a 

writer is expected to interweave his/her story with relevant panegyrics, proverbs, throne 

motto, etc. which reflect the anatomy of the language as well as the specificity of the 

topic. Awoonor, for instance, says: 

1 have Ewe, and 1 know how to use the Ewe in that leve1 of density. It is very 

important. People think that Ewe or any African language is not capable of thought 

of complex ideas, if you listen to Resino Akpalu, the old Ewe Poet, who composed 

the dirges, you will see the complexity of the text: 

Xexea me le dzogoe dzi nyea mele, 1 am sitting in the way of street corner, 

Nyemele amewo amewo kasa o. 

Ame siwo nye aklamatowo, 

Wono anyi de me nu. 

1 am not the same as the enemy. 

Those are lucky, 

They have sat down and they have something 

on which they leaned 

That metaphor, wono anyi de me nu, if you say it in regular everyday speech, the 

Ewe speaker will not understand, unless you explain what it means by wono anyi de 
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me nu alo dzogbe tre fafegbe na mi They have sat down and they have something 

against which they leaned or destiny has reserved fortunes for you. Those are the 

highest level of the language in all its complexity. And that is why the great poetry is 

not nursery rhymes. The great poetry is made up of complex forms and ideas [ .... ] 

(Appendix 1, Q3) 

Awoonor c1aims that he uses the li~erary techniques of the Ewes in his nove1 to portray 

the anatomy and density ofEwe. Similarly, Ewe newspaper writers draw on the verbal art 

to intersperse their news reports (see Bate 2002). The three Ewe newspapers which 

exemplify the language's denseness are Midim, Atumpani, and Kpodoga. Among these, 

Midim is the best example of an Ewe newspaper that deploys components of the 

language's denseness, because its editors did not have journalistic training; The editor of 

Midim thus depends solely on his knowledge ofEwe for the writing of news reports. This 

is followed by Atumpani newspaper, but in a lesser extent compared with Midim, 

because the editor of Atumpani trained as a teacher in English-language literacy and 

adult education which he applies to Ewe, in particular, in writing news reports. Among 

the three Ewe newspapers, the editor of Kpodoga least uses components of the language's 

denseness, because he depends on his training as a joumalist in English-language literacy, 

which he deploys in the Ewe newspaper. The editors of Kpodoga and Atumpani thus 

transpose into Ewe newspaper part of the tradition of English-language style and 

journalism, namely, unveiled language and direct stylistics in news reporting, yet 

occasionally switch to the use of a few forms of Ewe verbal art in the news reports. 

Overall, the two editors apply to the Ewe newspaper the principles of journalism partly 

based on the use of unveiled language, familiar words, and factual points, as 

characteristic of English-language newspapers. In contrast, the editor of Midim applies to 

the newspapers discourse-based aesthetics, that is, veiled language, unfamiliar words, and 

rhetorical points found in the Ewes' public and ceremonial discourse. 

To illustrate the expectations of aesthetics indicated above, l cite examples from 

Kpodoga, Midim, and Atumpani newspapers to illustrate the degree to which they 

demonstrate the constituents that mark the density of the language, as well as the 

language divide. While the writers of Kpodoga often use unveiled expressions and 
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familiar words, the writers of Midim use veiled expressions and vocabulary, common in 

the oratories of chiefs, royal spokesmen (interpreters), eIders, ritual specialists, poets, 

priests, diviners, and medicine men in oratories. For example, in Kpodoga, the writers use 

unveiled expressions and vocabularies such as anyo be (il will be good), dzro nu me 

(review things), <li <lase (wilness), kuxi ga (big obstacle), tsa (ancient days), and so on. 

In contrast, the writers of Midim, often use unfamiliar words and veiled expressions, such 

as gologoe (vicinity), blema (ancient days), agbadre (always), fu<lename (disturbance), 

no ta dom <la (emerged; that is, to rear ils ugly head), on so on. This demonstrates that 

the writers of Midim make use of expressions and words to illustrate the density of the 

language, as expected in the Ewe literacy pro gram. 

On the front page of Kpodoga, it is the norm for joumalists to use an unveiled 

style of the Ewe language. For example, the following lines appeared advising on 

resolutions for the year 2000: "Agoo! De alesi miege <le je yeye me fifia ta la, enyo be 

miadzro nu me tso je siwo va yi la nu eye mia<le adzogbe <le ale si miano agbee le je 

yeye sia kple esiwo akploe <lo la me IJu," May 1 have your attention! As we have 

entered a new year, [suggested translation: it would be good for us to reflect on the 

previous years, and to make resolutions for how we will live in the next and coming 

years.] il is good that we should review the things of the previous years, and we should 

make resolutions on how we would live in the new and subsequent years. In the same 

article, the following unveiled expression appears: "Ame akpa gato cU etase be kuxi ga 

evee Ghana tso le gegem ete je 2000 la me," The majority of the people testifo that 

Ghana begins the Year 2000 wilh Iwo main problems. The first concerns the spread of 

HIV/AIDS virus. The second regards the degradation of the land and natural resources, 

irrespective of the population increase (Kpodoga January 2000: 1). There are no words 

which readers would be unfamiliar with in these sentences. 

The writers of the Kpodoga newspaper, who were trained in an English-language 

joumalistic program, often use unveiled expressions in their articles. Occasionally, even 

the writers of Kpodoga revert to the use of proverbs, traditional songs, praise-names, and 

components of the Ewe social repertoire to portray density of the language. For instance, 

the following proverb occurs in an article on how the weather has become increasingly 
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unpredictable: "Afi a<le kpokpo nyo wu ya me kpokpo,' Looking somewhere is better 

than looking into the air, or equivalently, Doing something is better being bone idle. In 

this article, the joumalist incorporates this proverb into his report, first observing that the 

weather in Ewe1and used to be predictable, so that farmers and fishermen could reliably 

plan their activities. He notes the persisting instability in weather conditions, 

contemplating the possible causes of this instability. He then uses the proverb, exhorting 

farmers to productively use the changing weather conditions to accomplish other 

household tasks. It is noteworthy that this particular newsprint had only one proverb 

(Kpodoga January 2000: 5). 

Another reporter for Kpodoga includes the following proverb in his report on the 

importance of educating girls: Vimatsakpo be ye dadae foa detsi vivi (A child who has 

never traveled thinks his/her mother prepares a delicious soup). The reporter first recalls 

the contention of Dr. Aggrey of Ghana that educating men leads to educating a few 

individuals, but educating women leads to educating a nation. He then argues that since 

most women in Africa perform more duties on the scale of division of labor, their lack of 

education will adversely affect the development of their nation, and cites pregnancy care 

and child delivery precautions as examples of women's roles that require education in 

schools. He also notes how African women work on farms after men have ploughed the 

land, and then argues that in schools women leam about pregnancy cares, childbearing, 

chi Id rearing, farming, trading, cooking, and so on. Finally, he sums his report up with 

the proverb, contending that an uneducated woman will lack the experiences and 

examples necessary for the efficient exercising of her social roles (Kpodoga Special 

edit ion September 1998: ii). 

Another example cornes from an article on the disadvantages of applying fertilizer 

to yam farms, in which the joumalist uses the following proverb: Gake nutefekpokpoe 

hea dzixose vane (Experience is the best teacher). The joumalist begins the article by 

comparing farmers' use of fertilizers for bigger yam harvest with traders' beliefs that the 

use of fertilizers leads to poor quality yams. He draws particular attention to a buyer who 

retumed the rotten yam tubers to a trader amidst anger and frustration. He then examines 

the natural and common causes of poor quality of yam tubers in Africa, specifically 
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noting extreme cold, intense heat, excessive rain, and tainted yam tubers planted as the 

major causes of po or yam harvest. He observes that yam tubers nowadays deteriorate due 

to the use of fertilizer on the field, particularly as is the practice in the northem parts of 

Ghana and Nigeria, arguing that excessive u~e of fertilizer leads to deterioration of the 

natural fertility of the land, a stage that in tum leads to an increased use of fertilizer 

which eventually results in the poor quality of yam tubers. The writer then suggests 

measures for curtailing the low quality of yam products, encouraging in particular the use 

of natural manure derived from decayed plants and animal droppings, the proper tilling of 

the land before planting yam products, the practice of shifting cultivation, the seasonal 

planting of beans and groundnuts to rejuvenate the land, and the use of fertilizer to 

reinforce the fertility of the land. The article then concludes with a summary of the main 

points with the proverb that calls on farmers to seek professional advice from their 

district agricultural specialist on relevant ways to improve their yam cultivation 

(Kpodoga January 2000: 3). 

The writers of the newspaper Atumpani also make minimal use of the Ewe verbal 

art, similar to style of the writers of Kpodoga, because its writers trained in English

language literacy. For instance, in one article, a columnist discusses the functions of 

proverbs in Ewe, noting how they serve as verbal art for educating Ewes on moral 

conduct. The colurnnist observes that proverbs may function as aesthetic tools for the 

brevity, conciseness, and summarizing of a lengthy message: Nenye be Eweawo le nu 

xl5m ame eye womedi be yewoafo nu füu 0 la, wozaa lododowo be woano kpuie 

(When the Ewes are admonishing a person, to avoid lengthy exhortation, they use 

proverbs to render the message brie./) (Atumpani February 1995: 3). 

Another example cornes from a front-page Atumpani article on the Ghanaian 

Catholic Youth's 1996 resolution to abstain from alcohol, in which the reporter uses an 

idiomatic expression and a proverb. He first recounts the events of the congress of the 

youth, recalling in particular the theme of the congress, namely, "The Wellbeing and 

Safety of the Youth." He then reports on the allocution (speech) of the Ghanaian Minster 

of Food and Agriculture, who exhorts the young people to avoid alcohol and hard drugs, 

and he recalls the Minister's admonition to the young people to use the messages of the 

Bible as gui ding princip les in life. In describing this biblical exhortation, the reporter uses 
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the idiomatic expression [ ... ] woatso Mawunya ado abe akpoxowu [ ... ] (use the ward 

of Gad as a shield) rather than more familiar woatso Mawunya akplo woqokuiwoe (use 

the ward of Gad as a guiding principle). Interestingly, the morphology of the word 

akpoxowu is not what is in common usage (oral or written), which is actually 

akpoxonu. Thus the reporter is using a form of the morphology that would not be used in 

common speech or writing specifically for the report. Although both forms mean shield, 

the first emphasizes a shie1d as a "protective dress" to denote an armor, whereas the 

second references a shield as any "protective object" to reference a life-protection 

measures. 

In the same article, the reporter also notes how the Minister encourages the Y outh 

to spread the word of God. He recounts how the principal of a high school admonishes 

the young people to steer c1ear of unhealthy relationships as well as family planning ads 

on te1evision. The reporter then concludes the article, summarizing his points with the 

following proverb: elabena ne to mesee 0 eye IJku ha mekpoe 0 manye tetekpo 0 (If 

ears do not hear, and eyes do no perceive, there would be no temptation). This implies 

that whenever the young people are exposed to unhealthy experiences, they are also 

inevitably influenced by them, and thus should avoid events that could have adverse 

effects on their lives (Atumpani July 1996: 1). 

An Atumpani editorial on funeral rites in Ghana provides yet another example. 

Here, the editor intersperses the text with proverbs, unfamiliar words, and idiomatic 

expressions. He begins by postulating that funeral rites differ from place to place, 

supporting his statement with the following proverb: du sia du kple e/e koklo kokoe 

(each town has ils own tradition; that is, when in Rome, do as the Romans do). He 

contends that there is, however, one fundamental aim of funeral rites that cuts across all 

cultures, namely, the need to remind the living of death and mortuary rites. Put a bit 

differently, funeral rites serve to make the living conscious of the reality of death in their 

lives. At this textuallocus, he cites another proverb: elabena ku megbo ame aqeke nu 0 

(death does not discriminate when il strikes; that is, ail humans are mortal). 

In this same piece, the editor observes that mortality rites are performed by means 

of mouming, weeping, singing dirges, and drumming. He points out that sorne funeral 
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rituals may offend sensitive attendees. Further, in describing the se sensitive participants, 

he uses the idiomatic expression amesiwo 10 dzi mele 0 la (those who lack courage; that 

is, those who have the jitters) rather than amesiwo vona (those who are nervous). He 

cites certain funeral rituals, using unfamiliar words like hl5tsi (clan-ritual bath) instead 

of IJutikoklotsi (purification bath), <1.0 agba (exposition of the mortal remains) in place 

of (laying of the dead body for viewing), and ameyinugbea (the deceased) in lieu of (the 

dead person). The editor also observes in this editorial changes in the practice of funeral 

rites in Ghana. To mark transitions both in the history of mortuary rites as well as in the 

textual layer, he uses the following idiomatic expression: Egbe la, gbe<1.i<1.ia tro kura 

(Nowadays, the tune has changed), that is, A new era has dawned. He then notes that 

funeral rites are no longer performed for the purpose of cultural observances but also for 

people to display their wealth and glamour. Funeral events, he states, have moved from 

observance of custom and tradition to pure fanfare due to video coverage, photography, 

hired "professional" mouming, and banquets. He notes that sorne individuals ev en use 

funeral events as occasions for courtship or debauchery, contending that this new mode 

of mortuary rites has lead to excessive expenses, debt, poverty, and scuffles, and 

concludes the editorial with the following proverb: [ ... ] hHito megbea lome a<1.eke -me 0 

(no family is without a poor person). With this proverb, he exhorts readers of the 

newspaper to write their own views on ways of redressing the new import of funeral 

events, and in particular to suggest ways of reducing excessive expenses involving 

funeral rites (Atumpani November 1994: 2). 

A final example cornes from an article on the precautionary measures for 

bushfires, in which the writer uses both unfamiliar words and idiomatic expressions. He 

first recalls the suggestion of the Minister of the Volta Region that the firefighters in 

Ghana should construct fire-prevention barriers around residences, farms, and property. 

He then notes the Minister' s caution that the Ewes should be more vigilant during the 

peak of the dry season when the risks ofbushfires escalate. To de scribe the upcoming dry 

season, he uses the idiomatic expression pepi tu ale (the dry season at our door) instead 

of the familiar form pepi si va <1.0 vo (the dry season that is near). 
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In this article, the writer reports on the messages of Kpando District 

Commissioner, who exhorts the Ewes to alert her office about any illegal lumbering in 

her district. The writer uses the unfamiliar word qe gbe (command) rather than the 

familiar form gblo (say). Using this unfamiliar word symbolically marks the position of 

authority from which the District Commissioner addresses her audience. The writer 

concludes the news report by noting the occasion's chairperson suggestion to firefighters 

to use the appropriate gear for facilitating their work. In this sentence, he uses the 

idiomatic expression anote qe do la IJu awo (have firmer ground to withstand the 

nature oftheir work) in lieu of a familiar form "be woat~ IJu awo dola" (have necessary 

tools to do their work) (Atumpani February 1995). 

The writers of Midim newspapers generally adapt their reports to the style of Ewe 

discourses by maximizing the use of verbal art in their news reports. For example, the 

front page of one paperdescribes the ongoing reconstruction of Keta using proverbs, 

idiomatic expressions, and unfamiliar words to draw the reader's attention to the anatomy 

of the language. The writer introduces the report by observing that Keta was one of the 

well-known seaports where mainstream churches (Catholic, Presbyterian, and A.M.E. 

Zion) established their sees or headquarters, and international traders converge to 

exchange goods. He then inserts the following idiomatic expression and proverb: [ ... ] E! 

Gbe aqe gbe lé gbe IJaqe gbe lu anyi na Keta vavà! Aqukpo dzi lu xoxo be ye hà 

yen:> dze me kp:>. E, nyate/e s:>IJ koe nye lododo sia, translated as , Eh! Gone are the 

ancient days of Keta. The old bones in the dunghill have said they used to live among 

salt. Yes) this proverb is so true. This text contains an idiomatic expression, namely, Gbe 

aqe gbe lé gbe aqe gbe lu anyi Gone are the ancient days, which replaces an unveiled 

expression, nuwo megale abe tsà ene 0 things are no longer as they used to be, or tsà 

DUWO tr:> (things have changed). The text also has the proverb: Aqukpo dzi lu xoxo be 

ye hà yeno dze me kpo (The old bones in the dunghill said they used to live among salt). 

In plain words, this should be Aqukpo dzi lu xoxo be ye hà yeno te/e xo asi kpo (The 

old bones in the dunghill said theyused to live in an affluent place), which me ans Keta 

used to be an affluent and prosperous city) but il is now reduced to wasteland. The writer 

uses both the expression and proverb not only to denote a transition in the news report, 
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but also to convey a twist in the history of the development of Keta. The causes of the 

diminished fame of Keta are then enumerated, highlighting the sea erosion that decimated 

the littOn.ll commercial town, which forced most of the residents to relocate to other 

towns. The erosion also destroyed stores, public infrastructure, market facilities, ports, 

and the harbor. After noting the efforts of traditional and government leaders to prevent 

the sea erosion and to rebuild the town, the writer quotes the following proverb to mark 

another transition in the text, as well as the history of Keta: Go nyuie ha «le ama ame 

(Elegant clathing can alsa strip a persan). This proverb implies that when a person longs 

for a good that pertains to a higher order, he/she should bear in mind that that same 

product can expose himlher. By application, local and govemment leaders were forced to 

expose their plight before Exxim Bank, which required collaterals for the loans. The 

following proverb is at this point used to mark textual and historical transitions: Esi 

wonye IJoti mele naneke dim abe gbogbo ene 0 ta (Given that the nase seeks nathing 

but the ability ta breathe). This proverb conveys that the leaders longed for nothing but 

the ability to procure loans for the project, hence they provided the necessary collaterals 

to receive the loans for which they applied. With the loan, the dyke project of rebuilding 

Keta began under the supervision of Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Company. The writer 

also notes the comments of the project supervisor, in particular the behavior of workers, 

the problems regarding good wage, and the safety of construction materials. The news 

reporter concludes by exhorting all natives to provide all that is necessary for the success 

of the project (Midim May 2001: 1 and 3). 

Midim writers generally opt for aesthetics of Ewe oratory, rather than more 

unveiled expressions, as the former illustrates the density of the language (Midim May 

2001: 1 and 3). For example, in the aforementioned article, the writer uses unfamiliar 

words in place of more familiar expressions, e.g., "intertwined" for "joined", "vicinity" 

instead of "area", "immense" in place of "a lot", and "overlaid" in lieu of "crowded." 

These examples are representative of how the writers of Midim mostly use the style 

corn mon in Ewe oratory, illustrating the density of the language, as expected in literacy in 

the language and, particularly, in forms ofEwe discourse (Midim May 2001: 1 and 3). 

In another report, a writer makes use of idiomatic expressions, historical narrative, 

unfamiliar words, and songs in writing on the migration story of the Ewes. The article 
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begins with the assertion that from time of creation era human beings migrated from 

place to place, and thus no individual possesses the total story of human origin. 

Researchers, the writer continues, have attempted to document migration stories and 

history for future gènerations, to prevent the loss of such accounts. At this point of the 

text, he cites the following Ewe idiomatic expression: kpakple nunya nagazu dze abu 

'le ama me 0 (Sa that the information may not be salt lost in spinach stew). Ewes use 

similar idiomatic expressions to express an irremediable situation, which metaphorically 

is analogous to the inability to retrieve the natural salt once the grains are dissolved in 

spinach stem. The columnist intends to use this analogy to emphasize the importance of 

recording and documenting historical accounts before it is too late to do so. Based on this 

proverb, he disc10ses his motivation for documenting the history of Ewe migrations. At 

this textuallocus, he cites the following proverb: Vavae, togbenu metsia gbe o! (Indeed, 

ancestrallegacy is not abandoned in distant land!). This implies that collective memories 

and ancestral traditions must be kept al ive by each succeeding generation. On this note, 

the he intends to recall the historical account of the migration of the Ewes, particularly 

drawing upon Ewe historical narrative (xotutu) to retell the Ewe migration story. He 

notes, for example, from the historical narrative of the Ewe ancestors that the Ewes 

migrated from a putative "origin ofhumanity," located in the area of the east with respect 

to their CUITent location. He points out that the lack of written historical records has led to 

the mistaken be1iefthat Notsie town in Togo is the Ewes' Hogbe or place of origin. He 

contends that the Ewes actually migrated from a place in eastem Egypt, traversing 

locations like Abyssinia in Sudan, Sahara desert, and Timbuktu (Ketu/Keketu), arguing 

that the Ewes temporarily lived in Ketu where they acquired curative knowledge about 

different kinds of wounds and fractures. Based on the historical narrative, he describes 

the migration of the Ewes, from Ketu, along the banks of Kuara (Niger) River to Ayo 

(Oyo) where they shared territories with other tribes (the Fons or Dahomeans, Yoruba, 

Adagme, Ga, and Akan) under Oyo Empire. He c1aims that the Ewes migrated from Oyo 

to Ile Ife where they leamed the art of divination by Ifa, and maintains that sorne Ewes 

(Anlo, Agu, Be, and Fon) migrated together, as a result leamed Yewe re1igiouscult from 

their neighbor, the Fons. He ho Ids that this later migration-c1uster continued from Ile Ife 

to Dogboland, where they leamed how to brew local gin. He then quotes an Ewe 
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migration-based song to attest the sojoum at Dogbo territory and the new skill of the 

Ewes conceming locally-brewed alcohol: 

Aha le Dogbo, There is alcohol at Dogbo, 

Mayi anoe maya. Let me go to drink il and then return. 

Dogbotowo <la nane, Dogbo natives brewed something, 

Ye woyoe be soetabi, Then they called it "sodabi" alcohol, 

Dogbotowo <la nane, Dogbo natives brewed something, 

Ye woyoe be akpeteshie, Then they cali il "akpeteshie" alcohol, 

Dogbo, mayi anoe maya. Dogbo, let me go to drink it and then return. 

The writer uses the verses of this song to engage the attention of the reader, to show the 

veracity of the narrative, and to illustrate the genres that portray the density of the 

language. He then points out the final settlement of the Fons in Benin, noting the 

migration of the Anlo and their neighbors from Dogbo to Notsie. He affirms that at 

Notsie, a cluster of Ewes (Anlo, Be, and Agu) constituted the Dogbo clan as opposed to 

Agbogbome and Tado clans. 

In recasting the story of Ewe migrations, the columnist also uses unfamiliar words 

like fitsofitso (exhaustively) in lieu of keIJkeIJ (completely), xo anyi no (inhabit) 

instead oftsi (reside), kui ete IJu (migrate) in place ofzo mo (journey), and klu mozozo 

la ete nu (they forge on, riding roughshod over [their clansmenj) instead of yi mozozo 

la dzi (continue the journey) (Midim May 2001: 1 and 3). Although sorne of his claims 

(Egypt as Ewe origin, joumey along Niger River, various stop points, and so on) 

markedly differ from mainstream historical accounts, he makes a striking illustration of 

the density of Ewe, combining in the same text the idiomatic expressions, the historical 

narrative, the song re1ated to migration, and the names of significant places that reflect 

his knowledge of the Ewe social system, which are not concems of historians (like 

Amenumey 1986; 1997; Asamoa 1986; Comevin 1988; Medeiros 1984; Pazzi 1984; and 

Mamattah 1978) who researched the same topic. 
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Another writer integrates in his news report unfamiliar words and idiomatic 

expressions that reflect density of Ewe. He reports on Chief Gabusu VI, Gbi traditional 

are a 's paramount chief s exhortation to all chiefs of the Volta Region in Ghana to fulfill 

their roles as leaders who enforce unit y in the govemment. In doing so, the reporter uses 

the unfamiliar word doe q,a (suggest) which denotes "to tilt toward" instead of a familiar 

form gblo (tell) or (say). He thus formulates the following clause: Togbuiga Gabusu VI 

[ ... ] doe q,e nutoa me fiawo gbo be [ ... ] Chief Gabusu VI "tilted word toward" the 

chiefs in the region that [ .... ] rather than Togbuiga Gabusu VI [ ... ] gblona nutoa me 

fiawo be [ .... ] (The ChiefGabusu VI (told) the chiefs of the region that [ ... J). The verb 

"tilt toward" connotes a physical movement, that is, "to tilt something toward" in order to 

suggest something or express an opinion by making a physical gesture. Given that the 

chiefs command royalty, respect and reverence, using the verb "tilt word toward" 

represents a syntactic form of symbolizing royalty, respect and reverence towards the 

chiefs addressed in the report. The writer also notes how Chief Gabusu VI encouraged 

the chiefs to collaborate with the political party in power (i.e., the party that forms the 

govemment), again using an idiomatic expression ahawo do kplii asi-Ie-asi-me (work 

hand-in-hand with the [government]) instead of ahawo do kplii "collaborate with the 

[government]." He also uses the idiomatic expression yeabla alidzi (be resolved) instead 

of <lo tame (determine) in the following sentence: q,ee gblo be agbalësr6nyawo tutuq,o 

le nutoa me enye nu gbato si IJu yeq,o be be yeabla alidzi q,o (He revealed that the 

improvement of educational programs in the region is his foremost priority on account of 

which he was resolved to [ ... D. More simply put: He revealed that the improvement of 

educational programs in the region is his foremost priority on account of which he is 

determined [ .... ] The writer also uses the idiomatic expression, woa<le afo le q,ekawowo 

me (they should move in unity; which is equivalent to the expression il takes two to 

tango) rather the familiar express'ion woawo do le q,ekawowo me (They should work 

together). Likewise, the sentence, fiawo je ata tae woko dziq,uq,ua q,o (They elevated 

the government under chief's thumb) is used in place of fiawo je kpokplo tee wotia 
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dukplolawo le (They elected the government within the leadership of the chiefs). The 

reports ends with the following idiomatic expression: nenye be dzictuctua le ta tram le 

ele nuwona acte me la, ele vevie fiawo nacto afo afota ne (if the government is getting 

astray in its governance, the chiefs should stand on the government 's shoes; that is, the 

chiefs should find ways to set alarm bells ringing); the writer uses this sentence in place 

of the more plainly put: [ ... ] fiawo nana woanya ([ ... ] the chiefs should notify them 

(Midim January-February 2002: 3). 

Having noted these attempts aimed at modeling the local-language newspapers on 

the aesthetics and stylistics of forms of the Ewe verbal culture, the joumalists still have a 

long way to go to attain the level of density of Ewe exemplified by traditional orators 

(royal spokespersons, mediums, poets, and so). This situation partly explains why sorne 

of the joumalists c1aimed that the two languages require different writing schemes. As 

joumalist of the Daily Guide contends: 

It took me sorne time because an these years of my life, 1 was working with an 

English newspaper, and to come out of it suddenly and to do this [Ewe news 

reports], it took me quite a time, because even how to express yourself, maybe, in 

English, you use just two words and it will mean something, it is not like that in 

Ewe. You know our language, it is very rich, but we don't have that wealth of 

words in the Ewe language. 1 cannot speak for other languages, but in Ewe 

whatever you may say, maybe, in two words in English, may be about six words 

and so, and so forth and so on. And the accents and other things, that is where the 

difference is. But we started making headway with the paper. Imagine that we were 

selling sorne of the paper in Togo. Maybe if that gentleman had lived up to this 

time and, maybe, if 1 had continued to work with him, and we had had faith in 

ourselves,. we would have [left] a mark on the paper. (Appendix 5, Q 29) 

Similarly, part of the multiple factors contributing to the unsuccessful attempts at 

promoting the local-language newspapers is precisely the writers' lack of the level of 
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density of Ewe expected by the readers. This situation contributes to the ideologies of 

language regarding the role of Ewe in Ghanaian print media . 

. In contrast to the aesthetics and stylistics of Ewe newspaper writers, the 

joumalists of Ghanaian English-Ianguage newspapers use unveiled expressions, familiar 

words, and direct denotational stylistics (see Irvine 1989; Silverstein 1979). In similar 

comparative analyses of language aesthetics deployed in English-Ianguage magazines, 

Koller contends that "[ ... ] the Financial Times [contrasted with the Business Week] 

shows by far the lowest metaphor density [ ... ] (2004: 78). In the Ghanaian context, one 

joumalist's report in the Daily Graphie (February 2005) demonstrates this point. The 

joumalist gives a straightforward account of the events, introducing the topic by listing 

the names of those who met, and providing the location of the meeting. Specifically, he 

recounts that eight chiefs in Eweland have resolved to collaborate in ensuring the 

development of their district in Kpando area. He cites the local-language name of the 

assembly of chiefs, namely, Balimefiawo (Chiefs afthe Valley), relating the members' 

determination to work harmoniously in lobbying for district projects. He then states the 

traditional titles of the Chiefs, specifying those who weie enthroned and those yet to be 

crowned. By revealing the names of the chiefs-elect in the English-Ianguage newspaper, 

the joumalist shows that he is more concemed about factual and denotational (Irvine 

1993; Silverstein 2004) characteristics of English-Ianguage news reporting rather than the 

Ewe oblique and veiled method of reporting with proverbs and other forms of verbal art. 

In fact, traditional decorum requires that information about a candidate awaiting 

coronation and enthronement should be concealed until the time of the ceremony. Despite 

this, the joumalist adopts the English-Ianguage aesthetic and stylistics at this point of the 

news report by stating the facts of the event. He recalls the speech of a member of the 

chiefs' assembly who exhorted his colleagues to unite in distributing projects in the 

district proportionate to the sustainable capacity of each area. He reports that the 

incumbent leader of the joint group handed over the mantle of leadership to a new leader, 

calling on all of the chiefs to cooperate with him. The new leader in tum exhorted the 

district govemment officiaIs to organize forums for the public discussion of development 

projects, urging the young people to collaborate with the chiefs to accomplish their 

respective district projects. The joumalist also recounts how the district's Member of 
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Parliament exhorted the chiefs to put aside their chieftaincy disputes, and to work 

cordially in their chiefdoms and acknowledge the wisdom of other opinions: "Mr 

Kosipah also wamed the politicization of development and said they [chiefs] should 

respect wisdom from all shades of opinions irrespective of political affiliation because it 

was 'the best way to move forward. ", The suggestion that the chiefs should accept the 

"wisdom" in public "opinions" ties in with English-Ianguage direct and denotational 

stylistics of news reporting (in Ghana) that cornes with democratic politics, whereby 

citizens contribute to democracy by expressing their points of view. By contrast, the 

density of Ewe goes hand-in-hand with a traditional system where a chief and his council 

of eiders are repositories of wisdom and oratory, and as such require no public opinion 

for their decisions (Rattray 1916; Yankah 1995). The joumalist concludes the news report 

by recalling how one of the chiefs claimed that a non-govemmental organization would 

arrange chieftaincy programs for members of the district to leam how to work together. 

The report thus reflects the cohabitation of two worlds: democratic politics, with a direct 

style of joumalism, versus a traditional system of politics, which has a verbal culture 

imbued with dense aesthetics and stylistics. In this report, the joumalist uses familiar 

diction in his clauses. For instance: "Addressing [the chiefs' assembly] at Wusuta to mark 

the third anniversary of the integration last weekend, the Paramount Chief of Tsrukpe, 

Togbe Sasraku, said [My emphasis] the new order of civilization was to unite for 

development." Theses clauses contain plain and unveiled expressions with which all 

readers would be familiar. Similarly, he uses the following familiar verbs in reported 

speeches: "say", "advise", "caution", "add", "wam", and "announce". He sets the report 

in a direct and denotational scheme based on uncovering facts, events, and leaders. 

Throughout the report, he uses direct and literaI expressions to communicate the news, 

beginning the article with the following: "Eight paramount chiefs in the Kpando district 

of the Volta Region have reaffirmed their commitment to work with one voice and 

common agenda to foster the rapid deveIopment of their areas." The joumalist thus 

portrays the aesthetics and stylistics of English-Ianguage joumalism in Ghana. 

In another news item of the Daily Graphie (February 21, 2005: 17), a joumalist 

reports on how the Ghanaian education programs should be skill-and-knowledge-based. 

In this report, the joumalist uses familiar diction, unveiled expressions, and denotational 
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stylistics. He begins the news item by recounting that the principal of a polytechnic 

proposes a reorganization of Ghanaian education from academic-based to skill-based. 

This initial paragraph reflects a denotational stylistics and direct aesthetics because it 

couches the report in familiar words and literaI expressions based on referential concems 

of Ghanaian news reporting. The editor of the Ghanaian Times and the Spectator 

describes this style in the following terms: 

So there is a tendency for people to assume that when they write about something, 

the reader already knows a certain background, and therefore they don't have to 

write a whole lot of things. But 1 keep on telling the reporters that every story 

should stand on its own. For example, ifyou look at today's paper, you will see that 

there is something on Ako Adjei's intersection. 1 don't know whether you read 

about it that they have renamed it [that is, the interchange]. The original story is not 

talking about [the historical reason for that name]. 1 said, look, the importance of 

this report is that Ako Adjei was one of the Big Six [at the dawn of Ghana's 

independence]. First of all, who do we refer to as Ako Adjei? Sorne people may not 

know. Secondly, what is the importance of this commissioning? Who knows where 

Ako Adjei came from at the independence time? So this is the kind of background 

that we need to take into account. This is a historical record. What we are 

publishing today will be [a point for reference] for sorne people, sorne time, 

somewhere. So ev en if it is one paragraph, we need to explain it, but 1 am sure that 

if you read three reports on this Ako Adjei, not all of them will include this very 

background. (Appendix 6, Q 12) 

This is evident in the entire first paragraph: "The Principal of the Accra Polytechnic, 

Professor Ralph Asabre, has called for a shift from mere acquisition of academic 

qualifications to knowledge and skill-based education if Ghana should become an 

industrialized nation." Similar denotational stylistics and unveiled aesthetics occur 

throughout the news item. 

The joumalist quotes the Principal's suggestion that Ghanaian education should 

be productive, that is, it should generate abundant and quality goods for both the local 
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and international markets, as expected of an educational institution like the Polytechnic. 

Specifying the occasion of the speech, namely, the graduation ceremony of Polytechnic 

graduates, he recounts the Principal's claim that tertiary education in Ghana has recently 

focused on national economic and deve10pmental needs rather than the achievement of 

mass education objectives. He notes the Principal's suggestion that there should be in

depth discussions on the re1evance of the tertiary education's form and substance to 

Ghanaian context: "He said the. relevance of tertiary education to national needs was still 

a growing concern for both govemment and citizens, and called for critical and 

meaningful discussions about the future form and substance of higher education in the 

country." This paragraph also contains familiar diction ("relevance", "needs", and 

"discussions"), denotational stylistics (in phrases such as "national needs", "growing 

concern", "critical and meaningful discussions") and direct aesthetics (in clauses such as 

"He said", "the relevance oftertiary education [ ... ] was [ ... ]", and "[he] called for [ ... ]"). 

The journalist also notes the contention of the Principal that the recent Higher 

National Diploma program in Ghana should be maximized by establishing similar skill

based institutes in Ghana, given that most local and foreign institutions lacked such skill

and-knowledge-based programs. He cites the Principal's argument that delays in 

reorganizing the education programs would have a series of consequences in Ghana: the 

situation would continue, the Ghanaians would migrate to other places for work, and the 

Polytechnics would lack instructors. He notes the number of annual applicants to the 

Polytechnic contrasted with the institute's capacity for admissions, recounting the 

Principal's advice to students to use the resources that lead to the Polytechnic programs. 

He concludes the news item by quoting the following declaration of the Principal: "If 

polytechnic graduates are known to be punctual, efficient, knowledgeable, hardworking 

and dutiful, morally upright, fair and honest, then society will make the polytechnic a 

first choice in the quest for tertiary education." The journalist thus uses familiar words 

and direct style, utilizing the verb "say" (of reported speech) to communicate the 

referential-centered news report. He makes no attempts to veil the information through 

the use of figures of speech, tropes; or other aesthetic devices, as characteristic of writers 

of Ewe newspapers. 
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A joumalist of the Ghanaian Times uses a referential-centered style, in deploying 

neutral aesthetics and familiar words to report on a shortage of gold for the local industry 

in Ghana. He commences the report by noting that although Ghana supplies gold for the 

world market, it provides little gold for the local jewellery industry. He recounts the 

political speech of the Ghanaian Minister of Mines, who stated that the Ghanaian 

govemment would ensure that the mining industry would supply enough go Id for local 

use. He notes that the Minister delivered the speech during a college students' jewellery 

exhibition at Weija (near Accra). He reports that the Minister lauded one of the mining 

industries that donated sorne go Id for the exhibition. He recalls the speech of the 

Ghanaian Minister of Trade, Industry, and President's Special Initiative, stating that the 

education sector should organize programs in high schools, enabling students to begin 

acquiring jewellery skills at an early stage of their education. He reports on how the 

Minister exhorts the go Id mining industries to sell their product in strategic world 

markets. He also notes the speech of a manager of one of the go Id mines who announced 

the dividends tha! his company paid to the govemment. This joumalist of the Ghanaian 

Times uses familiar verbs of reported speech such as "urge", "stress", and "say". He also 

uses phrases such as "shortage of supply", "local use", ""quality of its training", "supply 

anomaly", "industry's stagnation", and "strategic markets" that reflect neutral aesthetics. 

He uses familiar words such as "need", "produce", "refine", and "receive", which reflect 

referential-centered style. 

Another example of the aesthetics, stylistics, and language of the English

language newspaper appears on a front page of the Evening News. Ajoumalist reports on 

Ghana's parliamentarians' drivers, who petitioned the parliament for a raise in salary. He 

gives the gist of the story in the introduction: "The drivers of Members of Parliament 

have petitioned the leader of the august House, complaining that they are being cheated 

by their bosses" (Ibid., March 4, 2005:1). In this introduction, he set the clauses in 

familiar words, such as "petition", "complain", "cheat", and "boss." This paragraph 

contains unveiled expressions such as "petition the leader", "complaining that [ ... ]", and 

"the y are being cheated," which illustrate unconcealed language. 

In subsequent paragraphs, the joumalist notes the drivers' complaint that their 

salary is way below minimum wage. He recounts the following requests that the drivers 
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made to the Ghanaian parliament: to investigate the low wage, to pay the difference on 

their received salaries, and to take up the payment of their salary. He uses unveiled 

expressions, such as "petitioners prayed the parliament to investigate the issue," "compel 

the cheating MPs to pay them," and "the stipulated wage." In reporting that 150 drivers 

signed the petition, the joumalist utilizes the unveiled expression, "150 [ ... ] appended 

their signatures," as an example of direct and plain forms of communication. 

The joumalist uses other familiar words, such as "receive", "want", "p ay" , 

"arrears", and "collect," to specify that sorne MPs have paid the appropriate salary to 

their drivers. He recounts that the parliament organized a meeting to discuss the issue 

with the MPs, formulating this point in the following plain and direct expressions: "Mr. 

Bagbin said based on the merits of their petition, the leadership [of parliament] 

summoned a meeting with the MPs for a redress." The journalist recounts further that 

sorne MPs c1aimed they used part of the salary allocation to provide food for drivers. He 

reports the suggestion that the accounts office of parliament should deduct from the MPs' 

salaries the difference in salary that the drivers are entitled. He recounts that the leader of 

the committee for the complaint assured the newspaper inquirer that the issue would be 

resolved. Utilizing familiar words, such as "assure", "say", and "deplore," he conc1udes 

the report by recalling how the MPs were urged to treat their drivers weil. He also uses 

unveiled expressions like "deal with their drivers humanely," "it would free the drivers 

from whatever purported exploitation they were going through, " and "the accounts 

department unfortunateIy did not have the capacity, both human and technical, to carry 

out this policy." These examples illustrate the directness of language characteristic of the 

Ghanaian English-language newspapers. This denotational style specific to the Ghanaian 

English-language newspapers contributes to the writers' views about the roles of 

language in Ghanaian print media. These views attest to the ideologies of language in 

Ghana. 

B. Literacy in Ewe compared with English 

The pragmatics of Ewe literacy differs from that of English-language in Ghana. 

Given that this topic occupied a central stage in the discussions of my Ghanaian 
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informants on language policies and education programs, l intend to examine how the 

different types of literacy in Ghana contribute to the ideologies of language on the print 

media. Unlike Finnegan (1988) who contrasted literacy with orality, Scribner and Cole. 

(1981) conducted similar studies, contrasting three distinctive types of literacy in the Vai 

society of West Africa, which could shed light on my explorations of this topic. In 

particular, they observe three types of literacy corresponding to three different languages, 

namely, traditional socializing for the initiation of boys and girls in Vai, English

language school for children whose parents could afford the money and time, and the 

Qur'an memorization program in Arabic, mostly for children with a Muslim background. 

They notice that apart from the linguistic distinctions that characterize these forms of 

literacy, they are also marked by a dominant social sphere. Specifically, whereas Vai 

literacy operates on "traditional economic and social activities", English-Ianguage 

literacy centers on modem economic activities and administrative functions, and Arabic 

literacy hinge on religious activities. The authors also observe that while the socialization 

of natives in English and Arabic requires literacy skills for written texts, traditional 

soCÎalization does not require knowledge of written Vai (Ibid., p. 31). Similarly, whereas 

English-language and Arabic (Qur'an) literacy require a cash economy, Vai literacy takes 

place without a cash economy (Ibid., p. 54). 

Scribner and Cole report that the Vai people begin leaming Vai script at the age 

of fourteen. Individuals who leam Vai script are motivated to do so for personal reasons, 

such as the mastery of writing skills for correspondence with family members, and the 

utilization of writing skills to document farming activities (Ibid., p. 64). They notice that 

Vai literacy does not involve institutionalized leaming, given that the Vai people 

generally leam Vai script from a friend, a colleague, and only occasionally an instructor. 

In these cases, the leaming process operates on an individual basis. Scribner and Cole 

observe that the leaming of Qur'an (Arabic), in contrast, takes place in a comparatively 

institutionalized setting, with about six to twelve children per instructor. They note that 

English literacy involves institutionalized schooling, a teacher, and pupils. Further 

contrasting the three, they observe that Vai literacy is related to traditional life, Arabic 

literacy involves Muslim religion, and English literacy is directed toward practical events 

such as official language policy, govemmental administrative positions, and commerce. 
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English literacy enhances the social status of the person (i.e., acquisition of social 

position and new ways of thinking in the nation-state system), while the Vai script does 

not lead to a social position. Rather, it reinforces the status of Vai person, given that Vai 

landlord, property-owner, eIder, and so on, are those who often partake in such literacy 

(Ibid., p. 71). The authors further point out that the most striking difference between 

literates in Vai and English is reflected in fact that there is an abundance of written media 

(newspapers, magazines, and books) in English, as compared with the scanty amount of 

reading texts in Vai (Ibid., p. 86). 

Scribner and Cole' s (1981) explorations of literacy in Vai society provide relevant 

points for inquiry into the goals, the agents, the contents, the programs, the expected 

linguistic skills, and the targets of the forms of language literacy in Ghana. 

1° Goals 

Ewe literacy aims to enable adults to develop writing skills in their own language, 

and in particular to be able to document their farming activities, record property 

contracts, and write letters. It also works toward the mastery of reading skills, especially 

the Bible, as weIl as tracts on rural development and hygiene. By contrast, the goals of 

English-Ianguage literacy are directed toward the acquisition of professional skills in 

scientific subjects such as the sciences, politics, journalism, medicine, and so on. For 

example, the Graphic corporation organizes workshops to enhance the language of those 

working on Ghanaian-English newspapers. As the editor of the Daily Graphie states: 

[ ... ] The assumption is that anyone who has successfully passed his exams is at 

least qualified,but sometimes, you realize that he studied in joumalism but he did 

not study English formally as a subject. Therefore, even though he has the degree, 

he has the deficiency in the language. You cannot foresee sorne of those things. So, 

what we do here is that, on a very regular basis, we run programs on English 

proficiency for our staff. We organize seminars and training workshops on how to 

write, including language use, and we bring lecturers from the university, from the 

English Department to have interactions with our people [ .... ] (Appendix 4, Q5) 
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This testimony demonstrates that the goals associated with Ewe literacy are different 

from those associated with English-Ianguage literacy. 

2° Agents 

Missionaries, colonial traders, and educationists established Ewe literacy in 

Ghana (Togo and Benin). For instance, missionaries estab1ished schools and missions 

where they used Ewe as the medium of instruction (Verdon 1983; Ansre 1970). Colonial 

traders, too, were interested in Ewe because they wanted to directly communicate with 

the native traders (McWilliam and Kwamena-Poh 1975; Graham 1971; Debrunner 1965). 

As a result, the traders convinced the colonial administration to set up basic schools in the 

co10ny. In this way, the early colonial schools were established, first in the castle and 

forts, and then gradually within the colony. Eventually, the colonial administration 

established a few public schools for a number of reasons, inc1uding the need to gain more 

administrative control over the natives, to demarcate boundaries of various local 

languages, and to de termine land ownership (Engmann 1986). However, in comparison 

with the missionary schools, the colonial public schools gave prominence to European 

languages, because they pursued different goals. 

The colonial and postcolonial governments implemented English-Ianguage 

literacy to train future govemment functionaries, political leaders, and professionals 

(doctors, lawyers, joumalists, teachers, and so on). Govemment officiaIs, such as 

politicians, educationists, and administrators, sustained English-Ianguage literacy by 

formulating education policies, which they backed with social infrastructure, such as 

schools, textbooks, teachers, and subsidies. For example, the govemment officiaIs 

enforced a compulsory basic education for all children between six and twelve. 

3° Contents 

The contents of the Ewe literacy program differ from those of the English

language literacy pro gram. Whereas the missionaries focused on hymns, prayers, the 

Bible, and the Christian liturgy for Ewe literacy, officiaIs directing English-Ianguage. 
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literacy focused on politics, joumalism, sciences, medicine, and career development. As 

attested in Atumpani (November 1994; March 1994), the contents of the letters of the 

adult literacy students in general comprised everyday life concems, such as exchanges of 

greetings, requests for information on the wellbeing of the addressee, expressions of 

gratitude to their instructors, requests to govemment representatives (conceming 

textbooks and remuneration of instructors, appeals for donations (i.e., tools for crafts), 

and invitations to illiterates to join the program. 

The contents of the English-language literacy program can be found in the Daily 

Graphie of February 21,2005 where it is reported that the politician, J. H. Mensah, urged 

the Ghanaian students to articulate the Queen's English and to study adequately so that 

they could obtain lucrative career, as well as partake in the reconstruction of their nation. 

In the same report, Kwesi Andam (the vice chancellor of Kwame Nkrumah University of 

Science and Technology) exhorted students to study science and technology programs in 

view of obtaining good careers after their education. He also urged the school 

administrators to enforce discipline in the public schools. Similarly, in the report, the 

Principal of Sunyani Polytechnic, Dr. Kwasi Nsiah-Gyabaa, implored the education 

administration to reintroduce moral education programs in the schools to help students 

avoid negative tendencies such as drug abuse, a1coholism, occultism, and disrespect 

toward authority (Appendix 8, Excerpt 3). The contents of literacy in this way contribute . 

to the language divide in Ghana: while Ewe literacy centers on rural activities, orality and 

religion, English-language literacy leads to career development and good citizen 

formation (see Femandez 1986). 

4° Programs 

The Ewe literacy program is mostly oriented toward reading. By contrast, the 

English-language literacy pro gram is aimed at offering skills in creative writing, as well 

as reading, goveming, and administering. For instance, a student enrolled in the Ewe 

literacy program wrote a letter to the govemment suggesting that the adult literacy 

program should not be restricted to the teaching of the local-language, but the teachtng of 

both English and local language. The adult education program exc1udes the teaching of 
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English because the program operates on non-formaI schooling basis, which IS 

characteristic of local-language programs. 

Another student appealed to the Ghanaian Ministry of Education to allow students 

from adult literacy programs to continue their education at a junior high schoollevel. The 

student also entreated the Ministry to remunerate the instructors of the adult literacy 

program so that they could be more committed to their work (Atumpani January 1994: 

3). In another edition of Atumpani, a writer attests to the po or remuneration given to Ewe 

literacy instructors, recounting that the administrative personnel for the Ewe adult literacy 

pro gram awarded the instructors bicycles and sewing machines for volunteering their 

time for the adult literacy pro gram. This shows how Ewe literacy is not as 

professionalized as that of English, and as such most adult literacy workers are not 

included on the payroll. 

The two types of literacy programs in Ghana differ in a number of ways. For 

example, whereas literacy in English is institutionalized (schools, professional teachers, 

administrators, and so on), literacy in Ewe is non-institutionalized (non-formaI 

environment, volunteer instructors, facilitators, and so on). This difference is reflected on 

the front page of Atumpani, in which students of adult education wrote a letter to the 

editor thanking a benefactor for allowing them to use his home facilities. Likewise, the 

Ewe literacy pro gram has more women than men enrolees (Atumpani March 1994: 4), 

while the English literacy programs have more men than women. According to Ghana 

Statistics Service's 2002 census, the percentage of women enrolled in Ewe literacy 

program is 60%, compared with 40% for men. 

5° Expected linguistic skills 

Conceming the linguistic skills pursued, the missionaries encouraged the leaming 

of Ewe and English, but the govemment officiaIs promoted the leaming of the 

administrative language of the time (varying between German, French, and English), so 

that Ewe was taught only during the first three grades of primary school. As a result, the 

mission schools, which were private schools, tended to produce more bilingual education 
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programs, whereas the colonial and postcolonial administrators concentrated on 

mono lingual programs. 

Because the mission schools implemented more bilingual programs, those schools 

graduated more individuals who later occupied administrative positions in the country. 

For example, the first President of the Republic of Ghana, Kwame Nkrumah was a 

former student of a minor seminary, that is, a Catholic mission school where Ghanaian 

seminarians train. Like other officiaIs and administrators in Ghana, Jerry John (J.J.) 

Rawlings who has been the President of Ghana in 1990s also trained in mission schools. 

60 Targeted groups 

Whereas Ewe literacy was first intended to convert people to Christianity and 

create better-informed Christians, English-language literacy historically involved the 

e1ite, the politicians, the administrators, the lawyers, and teachers. During an interview, 

Yankah reveals that sorne politicians seek proficiency in a local language, so that they 

can communicate with the ordinary people. He says: 

[ ... n]ow, it is an advantage to have a Public Relation Officer who speaks two 

Ghanaian languages or who speaks more than one Ghanaian language. At Makola 

market, they are not going to talk to them in English. Ga, or Ewe, or Akan is what 

will be expected. That is what will be expected. That is part ofbeing a good PR: the 

ability to communicate with c1arity to the ordinary man. l think there is sorne 

goodwill there that the newspapers have not exploited. And l think it is for the 

National Commission of Culture not just to ask state-owned papers and so on to 

devote a page or two, but to start, themselves, to do appeals for funding and do a 

pilot project, and to see how the people have [favorably] responded. (Appendix 3, 

Q5) 

As indicated in this citation, the interest of the politicians and the administrators is not 

centered on the written language. Usually, it focuses on the proficiency in the spoken 

language. 
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Politicians seek to use the medium of the local languages to communicate the 

govemment's intentions and plans to the ordinary people, particularly those dwelling in 

the rural areas. In this light, the Free Press of April 1, 2005 reports that Daniel Botwe, 

minister of information in Ghana, launched the Ga-language version of the Ghanaian 

president's speech on the state of the nation in 2005. The news quotes the minister to 

have stressed the re1evance of translating such speeches from English into other Ghanaian 

languages. He further adds that the translations should be aimed at establishing "an open 

society" in Ghana and rendering the govemment more "accountable to the people" 

(Appendix 8, Excerpt 4). English literacy is intended for those who will be leaders and 

functionaries of the govemment, whereas Ewe literacy is more necessary for future 

Christians and a few language teachers. 

Overall, in mastering literacy in either English or the local languages, the only 

common variable for leamers is the desire to attain symbolic proficiency. While those 

who seek English literacy discuss the necessity to acquire Queen's English 

'(pronunciation especially, grammar, and lexical items), those who seek local-language 

literacy focus on attaining density in the language. To illustrate the symbolic identity 

related to adopting the Queen's English (that is, the Received English), the Daily Graphie 

of February 21, 2005 reported that the Senior Minister of State of Ghana, J. H. Mensah, 

urged both teachers and students in Ghana to always communicate in Queen's English. 

The Minister of State stressed the need for students to opt for Standard English, since 

proficiency in English would ensure a better performance in their courses. He also 

exhorted the students to read newspapers, periodicals and library books to acquire more 

vocabulary. He announced that a language laboratory would be built in one of the 

secondary schools to help the students attain proficiency in English. He admonished the 

students to avoid "negative tendencies" such as drug abuse, alcoholism, and sexual 

promiscuity (Appendix 8, Excerpt 3). This exhortation shows that sorne Ghanaians attach 

symbolic value to perfection in the spoken language: sorne Ghanaians view chiefs, eIders, 

chiefs interpreter, poets, and so on, as symbols of perfect local-language speakers, 

whereas they see the Queen as the model of perfect English speaker. 



CHAPTERVI 

IDEOLOGIES OF LANGUAGE DISCOURSES AND PRACTICES 
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In this chapter, 1 will examine topics, such as the discourse of writers on roles of 

language in the media, language-attitudinal issues, and translations, drawing on Woolard 

and Schieffelin's (1994) definition of ideologies of language, as well as Spitulnik's 

(1993; 1998) discussions on media perceptions. 1 will also tap into the views of 

Fernandez (1986) on lexical territoriality to examine why Ghanaian writers associate 

English with written media, and Ewe with orality and speech genres. 1 will also include 

the works of Ngugi (1991), Appiah (1992), Bourdieu (1979), Irvine (1989), and Simon 

(2000) to discuss language policies, social class, hierarchization of languages, nation

state strategies, political economy of the language of media, cultural components of 

translation, and so on. Throughout this investigation, 1 will draw attention to the 

implications of these topics for the development of Ghanaian-Ianguage print media. 

A. Language factors 

10
. Trends of discussions on the use of Ghanaian languages 

Certain scholars argue for the use of a local language in schools when it is the first 

language of the children, noting how it enhances their learning (Brock-Utne 2000). 

Others oppose this stance, arguing that it would lead to distinctive hierarchical social 

groups, or sectarianism with low political, social and economic developments of those 

using the vernacular in school. Sorne scholars recommend the use of the local languages 

in schools and media for the cultural and economic development of the nation (Fafunwa 

1967; Ansre 1970), and for international politico-economic ties (pellow & Chazan 1986; 

Shillington 1992). 

For independence, African countries adopted colonial languages as official 

languages, and a number of local languages as national languages (Foster 1965; Graham 

1971; Brock-Utne 2000; Mfum-Mensah 2005). Ghana, for example, adopted English as 

the official language for administration and education, as well as for inter-regional 

communication. At the same time, the Ghanaian languages serve as mother tongues and, 

as such, mediums of expression for national commerce, music, funerals, religious 

ceremonies, traditional social life and other forms of oral tradition. In Ghana, the views 

on language use in schools and media have lead to the association of languages to two 
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domains: English is associated with institutionalized education and print media, whereas 

local languages are associated with traditional life and orality. These perceptions of 

language use in a multilingual situation are therefore based on ideologies of language, 

which shape the preeminence accorded to one language over another. Ideologies of 

language are thus depicted in language policies, perception of educated Ghanaians, 

official language versus national identity, and ranking of languages. Yet previous studies 

give little attention to the multilingual context versus ideologies oflanguage. Rather, they 

explore secondary topics such as colonial and postcolonial ideologies (Mfum-Mensah 

2005), politico-economic (Fafunwa 1967; Ansre 1970; Graham 1971), international 

relations (Pellow & Chazan 1986; Shillington 1992), and cultural issues (Ansre 1970). To 

investigate these topics, 1 draw on Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) broad view of 

ideologies of language, Irvine (1993) and Cohn's (1987) exploratioJ;1s of colonial 

perceptions and politics that influence language usage, Bourdieu's (1979) study on 

habitus, commoditization, and the acquisition of language-related social signifiers, 

Silverstein's (1979) notion offormallinguistic features and assumptions about language, 

Fernandez's (1986) ideas about lexical territoriality oflanguage, Spitulnik (1993; 1998) 

discussions of the media perceptions, as weIl as Ngugi (1991) and Appiah's (1992) 

discussions on the attitudes of postcolonial African writers. 

1 will first take a close look at the views of Ghanaian novelists and journalists 

(henceforth writers) with regard to the ideologies of language. Given the multifarious 

factors that contribute to ideologies of language (Woolard and Schieffelin 1994), 1 will 

then examine language-attitudinal factors which contribute to the roles of English and 

Ewe in Ghanaian print media. 

20 Ghanaian writers 

The Ghanaian writers reflect ideologies of language in their discourses, a set of 

views that concern the use of English as opposed to Ewe in the print media. They 

de scribe the roles of languages in Ghanaian print media in terms of a social divide: 

whereas they attribute to Ewe features of orality, they ascribe to English features 

pertaining to written texts, categorizing the languages in linguistic territoriality (see 
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Femandez 1986). For example, one joumalist, having worked both with the English

language newspaper, Daily Guide., and Ewe newspaper, Midim, holds that English 

permits a writer to express the basic idea of a story more directly, beginning with the 

particular and proceeding to the more general, whereas Ewe makes a writer proceeds 

from the general to the particular points. He contends: 

Yes, there is a difference, because in writing English newspapers, when it is news, 

we go straight to the point, and then begin to unpack it. However, with the 

vemacular newspapers, we start out at [the base of] the pyramid, and work our way 

up. Conversely, in English we start with the gist of the story, maybe beginning with 

the first paragraph, then proceeding to the second paragraph, and so on, but in 

vemacular newspapers, it is the other way round. (Appendix 5, Q28) 

He also daims that whereas English vocabulary facilitates concise and preCIse or 

syntactically measured expressions of thought, Ewe words are prone to syntactic 

verbosity (Appendix 5, Q29). These daims about English and Ewe contribute to the roles 

that writers associate with them regarding the Ghanaian print media. The writer attributes 

to the languages in Ghana features re1ated to separate lexical territoriality (Femàndez 

1986). That is, they view English and Ewe in terms of stylistics and expository traits that 

pertain to the written versus orality versions of the languages rather than to the intrinsic 

features of languages themselves. For instance, writers daim that the best literary 

productions in English are seen in the texts of writers, such as novelists, poets, 

. joumalists, and so on, yet when they describe the best literary productions in Ewe they 

refer to the speech of chiefs, royal spokespersons, oratory, and so on. These ideologies of 

language have contributed to a series of articulations of perceptions about the social roles 

of English and Ewe in Ghana: orality versus written text, illiterates/less educated versus 

specialists/professionals, local languages versus English, traditional versus urban, and so 

on. 

Ideologies of language are reflected in discourses that favor language purism and 

standards (Kroskity 1994; Mi1roy and Milroy 1985). For instance, the editor of the Daily 

Graphie points out that, given the three instances of determiners in English (definite, 
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indefinite, and zero articles) as contrasted to those (i.e., definite and zero articles) of the 

Ghanaian languages, sorne English-language joumalists tend to omit determiners, 

adopting unconsciously the constituents of syntax of their local languages (Appendix 4, 

QI and 2). The Ghanaians critique this unconscious linguistic event, advocating the use 

the appropriate constituents of English syntax in their news reports. 

Another example that lends support to ideologies of language arises in the way 

Ghanaians have gained proficiency in English as opposed to the Ghanaian languages. For 

instance, while Ghanaian Ewes are proficient in the written version of English, most of 

them are often found to be lacking mastery of the written form of Ewe. For example, the 

editor of both the Ghanaian Times and the Speetator admits that many of his colleagues 

lack literacy skills in their native Ghanaian language (Appendix 6, QI7). The editor of 

the Daily Graphie acknowledges this situation, pointing out that sorne of his colleagues 

speak the local language, but do not write it (Appendix 4, Q23). This situation arose 

because as the Ghanaians trained in English-language literacy they tend to associate 

English with written texts, written proficiency, literacy, professionalism, urban 

community, and so on, whereas they associate Ewe with verbal messages, proficiency in 

orality, absence of literacy, absence of professionalism, rural society, and so on. These 

perceptions regarding the roles of English and Ewe in Ghanaian print media have 

co·ntributed to social classes and representations in Ghana (see Femandez 1986; Irvine 

1989), such that whereas Ghanaian print media evoke English-language as the medium of 

writing, the print media do not count Ewe as a medium of writing. For instance, the 

joumalist of the Daily Guide, who worked at Midim in the past, lends support to these 

perceptions. He admits, for example, that he has shortcomings in the written form of 

Ewe, recounting long hours he spent translating articles from English into the Ewe 

newspaper, Midim, contrasted with the amount of time he spends writing reports in 

English (Appendix 5, Q24, 29 and 36). 

Unlike sorne Ewes who lack proficiency in written Ewe, Awoonor, a Ghanaian 

novelist who writes in English, describes the extent of his immersion in the local 

language (Appendix 1, QI2), thereby partly contradicting Ngugi's (1991) views of the 

colonization of the mind of the Africans. Yet in affirming how proficient he is in Ewe, he 

refers to constituents regarding Ewe orality. In particular, he discloses how he transposes 
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aspects of the complexity and density of Ewe verbal art in his novels written in English 

(Appendix 1, Q3, 8, 12, and 13). Thus, on the bases of Fernandez's (1986) explanation of 

lexical territoriality, and Irvine's (1989) notions on the differential social roles of 

language usage, Awoonor's views, as exemplar of the common perceptions of Ghanaian 

writers on the roles of English and Ewe, reflect the ideologies of language, given that 

whereas he identifies Ewe with the domain of verbal genres, he associates English with 

the domain of written genres. 

The editor of Kpodoga, for instance, observes that when a local-language 

journa1ist works solely on a Ghanaian-language newspaper, he or she stands little chance 

of ever gaining recognition from the general public or from colleagues who work for 

English-language newspapers. He points out that to gain public recognition, local

language journalists must contribute articles to national and international English

language newspapers and magazines, publishing articles on the rural community in the 

national newspapers, which are written in English (Appendix 7, Q15, 16, and 20). He 

also observes that the value attached to the use of the local languages, such as Ewe, in 

print media and education, is dwindling. He notes that while Ewes in their sixties value 

works in their local languages, those younger show no such interest (Appendix 7, Q15 

and 16). He observesjust how difficult it is to .find a professional journalist to work for a 

local-language newspaper, noting that, for example, professional journalists are unwilling 

to work for Ghanaian-language newspapers because they know that English-language 

newspapers are more valued than local-language papers (Appendix 7, QlO). As he 

asserts: 

[English-language journalists] will not be willing to come down to their roots and 

work on local language newspapers. On the other hand, if you were willing to work 

on local language newspapers and, at the same time, you were able to convincingly 

write about the problems of rural dwellers in the national newspapers, su ch as the 

Ghanaian Times and Daily Graphie, then of course, they would value your work 

very much and respect you. The community members, too, know very well that 

their problems can reach the authorities more readily through the National 

newspapers than through the local language newspapers. (Appendix 7, Q15) 
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This statement reveals that both social recognition and the value attached to the language, 

for instance English versus Ewe, contribute to the status ascribed to the newspapers, as 

well as the relevance of newspapers as textual byproducts within limited temporal frame 

(see Bate 2002), in the Ghanaian public sphere. 

Another factor significant for the emergence of ideologies of language regarding 

print media in Ghana concerns the economic aspect of ideologies of language (see Marx 

1989). Yankah, for instance, thinks that most Ghanaians are entang1ed in their cravings 

for foreign culture and economic products. As he remarks: 

[ ... ] It is our attitudes to our own culture. It is purely attitudes to our own culture 

and our own environment: the yearning for anything foreign, the alien, western, and 

so-called global phenomena, they look at the economics of language, and only 

consider what job their sons can get in studying Ewe or Fante, or Ga for a degree at 

the University? This is a serious part of the problem we have inherited [ .... ] 

(Appendix 3, Q3) 

Ghanaians writers attribute degrees of status to social roles of languages in Ghana 

with respect to linguistic valuation (see Spitulnik 1998), social recognition (see Irvine 

1989), preferences (see Bourdieu 1979), linguistic transpositions (see Woolard and 

Schieffelin 1994; Fernandez 1986; Silverstein 1979), and economic value of language 

(see Irvine 1989; Bourdieu 1979; Cohn 1987), which contribute to ideologies of language 

regarding Ghanaian print media. For instance, in Midim (May 2001, p.2), an editor 

bemoans the lack of value that most Ewes accord to their local language. Instead, the 

editor notes, most educated Ewes have manifested an interest in international languages 

such as English, French, German, and so on. The editor urges young Ewes to renew their 

interest in the language by using it regardless oftheir geographicallocation (Appendix 9, 

Excerpt 8). Similarly, in Midim (June 2001, p.2), Dzobo grieves how the Ewes, in 

particular those who sojourn abroad, have abandoned their native language. He urges 

them to regain an interest in their language, for example by translating works into the 

language, by producing books in it, and by speaking it, regardless of their geographical 

location (Appendix 9, Excerpt 9). The attitudes addressed by the Midim editor and Dzobo 
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are the instances of ideologies of language that contribute to the perceptions of the roles 

of language in Ghanaian print media. 

Ghanaians contend that English is the language that provides economic value, 

social status, and medium of sociocultural transpositions in Ghana. In a counterargument 

published in Midim (August 200 1, p. 2), a writer urges Ewes to read this newspaper in 

the same extent as they read the Daily Graphie, the state-owned English-language 

newspaper (Appendix 9, Excerpt 10.2). Similarly, in Midim (September-October 2001, 

p.8), it is reported that Dzobo once again encourages Ewe emigrants to use their 

language, giving examples of how in spite of his long years of study and several years of 

travel abroad, he always dreams in his native Ghanaian language, Ewe. In the same vein, 

a writer exhorts the Ewe chiefs to speak their native language during aU of their official 

ceremonies (Appendix 9, Excerpts 11.1 and 11.2), reminding them that as the principal 

authorities for promoting the Ghanaian language, they are expected to use the language in 

aU public discourses. As leaders of their communities, chiefs are the custodians of the 

language, customs, norms and symbols oftheir people (see Verdon 1983; Yankah 1995, 

Finnegan 1970; Nukunya 1969; Ellis [1890]1971; Busia 1964). On this view, the chiefs 

are expected to reflect the color, vigor and vibrancy of their culture. Consequently, during 

traditional events, when they choose to speak in Englishrather than their local language, 

joumalists see such a choice as a contradiction that blurs the symbolic essence of their 

social position, rooted as it is in language and culture. Similarly, in Midim (April 2004, 

p.6), a writer decries the attitudes of sorne teachers and students who believe that only the 

less educated Ghanaians should study their local language in schools (Appendix 9, 

Excerpt 13). These attempts which aimed to promote interest in the use of Ewe as a 

medium of writing reflect conservative or Neotraditionalist sentiments (see Kroskity 

1994); they thus contribute to views on the lexical territoriality of languages and their 

roles in Ghanaian print media. One implication of these perceptions for the roles of 

languages in the print media is that, whereas Ghanaian writers associate English with 

modem lifestyle, they associate Ewe with traditionallifestyle. As a result, the contents of 

the English-language print media, for example, tend to focus on urban and modem 

lifestyle, promoting social status signifiers with which Ghanaians associate themselves. 
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In contrast, the contents of Ewe newspapers center on rural lifestyle with which most 

Ghanaian attempt to dissociate themselves. 

Overall, the examples cited from various newspapers c1early illustrate the range 

of varied and even contradictory attitudes conceming the values, preferences, options, 

choices, and interests in the manifestation of ideologies of language, and how these 

attitudes relate to the language divide: official language, in this case English, versus the 

Ghanaian languages, ranking from those designated the national languages to those local 

languages deployed in political discourses and those that are not part of the political 

discourses. 

B. Language-attitudinal factors 

In this section, 1 also explore the interplay of other complex factors that contribute 

to the roles of languages in the Ghanaian print media. 1 examine four basic factors as 

follows: language policies since the colonial period in Ghana, emergence of educated 

professionals in Ghana, incorporating different language communities in a nation-state, 

and various attempts made to neutralize Ghanaian languages in favor of the Official 

language. 1 begin by discussing the historical context of language policies in Ghana. 

10 Language Policies 

When the Ghanaian-Ianguage Issues first surfaced during the British colonial 

period in Ghana, the administrators were initially perplexed because they could neither 

see the importance of the local languages nor imagine their role in education (Foster 

1965; Mfum-Mensah 2005; Graham 1971) .. However, missionaries and merchants 

advocated for a systematic study of local languages, and for the use of these languages in 

their missionary and mercantile enterprises. These officiaIs contribute to the codification 

and perceptions of the language in print media (see Irvine 1993; Cohn's 1987; Ngugi 

1991; Appiah 1992). For instance, McWilliam and Kwamena-Poh (1975) note that, at the 

time when schools were conducted in casties and forts, schoolmasters, chaplains, traders, 

travelers, and those directIy involved in education had aIl made significant attempts to 
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reduce the local languages to writing, but those actively involved in education could not 

often see any value in developing the writing and teaching of the local languages. The co

authors observe that, in addition to the negative attitudes of sorne of the colonial 

administrators in connection with the Ghanaian languages, those working on the written 

form of the local languages "had to wrestle with the manifold problems of orthography" 

(Ibid., p. 24-26). Thus, language poli ci es have been politically influenced since the 

British colonial era in Ghana. English has been adopted as the official language for 

administration and education, and has become the inter-regional mode of expression. 

Thus, while the Ghanaian languages spoken in the various regional areas remain 

the first languages of those originating from and dwelling in those regions, English serves 

as the primary medium of education from Upper primary school (grade four) through to 

the university. A few local languages (Akan, Dagaare, Dagbani, Ewe, Ga, Nzema, and 

Hausa), termed the "national languages," were used as the initial medium of instruction 

in the primary schools, but there were no quality pedagogie materials in the Ghanaian 

languages, due to the official language policies. 

Graham (1971) notes the anomalous situation of official language policy in the 

history of education in Ghana, recalling how the colonial education board categorized 

three local languages as worthy of examination in the schools. He writes: 

In 1932 the two Akan languages of Twi and Fanti - and by 1938, Ewe and Ga -

were accepted by the Cambridge University Local Examination Syndicate as 

examinable subjects equivalent to other languages, and were included in the 

curricula for all three schools. (Graham 1971: 162) 

Though Akan (with its dialect-cluster), Ewe, and Ga are now studied even at the 

university-level in sorne universities in Ghana, official language poli ci es are still 

changing. Wh ether these language poli ci es were promulgated by the colonial 

administration or by the postcolonial governments of Ghana, there are no significant 

differences in what they formulated (Boahene-Agbo 1987). Starting with the language 

poli ci es of Govemor Guggisburg in 1925, to the education review pro gram of the PNP 

govemment in 2004, the same inconsistencies can be found regarding the use of local 
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languages in Ghana's educational system: the use of local languages is sometimes 

encourage d, and at other times discouraged by government officiaIs and scholars. 

As another example of inadequate implementation of language policies in Ghana, 

the govemment negatively reviewed these language policies several times without 

offering any alternative. In 2002, the govemment dec1ared that the previous language 

poli ci es did not address the economic needs of Ghana. Until 2002, the national languages 

were compulsory from the primary school level to the senior secondary level, alongside 

English. Since 2004, these new language poli ci es have prioritized English and French, 

attempting to prepare Ghanaians for international economic and trade relations in the sub

Saharan Africa. As a follow-up measure, in 2004, the govemment came up with a 

whitepaper in which it reviewed and reframed its stance on language instruction, stating: 

[ ... ] the facts of geography impose on Ghana a necessity to promote among wide 

segments of the commercial and financial sector's work forces a proficiency in the 

French language. Being an English-speaking country is also a source of 

considerable competitive advantage in international economic and political 

relations, which Ghana needs to build upon. Therefore, govemment has in the past 

encouraged a policy of early introduction to English and French [ .... ] (Appendix 

10, Govemment Whitepaper) 

Yankah comments on these policies regarding the language of instruction, stating: "[ ... ] 

we used to have the Ghana language as compulsory, but very unfortunately that policy 

was discontinued for no good reason that l can think of [ ... ]" (Appendix 3, QI). He notes 

two key factors that have contributed to the lack of implementation of favorable policies 

on Ghanaian-Ianguages: first, the lack of political will on the part of politicians to back 

policy decisions and, second, legislative initiators' lack of courage to pursue policies on 

the Ghanaian languages (Appendix 3, QI and 4). 

Awoonor observes that the new language policies elicited uproar throughout the 

country. Many reactions ensued, particularly on the part of the Ghanaian-Ianguage 

teachers and workers, who argued that not only was the new policy scientifically 

unfounded, it was also linguistically inappropriate, given that it opted for English as the 
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medium of education in kindergarten and primary schools, whereas the majority of pupils 

dwelling in rural areas began their education possessing exclusive knowledge of the 

Ghanaian languages. The reactions toward the 2002 language policies culminated with a 

press conference organized by the lecturers and deans of sorne of the Departments at the 

University of Ghana to denounce the changes (Appendix 1, QI). 

Throughout the history of education in Ghana one factor de serves special 

attention conceming the ro1e of local languages in education. The language policies have 

failed to provide what is required to develop and subsequently sustain written media in 

the Ghanaian languages. And since colonial times, there has been a lack of political 

initiative to back local-language policies. By the same token, there has been a lack of 

political will to implement the policies that would improve the status of the written media 

in the local languages. 

2° Emergence of professionals 

In Ghana, the system of education that propagated English as the official language 

precipitated the emergence of a new class in Ghanaian society, namely, the elite or 

educated professionals. This class was, and remains, amorphous, because unlike the 

typical organic social class, as described by Bourdieu (1979), it is a coalition of educated 

people who do not necessarily share other properties. Because of their education, these 

educated professionals have been associated with the English language and other status 

signifiers that have characterized their privileged education and position in the Ghanaian 

public sphere. How did the phenomenon of the emerging educated professionals affect 

the development of the written media in the African languages? Appiah sees the attitudes 

of the elite or educated professionals in Africa as a contributing factor to the emergence 

of African literature in English, French, and Portuguese rather than in the local African 

languages. The elite have become what Appiah terms "europhones" (1992: 4, 54), that is, 

African writers who promote literature in the European languages rather than writing in 

the African languages. 

De Graft Johnson confrrms the emergence ofthis quasi-social class by delineating 

the social values and attitudes that they adopt: 
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Below the British caste, a new African elite gradually emerged. These were 

those who had access to British and European schools in Ghana and overseas ... 

This group of educated Africans came to be referred to as the Intelligentsia 

(although the term is now less frequently used). What were the characteristics of 

this group? They were mostly in occupations which enabled them to live weIl. In 

many instances, they had access to family wealth. They affected a European style 

of dress [ .... ]" (1966: 109) 

In these words, De Graft Johnson indicates the values cultivated by the elite. Did the 

emerging social class in Ghana find in the local languages a sufficient mark of 

"distinction," in Bourdieu's (1979) sense of the word, to sustain the media in the local 

Ghanaian languages? 

Sorne educated Ghanaians demonstrate unfavorable attitudes towards their own 

local language, although the editor of both the Ghanaian Times and the Speetator argue 

that those who are literate in, or have worked with, Ghanaian languages should not be 

perceived as illiterates or as uneducated. In this regard, the editor cites a Ghanaian, 

popularly known as Koo Nimo, who is a professional researcher in the sciences, yet also 

sings folk or popular music in Akan, mainly as a pastime (Appendix 6, Q20). This is 

significant in the public sphere as it reveals that performing in the local languages is not 

synonymous with illiteracy. Nonetheless, this instance of the local language use pertains 

only to the domain of orality. In fact, instances of negative attitudes towards local 

languages are widespread. Sorne educated Ghanaians have promoted views that dissuade 

young adults from developing positive attitudes towards their own local languages. 

Examples of such negative attitudes are manifold: formulating school mIes that outlaw 

speaking African languages in school vicinities, deriding those who have made an effort 

to gain written proficiency in the local languages, and failing to attribute value to the 

Ghanaian languages in scholarly development in Ghana. It is not hard to fmd examples of 

neglect and negativity. According to the editor of the Daily Graphie, negative attitudes 

towards Ghanaian languages are publicly displayed by prohibiting the speaking of local 

languages in the schools. As he asserts: 
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There are a number of schools where they say you cannot speak your mother 

tongue. Within school hours, no mother tongue is allowed, only English. Is this not 

a way of killing the mother tongue? 

It is. l experienced that in the middle and secondary schools. l don't know whether 

it was the same experience in your schools. 

[ ... ] But you are not allowed to speak it. So for the ten hours that you are in school, 

let's say, the Elementary School, from the time that you get to school until you get 

home counts against you [ .... ] (Appendix 4, Q14: 29) 

These attitudes go beyond the sphere of mere school mIes enacted by the educated 

professionals to dissuade pupils from speaking in the Ghanaian languages. Awoonor, for 

his part, believes that these measures hinder the use of the local languages. These events 

also contribute to the roles of languages in Ghanaian print media. 

Another source of evidence of mIes marginalizing the use of local languages on 

school premises can be found in Ghanaian novels, written in English, given that novels 

often provide con crete and specifie ethnographie documentation conceming a variety of 

issues (Bibeau 1997). In this respect, in his nove l, This Earth my Brother ... , Awoonor 

describes sorne of the measures of discipline administered within the colonial education 

system in Ghana. As he writes: 

Mr. Adama, bring c1ass Four register. There and then, Paku's name was crossed out 

with red ink. This was to be a lesson to aH the boys. Disobedient boys had no place 

in Deme Roman Catholic School so long as he remained Headmaster. 

Paku walked ihto c1ass Four c1assroom, pulled down every cupboard and picked out 

his exercise books. Arithmetic, Dictation, Civics, Nature Study, English, 

Vemacular, Hygiene and Religious Knowledge. He walked out to the compound, to 

the envy and alarm of every boy. (Awoonor 1983: 80) 

Although the aforementioned account is cast in a fictional framework, it highlights key 

aspects of the day-to-day experiences of pupils within the colonial education system in 

Ghana, which contribute to the roles of language in the Ghanaian print. 
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The editor of the Daily Graphie comments that most Ghanaians are literate in 

both spoken and written English but illiterate in the written form of their local language 

(Appendix 4, Q 13 and 23), because English is the hallmark of elite status and the 

gateway to obtaining a social position (Appendix 4, Q5) in the precarious job market in 

Ghana. He adds that during an awards ceremony in a secondary school in Ghana, a 

negative attitude towards the local languages was openly displayed by booing when a 

student was awarded the prize for best student in the Ghanaian language, Twi (Appendix 

4, Q 14). Such an instance is enough to curb any interest in the local languages and, by 

extension, in the print media of the local languages. 

The editor of both the Ghanaian Times and the Speetator holds that those 

endowed with the natural ability to write with exceptional skill in English can be 

recruited as news reporters without necessarily counting their formaI joumalistic training 

as the sole condition for the accordance of a position (Appendix 6, Q12). Yet these 

recruits are not deemed unskilled or unqualified joumalists. These instances illustrate the 

ideologies of language, and contribute to the language use in print media. 

Somehow, certain Ghanaians hold that those working in Ghanaian languages are 

respected within the local language context, while those working in English are accorded 

respect -without reservation. One typical example is that those working on the broadcast 

media are often recruited solely on the basis of their proficiency in the local languages; 

that is, they are recruited regardless of their professional training in joumalism. 

Consequently, those reporting in the English-language media consider as unqualified and 

unskilled those working at the Ghanaian-language broadcast media (Appendix 4, Q 16 

and 17). These attitudes are found among the Ghanaian population. Often the public 

exhibit a muddled admiration for educated Ghanaians who participate in public speeches, 

performances, and debates on local-language programs. This is the case within various 

professions involving the elite. The experience of the editor of the Daily Graphie 

provides a typical example. According to him, he has received a number of compliments 

for his performance in the Ghanaian language, Akan. As he recalls: 

[ ... ] there are sorne joumalists who do appear on local-language programs, and, 

what is funny is this: that people expect that you don't know how to speak the local 
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language. There is a certain perception, and so when you speak, they are full of 

praise for you, which is not meritorious because the fact that 1 speak this way does 

not make me any better, because it is my mother tongue and l'm supposed to be 

able to speak it, but the perception is that: No. No. No. You, at your leve1, you 

cannot speak three sentences without introducing sorne English word into it. So, if 

you are able to speak, quote proverbs, use language reflective1y, draw on 

metaphorical devices and all that, then they are bemused with you. [ ... ] l, for 

instance, can speak the local language. There are times when you appear on the 

local language pro gram, and before you come out, people are ringing and saying: 

"How wonderful you sound even though you speak English!" Y et what is the 

wondrous thing about it? You should marve1 more about my ability to speak 

English, which is my second language, than my ability to speak the local language, 

which is my mother tongue, since 1 was not bom outside [the country]. (Appendix 

4, Q18) 

In a similar vein, Azasu, an English-language nove1ist, notes that Kofi Anyidoho 

received compliments simply because he made an Ewe performance that the public 

considered phenomenal and wholly unexpected. Unexpected because the Ghanaian public 

have somehow adopted elitist attitudes and perceptions, thinking that the highly educated 

Ghanaians must have nothing to do with their local languages, let al one be proficient in 

them (Appendix 2, Q16). 

The aforementioned attitudes of the public towards the elites who speak their 

local languages have had a crippling effect on the way in which local languages are 

perceived. In fact, such displaced admiration for the e1ites who perform well in their local 

languages invariably accentuates their positive attitudes toward English while 

intensifying negative perceptions of local languages and their print media. 

These e1itist attitudes are nurtured in Ghanaians at an early stage in their 

educational deve1opment. As the editor of the Daily Graphie points out, however, there is 

one English-language newspaper, the Junior Graphie, specifically published to enhance 

children's proficiency in English. He re1uctantly admitted that sorne newspapers in Ghana 

were written pure1y for the sake ofpedagogy. He asserts: 
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[ ... ] You can say anything about anything, because what is important is once it is a 

reading material, this medium serves the purposes of the people. But there are 

people who don't have other reading materials. This is their only reading material. 

For instance, one of our own publications is for children, and we call it the Junior 

Graphie as it is geared toward children. Basically we are very careful with this 

publication. Even in the words we pick we have to be very careful as children are 

still leaming, and so we serve the purpose of providing them not only with 

information but with an education in leaming words and other things from our 

publication. (Appendix 4, Q27) 

Because of these unfavorable attitudes towards local languages, Yankah is surprised to 

see a Ghanaian-language newspaper in circulation in Eweland (Appendix 3, Q1). It is 

noteworthy that Yankah was a significant informant during my fieldwork: while being a 

member of the Ghana National Commission on Culture, and a columnist at one of the 

English-language newspapers, he lectures at the University of Ghana, Legon, and, above 

all, he was a member of the group that founded the local-language radio station, Radio 

Universe, based at the University of Ghana. During an interview with him, he comments 

that there has been sorne renewed interest in the spoken Ghanaian languages, largely 

because of the proliferation of local-language radio stations with talk shows, phone-in 

programs, interviews, and so on, which have engaged the attention of the public 

(Appendix 3, Q1). 

Yankah also observes that in the past there have been a number of prejudices 

towards Ghanaian-language workers, but he is convinced that the situation has gradually 

changed over the past ten to fifteen years. He notes: 

[ ... ] Ghanaian language teachers in secondary schools and Ghanaian language 

workers who produce papers have certain prejudices. They will tell you that people 

don't look highly on them, except that l think the situation is now changing. It is 

changing considerably, especially given the attention that the Ghanaian languages 

have received over the past ten years through the radio. Now we have Ghanaian 

language broadcasters and newspaper staff in the country. Men and women are 
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being welcomed and celebrated all over the place, wherever they go. They are 

celebrities, and so that aspect is also changing. Many radio stations are looking for 

outstanding and experienced people, who can read and write the Ghanaian 

languages and analyze news atthe same time [ .... ] (Appendix 3, QI) 

Although Yankah is convinced that prejudices toward those who work in Ghanaian 

languages are an issue of the past, the experience of at least one of Midim's vendors 

shows that these prejudices are still pervasive. In an interview, the Midim joumalist 

recounted this vendor's experience of the grim reality of prejudice in 2005, when he was 

selling the Ewe newspaper in one of the junior secondary schools in Eweland. According 

to hi m, he met with two main types in the school: those who were uninterested in the 

local-language newspapers, and those who requested a reduction in the price of the Ewe 

newspaper, saying it was just a local-language newspaper, hence the price should be 

reduced. 

From yet another perspective, in examining literacy in Ghana, Yankah remarks 

that most educated Ghanaians are inc1ined to c1assify only those who are uneducated in 

English as illiterates, but fail to àcknowledge that sorne Ghanaians, in their sixties and 

above, are literate in their own local language because they read and write in such 

languages in Adult Education Programs (Appendix 3, Q3). 

Similarly, Azasu, a native Ewe and a novelist who writes in English, confirmed in 

an interview that those who study Ghanaian languages in the universities are wary about 

disc10sing the topic of their studies to those in the towns and villages, as they fear a 

response characterized by scom, rejection, and disgust. As he states: 

[My experience] provides more than enough evidence. Do you know that Ewe or 

Ghanaian languages are being studied in the [University College of Education], 

Winneba, in the [University of] Cape Coast and in the [University of Ghana], 

Legon? Do you know that when our students go back to their towns and villages, 

sorne of them feel shy about relating that they are studying Ewe or another 

Ghanaian language. This is a key problem with us. And the other day when 1 gave a 

lecture on Chaucer, 1 told them that at the time that Chaucer wrote in Middle 
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English, people were 100 king down upon him. They thought that he was not 

educated enough to write in Greek or Latin, that was why he was writing in 

English. We see the same thing with students in Africa, and in Ghana in particular 

[ .... ] (Appendix 2, Q7) 

These accounts reveal the degree of intensity of the prejudice displayed towards the local 

languages. 

Awoonor, an English-language nove1ist, is convinced that African (and Ghanaian) 

writers should be encouraged to write in the African languages for the sake of the local 

languages themse1ves, without necessarily comparing African languages with European 

languages. This is unlike Ngugi (1991), who advocates for the use of African languages 

primarily in the written media. In addition, Awoonor cautions that such endeavors should 

not be undertaken to the exclusion of English, given that English is now indisputably part 

of the Ghanaian language medium of communication (Appendix 1, Q3). He also states: 

[ ... ] So, 1 want to confirm that, yes, writing III the Ghanaian languages [is 

legitimate]. People should still write novels in Hausa, in Ibo, in Ewe, in Ga, or in 

any other African language. They should do this for their own sake. This provides 

room for the languages themselves to participate in the expansive milieu of 

literature, which enriches the language and, as long as these languages are being 

taught in the schools and colleges, the literary works studied in them are very 

important. However, this must not be to the exclusion of works in English since 

there is sorne kind of symbiosis: languages require dialogue, and Ewe enters into 

dialogue with English. (Appendix 1, QI) 

By allaccounts, the negative attitudes of most educated Ghanaians toward literacy in 

their own local languages have had considerable and even consequences for sorne 

Ghanaian writers. 

Sorne writers fear that if they produce works in the Ghanaian languages, the 

Anglophone e1ites may not be interested in such works. Azasu points to this when he 

contends: 
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It would have been better if l wrote that story in Ewe. But l might say that a lot of 

Ewes already know these things. l want other people to share in the knowledge of 

our people. It may weIl be that l want a Ewe reader to share [the ide a] of the spirit 

of our people with other people. If l had written in Ewe, may be you wouldn't have 

been interested [ .... ] (Appendix 2, Q7) 

Given such fear and anguish, it cannot be expected that yet more writers will venture to 

produce works in the local languages. 

Awoonor has opted for English as the medium for writing his own novels because he 

ho Ids that English is readily accessible and that it transcends the existing language 

barriers in Ghana (Appendix 1, Q3 and 10). But he regrets the inability of the "euro

centered" system of education in Ghana to knit together the English and Ghanaian 

cultures, particularly through reintegrating the local languages within a symbiotic 

relationship. He comments further: 

[ ... ] One of the things that l have been fascinated with is the inability of our euro

centered educational system to create a transposition or a relationship between this 

original milieu in which we are rooted and the language that we have borrowed, 

thereby structuring the domestication of the language [ .... ] (Appendix 1, Q3) 

OveraIl, the negative attitudes, testimonies of writers, and reality of public opinion are 

aIl evocative of the emergence of an amorphous elite class. Amorphous because unlike 

the typical organic social class described by Bourdieu (1979), the Ghanaian example only 

constitutes a coalition of educated Ghanaians without any cohesion among its members. 

Nonetheless, the elite represent a force to be reckoned with, particularly because their 

taste and preference influence the use of language in the media. 

3° Nation-state and language communities 

Cohn (1987) accounts for the use of language III drawing regional political 

boundaries in India in late eighteenthcentury, and Fabian (1986) points out that the 
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elevation of Swahili as a national language in Congo reflects the colonial appropriation of 

power in its southeast regions, as well as the entire country at large. He affirms that: 

"There is in my mind no doubt that Shaba Swahili, like other African languages, has in its 

development been deeply influenced by colonial administrative choices and expert 

linguistic decrees" (1986: 8). This use of language in nation-state formation, since the 

colonial period, is another crucial element that has contributed to the lack of sustained 

development of Ghanaian-Ianguage print media. The demarcation of the confines of 

Ghana involved the incorporation and separation of people within the same language 

territories, whereby a group of the Ewe inhabit three different countries, namely, the 

southeastern part of Ghana, southern territory of Togo and southwestern region of Benin, 

given that segments of Eweland were divided among different colonizers, namely the 

British, German, and French (see maps in appendixes 12 to 17). 

Due to the colonial political borders, the Nzema-speaking people are located in 

both the western part of Ghana and the eastern part of the Ivory Coast, whereas in the 

northern part of Ghana the Dagbani and Sisala languages are split between Ghana and 

Burkina Faso. The examples of languages cited here are just sorne of the severallanguage 

territories that the colonizers partitioned between Ghana, Togo, Burkina Faso and the 

Ivory Coast, in regard to the establishment of European colonies in these terri tories. 

One implication of the nation-state can be linked to Gérard's (1981) observation 

of the local-language media in Togo. He notes that in 1894, a monthly Catholic journal 

Mia H% (Our Friend) was founded in Eweland when the Germans colonized the 

territory within the greater jurisdiction of Togo. In 1903, the Protestants proved equal to 

the challenge with the inception of Nutifafa na Mi (Peace Be With You) in Eweland, 

which was still under Togo's jurisdiction. After incurring substantial losses in the 1914 

World War, the Germans lost this colony, resulting in the partitioning of Eweland by the 

English, who occupied Ghana, and by the French, who appropriated Togo. While the 

Protestant journal continued to be published for a while in Ghana, its Catholic counterpart 

was discontinued (1981: 273). 

The creation of a nation-state through the process of incorporation of various 

language communities has had implications for those local communities. The conscious 

separation of people of the same language community into four different countries has 
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reduced the likelihood of the members of those communities to unify forces and pool 

resources to develop and sus tain written media in the local languages. In fact, just as 

Anderson (1983) discusses the emergence of "imagined communities" since the inception 

of the print media in Europe, one can argue that the print media in English-Ianguage has 

contributed to the formation of the amorphous c1ass, the educated professionals, as well 

as the nation-state, Ghana. By contrast, the lack of development of the written media in 

the local languages has partly led to the weakening of the local-language communities. 

The distribution of roles of languages for a nation-state's media is influenced by 

ideologies of language. According to Spitulnik: "As mass media build the communicative 

space of the nation-state, all of a nation's languages, dialects, language varieties, and 

speech communities associated with them, are automatically drawn into relations with 

one another" (1998: 165). The roles of languages are thus regulated in view of promoting 

unit y in the nation-state. The implication of this goal, namely, the promotion of a nation

state, is that the roles of languages in the Ghanaian print media and public space are 

defined in terms of the language(s) that best serve this political goal. 

4° Ranking of languages 

The hierarchization of indigenous languages within Ghana' s multilingual situation 

has resulted into the speakers' distancing from the use of the local language in print 

media (Appiah 1992; Ngugi 1991). That is, the ranking of the languages has reduced the 

chances of sustained written media in Ghana. The language policies and the system of 

education in Ghana have consciously contributed to marginalizing the local languages, 

given that they put official language in the highest position of the hierarchy, followed by 

national languages, then local languages occasionally deployed in political discourses, 

and finally local languages absent from political discourse 

Sorne Ghanaians as well believe that their local languages are unfit to treat serious 

academic materials, and that they even bore the mark of underdevelopment. Such 

characteristics, as associated with the local languages, have reduced any efforts to 

develop an adequate and sustained written media within these languages. 
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Given that the local languages occupy the lowest rank of the language hierarchy 

in Ghana, the speakers of these languages have not been motivated enough to write 

significant books in their respective languages. 

In Ewe, for example, a small number of novels, poetry, primers, and translations 

have been written: Toko Atolia and Tuinese: Fia Yi Dziehe, written by Fiawoo, have 

been translated into English as The Fifth Landing Stage and Fia 's Upland Journey or The 

Anabasis, respectively, Obianim's Amegbetoa alo Agbezuge translated into French as 

Amegbetoa ou les aventures d'Agbezuge, and Awonoor's (1974) English translation of 

selected collections of three Anlo poets. 

Even Nkrumah (1965) and Busia (1964), presidents during the first two republics 

in Ghana who advocated on behalf of African unit y and culture, were confronted by the 

language dilemma: either promote English-language on the African united front or 

promo te local languages within local sectors or regions. In the end, they opted for one 

official language at both the national and the inter-African levels, namely, Ghana and 

West African-Anglophone countries. In addition, the government used the official 

language to promote national unit y (Ansre 1969). 

c. Translation 

Translations occur both intra-linguistically and cross-linguistically. Friedrich (in C. 

Jourdan and K. Tuite 2006) attributes the origin of translation to language contacts: 

Translation from distant tongues has, of course, been flourishing since ancient 

times, as in the Ugaritic to Hebrew [ ... ], or in sub-Saharan Nilotic to Egyptian, long 

before "the Age of Discovery." The translation harvest or often hunting and 

gathering, or just poaching, accelerated greatly during the nineteenth century partly 

as a result of massive contact with Native American, African, Asian, and Near 

Eastern literatures, both written' and oral, within the ideologies of Western 

Romanticism. (2006: 211) 
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He notes that the agents of translation -- including poets, scholars, explorers, 

missionaries, and polyglots -- conduct translations, often with historical and sociopolitical 

influence, negotiating between the "linguistic and cultural reality of the original" 

language and the "target language" (Ibid., 212). Translations thus attract criticisms and 

controversies. 

In Ghana, writers, as participants of translation practices, show ideologies of 

language, viewing Ewe-English translations in two opposing ways. They accept Ewe

English translations of various local-language verbal genres in novels, but disapprove of 

such translations in Ghanaian-English newspapers, labeling them as misappropriations. 

These attitudes of Ghanaian writers reflect a language divide in Ghana, namely, 

associating English with a specific domain in the public sphere, while associating the 

local language with a different domain of public discourse. These attitudes are 

byproducts of ideologies of language that Ghanaian writers have. 

Simon (2000) discusses the roles of translations in colonial and postcolonial 

contexts. She contends that translation serves as a fertile "site" where the languages (and 

cultures) of the colonizers and colonized came into contact, yielding, for example, hybrid 

languages like pidgins and creoles. She maintains that language itself bears traces of 

translations that reveal the process of European and non-European intercultural contacts. 

She thus views translations as a medium not only for cultural contact but also as a 

platform for cultural intrusion, fusion, and disjunction (Ibid., p. 12). 

Simon caUs on researchers of translation studies to examine the language issues 

underlying intercultural contacts in translations, and to emphasize how translations 

operate within the constraints of ideological, commercial, commodity, and ownership 

frameworks. She notes for example that "exotropic" translations (that is, translations 

from local languages into English) emerge as a result of the interests of Western educated 

audiences who long for exotic commodities, a situation which sets the local literature of 

non-European communities on an international stage (Ibid., p.19). 

Simon observes hybrid practices in novels, where for example an author may 

produce "hybrid cultural realities" by using translations and transpositions of a language 

in a single text to evoke "two languages simultaneously". In particular, she notes 

"conventional translation equivalents", a process which involves transposing "meanings 
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from a colonized people's native language into a postcolonial text in the colonizers' 

language" as a form of "cultural recuperation" (Ibid., p. 23). She contends that the scope 

of translations should not be viewed in terms of a cultural exchange. Rather, the range of 

translations should be perceived as a production which involves the "translingual 

practice" of "writing across languages" (Ibid., p. 28). Drawing upon Simon's discussions, 

l will overview the cultural components of translation that contribute to the roles of 

languages in print media in Ghana, emphasizing instances of ideologies of language in 

the productive process of translation practices. 

Views of interviewees 

Throughout my interviews with Ghanaian writers, inc1uding English-Ianguage 

novelists, joumalists, radio presenters, and television broadcasters, translation has come 

to the fore as a significant issue. This is because English-Ianguage writers in Ghana have 

translated ide as from the Ghanaian languages into English, and vice versa. Thus, 

translation, considered an act of interpretation, is an intricate part of multilingual 

environments. Numerous accounts bear eloquent testimony to this fact. 

Further evidence demonstrating ideologies of language can be found in other 

newspapers in Ghana. In the Free Press (April 1, 2005), Daniel Botwe, Minister of 

Information in Ghana, launched the Ga version of the Ghanaian president's speech on the 

state of the nation in 2005. The Minister stressed the relevance of translating political 

discourses from English into the Ghanaian languages, asserting that the translations were 

aimed at establishing "an open society" in Ghana and rendering the govemment more 

"accountable to the people" (Appendix 8, Excerpt 4). In this instance, translation served 

as the medium of ideologies of language, because features of one language were 

transposed into another. 

Awoonor (1971), for instance, draws upon the Ewe language to develop the 

significance of Ewe names, as well as to tap into the productivity ofnominalization 

process in the local language. By using Ewe subtexts and literary genres in his novels, he 

demonstrates dimensions of the local language's complexity and denseness. Yankah 

contends that English-Ianguage works of Ghanaian novelists and poets are forms of 
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translation, arguing that these English-Ianguage writers are virtuaIly communicating 

Ghanaian languages and thought through the medium ofEnglish (Appendix 3, Q8). 

Critiques of translations practices in Ghana' also attest to the significance of 

reinterpretation. The different layers of translation in Ghanaian novels, written in English, 

are significant because the characters are rendered more authentic by transposing the 

local language genres into fiction al forms. The translations are often used to lend 

credence to the social status of the characters in the novels, and above aIl, to echo the 

nuances in the verbal art or in the literary genres of the Ghanaian languages. In this light, 

the testimonies of the Ghanaian writers clearly place translations in the context of 

language ideology, as even those who write in English draw upon hidden aspects of the 

Ghanaian languages, which either forcibly underlie or poignantly echo passages in the 

novels. 

In Ghana, English-Ianguage journalists translate components of the local 

languages into English. Likewise, local-language journalists translate items from English 

into the Ghanaian languages.· Although the journalists recriminate each other for 

"impoverished" writing, "literaI translation practices," "lack of standard," and 

"transposition of ideas," the same writers applause instances where components of one 

language are transposed into another language. As a result, in sorne cases, those who 

advocate high standards in the written language appreciate translations of proverbs, 

metaphors, wise sayings, panegyrics, lyrics, songs, etc. in written works, while in other 

instances, they critique the use of such elements in English-Ianguage texts, claiming that 

these constituents are inappropriate syntactic structure, imprecise diction, erroneous 

semantics, and misappropriation of local languages features in English-Ianguage texts. 

These testimonies indicate that translation intricately relates to the interplay 

between Ghanaian-Ianguage and English-Ianguage print media in Ghana. How Ghanaian 

writers utilize translations reveals the hidden dimensions of ideologies of language in 

Ghanaian-Ianguage literature. 

LiteraI interpretation 

LiteraI interpretation (Ngugi 1991; Priebe 1988) considered an aspect of 

translation, . is an intricate part of multilingual environment. Three radio presenters, 
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working in the Ewe section of the Ghanaian-Ianguage quarterlies, and a television 

presenter of Ewe programs, reveal in an interview that the core of their work entails 

translating various news items from English into Ewe for Ewe broadcasts on GBC radio 

in Ghana. Typical news items translated include daily news, presidential speeches, and 

political discourses of ministers of State. According to an editor of the Daily Graphie, for 

example, sorne of the grammatical mistakes observed in the English-Ianguage 

newspapers are ascribed to the improper translation of ideas from the Ghanaian languages 

into English. He decries the po or translations in English-Ianguage newspapers, stating: 

[ ... ] So, now and then, there is an intrusion. And what people sometimes do is to 

look up or have a mental image of something that is formed in the local language, 

and then translate that into English. Sorne of the mistakes come because ofthis: that 

engaging with the sense in English at the local level before translating it into 

English and coming up with the appropriate words [ .... ] (Appendix 4, QI and 2) 

Likewise, Yankah (2005) contends that translation practices are definitely part of 

the multilingual situation in Ghana, because several renowned Ghanaian authors such as 

Kofi Anyidoho and Kofi Awoonor have incorporated varying degrees oflocal-Ianguage 

features in their English-Ianguage literary works, as advocated partly by Njugi Wa 

Thiongo (1991). As Yankah asserts: 

[ ... ] Occasionally, even beyond that you can find Ghanaian-Ianguage expressions 

flashing within articles, and colloquial expressions here and there. Occasionally, 

youcan find a proverb even as part of the caption of a story. As for the written 

literature in English, if you are lucky enough, particularly regarding the authors 

who are closely in touch with the world, including Anyidoho, Awoonor, among 

others, you will clearly see that what they are presenting is virtually Ghanaian 

culture presented through the medium of English. So, largely, many of our authors, 

though still through the medium of English, express their residual loyalty to the 

Ghanaian language. Anyidoho's poems, for instance, are virtually Ewe dirges; the 

English is only an accidentaI aspect. He is virtually speaking Ewe. But apart from 
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that many of them are also tuming to their Ghanaian language, like Anyidoho 

himself with his recent poem (using English as medium for communicating Ewe), 

and taking after Ngugi Wa Thiongo with his experimentation based on Gikuyu, in 

one ofhis recent works. (Appendix 3, Question 5) 

In a similar vein, Azasu, an Ewe and a Ghanaian novelist who writes in English, 

disc10sed during an interview that he wrote his novels because of three compelling 

reasons: his eagemess to translate features of Ewe into English for his English-Ianguage 

readership, his des ire to bring Ewe ideas to the attention of the world, and his attempt to 

document what constitutes Eweness in a world where particular cultures are subjected to 

rapid change. He also states: 

1 tried to depict the Ewe color in. English. That was why 1 used a lot of literaI 

translations. 1 didn't do what we calI idiomatic expression, because in literaI 

translation, you have Jo tune in to the Ewe system, to the Ewe idioms. 1 would not 

have put it across, if 1 had done what may be referred to as idiomatic translation, or 

grammatical translation, for instance, in Xe de nyui, "go weIl." You must read the 

Slave Raiders and the Invitation, which are sequels to this novel. (Appendix 2, 'Q8) 

Azasu (2004) demonstrates the above goals throughout his nove1 The Staal, 

translating into English Ewe idiomatic expressions, proverbs, poetic names, invocatory 

words, libation prayers, Afa incantations, hypnotizing incantations, protective 

incantations, and even Ewe syntax. In this novel, we find examples of Ewe syntactic 

structure, namely: "It is good. Tum, and let us go [ ... ] nothing will happen to him," 

which portrays the following expression in Ewe: Enyo. Tro ne miayi [ ... ] naneke 

mewo ge o. In interpretative translation, the English equivalent should be: "Well, then. 

Let us go [ ... ] he will be fine." In th'is example, we observe the transposition into English 

one feature of sentences in Ewe, that is, conjunctive coordinators are sometimes omitted, 

while seriaI verbs are often used. 

Another eloquent example of literaI translation in Azasu's (2004) novel is the 

sentence: "What is this that you are doing?" (Ibid., p.7) in Ewe "Nukae nye ya wom 
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nele?" This sentence should simply be, "What are you doing?" Also, instead of simply 

mentioning that a character calls for attention, he uses the Ewe onomatopoeic word, 

"Ago-oo na mi," together with the English equivalent (Ibid., pp. 38,61, 80). In the nove 1, 

other examples inc1ude the use of the epenthetic e- with Ewe nouns to illustrate surprise, 

admiration, or familiarity. For instance, we find the names eZegui versus Zegui (Ibid., p. 

4), eSenu versus Se nu (Ibid., 74), and eKame versus Kame (Ibid., p. 170). These 

examples, as embedded in the English-language nove1, are significap.tly framed by the 

cultural context in which the nove1 is created, and they are rooted in the local language 

from which these genres originally sprang. 

From a different perspective, Azasu (2005) notes that his maiden novel, The 

Staal, has been translated from English into Ewe by Togla, who teaches Ewe in one of 

the universities in Ghana. It is striking to note that Azasu, an Ewe, who still lives in 

Eweland in Ghana, first wrote his nove1 in English, and another Ewe, Togla, translated it 

into Ewe. 

Awoonor (1971), an Ewe and Ghanaian nove1ist who writes in English, utilizes 

various Ewe literary genres, su ch as proverbs, significant names, panegyncs, 

appellations, historical narratives, metaphors, dirges, songs, idiomatic expressIOns, 

syntactic strucn,tre, prayers, invocations in libations, etc., to enrich his novels, translating 

them into English. According to him, he owes his narrative inspiration to the Ewe and 

Ghanaian traditional society that helped to foster his literary deve1opment. Several 

examples in Awoonor's (1971) novel, This Earth My Brother, attest to the layers of 

translation often embedded in the works of Ghanaian writers. He writes, for example : 

" ... cooing little goat, your mother is not at home, your father is not at home, for whom 

are you crying, who beat you little goat, spit in my palm and l will smack him for you, 

little one, keep silent" (Ibid., pp. 18-20). In these words, he actually makes use of a very 

common Ewe lullaby, which every Ewe, young or old, happens to know. The words of 

the lullaby in Ewe with the accompanying English equivalent are as follows: 

Tu tu gb5vi; 

Tu tu gb5vi; 

Crying, crying, !ittle goat; 

Crying, crying, !ittle goat; 



Dada mele afea me 0; 

Papa mele afea me 0; 

Meka nara avia na? 

Bo nu, bo nu, kpoo! 

Ame kae fowo, gb5vi? 

Tu ta, ne foe na wo; 

Ao, dzedzevinye! 

Bo nu, bo nu, kpoo! 

Mother is not home; 

Father is not home; 

For whom will you cry? 

Quiet, quiet, softly! 

Who beat you, !ittle goat? 

Spit, so that 1 can smack the !ittle one for you; 

Oh, little one! 

Quiet, quiet, softly! 
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In the nove1 This Earth My Brother, Awoonor (1971) also frequently uses certain 

genres from Ewe orality, for instance ahano1Jkowo, which are c1assified as "mm names" 

(Awoonor), "praise names," "persona1 appellations," "drinking names" (Kofi Anyidoho 

1997; Agblemagnon 1969), and "persona1 names" (Finnegan 1970). Since this literary 

device of invoking personal names is used by the Ewes to recount the splendid qualities 

of the person apostrophized, it is common1y used throughout Eweland. It is therefore not 

at all surprising to find in Awoonor's (1971) novel examp1es of this genre, notab1y, 

"Nyidevu, the canoe-uptuming hippo, the hippos of Agave tried to uptum the canoes 

heaped with sand. Their necks snapped in the attempt [ ... ]" (Ibid., pp.15-16), or "Amamu 

[ ... t]he man has fallen, do not help him to rise; if he rises, he rises against you" (Ibid., 

pp.15-16). It is noteworthy that the name Nyidevu is a compound name formed by two 

processes of nominalization in Ewe. The first process entails a compounding of a noun, a 

verb and a noun to form a word, thus: 

Compounding 

noun verb noun = noun 

nyi uu Nyiq,euu 

hippopotamus overturn canoe/vehicle = Canoe-upturning hippopotamus 
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The second process involves abbreviation or summary of the sentence by which the 

person is apostrophized. In that regard, the compounded part of the sentence that occurs 

at the sentence-initial position denotes the entire apostrophe: 

Sentence 

"Nyicl.euu, the canoe-uptuming hippo, 

= Abbreviation/summary 

= Nyicl.euu 

the hippos of Agave tried to uptum the canoes heaped with sand. 

Their necks snapped in the attempt." 

Consequently, by using this example of Ewe nominalization in English novel, 

Awoonor draws upon the Ewe language to deve10p the significance of Ewe names, as 

weU as to tap into the productivity of the nominalization process in the local language. By 

using literaI translations of Ewe subtexts and literary genres in his English-language 

novels, Awoonor demonstrates dimensions of the complexity of the local language in 

English, which Ghanaian writers appreciate as successful. These instances of translation 

attest to the significance of interpretation through translation in Ghana, because these 

examples are used to lend credence to the social status of the characters in the English

language nove1s, and above aU, to iUustratethe nuances in the literary genres found in the 

Ghanaian languages. In this light, the testimonies of the Ghanaian writers c1early place 

translation practices in the context of ideologies of language, as Ghanaian writers reject 

such practices in English-language newspapers in Ghana, but accept them as successful 

stylistic techniques in English-language nove1s in Ghana. They reject them because they 

consider such translations as inappropriate in English, associating Ewe with such forms, 

whereas they associate English with literary forms in the written tradition, as well as with 

weU-written syntactic structures. This attitude contributes to the language div ide in 

Ghana and ideologies of language, where writers insist on keeping each language in its 

own domain of use in the public sphere (see Femandez 1986; Woolard and Schieffe1in 

1994; Irvine 1989). 

These evidences point to the fact that Ghanaian writers transpose components of 

African language and thought into the Europeans languages in which they produce 
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literature. These testimonies thus contradict both Ngugi 's views on the colonization of 

the mind and Appiah's discussion on African literature written in English. 

To sum up, translation practices c1early relate to ideologies of language. English

language journalists in Ghana translate components of the local languages into English, 

and Ghanaian-Ianguage journalists translate constituents of English into the local

language newspapers. However, Ghanaian writers view translations of elements from 

local languages into English-Ianguage novels as successful stylistic techniques, but 

consider these techniques as misappropriation in. English-Ianguage newspapers in Ghana. 

Writers also approve the use of forms of translation, in particular calquing, loanwords, 

and symbolic features from English into Ghanaian-Ianguage newspapers, but critique the 

use of these forms of words in English-Ianguage newspapers. Ghanaian writers manifest 

differentiated attitudes toward the use of translation in Ghanaian print media. In the light 

of this, whereas the y associate the local languages with features of orality, they associate 

English with features of written texts; this has contributed to the perceptions on the roles 

of language in Ghanaian print media. Consequently, whereas writers sustain production. 

of print media in English-Ianguage, tapping into the components of the local languages, 

they sustain production of broadcast media in both English and selected local languages, 

regulating the airtime allotted to each language in the broadcast media. 

Through the analyses in this chapter, it cornes to the fore that ideologies of 

language in Ghana are while Ghanaians associate English with specifie identity markers 

such as print media, professionals, literacy, urban life, and sciences, they associate the 

local languages with markers such as orality, non-professionals, illiteracy, rural life, and 

traditional customs. The interplay of these factors thus contributes to the roles of 

languages in print media production and promotion in Ghana. 



CONCLUSION 
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Ghana Statistics Service's 2002 population survey reports that the total number of 

literates in the Volta Region was 963, 811. Of this, 51, 613 were literate in only English, 

365, 710 were literate in both English and Ewe, and 106, 605 were literate in only Ewe. 

Although there have been many attempts to establish print media in the Ghanaian 

languages for the literates, no sustained Ghanaian-Ianguage print media (newspapers) 

have yet been successful. This thesis explored why this is so. The situation is especiaIly 

interesting given that broadcast media (radio and television) have, in contrast, been quite 

successful in using certain Ghanaian languages. This thesis also explored why print and 

broadcast media differ in their use of local languages. Throughout the investigations, 1 

have argued that in the Ghanaian multilingual context (offifty-five languages), ideologies 

of language contribute to the roles and preeminence attributed to English contrasted with 

Ghanaian languages, given that English is the official language for literacy, government 

administration, and print media in Ghana, yet selected local languages have been reduced 

to writing, and used as national languages in lower primary schools, broadcast media, and 

regional programs. 1 have contended that the ideologies of language involved the 

interplay of complex factors, such as language specific, language-attitudinal, and 

language aesthetics, which contribute to the unsuccessful production of Ghanaian

language newspapers, using Ewe language as a case study. 

In Chapter One, 1 have detailed ideologies of language as the theoretical 

framework that informed the investigations in this thesis. 1 have also specified the 

analytic models for interpreting the empirical data that lent evidence to the theory. 1 have 

maintained that ideologies of language involve multiple topics and approaches to 

language issues. In light of this, 1 have adopted a multidimensional theoretical approach 

to the investigation of ideologies of language. 1 have relied on Woolard and Schieffelin 

(1994), who observed that the "new direction in research on linguistic ideology has also 

moved away from seeing ideology as a homogenous cultural template, now treating it as 

a process involving struggles among multiple conceptualizations and demanding the 

recognition of variation and contestation within a community as weIl as contradictions 

within individuals" (ibid., 1994: 71; see Woolard 1998). Woolard and Schieffelin's 

multidimensional approach to ideologies of language embraced studies on the 

ethnography of speaking (see Yankah 1995; Finnegan 1970), which provided cIues for 
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multidimensional approach to ideologies of language embraced studies on the 

ethnography of speaking (see Yankah 1995; Finnegan 1970), which provided cIues for 

examining topics, such as discursive forms, aesthetic components, stylistic varieties, and 

rhetorical constituents, comprised in ideologies of language with regard to print media in 

Ghana. 1 have also incIuded in the multidimensional approach works on the poli tics of 

multilingualism, which offered cIues for investigating ideologies of language in language 

competitions, politics, borrowings, and policies. Based on this broad theoretica1 stance, 1 

have taken into account Bourdieu's (1979) study on topics such as habitus, 

commoditization, and the acquisition of 1anguage-related social signifiers, which are 

relevant for exploring ideologies of language in Ghana. 

1 have applied the term ideologies of language to the two broad categories of 

Woolard and Schieffelin's definition, namely, : "[ ... ] selected research on cultural 

conceptions of language - its nature, structure, use - and on conceptions of 

communicative behavior as an enactment of a collective order" (1994: 55). Throughout 

this thesis, "cultural conceptions of language" refers to beliefs about the grammatical 

features of language (see Friedrich 1989; Heath 1989; Rumsey 1990; Si1verstein 1979; 

2004) as investigated in topics, such as standard orthography, word division, loanwords, 

and technical concepts, whereas "conceptions of communicative behavior" denote beliefs 

about the roles of language in social communicative systems (Irvine 1993; Cohn 1987; 

Femandez 1986; Ngugi 1991; Appiah 1992; Spitulnik 1993; Bate 2002; Woolard 1998). 

1 have cited authors whose explanations of the term "ideologies of language" 

provided relevant points for the multidimensional approach taken up in this thesis. For 

instance, Woolard (1998) maintains that ideologies of language should be interpreted 

within broad views about ideology as a concept, given that this concept involves issues 

regarding language, culture, conception, and praxis (see Friedrich 1989; Heath 1989; 

Rumsey 1990; Silverstein 1979; 2004). Her point is relevant here, because it captures 

ideologies regarding language-specific topics, language-attitudinal issues, and aesthetic 

cIaims investigated in this thesis. Similarly, the language inquiries of authors, such as 

Humboldt (1825 [1968]), Whorf (1940 [1956]), Demetracopoulou Lee (1939), and 

Leavitt (2006), have offered relevant points on what 1 identified as ideologies of language 

in certain linguistic works. 
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1 have also incorporated into the multidimensional approach the relevant points of 

colonial and postcolonial studies, which offered the background for examining ideologies 

of language through topics, such as language standardization, missionization, policy 

formulations, and literacy. In this regard, 1 have tapped into Irvine (1993) and Cohn's 

(1987) discussions on the impact of European language views on the codification of 

colonial languages. Similarly, Irvine's (1993) work provided important parameters for 

this thesis, as it described actual events that have contributed to the perceptions and 

poli tics influencing the formulation of African language grammars. 1 have also examined 

the contentions ofNgugi (1991) and Appiah (1992), pointing out how their points attest 

to the contemporary African situation. In particular, 1 have argued that Ngugi's ideas 

about liberating the African mind from colonial influences required elucidation in view of 

intercultural relations, cross-national interdependence, and development. 1 have also 

emphasized that certain Ghanairui (and African) writers have abstained from Ngugi's 

views of producing literature in local languages, because they believe that, in a 

multilingual situation, writers should produce literature in a language irrespective of the 

social role attributed to other languages. Taking Appiah's (1992) view that African 

intellectuals are "europhone," in adopting European languages for the production of 

lite rature, 1 have inquired why Ghanaian writers opt for literature in English compared 

with that of local languages. It was evident that multifarious factors contribute to this 

situation, factors which Appiah and Ngugi did not give sufficient attention in their 

discussions. 1 have also included in the multidimensional theoretical perspective certain 

prominent studies of the mass media, namely, those of Spitulnik (1993) and Bate (2002). 

In particular, their works provided the relevant theoretical bases for examining media 

topics, such as oral genres, textual components, and aesthetic issues in the Ghanaian 

context. Using these works, 1 have uncovered how ideologies of language are reflected in 

Ghanaian mass media. 

1 have also built on Woolard and Schieffelin's (1994) multidimensional approach 

to the discussions on the ideologies oflanguage. 1 have thus discussed a three-fold model 

(i.e., a language-specific model, a language aesthetic model, and a language-attitudinal 

model) to interpret the data, tapping into the works of selected authors. The language

specifie model concems certain features of languages. Silverstein (1979) makes 
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important points on this topic, which he views in two broad perspectives, namely, 

"ideologies about language" and "scientific statements" regarding language. He claims 

that the structure and ideology of language are interconnected. He examines the 

interconnection between language structure and ideologies of language by drawing 

attention to "rationalizations about the use of language." He sees rationalizations about 

language use in terms of the functional way that language users project and objectif y 

basic structures of propositions. Drawing upon this work of Silverstein's, 1 have 

examined the grammatical components deployed in formulating rules for orthography, 

technical concepts, and Standard Ewe. 

For the language aesthetic mode l, 1 have tapped into Bate's (2002) notion of 

aesthetics as a means of representing leadership qualities, as weIl as the use of political 

poems in newspapers. As he claims: "[b ]oth aesthetics and ideology are in constant 

interaction in people's everyday engagement with the word. And both, in tum, are the 

templates for that engagement. The 'state' or other aestheticizations of power, in no 

matter what form it may be imagined, probably partakes more of the embodied aesthetic 

end of the continuum than of the conscious rationalizations of ideoIogy" (Ibid., p. 309). 1 

have thus made a comparison of the joumalistic style informed by the conventions of the 

English-Ianguage print media with those ofEwe language. 

In setting a language-attitudinal model, 1 have taken as a starting point Woolard 

and Schieffelin's (1994) discussions on institutionalized and attitudinal issues regarding 

language. 1 have incorporated into this model the views of both Femandez (1986) and 

Bourdieu (1979; 1990), to discuss language policies, the hierarchization of languages, 

nation-state strategies, pragmatics of language, literacy, and so on. 1 have drawn attention 

to the implications of these topics for the development of Ghanaian print media. Lastly, 1 

have detailed the empirical data on which 1 based my discussions and interpretations. 1 

have put the relevant interviews and excerpts in the section on appendixes, inviting 

readers of the thesis to refer to them, given that these data lend support to aIl of the points 

to which 1 have drawn attention in the discussions. 

Based on the three-foid model, 1 have examined topics that emerged from the 

empirical data, such as language standardization, ethnography of newspapers, textual 

components of the media, perceptions of writers about language, translation, pragmatic 
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Issues, and so on. The discussions on these topics, among others, have revealed the 

multifarious factors regarding the roles of languages in Ghanaian print media. The 

investigations have also uncovered the ideologies of language underlying all of the 

empirical data (interviews, excerpts from selected newspapers, and field notes). 

In Chapter Two, l have overviewed the ideologies of language underlying the 

productions of Standard Ewe, and their implications for the role of Ewe in Ghanaian print 

media. l have noted that missionaries, as weIl as colonial and postcolonial lingùists, have 

contributed to the standardization of the Ewe. German linguists, for instance, contributed 

to Standard Ewe, by drawing data from the Ewe dialects in Anlo, inland, and Lome areas 

to define Standard Ewe (Westermann 1907; 1930; Ansre 1961). They used these dialects 

in the initial codification of Ewe because German missionaries happened to establish 

their mission centers in those areas, where they began leaming and documenting Ewe. 

What is now Standard Ewe was first started after Germany dec1ared Togo as German 

protectorate in 1884. The establishment of Standard Ewe reached its height in 1900, 

when the German colonial administration attempted to regulate the Ewe used in written 

grammars, pedagogical books, liturgical texts, schools, and govemment documents, by 

calling on all concemed linguists, missionaries, and ethnographers to produce a uniform 

Ewe. Up until 1900, each missionary society codified the Ewe dialect spoken within the 

area where its mission was located. For instance, Bremen missionaries used Anlo in 

Ghana, and Catholic missionaries used Anecho in Togo. WhereasHartter and Bürgi 

(Bremen missionaries) opted for the Anlo dialect as the basic Standard Ewe from 1900 

onwards, Schmidt (Catholic) encouraged Anecho (Ansre 1971). Each missionary body 

thus argued in favor of the dialect they had already started codifying. 

Hartter, for instance, argued that a substantial work in Anlo had already been 

produced, c1aiming that this dialect showed the best features of "purity and c1eamess", 

contrasted with Anecho, which he held to be "corrupt in its expression" because it 

contained a large proportion of loanwords from the Ga, Fante, Fon and Yoruba 

languages, with which it shared boundaries. In counterargument, Schmidt favored 

Anecho, arguing that sorne of its purported borrowed words were actually archaic words 

that the dialect had conserved from Ewe. He asserted that the dialectical differences 

between Anlo and Anecho were due to sound changes rather than corruption through 
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borrowing. He further argued that Anecho would be the best choice for the German 

protectorate because it was located at the littoral zone, where the German administration 

was established, as opposed to Anlo, which was located within the British colony. 

Schmidt also argued that Anecho would be the best choice for Standard Ewe given that it 

provided an entrance to the German colony from the dialects eastward,· as weIl as a 

suitable geographical location that offered a bridge between the Gold Coast in the west 

and Benin in the east. After the debates on the initial Standard Ewe, Anlo dialect was 

ultimately selected as the basis for producing subsequent writings on grammars, 

wordlists, pedagogical texts, and Scriptures. 

Westermann's (1907; 1930) works on Ewe were significant in establishing 

Standard Ewe for literacy in the language. Berry (1951) and Benveniste's (1958) works 

were relevant for the production of Standard Ewe because they contributed partly to Ewe 

scholarship and ideologies about the language. The emergence of Standard Ewe 

continued through the postcolonial works. In the 1960s, several native speakers examined 

the language. Ansre (1961), for example, described its tonal structure and grammatical 

units for his master's and doctoral degrees, respectively, whereas Baeta produced a 

primer on the language. Language commissions in Ghana and Togo also contributed to 

the proauction of Standard Ewe, by revising the rules on topics such as orthography, 

word boundaries, and new words. Ewe writers also contributed to the production of 

Standard Ewe, by adopting loanwords from English into the language. Whereas the 

standardization of English occurs through the influence of writers, the standardization 

Ewe involves language commissions. With regard to grammar, the Ghanaian writers and 

language commissions tend to be more concemed with orthography, word division, and 

technical words for emergent concepts, as they write their texts and news reports. These 

are therefore the relevant topics for understanding the ideologies regarding the print 

media in Ghana. The process of the production of Standard Ewe does reflect ·ideologies 

of language, which eventually contribute to the Ghanaian writers' perceptions about the 

roles ofEwe in print media. 

In Chapter Three, l have sketched an ethnography of print and broadcast media, 

emphasizing the inception of local-language media in the history of the Ghanaian mass 

media. l have observed that the local-language newspapers could not have survived in 
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Ghana because of the interplay of complex variables related to ideologies of language, 

such as preferences, choices, policies, pragmatics, literacy requirements, education, 

perceptions, aesthetics, and so on. The conditions surrounding the emergence of the 

local-language newspapers affirmed Bate's (2002) observation that newspapers are 

textual products, and, as such, products "for the moment". As such, newspapers tend to 

cease if they fail to make an impact on the public. l have noted that, in contrast to local

language print media in Ghana, there has been a surge in the use of Ghanaian languages 

in broadcast media. Evidence of this trend is abundant, as there has been a c1ear increase 

in radio stations throughout the country since 2003. This fact attests to the language 

div ide in Ghana: English is associated with print media, while local languages are 

associated with broadcast media. 

l have explored the economic, political, and sociocultural production of both print 

and broadcast media, noting particularly how those components specific to the Ghanaian 

context have been deployed in media production. For instance, certain Ghanaian

newspaper corporations (both English and Ewe) have adopted names, such as atumpani, 

nkwantabisa, kpodoga, and so on, from the traditional mass media as a form of 

syncretism of the traditional and modem mass media. l have brought to the fore how 

economic materials and political regimes have influenced the production of Ghanaian 

media in terms of censorship laws and printing presses, as weIl as the professionalization 

of joumalism. 

l have contrasted broadcast media with print media, both pointing out how 

English and Ewe are regulated in each, and drawing attention to the perceptions of those 

working in each. l have also pointed out how different media workers perce ive each other 

as weIl as the language they use. l have found that whereas print media workers are 

employed because of their joumalistic training, broadcast media workers are usually 

hired for other qualifications, such as fluency and spontaneity. l have also uncovered how 

both the audience and broadcast media determine the choice of language for 

communication at the different Ghanaian radio stations. l have observed that the Ewe 

newspapers serve as reading material, as weIl as a medium for writing for adults who 

partakè in the non-formaI adult education in the local languages. In contrast, English-
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language newspapers serve as a medium only for news reporting, advertisements, and 

democratic politics. 

l have brought to the fore that ideologies of language also influence the 

distribution of the roles of languages for a nation-state's media. According to Spitulnik: 

"As mass media build the communicative space of the nation-state, all of a nation's 

languages, dialects, language varieties, and speech communities associated with them, are 

automatically drawn into relations with one another" (1998: 165). The roles oflanguages 

are thus regulated in view of promoting unit y in the nation-state. The implication of this 

goal, nameiy, the promotion of a nation-state, is that the roles of languages in the 

Ghanaian print media and public space are defined in terms of the language(s) that best 

serve this political goal. 

In Chapter Four, l analyzed selected newspapers, exammmg the contents of 

English and local-language newspapers, based on notions such as indexicality 

(Silverstein 2004), language preferences (Bourdieu 1979), identity (Anderson 1983), and 

media perceptions (Spitulnik 1993). In this vein, l have contrasted the topics prioritized 

for English-Ianguage newspapers with those for Ewe papers, as well as how newspaper 

journalists focus on format with regard to photographs, layout, captions, and the price of 

newspapers. Further, l have shown that the contents of the newspapers of the two 

languages illustrate ideologies of language. Whereas the material production of English

language newspapers indicates the technological sophistication and an urban setting, the 

material production of Ewe newspapers reflects a lack of technological sophistication, 

and a rural setting. Similarly, while English-Ianguage newspapers focus on 

advertisements, national/international news, and political officiaIs, Ewe newspapers 

concentrate on folktales, regional/local news, and local chiefs. The content analysis also 

reveals that whereas the topics of local-language newspapers reflect a rural-agricultural 

economy that operates with little or no cash, the topics of English-Ianguage newspapers 

reflect an urban-industrial economy that relies on cash transactions. 

In Chapter Five, l have discussed my informants' Vlews about the 

aesthetics of English and Ewe. l then contrasted English-Ianguage and Ewe literacy 

components in Ghana. Throughout my collection of empirical data, the informants 

contended that Ewe writers were expected to use language in its density, as characteristic 
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of Ewe aesthetics and stylistics. For instance, Dzobo (1997) speaks about the use of 

proverbs in cliscourse, Egblewogbe (1975) mentions the usage ofunfamiliar vocabulary, 

and the editor of Midim points to the use of verbal art in Ewe. Grammarians 

(Westermann 1907; 1930; Ansre 1961; 1966, 2000) and pedagogues (Wiegrabe 1938 

[2000]; Obianim 1964 [1999]) have contributed to the role of Ewe verbal art in written 

texts, by inc1uding forms of speech genres in their texts that students use in schools. 1 

have observed that, to use the density particular to Ewe, one is expected to acquire 

components of the entire sociallife of the Ewes, such as the vocabulary of the religious 

system, social institutions, political organizations, economic activities, agriculture, etc. In 

African public discourse, speakers demonstrate their mastery of the language, by using 

proverbs, wise sayings, and idiomatic expressions as symbols of wisdom, eloquence, and 

social status (Finnegan 1970; Yankah 1995). In Ewe chiefdom, the chiers spokesperson, 

known as Tsiami, symbolizes the mastery of eloquence and oratorical skills. He speaks 

on behalf of the chief, interspersing his discourses with forms of verbal art. In light of 

this, joumalists are expected to use appropriate sty1istics to show their mastery of Ewe. 

Ewe newspaper writers make use of verbal art, interspersing sentences in each 

news report with forms of oral genres. The three Ewe newspapers th,it exemplify the 

language's denseness in varying degrees are Midim, Atumpani, and Kpodoga. A!ll0ng 

these, Midim best exemplifies the language in its density, because its editors did not have 

joumalistic training. The editor of Midim thus depends solely on his knowledge of Ewe 

for the writing of news items. The editor of Atumpani newspaper shows the language's 

density less frequently, because he trained as a teacher in English-Ianguage literacy and 

adult education, which he applies to Ewe, in particular, in writing news reports. The 

editor of Kpodoga is least exemplary in depicting the language's denseness, as he trained 

in English-Ianguage literacy and joumalistic institution. Consequently, he often 

transposes the tradition of English-Ianguage joumalism into his Ewe newspaper, namely, 

a direct, c1ear, denotational style in news reporting, just occasionally reverting to the use 

of Ewe verbal art. In this light, the editors of Kpodoga and Atumpani apply to the local

language newspaper princip1es of jouma1ism orrly part1y based on referential information. 

In contrast, the editor of Midim applies to the newspapers discourse-based stylistics, that 

is, the elegant style found in the Ewes' public and ceremonial discourses. 
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Notwithstanding the attempts made by Ewe newspaper writers to model the local

language newspapers in the aesthetics and stylistics of forms of the Ewe verbal culture, 

they still have not attained the level of density of Ewe exemplified by traditional orators. 

This situation partly explains why sorne of the journalists have claimed that the two 

languages require different writing schemes. In contrast to the aesthetics and stylistics of 

Ewe newspaper writers, the joumalists of Ghanaian English-Ianguage newspapers use 

unveiled expressions, familiar words, and direct denotational stylistics (see Irvine 1989; 

Silverstein 2004). 

In Chapter Five, l have also taken a close look at English and Ewe literacy 

concems. The empirical data gathered for this study attests that there is a distinctive 

pragmatics for local language literacy as compared with that of English. Previous studies 

confirm this point. For example, Scribner and Cole (1981) explore literacy practices in 

West Africa, observing that there are three types of schooling in Vai society: traditional 

socializing for the initiation of boys and girls, English-Ianguage school for children 

whose parents can afford the money and time, and Qur'an schooling, mostly for children 

with Muslim backgrounds. These three forms of schooling are each associated with a 

specific language, namely, Vai, English, and Arabic, respectively. The authors notice that 

besides the linguistic distinctions characterizing these literates, a dominant social sphere 

also marks them. Specifically, local-language operates on "traditional economic and 

social activities", while the use of English-Ianguage centers on "modem economic and 

govemment sector", and Qur'an hinges on "religious" issues. They also observe that 

English and Qur'an educations require literacy skills such as knowledge of written texts, 

whereas traditional socialization does not require knowledge of the local language. 

Similarly, whereas Westemized schooling and Qur'an education require cash economies, 

the traditional education takes place without a cash economy (Ibid., p. 54). 

Similar to the situation in Vai society, the differences in English and Ewe literacy 

can be seen in terms of the goals, the agents, the contents, the forms of the pro gram 

offered, the linguistic skills expected, and the groups targeted in Ghana. For instance, 

whereas literacy in Ewe is ordinarily based on the stylistics of orality, that is, density of 

language found in the ceremonial speech of chiefs, and the writing of letters, literacy in 

English is directed toward the acquisition of scientific subjects, such as the sCIences, 
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politics, joumalism, and so on. Similarly, whereas literacy in Ewe is intended to convert 

people to Christianity and create better-informed Christians, and to help Ewe adults 

improve traditional methods of agriculture, literacy in English-Ianguage targets the elite, 

the politicians, the administrators, the lawyers, and teachers. Finally, whereas literacy in 

Ewe is based on Standard Ewe, literacy in English-Ianguage in Ghana is based on British 

Commonwealth English, in particular the metropolitan English. For instance, a member 

of Ghanaian parliament urged both teachers and students in Ghana to communicate in the 

Queen's English (Received English). The minister of state stressed the need for students 

to opt for good English, since proficiency in English would ensure a better performance 

in their courses. He also exhorted the students to read newspapers, periodicals and library 

books to acquire more vocabulary. He announced that a language laboratory would be 

built in one of the secondary schools to help the students attain proficiency in English. 

In Chapter Six, drawing on the works of Bourdieu (1979) on the foundations of 

preferences, as well as those of Femandez (1986) on linguistic fields and domains, and 

those of Cohn (1987), Ngugi (1991), Appiah (1992), and Irvine (1993) on language 

codification policies, 1 have interpreted the data. 1 have also analyzed the views of 

Ghanaian writers, as well as the language-attitudinal factors contributing to ideologies of 

language with regard to the Ghanaian print media. 1 have observed that several factors 

determine language use in Ghanaian media in the context of the multilingual situation. 

These factors involve issues such as the language policies, the emergence of educated 

professionals in Ghana, the incorporation of different language communities in a single 

nation-state, and the ranking of languages. For instance, the language policies have 

minimized the role of local languages in education, and as a result, the policies have 

failed to provide language professionals who could sustain written media in the 

indigenous languages. 

Similarly, the amorphous Ghanaian elite class (De Graft Johnson 1966), III 

contrast with the typical organic social c1ass (Bourdieu 1979), have transposed aspects of 

the local culture into English-Ianguage media, but have not paid sufficient attention to 

print media in the local-languages. The e1ite represent a force to be reckoned with, 

particularly because their preferences regarding literature influence the use of language in 
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the media. The nation-state formation is another crucial element that has contributed to 

the lack of a sustained Ghanaian-language written media. 

The demarcation of the borders of Ghana has involved both the incorporation and 

separation of people within the same language territories, whereby Ewe groups inhabit 

three different geographical locations, namely, southeastem Ghana, southem Togo and 

southwestem Benin. This geo-political event has reduced the likelihood for the people in 

the area to gather resources for a sustained local-language print media. Just as Anderson 

(1983) argues that imagined communities have emerged in Europe due to the inception of 

print media, 1 contend that the English-language print media has contributed to the 

formation of the nation-state, Ghana (see De Graft Johnson 1966), including 

professionals. In contrast, the lack of development of local language print media has led 

in part to a weakening of the local-language communities. 

The hierarchization of indigenous languages has also contributed to ideologies of 

language. For instance, in the context of Ghana's nmltilingual situation, the ranking of 

languages on a scale of official, national, and regionallanguages has reduced the chances 

of a sustained local-language print media, because the Ghanaians have put the local 

languages on the lowest part of the scale, thereby generally associating them with orality 

and the -speech genres of chiefs. 

Building on Simon's (2000) discussions on the intercultural components of 

translations, 1 have explored aspects of ideologies of language reflected in translation 

practices in Ghanaian-English language print media. For example, whenever Ghanaian 

joumalists translate news items from the local languages into English, they transpose 

components of the local languages. In the same vein, local-language joumalists translate 

items from English into the Ghanaian-language newspapers. Although the joumalists 

recriminate each other for "impoverished" writing, "literaI translations", "lack of 

standard", and "transposition of ideas," the same writers applause instances where 

constituents of one language are transposed into another language. As a result, in sorne 

instances, those who advocate high standards in either local languages or English 

appreciate an aspect of translations of proverbs, metaphors, wise sayings, panegyrics, 

lyrics, songs, and so all in the written works. Yet, in other instances, they critique the use 

of components of the local languages such as inappropriate syntactic structure, imprecise 
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diction, erroneous grammatical elements, and misappropnatlOn. Overall, these 

testimonies show that translation is intricately connected with the language situation in 

the interplay of Ghanaian-language and English-language literature in Ghana. The way 

Ghanaian writers utilize the translations reflects the hidden dimensions of language 

ideology in Ewe or Ghanaian-Ianguage literature as set out in this study. 

Throughout the investigations in this thesis, 1 have discovered tIlat instances of 

ideologies of language regarding the roles of languages in Ghanaian print media involve 

the interplay of complex factors, such as the productions of Standard Ewe, the 

professionalization of the Ghanaian print media, the political economy of the Ghanaian 

print media, the contents of the media, the differentiated literacy, the language aesthetics, 

the writers' perceptions of language use, and so on. These factors have contributed to the 

roles of English and Ewe in the Ghanaian print media, so that whereas Ghanaians 

associate English solely with the print media, they associate Ewe mainly with the 

broadcast media. 

The ideologies of language underlying the regulation of the roles of language in 

Ghanaian broadcast media are similar to those of Zambia. Spitulnik (1998) explores 

ideologies of language by investigating how Zambian state institutions (radio, television, 

schools, and pub li shers ) use only seven local languages, elevated in status out of the 

seventy-three indigenous languages. In doing so, she argues that ideologies of language 

in institutional practices should be understood in terms of a complex and manifold 

process involving language valuation and evaluation, which she views as "processes 

through which different social values and referents come to be associated with languages, 

forms of speaking, and styles of speaking" (1998: 164). 

Radio Zambia had the task of promoting national unit y as weIl as diversity by 

mediating the commonalities and differences of the various ethnie groups and languages, 

as well as regulating the airtime aIlotted to selected languages in Zambia. Essentially, the 

Zambian broadcast media, as a state institution, must mediate unified national identity 

along with regional diversity, and in so doing, "publicizes, legitimizes, and empowers' 

certain languages over others (Ibid., p. 166). 

Radio Zambia was started in 1941, to use English and selected local languages 

(Bemba, Kaonde, Lozi, Lunda, Luvale, Nyanja, and Tonga) for the transmission of 
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information, as stipulated in the Zambian language policy. This institutionalized use of 

the mass media created a hierarchical ranking of the languages in Zambia (Ibid., p. 167). 

In this light, the state's discourse recognizes seventy-three languages, but elevates seven 

to a higher level on the language hierarchy, setting the official language, English, on its 

apex) backed by the national motto, "One Zambia, One Nation". The state discourse -

articulated by Zambian public figures like the colonial administrator and politicians -

thus serves as the basis for regulating national unit y and diversity, which in turn is 

translated in Zambian mass media practices. The principle of a unified nation has also 

been manifested in Zambian's one-party mIe from 1972 to 1990 (with Kenneth Kaunda 

as president). 

The antecedents of Zambian language policies occur in colonial language 

policies, missionary activities, and migration patterns in Zambia. These factors have 

contributed to the initial ranking of two local languages, Bemba and Nyenga, as the 

lingua francas of the Zambian urban localities. Later, the colonial govemment allowed 

the use of Lozi and Tonga on the radio, arguing that the inhabitants were multilingual, 

speaking and understanding the four languages. The colonial govemment further added 

Lunda and Luvale to represent the northwestern provinces of Zambia, this time arguing 

that it was necessary to represent the geographical distribution of the languages in 

Zambia: north (Bemba), south (Tonga), west (Lozi), and east (Nyanga). Finally, the post

colonial government added Kaonde to the elevated northwestern Zambian languages, to 

complete the distribution oflanguages within northwestern Zambia (Ibid., p. 169). 

The Zambian broadcast media use English for the national programs, while the 

vernacular service utilizes the seven Zambian languages. The national channel has been 

renamed Radio One, whereas the local-language channel has become Radio Two, 

because sorne of the Zambians claimed that the previous names were derogatory. Their 

contenders argued that the name "national service" for the radio operating in English 

presupposed that other languages were not national languages. Other Zambians have 

contested the different contents and programs of Radio One, calling for a unified 

program. This situation has led to the use of English scripts, which the seven languages 

translate for transmission. In Zambia, as weIl as in Ghana and Nigeria, English thus 

serves as a medium for regulation media production in the local languages, whereas the 
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indigenous languages serve as a cultural site for the Africanization of the media (Ibid., p. 

175). 

l have observed that local-language newspaper productions are successful in other 

parts of Africa. For instance, in Nigeria, while Henry Townsend established the Yoruba 

newspaper, lwe lrohin, in 1859, Gaskiya Corporation started the Hausa newspaper, 

Gaskiya Taft kwabo (Truth is worth more than a penny) in 1937, and Alaroye Group 

established the Yoruba newspaper, Alaroye, in 1996. These local-language newspapers 

are vibrant in the market because they adopt the scope and format of English-language 

newspapers in Nigeria, modelling their cover designs, headlines, news reports, and topics 

on those of the English-language newspapers (see Salawu 2006). 

One line of research for investigations is to detail the influence of European 

languages on the codification of the Ghanaian languages, as well as the influence of the 

local languages on English-language in Ghana, drawing upon Smith's (1987) discussions 

on world Englishes. 
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Appendix 1 

Interview with Kofi Awoonor, Ghanaian and English-Ianguage Novelist 

*Interviewer: (**Q 1) As a distinguished novelist with exquisite mastery of English and 

Ewe, what do you consider as the distinct features ofEwe compared with English? 

Awoonor: The answers to the language question, vis-à-vis Ewe, and its use as a sub-text, 

as a sub-linguistic text, for an English-language book, this book [The Stool, written by 

Azasu] does brilliant work, linguistically. It is a very exciting (book) and 1 want you to 

look at it. 

Let me begin by answering a large question of the narrative itself as a form in which 

social intercourse and social re1ationships, and the artistic reconstruction of social reality 

is done. The novel as we knew came from the European [tradition], but we do have in 

Ewe a narrative form, a storytelling form and what, on occasions, constitutes historical 

narratives: people telling the story ofhow things happened, how they came to where they 

are. Ewe is full of it, various festivals, and so aIl. These stories are told, and they are not 

told in any ritualistic form: they are pure narratives that are accounts of joumeys and so 

on, and a degree of embellishment and fictionalization occurs. So, events are also 

revisited. My reason for saying that is to underscore the fact that we do have in Éwe a 

longstanding narrative tradition -- either of fictional stories, or of what we calI Xo nyawo 

Historical narratives: the stories of creation, the stories of how things happened, of 

migrations, of kingdoms, and the stories of specifie stools, and leadership, and so on. And 

a great de al of it is told in highly imaginative force. 

So, 1 want to confirm that, yes, writing in the Ghanaian languages [is legitimate]. People 

should still write novels in Hausa, in Ibo, in Ewe, in Ga, or in any other African language. 

They should do that for its own sake. This provides room for the languages themselves to 

enjoy the expansive milieu of literature, which enriches the language and, as long as these 

languages are being taught in schools and in colleges, the literary works in them are very 

appropriate. It could not be to the exclusion of work in English; there is sorne kind of 

symbiosis: languages do dialogue. Ewe dialogues with English. 

* The Interviewer refers to Paul Anyidoho 

**Q represents "question" 
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Interviewer: (Q2) What features do you use to de termine a Ghanaian-Ianguage influence 

on a Ghanaian-speaking English? 

Awoonor: It is purely phonology. It is not in the syntax. For example, the Ewe have a 

problem with the English vowel (e). So you will hear "when" [WEn]. They tum also to 

choose Ewe rhythm: Where are going to? That is purely Ewe: [tonal representation of a . 

rhythm of a sentence in Ewe] ta tà ta ta tà tà? An kâ yim nèlè? 1 am very much 

particular with that, but as 1 was saying, languages do dialogue, and the rich value of any 

language is its capacity to take on another language. That process of dialogue enriches 

the language and Ewe has that. 

A lot ofus [Ewe], when we speak, unconsciously, we are always using English words, in 

the conversation in Ewe. There is no harm in it, but what it does is that it doesn't allow 

the kind of linguistic dialogue that, 1 think, is authentic, because you are borrowing too 

much. There are certain words that can become Ewe-like, let me use the word; that is, a 

direct borrowing. For example, the famous word "burial ground," in Ewe, it became 

benigla [from English]. Woyi <le benigla, They went ta the burial graund. So, if you 

look at certain Ewe words, they are borrowed, sabala [from Portuguese], goma [from 

Portuguese]. .. Our languages have not been exclusive; they have always opened their 

doors to other languages. 

One of the abilities that Ewe has alongside with other languages is to take a word from 

another language and domesticate it within the scope of its own language; for example, 

"He is going to school" -- Eyina suku. "School" has become suku [borrowed from 

English] and that has become an Ewe word. Mi, sukuviwo/Yau, schaal bays/Yau, wha ga 

ta schaal, and so on. And that is allowed in linguistic transformation, in linguistic 

adoption, and so on; if the word does not exist in that language, you borrow and 

domesticate it, letting it work according to the rules of your own language. 

Interviewer: (Q3) Why does English or Ewe serve as the only or most relevant language 

to express habituaI thought in literature or written media in Ghana? 

Awoonor: The path of history and historical decision to use English as a colonial 

language has provided a means of intercommunication and communication between the 
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various ethnic groups that are in Ghana. We have a communication link which is created 

by this language [English]. Even when Ngugi was talking about writing in Gikuyu, if he 

wrote in Gikuyu for the Kenyan-market readership alone, the Luos can't read it, the 

Kalenjins can't read it, the Maasai can't read it and so on and so forth. That's the realistic 

scope of the problem. And not to forget the fact that those who are outside [the vicinity] 

of Kenya can't read it, 1 can't read it. 

1 have not written much in Ewe. My last book, a collection of poetry, 1 tried to write in 

English and 1 have a manuscript in both English and Ewe where 1 will put the Ewe 

version [beside] the English version, but the publishers did not handle it well. 

But that is an effort to get to an Ewe readership who did not have access to my work. 

There are people who read Ewe and do not read English. Not only that, there are people 

who read Ewe and English, but do not get into the anatomy of the language. My poetry is 

very easy, but people say it is very difficult to understand. 

1 have Ewe, and 1 know how to use the Ewe in that level of density. It is very important. 

People think that Ewe or any African language is not capable of thought of complex ideas, 

if you listen to HesinO Akpalu, the old Ewe Poet, who composed the dirges, you will see 

the complexity of the text: 

Xexea me je dzogoe dzi nyea me, 

Nyemele amewo amewo kas a o. 

Ame siwo nye aklamabwo, 

Won3 an yi de me nu. 

1 am sitting in the way of street corner, 

1 am not the same as the enemy. 

Those who are lucky, 

They have sat down and they have something 

against which they leaned. 

That metaphor, won3 anyi de me nu, they have sat down [and they have] something [on 

which] they leaned, if you say itin regular everyday speech, the Ewe speaker will not 

understand, unless you explain what it means by won3 anyi de me nu alo dZ3gbe tre 

fafegbe na mi They have sat down [and they have] something [on which] they leaned or 

destiny has reserved fortunes for you. Those are the highest level of the language in all its 

complexity. And that is why the great poetry is not nursery rhymes. The great poetry is 

made up of complex forms and ideas. 
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One of the things that l have been fascinated with is the inability of our euro-centered 

educational system to create a transposition or a re1ationship between this original milieu 

in which we are and the language that we have borrowed, structuring the domestication 

of the language. For example, if l ask a city boy the name of any bird that flies by, he will 

not be able to say it, but if l ask a village boy from Wheta to name the bird, he will 

readily name the bird. The education system that we have has not woven into this. 

Interviewer: (Q4). In your excellent novels, This Earth, My Brother and Cornes the 

Voyager at Last, what Ewe ideas, events and daily life could be more precisely expressed . 

in Ewe than in English? 

Awoonor: This is a difficult question. What this novel, Cornes the Voyager at Last, is 

about is: what l wanted to do is to construct for the African who has been away for 400 

years the enduring spiritual personality of art which is found in daily relationships, daily 

rapports, the basic rituals of relationship, all the way to daily [life]. And so when you 

come into this, and once you get the brilliant African, the authentic African that you have 

been looking for, you will not find in Accra. Besides the relationships, there is a point of 

certain taboos and prescriptions. The life forms that are defined by the Ewe world are 

certain princip les that are part of the spiritual person; [for example], unc1eanliness and 

expiation. 

l wanted to demonstrate that, in this novel, for this man, the energy that controls and 

incubates life makes that world what it is. This is the crux of the whole novel. So, the 

Voyager who has gone home, and on his way, the confusion that he sees in Accra, the so

called modem [ways], underneath it all, there is a value system in Africa. 

Again, in This Earth My Brother, the hero or the main character represents, for me, the 

modem Ghanaian, modem African, who has gone very far: learned, scholarly, and so on, 

[but when he cornes, he experiences] alienation. As they say in Ewe: wo be, devi ya, 

nane fu <lem ne, nane fu <lem ne gododo, elebe woayi, They must go and find out what 

if is that is happening; that is, his problem: there is mental imbalance, aberrant behavior, 

all kinds of things. And sometimes, they tell you, the ancestral offences have not been 

properly atoned for. So l was exploring that particular concept. And l have even an 

image of internaI forms as the factor for that; [that is], putting together reconciliation, so 
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that at the end of the novel, and when he finds it, [he is at peace]. This is just 

summarizing the book. But l am taking aIl these from the Ewe cosmology and 

cosmogony. This is where l have gone to take my inspiration as a writer. l am also 

looking at the sociological structure of my own society. 

Interviewer: (Q5) What components of (English or Ewe) language of your singular 

novels, This Earth, My Brother and Cornes the Voyager At Last, should readily and 

spontaneously attract the attention of readers? 

Awoonor: l am hoping that all of it, particularly when l j ourneyed in that world of social 

c1ass structure of relations. l tell stories that reflect not only original forms of social 

relationships, but also those who are involved. For example, l tell a story of a [temple that] 

has come back, and so on; that is, a historical fact which happened to our people. Our 

storytelling as novelists covers or should cover the whole gamut of the society as we have 

undergone. l cannot write a novel setting [in the United States], even though l lived in the 

United States, but it should reflect very much the world of the African [sojourner]. This is 

why Cornes the Voyager, [though the plot commenced in the United Sates], was only part 

of a format to bring him home to Africa to show him something else other than what he 

was familiar with. And language, if you know English, my American language, the style 

is not as good as when l came to Africa. l was at home. That was why when l was talking 

about America, l used sorne of the lyrical things that l borrowed from American 

narratives. l ev en borrowed a character straight from the American milieu. l couldn't get 

sorne of the nuances of the American black speech. l tried very hard but it is not as 

successful as when l was dealing with my African world. When l finally arrived in Accra, 

it is better, then, l felt at home. So the world which you are describing demands its own 

linguistic discourse. 

Interviewer: (Q7) Does the language of novels attract certain readers in Ghana? Why 

does the language attract certain readers? 

Awoonor: This Earth My Brother was a text for "A Level" for years, almost eight years. 

Once it moved out of the [list], the publisher did not renew it. And l have been looking 

for sorne publisher without success. This one is still printed [Cornes the Voyager at Last]. 
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The question is: do Ghanaians read nove1s? But l think what should happen a lot more is 

domestic policy, and we must publish books domestically, but we have not yet deve10ped 

the publishers. One of the publishers who is doing fairly well is Woeli. So that is also part 

ofhis problem, vis-à-vis the readership. 

Interviewer: (Q8) Which materials in literature did you write in Ewe and then translate 

into English as Ngugi of Kenya exhorted? 

Awoonor: l have not written first in Ewe and then translated into English. If l am 

translating into English then l will be doing it [directly in English]; for example, when l 

had that poem that l gave you about Akpalu, xexe le dzo ... nyemele amewo amewo 

kasa 0, when it occurs to me that way, l just put it down in English, but l can write it also 

in Ewe. l do write Ewe weIl. l am quite at home with it. 

Interviewer: (Q9) In the Ghanaian situation, how does the reader's preference for a 

given language influence the writing of poems and novels in English or in the Ghanaian 

languages, respectively? 

Awoonor: The question of the reader's preference, for example, after l have written my 

novel, This Earth My Brather, somebody said to me: "Look, but we, ,those who don't 

read any Ewe, cannot read your novel." That was when it struck me. l have not done any 

publication in Ewe, apart from the abortive attempt that l made [with the manuscript of 

the Ewe text put alongside the English translation]. 

Interviewer: (QIO) How would you consider the status ofnove1ists in English language 

with those in Ghanaian languages? 

Awoonor: l always be1ieve that because of the problems ofmodemity and the prestige of 

English, we tum to enjoy a higher level of public acclaim. Also, in addition to that, more 

people have access to our works than if l have written in Ewe. English does have a 

prestige, you know how it is. But l can assure you also that if somebody is speaking Ewe 

or Twi, and he is speaking it very well, Ewe speakers or Twi speakers say: "0, ame ya 

le Euegbea eme k:>, Euegbea eme ru. [Oh, this persan 's Ewe is clear, the Ewe is 
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precise and profoundJ." So, linguistic appreciation has various constituencies. l didn't 

know Hausa, but l used to hear sorne guy on GBC, years ago. When he was speaking 

Hausa, l said, this language ... this man can really handle it well. l didn't know [or] know 

very little of Hausa, but l could hear a language alive. And it really had an effect on me, 

[which was purely from] the acoustics. But if l went to sorne meetings of the eIders, and 

they are speaking Ewe, there are sorne people l just want them not to stop talking at all. 

The way they weave it with proverbs, wise sayings and so on. l think there is a whole 

culture of language. Each language has its own constituencies. The modem age, which 

transcends the barriers of the individu al ethnic languages, prefers English because of its 

accessibility. 

Interviewer: (Q Il) What language requirements and obligations do novels impose on 

novelists of Ghanaian-English literature or on those writing in Ewe? 

Awoonor: The question you are posing here has to do with good writing, a writing that is 

successful. If a piece of writing is good, it speaks for itself in terms of language. A good 

writer must spend time in developing his linguistic capability. When you think of 

language, you are coming face to face with an authentic [chunk] of what would be 

acceptable to the reader, and to have an .impact and relevance, vis-à-vis the story, or even 

the characters that are used in the narrative. 

Good writing. If l take Amegbet:Ja a/o Agbezuge [by S. J. Obianim] or F.K. Fiawoo, T:Jb 

At:Jlia, l am coming face to face with good Ewe writing. The other writers in Ewe (I 

won 't mention their names), when l take them, l am not as excited because they just 

could not handle the Ewe well. By handling the Ewe well, l mean not only the force of 

the ideas, but' the whole stylistic of putting a piece of language together to reflect a 

certain situation. So, there are good writers in Ewe, just as there are poor writers in 

English, the same thing. Achebe has done experimentation in Ibo, and he is very 

successful. 

So the requirements are imposed by the highest linguistic attainment of the languages 

themselves. Except in the case of English, if someone is writing for me and it is the 

English of a senior common room at Oxford and it is supposed to be telling me about a 

situation in Ghana, l will have a problem with that; it is not relevant. Or, l have seen a 
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text in which somebody has as a character, a Ghanaian illiterate woman, and he put very 

huge English words in her mouth. It doesn't make sense, very sophisticated words for this 

woman who has not ev en been to school. She wou Id not be speaking ev en her own native 

language in that way. That is where a misuse of or a mismatch of language and material 

is. Your characters must reflect the linguistic reality; your situation must also be the same 

thing, and the location of your story must also be part of the language which describes 

that location. The narrator, the writer, is not only an observer; he must be an observer

participant in the situation in which events are unfolding, even though he may be telling 

the story in the third person. To me, this is very important. 

Linguistic qualifications required by the novelist are the same as what we have been 

saying. The writer must of necessity immerse himse1f in the best form of the language, 

whether it is Ewe or English, but make the languages authentic vis-à-vis the character, the 

location and the situation. If you put old, ancient Ewe in the mouth of a seven-year-old 

boy in a village at Anloga, l have a feeling that you are missing the point. 

Interviewer: (Q12) Did your education during the European period in Ghana direct you 

toward Ghanaian literature in English or Ewe, or both? 

Awoonor: Yes because what happened to me in particular was that, l was growing up in 

a period where the teaching of Ewe was taken seriously at least by the mission school. 

When l went to secondary school, which was Zion College at Angloga, and founded Dr. 

Fiawoo, we also had an opportunity to do Ewe again. Zion College was a very culturally 

motivated school; we were into drumming and singing Ewe songs, and doing 

performances like Atsyiagbek~ in school, which was very famous, and we used to travel 

all over in Ewe country, and on the founder's Day. And then being in Angloga, we were 

soaked into the Ewe culture: Angloga is very traditional. So, in spite of the fact that we 

were doing English literature and what not, we were also exposed to Ewe. In fact there 

was a theatre group that did T:Jb At:Jlia, and took it all the way to Lome [Togo]: [it was] 

performed in Ewe. l was not a member. It was done by our seniors. Then too there was 

one Bedi Setsoafia who translated Shakespeare's Julius Caesar into Ewe. That play was 

also acte d, and it was a very good success. 

So, the Ewe language and its sociocultural milieu were very alive when l was growing up 
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and that contributed very much to my understanding of that milieu and to use it in 

transposition in the English language. 

Interviewer: (Q13) Did your education during the post-European period in Ghana direct 

you toward Ghanaian literature in English or Ewe, or both? 

Awoonor: By 1957, l was a student at Legon. So l was sort of ending my education. We 

were the first batch in the year of independence. Also, we were the last batch to take the 

London University degree. The University was then called the University College of 

Ghana. We were College of the University of London. 

But to answer the question more directly, our English institution at Legon paid no 

compliment whatsoever to Ewe literature. So, English education did not take interest in 

the vemacular literary tradition. When l became a teacher, for example, now l teach in 

the university [Legon], l used to ask the students to go and collect stories from their own 

languages. We had exercises, and l still do for my old graduate students [in] a course in 

oral literature that l taught. l taught it in a way after laying out the structure of oral 

literary forms. l sent the students back to their communities to collect anything: it cou Id 

be folktales, it could be folksongs, cuIts, recitations, or whatever, and then, to translate 

them into English so that the class could discuss the material. l thought it was a good 

exercise. We did not have that exposure. Many of them were very excited about what 

they found when they went back to the communities. Basically, this is it. l am still 

excited by Ewe. 

Let me just round up by saying that the writer's craft coils upon the use of language as 

the most immediate and the most pressing and the most important tool with which he 

creates his story. But the stories do not exist in isolation from the history, the culture and 

the entire civilization in which the writer grew up, in which the writer develops the 

literary imagination, unconsciously. In my case, of course, l grew up in a very traditional 

society. It is a society which was very rich, and is still very rich in folklore, storytelling, 

narrative, and l did not cut myself off from it, except the years that l spent abroad. But 

when l came back, l went back to them. l listened carefully to what the old people say 

and now. l am part of the traditional structure itself. And it is where l take my first 

inspiration as a writer. The Ewe language and its various forms: its use of proverbs, its 
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use of metaphors, its constructional techniques and so on and so forth; l believe l have 

tried as much as possible to take them into English, particularly in my poetry. In my 

nove l, a novel which is a more extended kind of literary genre, the elaboration that comes 

only in tenns of a situation where l need to create for the reader the Ewe milieu. If l don't 

need to create for him this specific Ewe milieu, l provided the entirety in the English 

language. 

l think the argument that the African writer should write in his native language has been 

overflawed; the point has been overstated. Overstated, because it does not seem to take 

cognizance of the fact of history that the English language came into West Africa, in the 

seventeenth century, and it took root with the implantation of English education and 

English administration. Schools were built; the missions came to build their schools, and 

used English as the language of communication. So the Ewe scholar also has the 

capability of using the English, and not an Ewe scholar per se, like the old man, C. K. 

Nyomi, who was more than an Ewe scholar, because he was also able to teach Ewe to 

non-Ewes. That applies to aIl the other languages. The force, the power of Ewe, l believe, 

teaches us also; the power of Ewe or the power of English imposes upon us, or upon me 

in particular, the necessity to write these languages or to use them with great skill. My 

English usage therefore takes a cue from my interest in Ewe. 

So, l suspect this segment of your work would have to discuss not only the use of 

language for communication but also the use of language as a tool in creativity, in 

defining aesthetics. [To the young writers], that is the first thing l tell them. The second 

thing l think about language is that, for the occasion of a novel and so on, is the structure 

of creativity. Creative imagination depends on the [goal], and we have that tradition in 

Ewe. Even from the story, they say, "GU tso uuu keke va dze Yiyi dzi" [The story is 

about the Spider] and they would create a world of myth and conflict, and so on, and aIl 

the way up to the end where the conflict will be resolved. This is what aIl novels are 

about: the dialectics of human existence transposed into a world of imagination, and 

difficulties are encountered, moral dilemmas occur, and then these are resolved after a 

period of contest. And a writer is able to construct this world in the story. 

There are other problems that are coming in, and one particular problem that l am 

interested in is the problem of publishing. 
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The word commodity is a difficult word because this is a cultural material, cultural value. 

So how it is produced, and how it is disseminated and so on is all apart of the problem of 

the economy and also the educational policy agenda because, a couple of years ago or so, 

suddenly, we heard one day this government announced that the Ghanaian languages 

would no longer be taught in second-cycle schools. There was uproar. [It was] in 2002. 

So the Department of Linguistics at Legon, Professor Anyidoho, the CUITent Vice, and 

others ev en called a press confèrence to denounce this policy mitigation. So the 

govemment became a little jittery. They somehow backed down, but they didn't want to 

say they had backed down. But they have left the subject in a limbo; they don't want to 

touch it again. They don't even understand that if a chi Id gets a good Ghanaian language 

background his or her English is automatically going to be good. 

They have created now a serious problem whether this subject would ever be taken up, 

because the schools don't know what to do; the colleges don't know what to do. Cape 

Coast [University] is very much ahead of Legon, in creating the Department of Ghanaian 

languages long ago, where they attracted sorne of the old teachers: Mr. C. K. Nyomi, Mr. 

Anobil for Fante, Mr. Opare for Twi, and so on. So, you could go to Cape Coast and take 

a degree in Ewe, Twi, Ga, Fante, and 1 heard they have added sorne of the other 

languages: Dagaari, Dagbon, Dagomba, which is good so that these teachers that will 

train can go into the Teacher Training Colleges and then from there to the second-cycle 

schools. And they will in tum produce teachers to go to the elementary schools. 

1 was bearing a kind of testimony to my education that aIl these things that 1 have thrown 

into these novels are part of my growth process. They are not things that 1 have invented. 

1 was immersed in Latin as a subject, as a language, when 1 went to school. Basically, 

what 1 wanted to tell my reader is thafhere is an African who is virtually subjected to this 

kind of European classical education and he didn't suffer for it: his Africaness was not 

taken away from him. In fact, he is enriched. So this is why when 1 tell my stories all 

these are part of his linguistic lands cape from where 1 draw my various nuances, etc. 

Interviewer: (Q14) In your novel, you mentioned that you were notallowed to speak 

Ewe at School. 
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Awoonor: Exactly. This was a very commonplace. You were not allowed to speak Ewe 

on the school compound. There was a board if you were seen; they will give it to you to 

wear on your neck and if you heard anybody speaking Ewe you give to him. And at the 

end of the day, whichever pupil was found with the board on his neck went to the 

Headmaster's office and he was lashed. 

When 1 went to secondary school, particularly, the kind of secondary school 1 went to, 

these problems vanished, because Fiawoo himself was an Ewe scholar, so he encouraged 

the use of Ewe at the appropriate time, of course. When 1 came to Achimota for Sixth 

Form, this problem was not there, because somehow the colonial education system in 

Achimota also encouraged the ethnie language, and 1 became the college tribal head. 
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Appendix 2 

Interview with Kwakuvi Azasu, Ghanaian and English-language Novelist 

Interviewer: (Q 1) In the celebrated novel, The Stool, instead of using the EIiglish 

equivalents, why did you retain the following Ewe words: bokJ/ bokJviwo (p. 3) (Afa 

diviner), vodu (p. 6) (minor god), Togbe Dzoli (p. 5) (legendary personage ofTsiame in 

the Volta Region), efa nagonu (pp. 6-7) (Afa or !fa cult of Benin), Dete and azizawo (p. 

9) (minor gods), Mawu Segbolisa (p. 9) (Ewe divinity), husikonui leaves (p. 12) (leaves 

of a local tree), atsitoe tree (p. 15) (a tree, African species), azadzo (p. 26) (evil spells), 

eflaxJxJ (p. 29) (Ewe rite ofpurification), nyakpe wood (p. 29) (a tree, African species), 

liha (p. 29) (local drink), aboboboi (p. 31) (exclamation offear in Ewe), solagawo (p. 32) 

(minor god adherents), alaga (p. 34) (minor god adherent), afJyi tree (p. 45) (a tree, 

African species), tiasicli (p. 49) (Trokosi female slave), logo logs (p. 50) (a tree, African 

species), Hunua Ataku (p. 59) (diviner), atsible (p. 60) (ritual bundle ofsticks), kakla (p. 

60) (religious object), ago-oo nami (p. 61) (manner of calling for attention), fJfJli wood 

(p. 66) (a tree, African species), etidodo (p. 96) (help with intention for reward) , 

nutsuviatsi (p. 126) (praise name), dJclemakpJwoe leaves (p. 170) (a tree, African 

species), kpJtsiyia leaves (p. 171) (a tree, African species), atrikpui steps (p. 190) 

(ritual dance), dzocluametJ (p. 218) (hypnotizer with evil intent), aclauadzo (p. 219) 

(spell), leaves of efla(p. 225) (a tree, African species), nutsugbeacle (p. 266) (praise 

name), nyela leaf (p. 272) (a tree, African species), etc. (in Ghana University Press, 

Second edition, 2004)? 

Azasu: These are expressions for which we do not have the English equivalent, for 

example, bokJ, means anyone, male or female, who is initiated into Afa, a devotional 

cult. Ordinarily, the diviner in the Afa tradition is referred to as bokJ. In the reality of my 

research, 1 discovered that it isn't only the diviners of the Afa tradition who are referred 

to as bokJ. 

Interviewer: (Q2) Why did you not use the closest English Equivalent of bokJ, but you 

retained the Ewe word? 
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Azazu: Because it would not be able to reflect the local color and the connotation of the 

word bok;l. If l used a diviner, there are many types of diviners. But l want to be exact; 

that is why l call them bok;l. 

Interviewer: (Q3) In your view, and also considering the views of the readers of the 

celebrated novel, The Staal, and other comments, how effective is the use of such Ewe 

words in the novel? 

Azasu: If l had used any other word, l would have denied the reader the Ewe instance of 

the word di viner in the Afa tradition; that was why l supplied a glossary. l think that 

many things in other traditions are getting lost. They are not getting lost only to the Ewe 

people; they are getting lost to the who le world. That was why l insisted in writing the 

original words. 

Interviewer: (Q4) Why do you think those [Ewe] words are getting lost? 

Azasu: They are getting lost because of the foreign religions that are invading other 

milieu [religions]: Islam and Christianity are foreign religions. And now, even other 

religions are coming in. There are sorne Ewes who are becoming Buddhists, and there are 

Ewes who are becoming Hindus. In fact, if we are not careful and if we do not record 

who we are, the local [features] will get lost. 

Interviewer: (Q5) In your view, why do Ewes and other indigenous Ghanaians give in 

easily to the impelling and the eroding effect of the foreign religions and the languages 

that come along with them? 

Azasu: The foreign religions are powerful, economically. Thereare certain people who 

say: "1 have a calI to become a Pastor." But, in Ghana, the majority of people know that 

they don't have any call, except for money and livelihood; that is the call. 

In-African traditions, we don't have any money to support our traditions, to support our 

belief system. This is why many are becoming foreigners among our people. 

The reason is that, those ofus who are lucky enough to be educated, and have the ability, 

l think that it is our dut y to at least document what we know about ourselves so that, in 

case the whole thing is bought out of existence, l'm using the word 'bought' seriously, if . 
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we are even bought out of this world, there will be something in books for people to refer 

to. 

Interviewer: (Q6) In your excellent novel, The Stool, what Ewe ideas, events and daily 

life could be more precisely expressed in a novel written in Ewe than in English? 

Azasu: The novel [portrays] the forces of evil and the forces of good. The forces which 

are for the people, and the forces for those who are working for their own personal gain. 

[The latter] seems to triumph, until the end. 

Interviewer: (Q7) Considering the belief system of the Ewe, do you think your novel 

cou Id be more effective if you had written it in Ewe? 

Azasu: It would have been better ifI wrote that story in Ewe. But l could say that a lot of 

Ewes already know these things. l want other people to share in the knowledge of our 

people. You can think that, may be, l want an Ewe reader to share [the idea] of the 

divinity of our people with other people. If l had written in Ewe, maybe, you wouldn't 

have been interested. [The novel has been translated into Ewe by Togla, who] teaches 

Ewe in the Department of Ghanaian languages at University of Cape Coast. 

Interviewer: (Q8) What components of (English or Ewe) language of your singular 

novel, The Stool, should readily and spontaneously attract the attention of readers? 

Azasu: l tried to depict the Ewe color in the English. That was why l used a lot of literaI 

translations. l didn't do what we calI idiomatic expression, because in the literaI 

translation, you have to tune to the Ewe system, to the Ewe idioms. l would not have put 

it across, if l had done what may be referred to as idiomatic translation, or grammatical 

translation. For instance, Xe de nyui, "go well." (Read the Slave Raiders and the 

Invitation, which are sequels to this novel). 

Interviewer: (Q9) Which materials in your novel did you write in Ewe prior to its 

English version? 

Azasu: l wrote directly in English, but with a mind of Ewe, because when l started the 

story, l started it with the idea of revealing who the Ewe is. So it was written directly in 

English, with Ewe as the background. 
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Interviewer: (Q 1 0) In regard to precise representation of thought, aesthetics, polysemous 

use of words, etc. in Ewe, how did the language impose the precision of these e1ements 
\ 

on your nove1s? 

Azasu: Incidentally, 1 hadn't been very interested in Ewe until 1 became interested in 

who we are as a people. Then 1 got to know the beauty of the language itself, especially 

the idioms of the language. AlI these 1 take to work to fashion my perfection for the 

language itse1f and, then, the way of life of our people. 

Interviewer: (QII) As a distinguished novelist with exquisite mastery of English and 

Ewe, what do you consider as the distinct features of Ewe compared with English? 

Azasu: 1 think that my Ewe is stronger than my English. And if my English expressions 

happened to be attractive to you, then it is just accidentaI. It is my Ewe which is attractive. 

Once 1 came to know the beauty of the language, then 1 tried to translate it into English. 

Interviewer: (Q 12) In using Ewe orthography for the Ewe words in the nove1, what are 

sorne of the e1ements of the language that we should be more attracted to? 

Azasu: You know that the Ewe expressions of surprise are so subtle that if l'm surprised 

about something you did that was very good, 1 may say: "Oh! eAnyidoho!" You realized 

that 1 used a smallietter [for "eh"] to indicate that the "e-", which was there, is actually 

not part of the original name Anyidoho. That seems to be unique, especially in West 

Africa. In Shona, in Zimbabwe as well as in Ndebele, they have a similar thing, where a 

word [for a] name begins with a phoneme which is not part of the original word, to 

express surprise, or appreciation, or even shock. 

Sometimes there are expressions in the opposite [sense]: Somebody wants to say that he . 

is very happy, and instead of saying that he is very happy, he will say it in the opposite 

way, that is different from sarcasm. Somebody is very happy, and he williaugh and say: 

"Oh! Let me laugh as if! were happy," [in Ewe] Mako nu kpJ abe dzi ye dZJe yem ene. 

These are sorne of the subtleties of the language which 1 think scholars like you should at 

sorne moment take seriously. 
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Interviewer: (QI3) Does Ewe compete we11 with English lU expresslUg thought lU 

literature in Ghana? 

Azasu: To say that one language compares favorably or unfavorably with another is 

presumptuous, because languages are the same, yet [they are] very different. There are 

certain thoughts which you can express in Ewe, but you can never express in English. 

There are so many things in English which l don't find have been expressed in Ewe. 

There are so many things which 1 can express so vividly in Ewe, which 1 cannot also 

express in English. That is why it is wrong for sorne people say that one particular 

language is superior to the other: The superiority is unique in many ways. 

Interviewer: (Q14) Apart from your wish to share Ewe ideas, thoughts and expressions 

with the world, what other reasons motivated you to write in English, rather than in Ewe? 

Azasu: Writing in English, as l told you already, brings you sorne advantages. 

Incidenta11y, there are sorne people who are Ewes, who may not appreciate the book as 

you have. There are sorne Africans who are not able to appreciate The Staa/. 

As l said, the Ewe one would have been better. This is why l said you should speak with 

Mr. TorgIa, because he did a good job on it. If l had written in Ewe, maybe, many copies 

would have been sold in Eweland: Ghana, Togo and Benin. l was eager to share my 

'Eweness' with the world rather than communicating in English. That's the way l look at 

it. 

Interviewer: (Q15) In your view why do sorne educated Africans sometimes fail to 

appreciate the image of their culture, thoughts, ideas, and values? 

Azasu: That has been our [problem] a11 along, and that is why we are where we are today. 

We are too bus y glorifying other people, for that reason not appreciating who we are. 

Interviewer: (Q16) Regarding the linguistic features of the Ewe language, do you think 

that the language provides enough material for written medià in Ghana? 
-' 

Azasu: [It provides] more than enough. Do you know that Ewe or Ghanaian languages 

are being studied in [University Co11ege of Education], Winneba, in [University of] Cape 

Coast and in [University of Ghana], Legon? Do you know that when our students go back 
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to their towns and villages, sorne of them feel shy to say that they are studying Ewe or a 

Ghanaian language. This is the problem with us. And the other day when I gave a lecture 

on Chaucer, I told them that at the time that Chaucer wrote in Middle English, people 

were looking down upon him. They thought that he was not educated enough to write in 

Greek or Latin, that was why he was writing in English. The same thing we see with 

students in Africa, in Ghana, in particular. If I have written in Ewe, l'm sure that I would 

have gotten a lot of readers, more than what I get in English. Have you ever read 

Agbezuge? Do you know that Agbezuge sells a number of copies every year as any book 

[novel] written in English? You see, our people are eager to read, but we are not writing 

for them. The market is there, but sometimes also, if I write a book, we don't have 

publishers; that' s one of our problems. If we were to have a publisher, the publisher can 

make more money publishing in our various Ghanaian languages than publishing in 

English. 

Do you know Professor Anyidoho? [He] wrote a lot in English. He does a lot of programs 

in English and, then, he needs to work in English. But when he did an Ewe performance 

on a study, it was phenomenal: The reaction was phenomenal. So you realize that if his 

works were in Ewe, he would have got more admirers among his people, but if he wrote 

in Ewe,- who will publish it? This is our problem. 

So our main problem is [the lack of] publishing avenue. Maybe what can be done in 

modem technology, the need of altemating management for the press, maybe, we would 

be able to overcome that problem, but before that, this is the problem that we have. Our 

people are ready to read, but we haven't got the materials. Yet people are writing, but 

they are not being produced for them to buy. One other problem is the general poverty in 

our country. If you have sufficient to eat, then you want to feed your mind by reading: is 

thatnot it? Ifyou are not able to feed the body, how can you feed the mind? 
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Appendix 3 

Interview with Kwesi Yankah, a former columnist and a founder of local-language 

private radio station 

Interviewer: (Q 1) What are sorne the contributing factors for the lack of development or 

lack of sustained development of the media in the Ghanaian languages? 

Yankah: 1 think sorne interest has been shown in the Ghanaian languages. Your own 

records would show that from the 1930s onward a number of newspapers were . in 

Ghanaian languages, at least in Akan. Quite a number of them came out, particularly 

missionary-sponsored publications like the Asenta, Nkwantabisa (Nkwantabisa in 

particular was very well-known throughout the country). Then in the '50s we had the 

Amansuon, the Public and the Akan Kyerema, literally, the Drummer of the ta/king drum, 

then, Wonsuom. Of course, sorne of these were produced by the Bureau of Ghana 

Languages. This was done nearly in the '70s. And then in the '90s, within the past ten to 

fifteen years, there was no communication system, so we started a project, a Ghanaian 

project called Mbwosom, like Al! hands on deck, which was mainly based in Swedro, the 

community newspaper that we started. AlI these have happened in the past. And of late, 1 

realized that sorne Ghanaian newspapers in Ewe have been appearing. 1 was even 

surprised to find out when 1 attended a burial service in one of the Presbyterian churches, 

somewhere in the past two years, and 1 was surprised, even a bit surprised to see a 

Presbyterian newspaper, in Ewe, circulating. So this clearly tells you that there are sorne 

Ghanaian-Ianguage newspapers. 

And as you sai d, one of the [Ghanaian Anglophone] newspapers, in the past year or so, 

devoted a page of their papers to one type of the Ghanaian languages or the other. But the 

pa st year or so, sorne newspapers were doing it, and 1 thought that was very good policy. 

1 do remember also, in my capacity as a member of the National Commission on Culture, 

we also discussed the possibility of compelling sorne of the newspapers to devote sorne 

of their pages to sorne of the Ghanaian languages, but with the boom, the "media boom," 

all over the place, you cannot very easily dictate to any newspaper, not even to the state

owned media, [to write partly] in the Ghanaian languages. There is sorne interest there, 
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but the reason why it does not catch on in a very sustained way can be explained in 

various ways. 1 think you are right when you said that those who would be interested in 

the Ghanaian languages at the moment would be those who were interested in the 

Ghanaian languages when they went to school, but 1 must say that even though the use of 

the Ghanaian languages within the media went down considerably in the past, it has in 

the past two to three years risen. That is mainly due to the proliferation of radio stations 

throughout the country: Ghanaian-Ianguage radio stations throughout the country, 

communication centers that speak Ghanaian languages, and also city-based radio stations 

where Ghanaian languages are [used]. Our own radio [Voice of Legon, now known as 

Radio Univers] in the University, 1 found it, it has been ten years. 1 was part of it at the 

beginning until recently. We surprised everybody when we produced a Ghanaian

language news center. People thought "Wow, the University?" 1 said no, no, no. The 

public out there ought to know what we are doing here in the University, because they 

own the University, through their taxes, that this university was built, and sustained the 

monuments that they gave to staff, apart from govemment [subsidy], there is no [harm] to 

be responsive to public interest and so on. And so, aIl the other radio stations followed 

suit after Legon. But 1 am saying this to say that there is sorne interest there. One time 

[people] express this interest in Ghanaian language by introducing more and more 

Ghanaian newspapers. But, of course, to read a newspaper is not the same as to listen to 

the radio. We are talking about literacy, so the interest may be there but the individuals 

may not be literates, and not be able to read and understand and analyze [the] Ghanaian 

languages. So, that is part of the reason, and that literacy aspect of it can be traced to the 

interest or lack of interest in Ghanaian languages through educational process right from 

primary school, 1SS, SSS, we used to have the Ghana language as compulsory, but very 

unfortunately that policy was discontinued for no good reason that 1 can think of. But 1 

think it was just because children of elites, like you and l, may probably not need it. 

Rather than thinking of the majority of those from rural are as who are probably doing 

better in Ghanaian languages and so on, they went ahead and stopped that. But, even 

though it is compulsory in the 1SS, it is not compulsory; it may be offered as an option 

among the SSS, it is no longer compulsory. The attitudes to Ghanaian languages are not 

very positive. Ghanaian-Ianguage teachers in secondary schools and Ghanaian-Ianguage 
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workers who produce papers have prejudices. They will tell you that people don't look 

highly [at them]. Except that the situation, 1 think, is changing. It is changing 

considerably in the value that we have added to the Ghanaian languages over the ten 

years through the radio. Now we have Ghanaian-Ianguage broadcasters, newspaper staff 

in the country. Men and women are being welcomed and celebrated aIl over the place, 

wherever they go. They are celebrities, so that aspect is changing. Many radio stations are 

looking for very good, experienced people, who can read and write the Ghanaian 

languages, analyze news at the same time. So 1 think you are right in attributing the 

reasons for lack of interest in attitudes and also in policy, as govemments have not 

backed policy with the "political will." Many of them have only readily referred those 

situations to the Bureau of Ghana languages and the Minister of State. 

[There is] lack of support for their publishing of tons and tons of manuscripts which are 

lined up there on their shelves. They don 't have enough funding. So it is partly also 

policy. And the policy also derives partly from the people's attitudes. The policy ofusing 

a language as a medium of education in the lower primary dramatically changed from 

Ghanaian language to English, which runs against aIl reason. l'm sure, currently, it is also 

being changed but it was so embarrassing. So we are the only country in the Sub-region 

with that queer policy, wh en children have started with their mother tongue from home, 

when they come and, suddenly, they have to leam in English. They cannot easily retain 

the concept that we leam in language. Whereas if we rather start with a Ghanaian 

language, what they know, gradually, they can move on to English from their own 

language. So it is partly policy. We have not backed policy. Taking the right policy 

decisions and, even though we have the right policy decisions, we have not backed the 

policy decisions with political will. 

1 believe there is a good chance of things changing. Now, we have Ghanaian-Ianguage 

studies at the B.A. level, taken in the University of Cape Coast and the University of 

Ghana. We have M.A. courses in Ghanaian language. So, for the first time, a student did 

M. Phil. in Ewe in the English department; they are doing it for the very first time. It was 

about two years ago in the Language Center. That tells you that, at least, with the right 

attitude within the educational milieu, this can be used as a gui ding light for the rest of 

the public that there is absolutely nothing wrong in doing a degree in a Ghanaian 
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language, in this permeating society, in the secondary schools. But that is the problem we 

are having, but even so, 1 don't think we have experimented enough. We should have 

taken the advantage of the improvement of the use of the Ghanaian languages on radio; 

exploited that to introduce the newspaper [in Ghanaian languages]. 

Interviewer: 2. Can you recall sorne of your experiences of the language situation in the 

primary school, particularly in upper primary onward, before and after independence? 

Yankah: That was a long time ago. 1 was born before independence but once we 

achieved the independence, 1 was only six years [old]. 1 wouldn't recall enough exactly 

what happened. But, at least, in the secondary schools, Ghanaian language was very 

articulately taught. Ghanaian languages [were taught] in the primary schools. Of course, 

in those days, there was nothing like school policy in Accra, or national school policy. 

But 1 must tell you that each time they had national school proprietors, they realized that 

there is something missing in the absence of cultural studies, and many of them highly 

appreciated that. Even with these [cultural studies], they still realize that they are missing 

something, so many of them sometimes arrange programs for people to go and talk to 

their children about Ghanaian culture, Ghanaian language and so on. It is the 

circumstances that compel them. 1 still think that we have not been -bold enough to 

respond to the changing attitudes. 1 think the attitudes are changing because of radio . 

. 
Interviewer: 3. What features of the Ghanaian languages promote such attitudes? 

Yankah: 1 don't think the attitudes come intrinsically from the languages themselves. No, 

1 don't think so. It is our attitudes to our own culture. It is purely attitudes to our own 

culture and our environment: the yearning for anything foreign, the alien, Western, and 

so~called globaL They look at the economics of language, what job will my son get in 

studying Ewe or Fante, or Ga in the degree level at University? It is part of the problem 

that we have, but how far can English, otherwise, take you? But, of course, to learn a 

Ghanaian language that will nourish this. Many of the best scholars in English are aiso 

very good ina Ghanaian language. It is not either/or. Unfortunately, many of our students 

here are complete illiterates in Ghanaian languages. They cannot write one single 

sentence in the Ghanaian language. That is why we started the Language Center. Part 
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their pro gram in the Language Center is the teaching of English life, but also they teach 

the Ghanaian languages on top of it at the Centers: from Dagbani to Ewe, Akan, and Ga, 

they are all taught to first-year students or new students, as part of the requirement; it is 

one of the options, and besides, leaming things in the Ghanaian language that you don't 

otherwise know. So, Akan will go and leam Ga, Ga will go and leam Dagbani, part of the 

process of promoting mutual ethnic linderstanding and also enhancing their own literacy 

status. 

Talking about the literacy the colonial situation has changed -- the so-called 

Westemization. In. those days, and even now, most of our mothers who didn't go to 

school or didn't go far, they can at least read the Bible in their Ghanaian language. You 

go to church and the Bible is being read in their Ghanaian language. They follow 

everything that is happening. They sing too in their Ghanaian language. They are literates, 

but literacy limited to the Ghanaian languages, not English. But these days how many 20-

year olds or 30-year-old's children are literates only in the Ghanaian languages? Either 

you are literate or illiterate in English and therefore the Ghanaian languages. When they 

say literacy, they are referring only to English. They don't even define as literates those 

who know how to read and write Ghanaian languages. But, in the churches, the older 

ones [are], but you can't get any young, even 30-year-old girl, or boy, or man who has 
" 

not been school, who has not been to an English school. That is what the Mass Education 

is: to help our fathers to read their own language. l think that that policy has not been 

[pursued] enough from govemment to govemment. 

Interviewer: 4. l wou Id like to know the reasons why the govemment promoted Mass 

Education in the past and will not promote it now? 

Yankah: l think it is courage. They haven't got the courage enough to pursue the 

Ghanaian language Policy and so on. They are moved easily by CUITent global trends, and 

l think they listen more to the voices of the urban elite, and forget about the majority of 

the people in the rural areas. They probably don't even know the trends in other West 

African countries, as far as Educational policy is concemed '-- taking the rightful 

decisions. As l was saying, from what had happened to the Ghanaian language on the 

radio in the past five to six years, this can be used as a trigger, pedestal. The govemment 
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has to respond to the good work. Many ministers [of state] now want to improve their 

Ghanaian language -- whether Ministry of Education or Finance -- because the radio 

stations are constantly calling you to come and explain the budget to the people, to come 

and explain the specific policies in the Education to the people. And the people are all out 

there. So, it compels you to sharpen and improve your competence in your own local 

language. So, that is gradually permeating ministries and even business office [outreach]. 

Now, it is an advantage to have a Public Relation Officer who speaks two Ghanaian 

languages or who speaks more than one Ghanaian language. At Makola market, they are 

not going to talk to them in English. Ga, or Ewe, or Akan. is what will be expected. That 

is what will be expected. That is part of being a good PR: the ability to communicate with 

c1arity to the ordinary man. l think there is sorne goodwill there that the newspapers have 

not exploited. And l think it is for the National Commission of Culture not just to ask 

state-owned papers and so on to devote a page or two, but to start, themselves, to do 

appeals for funding and do a pilot-project, and to see how the people have [favorably] 

responded. 

Interviewer: 5. What is the Commission on Culture's recent Policy on Language? 

Yankah: You better get a copy of Ghana's Cultural Policy which was launched by the 

Commission and read the area on language. They clearly support the need of the 

Ghanaian languages in the lower primary schools. They clearly stated their position on it. 

And l remember the time the Commission was inviting the Education Minister to come 

and explain the Policy. And it was very interesting. When the Policy had been reversed, 

we invited him. The Commission will probably tell you that the Commission wasn't 

convinced about the new policy. If you also lay hands on the Government White Paper on 

Education Reforms, you will realize that there is a section on language, and that section 

will c1early tell you that government is probably having second thoughts about the 

language [policy]. It has not been officially articulated, but you can clearly tell from the 

language section that the medium of instruction has been [reviewed]. They reversed the 

policy back to the Ghanaian language, where teachers are available. 

Interviewer: 6. How does literature, English literature in particular, demonstrate the 
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multicultural situation in Ghana, taking into account riddles, proverbs, and such elements 

of the Ghanaian languages? 

Yankah: Even for those of you who used to write whether the newspapers did or not, if 

you read the newspaper criticaIly, even though it is English that is being written, it is like 

our version of the standard English that is being used. Occasionally, even beyond that 

you can find the Ghanaian language expressions flashing within articles, and colloquial 

expressions here and there. Occasionally, you can find a proverb even as part of the 

caption of a story. As for the written literature in English, if you are lucky enough, 

particularly the authors who are closely in touch with the world, Anyidoho, Awoonor, 

among others, you will clearly see that what they are presenting is virtually Ghanaian 

culture, presented through the medium of English. So, largely, many of our authors, 

through the medium of English, aIl right, but they still express their loyalty to the 

Ghanaian language. Anyidoho's poems, for instance, are virtually Ewe dirges; the 

English is only an accidentaI [part]. He is virtually speaking Ewe. But apart from that 

many of them are wholly also turning to their Ghanaian language, like Anyidoho himself 

with his recent poem, (English as medium of communicating Ewe) [taking] after Ngugi 

Wa Thiongo with his experimentation based on Gikuyu, in one ofhis recent [works]. 
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Appendix 4 

Interview with a journalist and an editor of Daily Graphie 

Interviewer: (Q 1) 1 wou Id like to know whether the issues raised by Denkabe and 

Gadzekpo conceming the proficiency of language, accuracy in coverage of news items 

and decency in the use of language are still raised today? 

Editor: Yea! Definitely, as humans, in using foreign language w~ are bound along the 

way to make mistakes. And we have to make a c1ear distinction between the improper use 

of language because of lack of understanding and the intemperate use of language. These 

are two different things. In terms of the intemperate use of language, definitely, there has 

been sorne qualitative improvement. And if you should do sorne qualitative analysis of 

sorne of the newspapers, you realize that the intemperate use of language has 

considerably improved. Even in the study, the mainstream newspapers were not found to 

be doing that. 

The problem with the mainstream newspapers is about poor grammar, sometimes, 

improper spelling, and those kinds of things. But sorne of them are unavoidable because, 

when you are dealing with large volumes of printed matter every day, you are bound to 

skip sorne of these. But definitely we make efforts to ensure that whilst we have not 

developed a uniquely Ghanaian English, and therefore, we are using the British English, 

it imposes on us sorne constraints in terms of making sure that we use the language in the 

way that the British want it to be used, in the formaI sense. But, somehow, there are sorne 

intrusions of local words which 1 don't find any di ffi cult Y about, because, definitely, 

there is difference between British English and American English. 

It is important that we encourage the deve10pment of a distinctive Ghanaian English that 

will meet the needs of Ghanaians better than taking the British or formalized form of the 

language, when even in Britain itself, there is the Scottish and different variations of the 

English that they use. So our problem has been that we try to limit ourselves and try to 

use only the Queen's English, but somehow, when you are communicating you cannot 

take the mother tongue completely out of English discussion. So, now and then, there is 

an intrusion. And what people normally do sometimes is to look or have the mental 

image that is formed in the local language, and then translate that into English. Sorne of 
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the mistakes come because of this: that looking at the sense in the English at the local 

level before translating it into English and coming up with the words. It influences you 

somehow; but definitely, there has been sorne qualitative improvement since that 

publication. 

Interviewer: (Q2) Can we talk about the standardized indigenization of sorne terms in 

reporting as against certain terms that, outright, will not be accepted? 

Editor: That is what l'm saying because, unfortunately, unlike in Nigeria or unlike in the 

West Indies, where they have developed uniquely their own style of English, call it 

Pidgin, or Cru, or whatever, which the y use in writing, we have not developed that style. 

And, therefore, We are constrained. That is wh y, when people see the intrusion of sorne of 

the local languages, they get offended because they think that we must use the formaI 

English standard and not mix English with any other thing. 

The other study also shows sometimes the use of articles and other terms before certain 

words. Sometimes, because of this localization "for", for sorne of them, we don't 

introduce any of those articles because in the local languages, when you say that you are 

[going somewhere], you justsay that. So, like somebody would say, "l'm going to Post 

Office", instead of saying, "l'm going to the Post Office," because, if you bring it to the 

local language, like in my language, you will say, meb pose afise. So, because of that, 

sometimes we don't use articles very well, because we are informed by the local 

languages. These are sorne of the basic influences that those who insist on the formaI 

Queen's English find [to be] the problem in the way we go about it. Then, there is 

another thing about spelling. You know most of the computers that we use are produced 

in the V.S, and the U.S. spelling is different from the British spelling. So, sometimes, 

when the computer is American, it gives you, especially, between "z" or "s". Most of the 

time, the American version will give you the "[z]" like "[nationalize]". In British English, 

it is "[s]". Those people, conservatives, when they see "[nationalise]" with "[z]", 

definitely, they will call you and say: "How can you spell the word like that?" But that is 

a problem. 
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Interviewer: (Q3) Talking about the conservatives and those critics, normally they send 

a letter to the editor. Can you categorize the education standard of those who send their 

critiques, who are part of the readers of your paper? 

Editor: Not necessarily. It is not a segregated kind of thing. It is rather that there are 

people, it doesn't matter their level, who show us that they have taken interest in 

language; l mean, there are people who went to Training College, even colleagues, and 

the university professors and all those, who write or calI us once in awhile to remind us 

that we made this mistake or this thing. But when it is about sorne of those things which 

are not strictly a mistake or grammatical error we are not so much bothered. But 

sometimes, there are slips where there is a plural verb against a [singular] noun. 

Interviewer: (Q4) Do the readers influence the use of language, in the production of the 

Daily Graphie? 

Editor: Yes, definitely, because if we use bad language and our attention is drawn to it, 

. and we find out that we made [a] mistake, we will definitely change it. Once our attention 

is drawn to it, we will definitely make the correction. There are sometimes, too, sorne 

words that are similar in nature which mean different things. I, personalIy, l had problems, 

sometimes, between "diffuse" and "defuse". To defuse tension, you end up difJusing the 

tension. If it happens like that, there is no way that you can ignore anybody who points 

out the problem to you [other] than to do the correct thing. In as far as that is concemed, 

and indeed, for two years, we had a columnist, who. used to write on the right way to 

speak the language. He has published that into a book, as way of pointing out sorne of the 

mistakes that the educated Ghanaians make in their use of language. That one was also 

for us. One of the things was about cutting the sod, commissioning a building, which now 

we talk about [as] the "building was inaugurated". "Commission a study" and not 

"commission a building". Those are sorne of the things that we have done or are writing 

out of course or rejoinders, and that confront the public. 

The people who are working here, not every one of them studied English as a language, 

in the formaI sense. And we are not outside of the main trained Ghanaian population. So 

the everyday mistakes that the Ghanaians make, we are prone to make those kinds of 
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mistakes too. Therefore, any time our attention is drawn to sorne fundamental [mistakes], 

what we do is to check on [them]. 

l, myself, l studied English; therefore, there are sorne issues that we resolve here and we 

have recruited proofreaders who also studied English. Therefore, the volumes of those 

kinds of mistake we talk about are very minimal. If you read through Dankebe and 

Gadzekpo' s book, you will realize that Graphie was not one of those that had a lot of 

problems. The people are concerned about us because, as a leading national newspaper, 

even one mistake is not tolerable. That is why we have a lot of these difficulties. 

Sometimes, it is because of proofreading errors or technical things, because we are trying 

to type in a certain way, we end up typing another way. l remember one c1àssical 

example where we were talking about chemically modified food against organic food. 

We ended up saying people should refuse organic food instead of inorganic; l mean, 

those kinds of things. Definitely, you realize that it is a mistake and the next day you 

have to do a correction and apologize to the public. For sorne of those things, it is not 

because you don't understand the language, but it is the normal mistake that people make 

as human beings through human weaknesses. 

Interviewer: (Q5) When recruiting journalists, how do you take into account the 

language requirements and obligations that newspapers in English impose on journalists 

of Ghanaian Anglophone newspapers? 

Editor: The issue is that there are certain international standards. You cannot go beyond 

certain standards because you are Graphie. For instance, the normal thing is that people 

who have studied at the second level, or the point is this, once the person has the 

qualification; for example, in terms of the lower, we take the Diploma from the Institute 

of Journalism or degree. The assumption is that anyone who has successfully passed his 

exams is at least qualifie d, but sometimes you realize that he studied in journalism but he 

did not study English formally as a subject. Therefore, even though he has the degree, he 

has a deficiency in the language. You cannot foresee sorne of those things. So, what we 

do here is that, on a very regular basis, we fUll programs on English proficiency for our 

staff. We organize seminars and training workshops on,how to write, inc1uding language 

use, and we bring lecturers from the University, from the English Department to have 
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interactions with our people. On our own - as 1 have indicated to you before, 1 did 

English in my first degree - we discuss sorne of these things and in terms of usages and 

other things, and those words that appear, sound the same but are not the same, like the 

"diffuse" and "defuse" [issue] 1 was talking to you about. We try to inform ourselves 

from time to time about sorne of those things. Beyond that, the last time we were doing 

the recruiting, we pushed them through a written test, and the import of that written test 

was not only about journalism, but also to test their competence in the English language. 

Therefore, we give the scripts first to the English Department to mark in terms of the 

grammar and 'the English, and, afterwards, we give the, scripts to the 8chool of 

Communication 8tudies to evaluate the journalistic aspect so that we evaluate both the 

language aspect and the journalistic aspect, as a way of informing us as to the 

competence of the people in terms of language use. 80 that is what we did the last time, 

and that is what we intend to do from now onwards. 

Interviewer: (Q6) How does language determine the framing of captions and headlines 

of the newspaper, when sorne pictures meant to buttress the report are rather sensational 

in outlook? 

Editor:-No. That one is not so much of a language, because as for the language, whether 

it is about pictures or about anything, the difficulty is not just about pictures. It is about 

the use of language. You will realize that sorne of the things that Dankabe and Gadzekpo . 

noted were also the consequences of the political system that we were coming out from in' 

the past. In the revolutionary days, revolutionary language was used. In public discourse, 

a lot of vocabulary of the revolutionary language entered into that. When you are in a 

revolutionary era, the formality is the least thing that you are interested in. There is so 

much arbitrariness and a whole lot of other things. 

About emotions, the ones that they talked about were consequences of that. It's like you 

have insulted me and l'm insulting you back, and 1 don't care which is the form of 

environment within which 1 am addressing you. Then you begin from there, then you 

carry language that ordinarily would have been spoken in the market into the newspaper. 

That is how sorne of those things came about. Now, we aU appreciate the fact that 

democracy does not me an that you should have your way and 1 shouldn't have my way; 
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but democracy always requires that you tolerate me and 1 tolerate you. N ow, you will see 

that the use of language has become more measured than in those times. You are not 

likely to come across very bad language, the way that they appear. It has definitely gone 

down. Even in the most vitriolic private newspaper, you are not going to find, say, that 

kind oflanguage. No. You will not see that. Definitely, it is better now than [at] that time. 

Interviewer: (Q7) You were talking about the columnist who was writing on the use of 

language. When was that? 

Editor: 1 think, when you go back, two years, you will find it. 

Interviewer: (Q8) What is the title of the series in the column? 

Editor: We calI it "Mind your language." That was the series in the column. AlI the 

infractions that were being observed either from our own paper or from what educated 

Ghanaians were making, he was analyzing and writing about. 

Interviewer: (Q9) What is the name of the columnist? 

Editor: He is a retired educationist. He has pub li shed his articles into a book called 

"Mind your Language." 

Interviewer: (Q 1 0) 1 would like us to talk also about local language newspapers. 

Editor: Have you seen any local [-language] newspaper? 

Interviewer: (Qll) Yes, a couple ofthem in the Volta Region and elsewhere. 

Editor: Where? 1 have not seen any local-language newspapers. 

But in the 50's the Evening News newspaper used to devote [a] few pages to sorne 

Ghanaian languages. Where would 1 have been? 

Interviewer: (QI2) That is the question. But in the Volta Region, they have published 

Midim from 2000 to 2004, also Kpodoga, sponsored in the beginning by UNESCO, from 

1976 to 2000, then Motabia/a, alongside others in other Ghanaian languages. 
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Editor: 1 know there used to be sorne Twi papers, Nkwantabisa and Akwansasem, but 1 

don't know how long ago they stopped publication. It is a long time. 

Interviewer: (Q 13) With those papers you mentioned, what are the characteristics of the 

language of those papers written in Ghanaian languages compared with the Ghanaian

English newspapers that enforced the production of the papers for years, or, in the case of 

the local-language newspapers, did not at all? 

Editor: It is because we are more illiterate in the local languages than in English. 

Because, how many, maybe the Ewes are doing better, but even within the Ewe 

community more of them will understand written English than written Ewe. So, that 

cornes across, even though we say that the majority of our people are not literate in 

English. If you were to segregate the indigenous languages, you would see that there are 

more illiterates in the indigenous languages than we are in English. We speak it, but 

speaking al one does not make you literate in that language. We can hardly write or read. 

The average work that you expect in Twi: out of ten Akan people, about nine of them are 

not able to read it. So that is part of the problem of the local languages. Radio is getting 

on better, because it is only speaking. Speaking, you hear it but reading is different from 

speaking. So that, for me, is one of the major problems. We can hardly read and write in 

the mother tongue. 

Interviewer: (Q14) Can you advance sorne of the reasons why the situation is so, that we, 

Ghanaians, are literate in English and illiterate in our mother tongue? 

Editor: There are a number of schools where the y say you cannot speak your mother 

tongue. Within school hours, no mother tongue is allowed, only English. Is it not a way 

ofkilling mother tongue? 

[Interviewer:] It is. 

[Editor:] It is. 1 experienced that in the middle and secondary schools. 1 don't know 

whether it was the same experience in your schools. 

1 don't know, but the problem is this: is it bad to speak your mother tongue? How do you 

get proficiency in it? The only way to attain proficiency in any language is to speak. But 

you are not allowed to speak it. So for the ten hours that you are in school, let's say, the 
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elementary school, from the time that you get to school until you close and go home, 

counts. And within sorne homes also people prefer speaking to their children in English 

than in their mother tongue. In those situations, how do we expect children to pick up the 

proficiency? And somebody narrated a story where, at Achimota Prize and Speech-giving 

Day, when somebody was mentioned as the most outstanding student in Twi, instead of 

applause, they booed, because they thought that he is not intellectual enough. You see the 

problem? What is the difference between the one [who] topped in Physics and the one 

who topped in English? Why the one who topped in Twi did not receive applause? You 

see the problem? So the se are sorne of the things. 

Interviewer: (Q 15) If we include the presenters on Radio among joumalists, can we say 

that in the way the joumalists have trained, not much attention is given in the School of 

Joumalism and the School of Communications to the locallanguages? 

Editor: They don't study English as a subject. So it means that the formaI studies of 

English end at the senior secondary school. So, if you did not pick up, you are not going 

to pick up again, because nobody will teach you how to construct a sentence. So that is 

the problem. 

Interviewer: (QI6) 1 wou Id like to shift a little the language issue to the social realms, 

that is, when there are, maybe, Award Ceremonies or meetings of the joumalists from 

written media to the radio and television. They are going to meet and interact with a lot of 

joumalists in the local languages, etc. 

Editor: But they are not joumalists in local languages. 1 mean a lot of people who are 

talking in the local languages are not joumalists. That is why we have a lot of problems 

also with the radio, because they don't understand the norms of joumalism. Their only 

qualification is that they can speak the local languages, and they have gotten the job, and 

they are using it without understanding the basics of joumalism. That is another problem. 

And the joumalists also cannot use the local language in the way it has to be used. 

Interviewer: (QI7) SO, there is a big problem. 
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Editor: Yes, there is a big problem. It is a big problem. In a way, what we need to do is 

to encourage those people to have sorne basic proficiency in joumalism to complement 

their mastery over the local language. That is the only way to go around it, because the 

joumalists who did not study the local language, it will be difficult to change them in the 

proper way, because, you know, to understand language use and the register, the 

environment determines the nature of the language that you use. If you don't have any 

idea at aH, you'H just use any language and it will be inappropriate for the occasion. And 

that is the problem that Denkabe and Gadzekpo established, where people are using 

intemperate language because they think that they are standing in front of people and 

talking to them, instead of understanding that these are written words. And there are rules 

about written words which cannot apply to oral delivery; there are differences between 

oral de li very and formaI word, in terms of written material. Once you don't have an idea 

about it, you will think that language is language, it doesn't matter where you are 

standing. You can say what you want to say and end up offending people, because you 

should not have used that language, because you must be mindful of the concept, the 

environment and aH that. That is a problem. The people who understand the local 

language don't also understand the analysis. 

Interviewer: (Q 18) I was going to talk about the prestige associated with joumalists 

trained in the category of English print joumalism as against those trained for the local

language media, but, since you don't have that problem, then which language, or 

languages, in Ghana enable joumalists to acquire social advancement or prestige? 

Editor: No. No. No. Not that, but you see, not in terms of the people who produce rural 

programs, but there are sorne joumalists who do appear on local-language programs, and, 

what is funny is this: that people expect that you don't know how to speak the local 

language. There is a certain perception, and so when you speak, they are full of praise for 

you, which is not meritorious because the fact that I speak that, does not make me any 

better, because it is my mother tongue and l'm supposed to be able to speak it. But the 

perception is that: No. No. No. You, at your level, you cannot speak three sentences 

without introducing sorne -English into it. So, if you are able to speak, quote proverbs, use 

language, deep [thought], metaphorical [words] and all that, then, they are bemused with 
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you. So that is the thing. So, there are exceptions to that. It is not that there is no 

journalist who can communicate in the local language effectively. l think that the 

majority of those who are causing problems to the Ghanaian citizens [on the radio], and 

you hear them aH the time talking, most of them are not trained journalists. There are 

sorne journalists who can speak the local language. l, for instance, l can speak the local 

language. There are times that you appear on the local language program. Before you 

come out, people are ringing and saying that "Eh! Even though you speak English .... " 

What is the wondrous thing about it? You should marvel more about my ability to speak 

English, which is my second language, than my ability to speak the local language, which 

is my mother tongue, since l was not born outside [the country]. 

Interviewer: (QI9) SO, at meetings and ceremonies, and places such as that, which 

language do you use? 

Editor: Yeah, in the formaI setting, we use English, because English is the official 

language, so, we cannot presume. When we meet as a group, you cannot presume that 

one local language is to be preferred. In avoidance of that, in aH formaI ceremonies 

English is used. 

Interviewer: (Q20) During the meetings and ceremonies, did you observe that those on 

radio programs, particularly, in the local-language sector do not associate with those on 

English programs? 

Editor: There are many of them, as l have already indicated to you, [who] are not 

journalists, and, therefore, they are not part of the Journalists Association. So, they will 

not even have the opportunity ofbeing there. But there are sorne who are. 

Interviewer: (Q21) Those who are, during the meetings and in groups such as that which 

language do they use? 

Editor: No, because we use English. 

Interviewer: (Q22) But those who work on local-language programs, don't they feel that 

they are working in a second class category? 
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Editor: No. Those who are joumalists and who are able to speak, that is what l'm teHing 

you, they are more with pride than otherwise [then] those with no profession at aH, 

because they are able to speak English and they are able to speak the local language, so 

they don't have a problem. 

Interviewer: (Q23) Since you have proficiency in the local language, too, will you say 

that there is sorne distinctive way of reporting news in a Ghanaian language as compared 

with English? 

Editor: Definitely, if you have the flair and you are doing the thing [reporting] in yoUf 
, 

mother tongue, you are more confident, because you know the language in and out, and 

therefore this question of verb-and-noun agreement, it doesn't arise at aH, because you 

are not bothered about mIes. You see the point? You know the way to [do] this thing, but 

the difficulty is the inability of a lot of people to write the same thing in the local 

language. What it means therefore is that if they are writing, then they are more likely to 

have mistakes and not when you are speaking. 

Interviewer: (Q24) As a joumalist, did you also have sorne training outside Ghana? 

Editor:- l trained more in Ghana than outside. l did up to the postgraduate level before l 

was in India for another postgraduate [study]. But basicaHy, my training is Ghanaian and 

not outside. 

Interviewer: (Q25) About the distribution of the papers in the Volta Region, how many 

copies do you send there? 

Editor: l can't give you aH, but, l think, we seH about three to four thousand copies in the 

Volta Region. 

Interviewer: (Q26) In Ghana how many copies do you print? 

Editor: We produce on the average about ninety thousand copies. We go beyond that, 

sometimes. 
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Interviewer: (Q27) Can we say that language is an aspect of the production of the 

newspapers, by making it a commodity for consumption by the readers? 

Editor: WeIl. WeIl. You can say anything about anything, because what is important is 

once it is reading material, this medium serves for the purposes of people. But there are 

people who don't have other reading materials. This is the only reading material. 

EspeciaIly we have one of our publications, it's for the children, we calI it the Junior 

Graphie and that is geared toward children. Basically, therefore, we are very careful with 

that production. AIso, because the words that we pick there are this very thing [careful] as 

they are training, so we see that we are serving a purpose of providing people not only 

with information but that they also leam words and other things from our publication. 
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Appendix 5 

Interview with a journalist of the Daily Guide 

Interviewer: (Q 1) Please would you introduce yourself? 

Journalist: l am a senior editor responsible for news. l worked with the Ghanaian Times 

for 35 years, retired and l came to the Daily Guide. As at now, l have worked with the 

Daily Guide for the past three and half years. 

Interviewer: (Q2) So that brings along a lot of experiences since you have worked on 

one of the mainstream newspapers. 

Journalist: If you choose to say so. 

Interviewer: (Q3) May l know how many you are on the Editorial Board of the Daily 

Guide? 

Journalist: We are six on the board. If you look at our paper and compare it to, maybe, 

sorne of the national newspapers, you will see that it is relatively a very small newspaper, 

so that size of the Board, that's what we need for the Board at the moment, but in the 

course of time, when the paper becomes bigger, it is likely that we increase, we will 

widen up the Board membership. 

Interviewer: (Q4) Since you are six on the Board, l would like to know how many of the 

members trained in the Instifute of Joumalism or the School of Communication Studies. 

Journalist: AlI ofus have trained in the Institute of Joumalism, and two of our members, 

inc1uding our Managing Editor, have trained at the School of Communications Studies at 

Legon in the University of Ghana. 

Interviewer: (Q5) Did any one of you on the Board have a special training in the use of 

the English language, in addition to your training as joumalists? 

Journalist: Yeah. Our editor did English Honors at the University. 
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Interviewer: (Q6) Did your paper, the Daily Guide, receive comments from the readers 

on, maybe, the inappropriate use of language in terms of, maybe, grammatical mistakes? 

Journalist: If you will understand what we are talking about, we are the people making 

the strangest mistakes in the least, we don't have enough time to check everything, but to 

[the] best of our ability and capability we are able to write to suit the readership in Ghana. 

1 wouldn't say that because of that we don't make mistakes. We make mistakes, and at· 

times our public points out those mistakes to us, at other times we also look at the 

mistakes of what we have produced the previous day and compared, you know that this 

one, maybe, the grammar is not up-to-date, and at times, during the system in which we 

are, we will say that, at times, people draw our attention to the semantics that we use over 

here and say that, at times, there are elements of sensationalism in sorne of our stories. 

But aIl said and done, we feel that the people have accepted our paper. Our paper is not 

aIl that old, but we rank among the best in private newspapers in the country, if not the 

best. Who told you that we rank among the best? It is because of our circulation, we feel 

that even the very big newspapers, the papers that 1 will call very big ones are not 

circulating more than twice as much as what we are circulating. So, 1 will say that our 

papers are acceptable to the people. 

1 would also say that we don't receive so many rejoinders. There are times that we write 

something, then, the other party will come and tell us that this is not actually what 

transpired. Then, if we put it, it is accepted by the people, except that somebody wou Id 

really like to take us to court. 1 think we have two cases pending at the court at the 

moment; ev en the big newspapers, 1 wouldn't like to mention names, may have piles of 

cases at the court. So, 1 wouldn't say we are perfect, but we are always working towards 

perfection. 

Interviewer: (Q7) Conceming the circulation of the papers, how many do you circulate? 

Journalist: That's our secret, but we are very close to the very big circulating papers. Let 

me tell you that so far as the private newspapers are concemed we are leading. 

Interviewer: (Q8) Is the paper circulated only in the city Of..? 
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Journalist: No. We go to all parts of the country. In fact, Accra being the capital, the 

bulk of the paper is circulated in Accra, then we go to Kumasi, Secondi-Takoradi, Cape 

. Coast, Ho, to all places, Tamale, Wa. You can't imagine it. Not only that; our papers are 

popular in the districts. 

Interviewer: (Q9) So how many copies are circulated in the Volta Region? The number 

of circulation will help to compare with other papers in the Volta Region. 

Journalist: Maybe, if you had asked about another place, l would have given you a 

specifie answer. If you look at our paper you will see that it is politically inc1ined, it is 

tilted to the pattern of the political divide that is in the country. Incidentally, the Volta 

Region is not at a very good side of our political divide. l went there and they told me 

that they have been receiving copies of the paper and that it sells like hot cake. 

Interviewer: (Q 1 0) In your paper, do you print sorne of the letters from the readers 

concerning the language issue? 

Journalist: We receive a lot of letters and depending on who is writing, which is part of 

our political divide that the pers on belongs to, but all said and done, l wou Id tell you that 

the letters that we receive, as much as 80% of them praise us. Quite a nuinber of them do 

not find our paper very palatable, that is, sorne of the stories. And l will say that this is 

not peculiar to Daily Guide alone. You will see a lot of newspapers that people from 

various political divides of the issue praise and others condemn. 

Interviewer: (Qll) Can you cite any letter from the readers that indicated that sorne of 

yourstories were not palatable? 

Journalist: Just last week, we published a letter from somebody threatening our editor. 

Incidentally, that letter came from Kumasi, of all places, threatening our editor that the 

stories that they had been publishing about the NDC were not true, or they were half

truths and so forth and so on. We felt that it was sorne sort of threat, so we published the 

letter, not edite d, in the paper. l wish l could get that copy and show it to you. 
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Interviewer: (QI2) Can you cite a reference ofyour paper in which a reader's comments 

on the use of language were published? 

Journalist: It's true. l told you that we are the people who are making the strangest 

mistakes in the least. So, sorne of these things actually happened. l think at the tail end of 

la st year, sorne university donors organized a workshop of a sort for sorne for us and 

pointed out sorne of these things not for the Daily Guide alone, but primarily for the 

private newspapers. AU said and done, they aU told us that in the Ghanaian parlance, it is 

the person who goes to fetch the water from the river who breaks the pot, because we are 

a handful number of our staff over here [that] prints a sixteen-page newspaper, which is 

not very easy. l told you that l worked at the Ghanaian Times, and over there we were 

also printing sixteen pages; but the number there is three times what we are, yet we are 

matching them in many ways. 

Interviewer: (QI3) During your editorial conferences to discuss the stories and news that 

will be printed, do you discuss the language issue? 

Journalist: No, we have not been doing it. What happens is that, when we come from 

sorne of these workshops, we transmit whatever transpired there to the editor and we see 

to it that we make corrections whenever it becomes necessary. 

Interviewer: (QI4) How long is it since the paper has been in circulation? 

Journalist: About ten years. 

Interviewer: (QI5) When selecting news items for publication, which item/s do you give 

more attentionto as far as language is concemed? 

Journalist: In fact, predominantly, when you look at our newspaper, it is purely a 

political newspaper, so that is where we stress so much, and if it is the des ire to frame 

through the language, much attention is devoted to political stories. 

Interviewer: (QI6) How do you find the response of the readers to the political stories? 

Journalist: In this country, we have two major political parties, that is, the NPP and the 

NDC. If the leaders of NPP say something, we publish it, so also we do to the utterances 

and activities of the NDC. Last week, the NDC organized a demonstration against the, 
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let's call it, "financial and economic hardships in the country." We give it equal publicity. 

So whatever cornes out of it becomes very hot news for us. Yesterday, they said that they 

were not satisfied with what they did the previous day, so they are going to organize 

something, so we'll publish that also on the front page. But when we do these things, 

whatever the reply is from the NPP, we put it as well. Last, two or three weeks ago, the 

govemment read the budget and the NDC attacked the budget. The govemment increased 

the fuel prices and the opposition attacked it, and gave them all equal space. But we know, 

govemment is govemment, the majority of the people voted it into power so we will have 

to do something to satisfy those people and not at the expense of the minority. So this is 

whatwe do. 

Interviewer: (QI7) Do you recall sorne Ghanaian-Ianguage words that are used in the 

stories? 

Journalist: There are words Iike wahala, kalabule, etc, but they are not very many. 

Interviewer: (QI8) So are those words now accepted in Ghana? 

Journalist: Even if you are not a Ghanaian and you have not heard those words before, 

what you come to realize is that, [if] you takethe newspaper and you read the context in 

which you are, you can form your opinion on what they are talking about. 

Interviewer: (QI9) Do you receive comments from the university students, teachers, 

professors, etc, on the use of sorne ofthose words? 

Journalist: Sorne ofthose words come from them, so we also have to accept them, [and 

pass them] on to our reading public. 

Interviewer: (Q20) So do you see the language fulfilling an important role in political 

reporting? 

Journalist: Yes. 

Interviewer: (Q21) If so, how does the language of the paper attract the readers as 

compared to other papers? 
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Journalist: If the people don't like the language, they wouldn't [buy] the paper, as 1 told 

you, we are the leading private newspaper in this country, so 1 will say that they like the 

language. Ifthey didn't like it, we would be seeing it by now. 

Interviewer: (Q22) As a journalist who worked with the Ghanaian Times, and now with 

the Daily Guide; how do you see the prospects of joumaJists of Ghanaian-Ianguage 

newspapers? 

Journalist: As a matter of fact, if we want to talk about the use of the Ghanaian 

languages in newspaper publication. 1 think the popular ones are [fewer] than ten. At 

times, sorne of the young ones speak Pidgin English when they go out, even [when] they. 

me et their friends on the street, but when it cornes to writing, they don't write that one at 

aIL 1 think that is the only difference. Apart from that, we speak English to each other. 

Interviewer: (Q23) So do sorne of your colleagues who use the local languages, as radio 

presenters, have an inferiority complex at meetings, conferences, etc? 

Journalist: Well, if sorne young men and women are feeling that at a11, we match them 

on equal foot, so there is no inferiority complex between us al a11. Sorne of them even 

knew me at the Ghanaian Times before 1 came here. They always tell me, "Eh, MIke, 1 

think you are picking up!" So, 1 have always been telling even my friends that if 1 have 

not come here, 1 would not have realized sorne of my potentials. 

Interviewer: (Q24) AIl the same, when we compare those who work at the Ghanaian

language pro gram to you and your colleagues who work at the English sector, do those 

working at the local-language feel inferior to you? 

Journalist: 1 don't think so. Before 1 came to the Daily Guide, 1 was working on an Ewe 

newspaper. And that Ewe newspaper, 1 wouldn't say that 1 was a master of the language, 

1 could write it alright, but the spoken one from the southem sector, 1 felt wanting. But 

when it was a matter of writing it, 1 did not feel wanting at aIl. But when 1 listen to people 

read the Ewe language on the radio and on television, that is where 1 feel that, maybe, 1 

did not measure up to their standards. 
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Interviewer: (Q25) What is the name of the Ewe newspaper on which you worked? 

Journalist: Midim. The editor has been consulting me from time to time, on that paper. 

Interviewer: (Q26) SO, as you have worked on the Ewe newspaper and that of the 

English language, which language did you use with more passion? 

Journalist: Yes, l felt it, but l have a bad story to tell. The gentleman with whom l 

started the paper died suddenly. As we started the paper the m6ney was not coming, 

when an opportunity opened here [at the Daily Guide corporation], l had to leave it. So l 

know that a gap has been created since my departure from that place, but there was 

nothing l could do. 

Interviewer: (Q27) SO where were you during the time of the publication of Midim in the 

Volta Region or in Accra? 

Journalist: l was still here. Even wh en l came here, first, the editor [of Midim] was 

coming to me everyday for small articles that l was writing. 

Interviewer: (Q28) When you were writing the articles for the Ewe newspaper, did you 

see any difference in the thought pattern, in the ways that ideas are put together in the 

Ewe newspaper compared to the way that ideas are expressed in the English newspaper? 

Journalist: Yes, there is a difference, because in writing English newspapers, when it is 

news, we go straight to the point, there that we descend. Unlike the vernacular 

newspapers, we started like [the base of] a pyramid, that is how it was. In English, we 

start with the gist of the story, maybe, the first paragraph, then the second paragraph, and 

so forth as so on, but in vernacular newspapers, it is rather the other way round. 

Interviewer: (Q29) Did you think it took too much time to put together news items in 

Ewe as compared with news in the English language? 

Journalist: It took me sorne time because all these years of my life, l was working with 

an English newspaper, and to come out ofit suddenly and to do this [Ewe news reports], 

it took me quite a time, because even how to express yourself, maybe, in English, you use 

just two words and it will mean something, it is not like that in Ewe. You know our 
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language, it is very rich, but we don't have that wealth of words in the Ewe language. 1 

cannot speak for other languages, but in Ewe whatever you may say, maybe, in two 

words in English, may be about six words and so, and so forth and so on. And the accents 

and other things, that is where the difference is. But we started making headway with the 

paper. Imagine that we were selling sorne of the paper in Togo. Maybe if that gentleman 

had lived up to this time and, maybe, if 1 had continued to work with him, and we had 

had faith in ourselves, we would have [left] a mark on the paper. 

Interviewer: (Q30) Did you receive sorne comments on the use of the language [Ewe]? 

Journalist: That one, if there were sorne comments at all, they were coming to the editor. 

You will be surprised that we didn't even have an office. He would only calI me and 1 

call him saying, "let us me et at the printing press." 

Interviewer: (Q31) Which year did it start? 

Journalist: 1 think it was 1999. 

Interviewer: (Q32) They stopped printing last year [2004] 

Journalist: In fact we started doing this, we actually wanted to print monthly but other 

times, we were not able to go accordingly, so if the gentleman told you it was, maybe that 

was the time he joined the editor. 

Interviewer: (Q33) ln the circulation of the paper [Midim] did you sell sorne ofthem in 

the city? 

Journalist: Yes, we were selling sorne in the city, but the bulk ofit was sold in the Volta 

Region and in Togo. 

Interviewer: (Q34) Since you mentioned the richness of English in expressing ideas, it 

cornes out c1early from that point of view that English language serves as more relevant 

for newspaper publication. 

Journalist: Yes, in Ghana. 
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Interviewer: (Q35) If so, how do you see the Ewe language sustaining or promoting 

newspapers when we use Ewe as medium of expression? 

Journalist: The Ewe language can play its own small part, because we still have people 

around, especially in the Volta Region, who willlike to listen to news, wherever they are 

coming from, but they [can] read English, so we will have to cater for those people, too; 

but that cannot compete with English-language newspapers. 

Interviewer: (Q36) Why? 

Journalist: It is because, almost every young man in Ghana today is able to read English. 

The people who want to listen to news but can only hear news in Ewe are from the age 50 

upwards. The young men and women who would like to read specifie newspapers in Ewe, 

they just want to read sorne columns, because when l was on that newspaper, l introduced 

a column where l was picking very strange stories from various newspapers and 

magazines. So sorne people like that column very much because for a woman of 110 to 

have a chi Id, a thing like that from a newspaper, or you go to the Internet to get a thing 

like this, then you translate it into Ewe for them to read. So these are sorne of the things 

that they want, but it is a parochial area of people. 

Interviewer: (Q37) Sometimes they say that the parochial or segment of Ewe speakers 

who go for Ewe-language news is serious. 

Journalist: l was saying that, quite apart that section of people, there are sorne young 

men and women who also would take that paper because of the small column [of the 

newspaper]. l made sure that every week, we put sorne of those strange stories, about four 

of them and the response was qui te marvelous. People were writing to know more of 

those things. 

Interviewer: (Q38) SO those who were writing to know more about those things, do you 

publish what they write? 

Journalist: We publish them. 
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Interviewer: (Q39) Can you give me the time-frame so that 1 can cross-check what they 

write on? 

Journalist: That could be 2000, 2001, 2002, even 2003. 

These were sorne of the things that 1 was saying the Editor was coming to me for. 1 was 

collecting these things, translating them and giving them out to him. 

Interviewer: (Q40) Talking about the young men and women who were interested in 

sorne of the stories of the Ewe newspaper, and the eIders who have had Adult education 

and want to read in Ewe, can we say that comparing the English-Ianguage newspapers 

with the ones in Ewe, those who are for English papers occupy higher status in the 

society than those for Ewe ones? 

Journalist: That is definite. 

Interviewer: (Q41) Why should that be so? 

Journalist: WeIl, 1 don't know what time you left Ghana, because what 1 was going to 

say is that almost every young man or woman at school going age at the moment is going 

to school. There are a lot of drop-outs anyway, but before even a pers on drops out he/she 

will be able to read Ewe. Unfortunately, at this time, that sort of importance is not 

attached to the Ewe language. So, almost everybody, if you go to my village today, 

maybe, about 80% of the people are able to speak English; if not good at aIl, they speak 

English of a sort. So they would like to hold the Daily Graphie, the Ghanaian Times, and 

so forth and so on, especially The Mirror. So if 1 tell you that most of the people prefer 

the English-Ianguage newspapers to the Ewe-Ianguage newspapers, you can imagine why 

it is so. Even in this country, how many English-Ianguage newspapers sell out vis-à-vis 

the newspapers in vemacular? So that tells the story. 
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Appendix 6 

Interview with an editor of the Ghanaian Times and the Spectator 

Interviewer: (QI) Audrey Gadzekpo and Dinkabe have done sorne research on the 

Ghanaian Times and the Spectator, particularly on the use of language in the media, that 

is, the newspapers. This was done in 1996. They examined language proficiency, 

language decency, sensationalism in framing captions, and so on. 1 would like to know 

whether you receive letters, rejoinders and comments from the readers on such issues. 

Editor: First of all, 1 don't know anything about what you said or are referring to. 

Secondly, 1 have been editor of the Ghanaian Times for one year, so 1 am not aware of 

the issue. 

Interviewer: (Q2) 1 would stilllike to know whether since you were editor, language has 

been a key issue in the publication of the newspapers. 

Editor: 1 am not sure 1 understand you. [It is] language that we write or language that 

people write to me? 

Interviewer: (Q3) Language that you write, particularly the way that the readers look at 

it. As 1 mentioned, the readers were mentioning that sometimes there were the use of 

certain terms which are particularly Ghanaian; that is, indigenization of English by the 

use of certain words like kalabule, enstoolment, and so on? The use of those words was 

being commented on by the readers. 

Editor: As far as 1 am aware, we haven't had any complaint by the readers. In fact, 1 am 

very careful that when we use such expressions, we should explain in the text what we 

mean or even use the appropriate or formaI equivalent. 1 am always aware of the fact that 

it is not only in Ghana that the paper is read; the paper goes as far as even Japan. So 1 am 

very alert and 1 always try to ensure that if we use what 1 caU Ghanaian English, we 

should at least explain what we mean. 

Interviewer: (Q4) 1 would also like to know whether in your editorial policy you have an 

element or a component that has to do with particular attention to language in the 
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publication of news items. 

Editor: The paper is targeting the average person in Ghana and the average person is, 

maybe, somebody who has middle school, or let's say, J.S.S, and therefore you cannot 

pitch your language too high. And even though we are making conscious effort to pitch 

the language at that level, we had the report that sorne people think our language is too 

high. Which 1 myself seriously think or believe that it is not on that level that we put 

people off. But certainly 1 agree with people who say that the standard of English has 

fallen in the country. This is why we are getting this kind of complaints, and also that is 

why we also need to bring the language down because you can't always be sure that 

people are understanding what you are saying. 

Interviewer: (Q5) It is excellent that you mentioned the reports that you have heard that 

the language is too high and, maybe, sorne of the readership wanted the words and the 

framing to be pitched at their level ofunderstanding. 

Editor: No. It was not the readership that complained. We had a market research and we 

sent sorne body round to go and find out what people think. Even 1 doubted that because 1 

wanted to know which particular area the person went, because if it is true that our 

language is too high, that will be good news because that will mean that university people 

and high classes are buying the paper. And those are the people who read, so if our 

language is pitched too high, 1 will not have a problem with that. 

Interviewer: (Q6) That is the thing 1 am interested in. 1 would like to know the 

categories ofpeople who are making comments or even sometimes critiquing. 1 wanted to 

know whether those making the critique are lecturers at the University, university 

students, the categories of readership, social classes and so on. 

Editor: As 1 said we didn't have any reports. This was somebody our marketing 

department sent round. Just one time, it is not something like it is a regular thing. 

Interviewer: (Q7) 1 was expecting that, maybe sometimes, the readers would send letters 

to you. They normally send letters to the editor, or rejoinders to the editor on things such 

as that. So you never received such things? 
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Editor: We get a lot of letters, but they are mostly about topical issues, things that bother 

them. It is not the language of the paper. 1 don't recall receiving even any letter 

complaining about the language. No. No. They are complaining about sewerage problems, 

or school fees, or travel problems, cheatings. Not really that our language is too high for 

them. 

Interviewer: (Q8) Or even too low? 

Editor: No. 

Interviewer: (Q9) 1 would also like to know how many you are in the editorial board. 

Editor: We calI it Editorial conference. Newspaper Editorial conference inc1udes 

sectional heads, so that is how it is: editor, deputy editor, features editor, news editor, and 

so on. 

\ 

Interviewer: (Q 1 0) 1 wou Id like to know what you do as members of editorial conference. 

Editor: Sorne papers have two conferences. ldeally you should have two: one in the 

moming and in late aftemoon. We have one at three 0' c1ock. What [happens] is the news 

editor is going to bring the news reports that we have to compile. So you will read every 

story and you wou Id be making comments and suggestions: maybe this paragraph should 

have gone to the middle, maybe the paragraph should have been the first. And then when 

you have gone through all these, you decide which one should come to page one. And 

even the page one, which one should be the number one story, which should be number 

two, which should be number three, and so on. So when we [have] dealt with page one, 

then we go on to the next news page. So the editorial conference is basically to decide on 

the news stories coming tomorrow: which should come on page one, which should come 

on page three, and which should come on page four. That is basically what we do. 

Interviewer: (Qll) So who at the conference pays more attention to the language, about 

an error. .. ? 

Editor: No. It is not at that stage that we will be talking about language. When the stories 

have been selected, the stories will go to the sub-heads. That is where they do the editing 
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and after the subheads, sometimes, l might like to see the final product. If l want any 

changes, l also make the changes. 

Interviewer: (QI2) That brings me also to the question ofprofessionaljoumalism. l have 

been reading in the papers that for sorne time now there has been a question on 

professional joumalism in Ghana. Sorne joumalists on the job of joumalism now have not 

trained in the Institute of Joumalism or the School of Communication Studies. This 

question is linked not only to your job as editor but also as the president of the Ghana 

Joumalists Association. So in that capacity how would you define or look at professional 

Joumalism in Ghana? 

Editor: Let me say that academic training is not enough. There are a lot of people who 

have the right academic background. This person may have got a certificate in the 

Institute of Joumalism, this person might have go ne to Legon to get a degree and he may 

still not write satisfactorily the newspaper. You may have somebody who has not had 

formaI training, but this person may be able to write a better newspaper than somebody 

who had at least sorne degree. The problem is, generally, it is not really that people don't 

have the academic qualification, but that sorne people simply don't have the skill for the 

job, even though they had the academic training. So, you don't rule out people because 

they don't have the academic training. If somebody is willing to leam, somebody is ready 

to be corrected, l think that there is a good chance for that person becoming a good 

reporter. But unfortunately, we think to have created a form of people, sorne ofwhom are 

very sure of themselves. They think they know everything, and therefore, there is no need 

for them to listen to any suggestions or any comments, because there are so many 

mistakes that we see in the papers or ev en wh en we listen to the radio, we hear colleagues 

making mistakes. So the problem is people having the humility to understand that this 

kind of work is a leaming process; you will never complete leaming, and therefore you 

should always continue to improve on your work, on your writing. Even your background 

research will indicate whether you have seriously approached your subject or not. So 

there is a tendency for people to assume that when the y write about something, the reader 

already knows a certain background, and therefore the y don't have to write a whole lot of 

things. But l keep on telling the reporters that every story should stand on its own. For 
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example, ifyou look at today's paper, you will see that there is something on Ako Adjei's 

intersection. I don't know whether you read about it that they have renamed it [that is, the 

interchange]. The original st ory is not talking about [the historical reason for that name]. I 

said, look, the importance of this report is that Ako Adjei was one of the Big Six [at the 

dawn of Ghana's independence]. First of aH, who do we refer to as Ako Adjei? Sorne 

people may not know. Secondly, what is the importance of this commissioning? Who 

knows where Ako Adjei came from at the independence time? So this is the kind of 

background that we need to take into account. This is a historical record. What we are 

publishing today will be [a point for reference] for sorne people, sorne time, somewhere. 

So even if it is one paragraph, we need to explain it, but I am sure that if you read three 

reports on this Ako Adjei, not all of them will include this very background. 

Interviewer: (Q13) On that account, as an aside, you yourself did have a formation or 

training in the Institute of Joumalism? 

Editor: Yeso 

Interviewer: (Q14) How about sorne English proficiency courses? 

Editor: No. I am basically a professional joumalist. I got a Diploma in Joumalism. I have 

been on many courses abroad but I am not a university graduate. 

Interviewer: (Q15) I would like to know how you recruit reporters andjournalists for the 

job, taking into account what you referred to as experience and natural ability in writing 

reports and news items (aH that natural flair and skills) that the joumalist bring to bear on 

what they write. 

Editor: It is quite a difficult process because someone may do well at the job interview 

but when they are employed it would be a different story. NormaHy, I do not have much 

to do with that process; the editorial manager, the administration chief-manager would 

put an advertisement in the paper and people would be caHed for an interview; and 

somebody will represent me, but normaHy I am not part of the process. 

Interviewer: (Q16) Now, let's shift the discussion a little bit, as you are Akan. If you 
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look at Akan and English as editor of English papers, do you see anything that is very 

particular and easier to write in English compared to Akan? 

Editor: l don't think there is any subject area that l can't write in both languages. 

Interviewer: (QI7) Sorne people were thinking there are sorne ideas, thought patterns, 

because they are African, are easier to write in Akan. 

Editor: It is ifyou can write Akan, because not many colleagues can write Akan. 

Interviewer: (QI8) In your editorial policy, do you have anything on language? 

Editor: No. 

Interviewer: (Q 19) When you go for meetings, you see various journalists, broadcasters 

both from the radio and television; Do you see or sometimes observe that there is a kind 

of class level, that sorne people feel, maybe, prestigious or that kind of it? 

Editor: No. No. No. Not at such meetings. No. But sorne, generally reporters, are quite 

timid. Others have just, maybe, entered the profession, so there is such effect, but it 

doesn't mean that the senior [ones] would not like to mix with them. No. No. No. 

Generally, [the y] are very friendly. 

Interviewer: (Q20) One other reason prompting that question is because those of you, or 

you particularly, work on English paper, which is astate newspaper that is widely read, 

so people ho Id you in high esteem, including myself. So actually, it is an honor for me to 

me et you for this interview and discussion, so when you me et the people on the radio 

who are working in the Ghanaian languages, do you not feel that, maybe, they are only 

working on the Ghanaian languages while you and others are working on higher 

newspapers? 

Editor: No. But, you should not forget that those who work in the Ghanaian languages 

also have equivalent qualification in English that everybody else has. If you know this 

musician, Koo Nimo, he is a scientist and he works at UST [University of Science and 

Technology]. He is a researcher. He plays country [traditional] music that we called 

"Palm Wine Bar Music." So you can make the mistake of thinking that he is certain rural 
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singer, and therefore [uneducated]. 1 think he has a degree. 

Interviewer: (Q21) Do joumalists constitute a special class or part of the high class in 

Ghana? 

Editor: No. 

Interviewer: (Q22) Why? 

Editor: No, because there is nothing that shows that we are special c1ass. We are just a 

Hnk between the public and the govemment. 
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Appendix 7 

Interview with and editor of Kpodoga newspaper 

Interviewer: (Q 1) 1 would like to know from you the elements of Ghanaian life that you 

reported in the Kpodoga. 

Editor: We were mainly concemed with the rural areas. So, we were reporting on life in 

the rural areas. 

Interviewer: (Q2) Cite the examples of the elements of Ghanaian life that you reported. 

Editor: Anything at aH we experience in the rural areas because the belief was that our 

national newspapers were aIl concentrating on the urban centers like Accra. So, the 

University of Adult' Education Department told me that there is a newspaper that prints in 

the local language for the benefit of rural people. So, we were mainly concemed with 

what is happening in the rural areas. 

Interviewer: (Q3) 1 would like to know about those who are sent to gather news on 

things happening in the rural areas. What obstacles do they experience, like you, the 

editor of Kpodoga, in trying to coIlect the materials? 

Editor: We thought that it would be a good idea to have our editorial office in the centre 

of events, that is, in the rural area. But, as you are aware, there were no printing facilities 

in the rural areas, so we had to talk to the team, though we were coIlecting news items in 

the rural areas, we have to travel aIl the way back to Accra, to printers, in order to print 

the newspapers. In fact, that created problems and caused delays in the printing of the 

newspapers: lack of printing materials in the rural areas is a problem. 

Interviewer: (Q4) Can you enumerate sorne of the problems caused by the lack of 

printing materials, besides the necessity to go and publish the materials in Accra? 

Editor: We found it difficult to advise our printers who were in Accra. AIso, we did talk 

about the means of production of the paper; our readers were not sure about the survival 

of the newspaper. So, there were delays in producing; delays in having stories brought in 
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by our leaders. Sometimes the delays that occasion further delays in the publication of the 

papers. 

It was decided that the paper should be published monthly; sometimes, it appears only 

two times in a year, sometimes, three times. 

Interviewer: (Q5) Which year, as you can recall, was more fruitful? 

Editor: That was when we had a lot of (printing) materials from UNESCO, within the 

first fives years. 

Interviewer: (Q6) Did UNESCO withdraw its sponsorship of the project? 

Editor: Yes. UNESCO assisted us for three years. We even had to carry on the remaining 

years. 

Interviewer: (Q7) l would like to know also, even though you mentioned that you 

collected materials of events that were happening in the rural areas, what aspects of Ewe 

life and thought do you consider very important for the readers to buy the newspaper? 

Editor: First of all, we wanted to know what the people themselves would write. We 

would like to see what they were writing about. We saw that a lot of people were coming 

in with storytelling, Ananse [spider] stories and also stories about what they will do at 

their work places, farms places, market places, and so on and so forth. We thought that, 

though this area is an agricultural area, we need an Adult Education newspaper, which 

will not concentrate only on farming. So, we should also cover their political life, 

obituaries, any aspect of life at all that we experience, we report in the newspaper. 

Interviewer: (Q8) The people were bringing their stories about Yiyi or Ananse, and the 

Editorial board was thinking of bringing stories in a larger area like politics, did it work 

out when you brought in the poli tics? 

Editor: Yeso They liked it very much. For the first time, they were seeing things about 

themselves which they were not thinking of seeing in the national papers. Now, for the 

first time, they were seeing photographs of their community leaders like chiefs, head 
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teachers, landlords, etc. in the newspaper now, so they were happy. They were even 

surprised about that. 

Interviewer: (Q9) Which aspect of the Ewe language did you mostly use In the 

newspaper? 

Editor: We were using mainly the standard Ewe. We were using dictionaries like that of 

Westerrnann, the standard Ewe is there. That is what we were using. But knowing very 

weIl that things have changed now since Westerrnann created the standard language of 

the Ewe dictionary for us, the time has passed, and now there is nowhere which the 

Ewedome person will speak to the Anlo but does not understand and vice versa. So, we 

try to use their dialect as much as possible, in which [way] we help to enrich the language. 

Interviewer: (QI 0) Do readers comment on the use of dialects in the paper, for example, 

the Ewedome commenting that there is too much Anlo dialect in the paper and vice versa? 

Editor: There were various groups of people, people who were highly literate who 

happened to be Ewe tutors; they are teaching at Ajumako. They would like it to be that 

way. There are also others who were educators with a degree of the colonial period. They 

will argue that this is not how Ewe is spoken; this is not a standard language. So you are 

wrong. But there were many people who were supporting us to understand that language 

grows. 

Interviewer: (Q Il) Did any of those who were colonial-trained write letters and 

rejoinders to you, asking you to use standard Ewe, or did they just corne to see you 

personally to complain? 

Editor: That time, we were receiving letters from readers commenting on the news items 

we were carrying, about the language, etc. We were receiving letters from the readers. 

Interviewer: (Q12) Did you publish sorne ofthose letters, or they were personal? 

Editor: No, we were publishing those letters, because the idea was that much of what we 

published in the newspaper should corne from the readers. 
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Interviewer: (Q 13) Did the coverage of news items on rurallife deve10p in the course of 

time or did it dwindle because of lack of material to collect? 

Editor: No. From the beginning there were few stories, but as time went on, we were 

receiving more stories on the wider field. 

Interviewer: (QI4) Now that you are a free1ance reporter for the Ghanaian Times, did 

you see that people value working for the Ghanaian Times, as one of the English 

newspapers in Ghana, more than wh en you were editor of Kpodoga? 

Editor: Oh, yeso Ghanaians value the foreign language newspapers more than our local 

language newspapers. For instance, if you are looking for somebody to work, it is 

difficult to get the person. We now have three schools of joumalism: Ghana Institute of 

Joumalism, School of Communication Studies at Legon and [Institute of Communication] 

But if you are 100king for an editor for the local language newspaper, you will ne ver get 

one. 

Interviewer: (QI5) No? 

Editor: No. They will not be willing to come down to the roots and work on local 

language newspaper. On the other hand, if you were willing to work on the local 

language newspaper and, at the same time, you are able carry the problems of the rural 
\ 

dwellers in the national newspapers like the Ghanaian Times and DaUy Graphie, of 

course, they value your work very much, they respect you. 

The community members, too, know very well that their problems can reach the 

authorities more through the national newspapers than the local language newspapers. 

Interviewer: (Q 16) So, what would you say about the way the Ghanaians see their own 

language and the English language in terms of honor and prestige? 

Editor: Ghanaian languages are losing or seem to be losing prestige. The oIder 

generations still attach importance to their local languages, but the present generation, 1 . 

don't see them taking keen interest in their local language. 
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Interviewer: (Q 17) When you talk about the present generation can you cite or precise 

the age limit so that we can locate how they are trained or educated at school? 

Editor: l mean those who are in the junior secondary schools, senior secondary schools 

and the universities, right now; they don't attach importance to their local languages. 

Interviewer: (Q18) You know that the Ghana Journalists' Association organizes sorne 

ceremonies like end-of-year parties, get-togethers, etc. Maybe recently they have invited 

you as a freelance reporter for the Ghanaian Times. So how do they introduce you? Do 

they say a former editor of Kpodoga or reporter for other newspapers? 

Editor: They don't invite me, while l am on retirement from the organization, to attend 

the conference. When l was editor of the local language newspaper, they were always 

writing me to report on events together with the national newspapers reporters. 

Interviewer: (Q19) SO, when they had get-togethers like parties at the end of year or 

award ceremonies did they invite you? 

Editor: Yes, because l was a member of the Ghana Journalists Association. 

Interviewer: (Q20) At such gatherings, did those working only for the English language 

papers interact or associate freely with you as an editor of a local language paper? 

Editor: Oh yeso But, l will tell you something. If you are a rural newspaper editor, at the 

first, it is you yourselfwho will make yourselfhave recognition. You yourselfhave to do 

that. I, though l was a rural newspaper editor, l was always also reporting and publishing 

articles in the national newspapers, on the radio and in international newspapers. So, l 

was known in that perspective. But, if l had stacked myself to the local language 

newspaper alone, they would not have known me. That is one of the problems we have 

with the local language newspapers. 

Interviewer: (Q2l) When was the first publication of Kpodoga? 

Editor: April 1976. 

Interviewer: (Q22) What date was the last publication? 
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Editor: January 2000. 

Interviewer: (Q23) Who was the actual founder of Kpodoga? 

Editor: UNESCO came in with the idea which was discussed with the Director of the 

Institute of Adult Education. 

Interviewer: (Q24) You said the printing was done in Accra. 

Editor: We had the editorial office at Tsito but the actual printing work was done 140km 

away, in Accra. 

Interviewer: (Q25) What is the name of the publisher? 

Editor: The Institute of Adult Education was the publisher. 

Interviewer: (Q26) In which areas did you distribute Kpodoga? 

Editor: At first, we were targeting the Ho district alone. Later on, we covered the whole 

ofEwe people in the Volta Region. 

Intervièwer: (Q27) Did your distribution go beyond the Volta Region? 

Editor: No. 

Interviewer: (Q28) How was the paper patronized by the readers? How did they like? 

Editor: It started with 1000 copies to 5000. 

Interviewer: (Q29) Again about the readers, would you say that more of interest in the 

papers depended on what we caU the literacy program, to educate the rural folk who 

didn't go to school? Is it people from the adult education who read the paper more or the 

literate at the colonial time who read it more? 

Editor: Those in the literacy pro gram, they were the minority. The Extension workers 

also read the paper, but covering their activity ... 

Interviewer: (Q30) Which were sorne of the group of Extension workers? 
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Editor: The agricultural workers. We also had our readers' club. The club brought in not 

only literate people but also the illiterates. Any time the paper was printed, the group 

members would come together, including the illiterates, to read the paper at each session. 

Interviewer: (Q31) What did they (readers' club) normally do? 

Editor: Whenever the paper was printed, the members would come together to [discuss 

relevant issues emerging in it]. 

Interviewer: (Q32) Did you attend any ofthose sessions? 

Editor: Oh, yeso 1 attended most of them. Also, the readers' Club had their local 

organizers. The organizers of the groups were taking minutes at the meetings, which they 

were passing on to us and from us back to the members. So, if you answer questions in 

the newspaper, of course, the local organizer will not answer all the ,questions, they had to 

refer them to us. 
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1 
The question ia wb9tber they their normal rounds and however çapital city wltb the singullll' argely vacuous ~ro-GDvern. thllt thé lack of objectillity IInd bal· ~. have belped the city authorities ta deœntyour home je. the.l' will def- excegtlon of the surroundings of ment political bab le of The allce. sa jrevaÙ!nt in mnny. privatc· 

f 
itnprove and mll.intain high stan- initely find lIOmething fTOm the the ustoms Excise and Preven- D«U, Guide. to the tortuollS Iy owne media: establishments, is ~ 

1 dards of sanitation at l:blie by-laws tn slap .l'ou with 0 sum- live Serviœ head offiœ. Nllt !lven cllche-rldden syntax of 'l'he part of the miasme. which paiBons 0 
~ ~llI.ces under their care for ouse- mons ta appesr befare court. thll way leadmg ta the junclion ta Sla/alman. the Engllsb lan- our nation'/< poilHes! diseouf8fl. < old.s ta emulate. Charges indude ovcrgrQwn the seat of )JDvemmcnt ÎII without cage fil 'crucJlled' 00 a dafJy The i rollJ' Îll Iha t wett' lIut!h ~ 

Out commitmcnt ta improving weeds, buming of rubhiah on the w(,eda. alris, ill the OhMslnn media. inco:fbwnœ, ta he so widely dÎJI- :3 sanitation in the country iN qufis. baro ground and cnmtinr a rom- One is then at atolls w~ indi· On tho other Mid" of the (l,Ill'- e~ r the memhons of any olber !;r «oned whon hou.wnoldl! st\! ptoII- post lit your bacltlrurd Mean· viduals who put ln Il lat" ,,!fort nishoo) coin. la the cynic!sm of the y u prDfCllltllonal ~ple ln ~ e.euted for insanitsry condltioll8 whlIe, just take a rive through to malntain thelr bllekyllrda 8re anU-Govemment prcs!!, sueh as The Ghana) the media would quic:k ta 
.., 

whlle public places are cliny and the m$T street. in the city sueh proseeuted !lnd not mthe r LeM Md TIte Ghanaitut Dl!moual. point It out ta the nation • and N weedy. . as the High Street through the adv!sed on how beIIt the)' am The impression one gets. reading demand that atllndards he -.N My bitLer l\Xperienœs with the 28th F!!hruary Raad ail weil as tnnintsin t!Jeir sun'IIt.U!dmgs. the pro-NDC newspa~rs, Îs that improved. Cleariy, thore is a desper-
N present-da.y Bl1l1itary inspectors the Castle Raad and ru will he mllst of them believe l at the tt'uth ote neel! fGf balanee and oQjectivity Q eompel trie ta SO\Itld thi!! note Qf shot'kcd nt the level 0 poor uni· Mn Felieig, hse-DJIIII, is 80 prcCÎllUS that a bodyguord. in large parts <If the privaie media. Q caution ta the aulhoritiea and talion. Po • BoxC932. made up of a Phalullx of bif: manda- The GJA rcal!:y hllS its work eut out. f'-impress upon them ta mefine For illllÙU!ee. the 'dwarf wall Cutomllnts, cious "sourtea"!with pool' anguage J f the l'eadmg public bas to p8jI 

l' the roIe of the Bl1l1itary inspectors ~rd\lring the Ghana Commercial Ac:cra. 8ki~ must a!waYIl aCCtlmpany it. Ils mueh Ils 113,000 to buy a newl!JlIl-
if one odds to ail thllt, other tlir ta read evary morning. thon 

Abstinence still best for UQ.5, not condoms Irritants, sueh Ils the constant mis- bsnniana demand that joui'naliats 'Cl 
pront.U!ciatioll of words like: "8t1- in thiR countryÎladopt a mOre profes-
ment". "kUd08" Bnd "incumbent)' , sianal Opptoac 10 tbeir work • and 

1 AM always amaaed wftn ad~ for the programlM': appro.(lriate HW/AlDS çampaign Ba prevoIent in the eleetronÎe if tbst entoila even taking remedial crIe -- the c:1ari&y of Crispin's ~enta are matenaÙl. media, the reaul!, is a lelhal l:oc1l:· fessons in Engliah. then 50 he iU fi. aud deeide aoi 10 sremature an~.cR, ,rnbed· Th. taet tIult th, dl .... o Î. tIIJ1. whieh Ghanall!.l11! are forced ta Ko" 'l'homp.on, aecept ltll balJ10 truth. Thbt la ed wJth Intell ual honesty 8t::;eading al: an allltllling rate imbibe. Ils they rend thelr newspn-
what 1 obsèrved about the .sinœ he cwld not ~clfy whai /1 Duld not œmpel us ta lntro· pen lWety morning (or as they koflJ6mfl!:1D.hoiM!lJm 
l'olÛt\nU ot Il lotter. wrftten mIIkCB thl! eondom Id",!! betw duce flDndomll to IIWdonts. mnst al L .IL 
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Excerpt 3. Daily Graphie. February 21, 2005. p. 21. 
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Excerpt 4. Free Press. April l, 2005. Vol.43. p. 3. 

Dan, Bot'We Launches Ga 
Version of President's Address 

Bu SùnOn A,giangb 

H on. Daniel Botwe Minister 
or intormation has noted 
&at it. was ont Y when pe0-

ple are weU intormed on the gov
erwnent's looà intentions in its de
vdopment 8,enda tbat tbey would 
!end supPort to tbose etrqrts. 

He made this statemcnt at the 
launch of the Ga Version of the presi

'dent's SCille of the nation address aI 
Ga MlInlSe'S palace in Accra. 

He said l,bat the presîdent's 
address to parliament has becn 
ttansa1ated into Il number orlocallan
pages with the e~pectatjon tbat the 
Visionaty 1TIe$$Ilge of hope whicll the 

"N,P'P administration bas. was weil un
dlmtood by the people partieularly at 

Il lime when some compatriots would 
refuse to accept the realîties of the 
situation. 

Mt. 8otwe. snid mat in ar
der to ensure mat gQvemment reaI
îles ilS objective of establîslting an 
open society and Ît was seen ta be 
accountable to the people. Îl was im
portant for us to ensure Il free floW 
of relevant public information on Il 
sustained basis. 

He 'luurd tbat information 
on access to credit 10 the small sente 
operatîons particularly in the rural ar
ens requires a medium whieh was not 
dominated by il tendency to politi
cl&e every development. He stressed 
that govemment bas clearly demon· 
strated its commitmenl lu good gov~ 

emanœ. the prevaIence of wrucll wouhl 
give imperus to both rt'source develop
ment and private sectQr gmwth since re
source utilization would he more effi~ 
dent and effective in suçh an environ~ 
ment 

He noted that through the min
istry of priv.ue sector developtnent. a 
programme would he put in plaœ te 
bring the small enterprises whkh oper
ale outliide the purview of the state and 
privatè sector inta the formai economy. 

He added that fuis would not 
only improve clllployment generation . 
but it wouId aI.so ~n the tex nel there i 

by improve the revenue generation and . 
reduce the Nl!Ifioos depetlderu:e on ex~ 
temal assistanée\ ' 

~-----------------~ 
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Excerpt 5. Ghana Palaver. December 21-January 6, 2005. Vol.ll. p. 5. 

Ghana Pafaver: Dec::. 21 _4 Jan 6, 2005 Page ~ ~ 

HOW THE MEDIA FARED TIDS YEAk 
backllSfetumseveryweek.bythe 
eIld of the year you might Ile 
contemplating suicide. 

1 The business is a hazardous 
: oœ, IÙSO becausenewsbavesbort 
expiry. Dead news is Iike rotteD 
yam,lt does!!'t sell. 

Iamnotinanyway~yinglhat 
the radio stations should not hint 
the public aboul whal they cati 
find on the newsstands. But the 
ward bere Îs 'hint'. They sbould 
not read the slorles and evctl tum 
to other pages 10 tead the 
çontinuations. 

Once you read even half the 
, 1ItorY. there is no motiv81iOl'l on 

the part of anybody to buy the 
paper apart from those wbo have 
not beard il on air or are a<kiicted 
to buying papers. or those wbo 
buy to read Iheir favourite 
columns. 

Theprinlandelt.'Cllonicmedia 
must be partners in news 
dissemination. One mUS! Dol be 
the Achilles' bec! of the other. 

. And none shouId Ile the œusc of 
thedownfall oftheotber, becausc 
the people need bath rnedia DOW 
tlIat the country's dernocracy i8 
growing and thm is the need for 
free expression 10 become 101a11y 
umeslricted. 

PEACE, GOLD,JOY 
Al'iDHAPPY 

1 NOW,1Iowdldtheradkll ..... 
! the1llsehrill. tare,. far .li 
patroDagèWMèo~'Apatl 
fromlt\ttionslike" Atlaatis' and 
'Snnny FM' III1dperhapl'Channel 
R' whieb bave their OWII ehoke 
IIstene", a1most ail the stations 

bad thelr shan oflbtentrS. 
The reason wastbatpolitidans 

were junkoting from one radio 
SIlItion to another, putting their 
tases across and almost pleading 
with voters 10 vole for tbem. 
Listeners were also busyt:rllcking 
clown their Iilvourite politicians, 
roaming the mdio station via the 
diaJ. 

However. the real active 
SIlItions thal got ft good number 
oftisleners iDcluded • Peace FM'. 
A predominantly Akan stalion, il 
is the darling of îIIiterates. semi
iIlilerales and even Akan
spealdng lilerates, 

ln the taxi cabs, fhe dial \\CM 

almost always on Peaee FM. 
especially during the 'Kokrokoo' 
newspaper review rime. Kwame 
Sera Kayi.formerIyoflùdioGold 
ls the ke)' fellow of the station. 
The guy has improved 
tremendously QVec Il relatively 
sbonperiodandlJlUSl.bII\'ealarge 
following. Certainty, Ile is gifteâ 

Nextis RadioGold wîthlames 
Agyenim80atengùuheseatwith 
Omansofo Kwakye, a humour
loving translalor, may he the best 
in the field 50 ru. Radio Gold's 
Englisb-Twi broadcasts maltes il 
appealing to bolh the leltered and 
the unlenered. 

Englhn-speaking lislencrs 
wcre euher on JOY FM or llm<j 

voicc, Matilda Asante, Sile il! a 
lady wC! would want to meet. 
Sounds very Iovely. 

The Super-Morning Show 

begins with Il newspaper review 
and las! week. Kcmla correcte(! 
the MediaCop. bul 100 Itastily. He 
said the Media Chief Inspector 
wrote something thllt \\CM wrong 
and yetKomlafai1ed tostatewhat 
sbould bave been the right thing. 
1 would have doffed my hatto him 
ifhe had. Ht' is a flnt' brnadcast!,lr 
though. Quite intellectual too! 

Talle about • Happy FM' and 
you are talking about the station 
that has latent enc:rgy that would 
explode into unbelievable 
achievement. 1 have taken keen 
intereSl in the stalion lntely IInd 
Ilelieve me, something good will 
corne out (1 f Ibll t staùon. 

Owing the period beCore the 
declaration of the results. 1 was 
anw:edalthewaylrllfficVMisbed 
from the streelS of Acaa. Most 
people were glue<! tt> thei. radio 
sets, sorne documentlng Ihe 
results, others arguing and still 
olbers Iooking 01'1 vacantly. 

ThoughNPPwasleadingfrom 
the beginning. thcy were careful 
Dot 10 star! celebratîng ton early 
like the)' did in 1996 and had the 
shock ora nCetime. Once beIlten 
lwice shy. 

Immedîntely thevote-counling 
began and the Ashanti votes wm 
being announccd in 1996, harns 
began tooting uncantrollably. 
Thcr~ \Vas mcrry-making and n 

,li 'ukp':l~,hi," anù 

Il bIIttle. 
Sooner Ihan expected the 

tout in g stoppe<! and sorrow took 

holdafthesupponers who jumped 
the gun. They lost and learnl their 
lesson. 

Sa this Ume around., the)' 
became mon:: circumspeot about 
how to express thair joy when 
theywereleading. They were very 
impatient and some wented the 
Elecloral Commissioner to 
announce the final reluits. 
otherwise, they couldn't sleep or 
celebratc. They did nol WI'IIrt te 
star! ee\ebrating only to Ile lold 
something heart-breaking the next 
minute. 

They were right 10 wait, 
bowever, impatiently, because 
NOe's performance WBS not 
expected 10 be that powerfbL It 
was frigbtenÎng. 

Afterdenîptingtbepartywlth 
alengtby National Rctonci1iation 
exercise. ÎI was a gTeal surprise to 
evcrybody lhat the NOC slill had 
such populariry as ta post ovec 44 
%.1tmeansin2008,IIieNPPsbould 
Ile making the exit. 

CONGRATSTOTHE 
PRESIDENT 

NOW the Cop takn tilh 
opportunitytoeangratulatethe 
President.,JflhnAgyelmm Da Ids 
sucees! st the polis.. IIII'J'! hlm 
earnestly tu serk good 
governllnce to make Ghua • 
bdterplace. 

To Bruce. my Edîlor, 1 
congratulale mm for li gnod fight 

To fight almosl sinsle-
~~~ 

enviltJlllllent VtIler.e ~. WU 
spreadliktbutterallovecbread.to 
comeoutnotdisgraced,lsaymore 
grease tG your elbows. 



Excerpt 6. The Chronicle. March 31, 2005. Vol.14. p. 5. 

ln~ 

The Cbronicle 
~! .... ÎnC, ~'N!?,_ • Y;;.r§ÎfIJ1"'"'O!C:::J 

'1-] , '·1;1 [;] ! 
~y. IIkrph SA. 2OQ§ 

THE GA·DANGME 
CONCERN 

KV~rm IN "'" wOOd, people taloe .-pridc ln th.eI< 
orl&lna lUlU _,.go. LQn6. I_age and culture bonc\ 
peoplio of • partlculllr lin ....... Ar\Y1h1nfl tIou~ tlw ha. 
the reocmht.nce 'Of a. tare:ac 10 thll- ~I pneraUy 
rnJlle. !!te _ID \.ogIItIutt '" ""n.e .... 1,y _b"" iL 

Onr the pa&t few Ycan. a ('.tQp aecti:on or the 0... 
Dangme peoplo ,,"""" th. Oa-Troditional CoumO, h •• 
béen agü&'dng p~ntly OW'f inUco the)' ~ •• 
tMt:D.ts tD their eultl.u'c. hcritaJft. and th.elr ~nOJ'Plc 
eX1:i.tence. 
~ of the eQDCCmO Ihal lhIo !!"Np __ h ... 

beon ",watod "" the broad c",ot., .. of tho wJturoù and 
""6UlllUOlY prac:t.Ices cf !lu. counuy. So. r", lp~. "hep 

llIey "'''''JWW>'''' about th. llouÙflll t1f • l'rohlbltimt ." 
noiae-r.oa.lNtg. ptt::e:ed.ing theÎt' annual HoD1O:WO fClb.val,. 
they bo"" atod """"'Pico eloc .. h<re ln the «>UI\Ùl' "'_ 
.tien. prohihit:ians art impoaed aDa wce ha:a nfMU becn 
!lny qu:e:stion regard.ln& the power ot thtl tTa.d.itlonal 
a\lt~ b:l tmptl!ill: aucb p~s. 

By virme or Acera œtna !hO cfI!>ital of Ohana. ""d 11\. 
1oeatlon of the aœl tJf gDYetl'Unent. govemUleut and Ir. 
Il.ge~ haVIl'l' automatia.li)r we:rth.ado~ t,he itûluencc: 
of tho traditiûNÙ ru1cnl. tt Ûl tb.ere1bTe important tl:utt the 
peopls ltvinS in o/Iucn. ccan.m;l,1nlties are encaurase:d by 
contl"'l'i..l govemmt"tlt w ~_ th/) ro1e or the t:nu1ltionaJ 
authoritit8" evm u the mlU\ner of lhe peop1eII:' ~n ta 
tlnn-oyJng 

it"ven thuugb ~n Ut a alŒll or ak:in today-j ÙI m.Qh! 

by bloo<l than by an}' .pedal!oo.bo of thoN ,... aùll'flY'Ùll, and 
stema unGemot:".,dc. 5Om., of tbnc t"\LII:nt h-av<: lIvcd Iolp 10 
e"Pe<wtlan md 11- ,,",lon and __ r .... thelr 
people. Othe,. ha..., _r d1s"_ and dragg.d tl>c 
(\(I,tne of that in&t1tntkm m.in di:a.ruputè. 

The- youth or Mer". especiall,. Jal\! diMllueioru:d and 
very ""prehe"""", about thoir IIltunl, eopeclally .,hen th., 
&8<: a lut uf Wli:w.tb beinA Jlenera~ an ~nd tbmn in the 
~;J,t.y. ~\ knowuta; tMy bave "" perdon in them. 'I1iq' arc up 
in arms tudfiY. becauae 1) lo\ nf Wlf tradit10naJ tulen M\'C 
not pnmt;rvat ~ he-tltate: !of tl\em. They Me thei.r 1\it'\1fe" 
nt!: very blnk.. ,la tht:)" se<: lheir kin&l'lWn 11,", in ab.fett 
J'I'O'I.'t'rty. 

$()me pt their grecdy ruleh: have .rro1d the" landa entrusted 
le them M custod1S..D.S, and have nc:ver accounted ror the 
.,·""cede. Coupl«! with ihllo, !ho _ .1 JWOl><t J>lannlna h .... 
ahJ1,l reallltl!d ln a !Ùtuauon where som.e gt'1!tdy and. l'raud."", wod",,,, 0/ the- bmd Irtll: "1!Iatnll'ion oge,,,'; .. 
have Laken ad"1lnts.sc or the :t:itua1.io1'l and lrantrJerred 
utJ~'$, 

The resulœ ha\l'f" b,l:.en \\ lQt: of t:hrr tmd1tl:o.ruû authorirle$ 
beiftg hauled l;tetOR tht é'O'&U"Iti today over l.a.nô btip:t:.was.. 
Whu t1 shtuael The people b«Ve WRfOn. luat tru::.t a.Ild 
hopc ln ""1 ,"""bliobcd (wlhority eddreaJJln& tl,,* "", ... m .. 

People: {and ta reœU into thelr .d:tnlc and ne.rrow 
idn'ltltlOa wh." 11\. wldcr fl7D"F tœy beloi>lI tg _. ta ln 
~na _ or ha.> liùIed them, The _10 ct Àa!<a 

!Item 10 ~ las1.h& etlnfltlcn.ce ln thtir chtofi M4 cenull.\ 
lIl' .. rtlI:I\ertt" a.bility '" oddn .. ,hm _ .. 

The .~ çaIl. br tbc O&-D_" CaIholk: CommunllY 
ln tbc Arebd!_ of Aa:rIl. r"., Olll> of tbe!r ldnd ln ln 
IlPpoifttcd tQ ~ tml!m îa, Il ceflectton of thls.. "J'he report 
we _ yetttrcl.ar ho6 Il tbal the pooplJo _ Ihay, 'nced 
li Ga blahop. who win en~W'&Re weatlon a:d1Of'\I the O~. 
Dangme Catht>lic çammumty,' 

J, 1. a .1>0_ that ln opI ... of the fact that Maa Is Ibo 
toçe,don 01 the!! headqulUttln of man)' multibilUon..cedi 
organf:Mùo.fUll1 the ~ lweÙl me vuy hlgh, VIf! bol1cve
'ho' ,bo .. œmp<U>ies """ dQ m .... liK" the pe<lpIJo 01 ......... 
es lht:y do ID 'flOJEU: of [he c:ommUnlue& thty opet'a.(f: in., Q 

part of thelr ..,.!al "'.pon.iluh'! .. , targctins tbc 1ruI1gono ... 
people. 

tt hJ alJK, Ml pd enough thlllt in spik: 01 th", mlmer~ 
revt"nue ~netoting apportumlÎell thIiJ abound ln J\Œt1l. 
the ACt;rl;l MetrùpulilAh A9!1e'1r1.bly iAJ4A.J 1$ net seJf·rmancma, 
'rh~ AMA 00:0. .. t511 dl) more tluul ft ta âcring MW. 

the Ulldcrlying cause of tbD agita.tium oC the GI1· Dangme 
pt'Qple 10 drvcloptnont·brused Most ur the d:eve-lopm.enw 
ftU1ng on ln rhe cRp;.tal belon, to pnw.te mdlndu41 • ..tM 
qr~niJ.Utions, 11tt:.re I! an bpprelnmllOrI iMt the jndigellOUs 
pt'0l'lP would b.e al.lrEmttd 1'tum thetr htt'ldttl 

Hf' whcJ hu.s' t'tUlt W hClSt. Itl h..Im bèa\l 

Feature 
Gangster's paradlse: 

The p,ople's hell 
1 

A GNA.JeaJureb~SamlleJOsei. 1 
Frllmpong , 

l'IVE Y~ARS .,,,, • ,on.1I 
group of Ç'ht.JIaJan Memben 
or atfiltlu,metu lMr.} loek il 
.... oU lA .bo ,.,. ... QI L.,. •• 
du~ IprawUnl CQ#'llllèrt'hLl 
CapUoI.' Maori .. 

This oYtt<~d\..-dt:." MS4 
lot D( thmJ!l! dun pkuJe 1r.OO 
displeuw: lhr: t)'t, 50 the)' had 5(1 

out 10 'CiIlCtI li gllmpsc. 
'T'ttc Bro~ bad JU!ll r<1ùfllt'd 

t'tom AbùJa. tM poJlri~1 CtipÎtaL 
*hctc: the bw>iJ1C1S lS 8lw~)'5 
polt1tÇa~. AIludsl plw.h UCfllie!l 
and Ht.rn:rrtrtlffll btu Idmgs 

lt 15 one of the fI!'''' CillCS lU 
Arrien bUlh fmm 1!te" s.::rakll, 
The MPs ~W thf u~ulll Ntpao 
tTlcrthlllluiu, lm:ludillS thc 
"lIgb'da." and lhe • .. !mol .... 
bunoo)' met;w lUlutlt41,.ptt'latk 
100 il yruup l)f 

V.cturiaft wllding Cl:I.tled tht 
Minisuy of 'the Intcrio.r, 
&ycrscd"lf law and OIder tu a 
uti<nt fhmtcrued b.t oimlnals . 

on_na lastld lM 8 
pl:u:llOtftSOI\.l f~w ~ ago in 
Kurn,," when lM ''THli.b.a"'' aM 
"AiQaeda·Jl1_"""",.ed,~ 

t::lt1Ze11sottht cilYUIUit rht Police 
cntered ttw fta y 

TIn:)" t1ltd !kr,cd the Police. 
and )Jonc abolit town, doins wkai 
lhey !lad k.ÔWll best ... l1li. tb< 
UtW eofofUfl were holding a 
pren cunfertitCe. Many or the 
gan~lt:l'$roamtm:.s~.durina 
the dol)' .;md breû.. tnto hotm:. 
d.u.ricg 1.1Ie rugbt. 

The "nned rubherJès seen. 
1wwd ot rrtd abolltdicll1otC(fmè 
nul 01 Ib~ bJiJt'. 

"j(fl .( $l"TÎDuS efforts are 1101 

O\1lde 10 keep ctllldrrll ln aehoo-I 
andgiwhopc1otheS:lllmdwellef, 
V<ars 'Cf iftSén'Hhify~ 

rnisadmÎ'tI:Uitration andecOflP(nÎc 
pro.blemt. had" rendered. 
edllCauon., emplo>-ment and ,ho 
)lUT'$t,lIl·gf happiltfSS a pnvj;e~ 
alhtt ,lIan a ni!ll~ 

The cdur,ated Uld prlvllq;cd 
hune theu-certtficata .ami poter, 
luIvlngonty mcncy 01') ttu:rr mÎnd 
and. m;gi<ctiog 1110 pbgP' ur 'he 
unftlltunale 'rhe. n:a500$ 1lwJ 
m>.1œ pwpl< na .. deeen<y .nd 
\.0\<1: clmt'.gtOYfb:gser.:;md mo~ 
glanng by !lu: day as squlllU~n. 
and hawktrli opent)' tht<:s.tm 1,",,
C'nrutùtn.enI <lfflctf$ 

A fOJlgroa.dm\ldc:s t-:im~and 
KaIH:J.a. IWO msiJcmiaJ .tl.I"e;.15 '" 

A,,(rIl aoted for 
ga!lgstt:n 

The Sl.i:nQ,lilen 
monel lii.c .a 
whU'lwind li\\cep.inl 
tJm:wp downtown 
Lagci,. nppins ami 
ttllring thn.)U8h 
1itl1rhutBlht) met in 
i.h~lr fUltn WOI1tc:1\ 

uerrtbled wtth: féilr ru.; 

me"" abal1dGlled lbeir 
\,\,',\1tl .nd éfr-dlllb 

tOT saf~ty, 

A )!OUJ'l~ wQn'lOln. 
'10'1'10 could hardi)' 

UUltf .. woz-d ù'Um 
hel ~t1lbling tender 
Ji~.p1Nded ..... ltndlC' 
Gtll!.lli.uan \iP;;CUl4ke 
!ohdt1.1' in Il!:( l'bop. 
::,,11.e had .umi1lJ ho11.
ln hel IUI:~~ doo! 
tnrôUgh v.hl4:11 onr: 
ca.ùld peCJ}4I'd \,\~kh 

The educated and privileged 
hung their certificates and 
prizes havlng only money 

on their m/nd'and 
neglecting the pl/ght of the 
unfortunats. The raasons 

that make people hate 
decency and love crime 

grow blgger and g[arlng by 
the dayas squatters and 

hawl<ers openly threaten /aw 
enforcement office,!. 

eKUeme poverty and 
affh.u:nt:e. 

'rbfJpoorchll<RA 
from Nima look lit 

1be/illlwalt.ulK!>ruJa 
c\I'er1day.. wMch. 
wen: encled te 
prc)tct:f thé Klimda 
cl\ildtC1\ {rom I ...... r 
nei1&llhourL 
Cru"tnUnitl'-:' lS1lfl 
and 2(1 lm' springlog 
ul' ",,·tuh: middJ~
d~ Ch,;mlÇU,·"I.tlC~ 
as ÂbtLJjman, ~hicll 

• is 4 Alone thn),\'# 
JiWOIy. stc,,'pll il! 
po\.Crty .ln.:! "'~n( 

MllUmobi does 
flOlJIJ:X(ôij)I.lse RQltwl1 

Rid~bulnow"'JlUf" 
h.lh:u.sofftrin,asad 
G1)mmentlT)' Ott lh~ 

iOCI(.lol.!conumÎl.: 
t~l' dt:~Ul.nh ruam 

tht :sJrem wilh impumt)' Sante 
hl.d bonlt$and drau\ From thtm 
Ut'hile (ul!U5 uru:!h,OO ...uh!{JU'J\.~ 
whjCh dia IU)t uumbloe 
çtgarrlt~s. 

Th ... )' muvt:d if! SllBes; ttJe 
)'oung:md f~ laoloniin front 
.and tDe biS and HluiClilaT bdmld 

Sorne dtspl.tycd aUM~ 
rn.achcta md smaU knives whUe 
otb,rs .Mni war !ionp. 

Th. MI'>' h .. , Iwd ",Id me .. 
Uudthe group Wt! ttaihngaliotM1 
!lJOUp. whlch lM)" _used .r 
hunllll11ting Otl( of the!r ft\Cl'f!1:Icfi. 
Wh.elltRe COl!" "''IlS clt.tT, debrÎ$ 
Ia.id III rheir jriiul Iiioe Il tmmuw. 
tIl,*' tmd $)\tq)1 thlJlr flil.Ilh ~Iellu 
nh'\a,.tiuot lirn.llrn JtfI'Iln<krf, 

",. l1<1fwr and rnis(hid. 
1\ ~tH.Il\14 Ml:llIBcr ~f 

Pax1i411'1t'1lf hom St1.otldi~ wtlO 
'01 .. ~ Will\> rhe gruup ckP~"l:d 

f'''''Pn\.: und WutlJt'.t\i wl\ysucr. 
l. lluui: lutlla flJPP<fl li"lyvri'ltn'"' 
Ifllh,,:Wl<fld 

fivl: )'t:.l1"S lilr~-f Ilapa ~wm 
I\n~'lOut.lhc ~lP .SIl\ ut;):}jéaIby 

Tlle) are nUL .unpl)l a IOBSe 
grQUP ur 5trcet-rD~ma blw~ 
b,Qic-f$, 

Thty olle a well·stnu;l1if'td 
iÇOU~ of young ,",opl. bound by 
!o).hy .. d tmilori.lily.od l1li .. 
a hienu'thy 

Llu:ratweonthlsphen~ 

deseribC'l " ... nril«ii<In .r 
wcJaldynam.ics, iUChu tdciùit.Y 
$elut::b ln the (aee or tlfban 
tb(u1ae, A~ f\lbbers dIl DOl 
come only w steal but \() mates" 
tt:pc. Inn JtM lritunpb 4\-'4r 

dt."CC'tn.:y aad Im.rd worL Thd. 
CJtptOtl$ S1fUCk the' çQntidéDt'eot 
III< P"'PIo, 

thf')I cl.um Ihey"tl.wt~ "'-*toI 
Utlhfth,1'!I. 'A hIle boluered 'I.\oirlnW5 

fI.lulf11M <!f1f"1:t1; 'A ithof,ll1tyfnil\i 
.. .... 1.l! IUill .i g"''*I1. IIt'oplt taU: 
~\ thetr IIOOd doct",p;. ",Jw 
wl.d(lfue(lcthrr;li.~hmb$allôburt 

11<'t\ .. V. wtnlc~~uttldtO)"tP"btj.,; 
h':-.lhn fw...:htK"4. Armc:J Tilbbcry 
is i.ldJ,n~ li') 'G4'.g!lk:n!l.m" 18 
fJUI1l.Û"1nSb!Jl(~ru~1I\h;Jfltl:àp , 
a IN·te ..... 'Tl<1Wi f4,lt'm. of lb'$; 

inJl.lS11C(1 mal ptague!lu; country 
.:"IING~a 

ln me snon tem, m16 tnodtsl 
man ""ho n the Mlolster of 1 ne 
lnterior 'lhount urge lIis 
PDliceme:n 011 to PTOltct lM ~ 
womc". who \!uddJf' tll.e:H 
ila.sbarub whb tt'C'II'!.b1IDa bl.ll!.Cb 
fol' solace.a.t tu&t!r. For the mec 
ha"lru:I tIICI"iritity1llllltht .. ,II 
'10 fight a.t tllc ~a.bt of lllVac!.lOg 
ttWlb!d men, 

9\1t the krog~1~ toluliott ia 
wr.l!l>'$<J< .. I",clru:lon,SIIlId011 
the t1ttMn to $Cbom dM 1')1a~ 
r~~)' Ghanaiun p.art of thé' 
"50h3(;"1\'" nHlltr Ih.u! thé 
"pm"",,,,". 

l:lItll ft'lat 43), Wb~H 
Ghtilu.ilua wvtl)6 hl1h' 

tll.~blC'\o·~d !lame {ornt uf 
o:qUu.\Îly UloO JUllh;lhr1'..-h 

PlI.piol slll)uld &i v\.' Un!'n. An!ll.' 
bt:fvtt: the tl),unmg ";l)m\:s, 

for lhe tltihl i, tl!r-nbl< ~\tJ\J 
Aurb"uT" ddlt;:crell~ t' 1 ;onlt".nb 
He il!,}u~d Qut kt th\,'!Il tUI n 
I.1UT W()!lt1 tnlO b-etl tvr, 11H11 

\VObid ~~ t~, .. ir r.".r.dh~. 
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Excerpt 7.1 The Ghanaian Times. November 18,2004. p. 2. 

Thursday, November 18,2004 

MATTERS ARISING 
THE 'Prcsidential Debate' is now blstory. but as far 8S 

relnted mattel's are concemed, the debate will un
doubtedl~' continue for a long time. 

Of partic:ular Interest to us ls a remark reportedly 
nt:ldc-bran official of the main opposition party, 
the National Democratie CongresSt before the evenL 
Ile allcgl'tll~' said that to enable President Kufuor 
participate in the debate, it should be organised in 
lhe T\,'i CAkan) language because the Presldenttloes 
not hne a good command of Engllsh or doesnot 
express himself weil. . . 

When wc heard about this comment, we dismissed It 
as an exaggeratlon beœUSèÎit seemed tG us tbat It 
",as 50 trivial and 50 maliclously ungracious tbat no 
scrious politician would commit that blunder. Row
ever, an Interview granted'by NDC General-Secre
tary Dr Josiah Aryeh on the BBC 'yesterday. No
"l'mber 17, has confirmed that the unfortunate re
mark could have come from the NOe ranks. 

Dr Ar~'eh ",as speaking on tbe Network Afrh:a 
.gi.:2~.m.l!le. Asked to co~ent on tbe absence of 
;l'fM'Iéient',Kufuor from·thé debate, Dr Aryeh saki, 
'f8mong 0 er things tbat President J A Kufuor"bas , 
a littie p lem with articulation and ~uld be ex-" 

On~~,Le~:. ~ ~ 
~t~..... as to what,DrAtyeb meanL Would it ~ 
bë the fi lime that President Kut'uor would be } 
speakin{}~Jp public? What.is it that would he '<ex- fi 

*
posed". o~l,y during a dcbatt in wbicla the NDC4, .. n- ~ 

ldnte woûld be partii::ipating'! What bidden, fatal '.~ 
'tis-;lhflat the President bas managed to hideso ' 

weJl that onll' the NDC can sec it? 

~d wlmt ,about lhe rad thst in 2000, wben 50 much 
\\'~ )lt sLakc, and Il was à ftritable.~minefield, èan

Idnte Kufuor took part in the debate then.and it 
",as the NDe candidate wbodec:lined? However, l'vi-

,whatcnf Is supposed to be wfong with his 

l~~~r;~It~~~~i:~'n~ot 'Men as an by,the ., ! Or is 'the 

10In-i., .. 0:.,., lhe Presid~rtia$ oot bètn'bililinirTn~tn!'fbe 
public or rcfuslng to speuk on public He 

'hn.<;'bcell nddrl'Sslng public l'vents bere ln Ghana 
'and IntcrnaUonally wherr he has spoken witb no 

• prepan'd text. l'ID evel')'bodl' can.assess whether tbls 
... • h.' ". ,. ~' ____ <-.1 _~_'''~"_ 
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Excerpt 7.2 The Ghanaian Times. November 18,2004. p. 2. 
~ __ ...... __ ---. .............. AUIf 

~,: public 1)i' rcf~ speak O!'~~Gl"IDJL~ 
!>U'''tft:t~b.èen addressmg publie. eveats fterè la GIùùut 

'''antl IntcrnationaHy ",bere lie fias spoltin with no 
, pnparcd text, 50 everybody can assess wbdber tbls 

Is n persan who cunnot bimselt - " , 
One wonders wfiat alleged remàric about 

.the "-Utiœl :"~~':C~!!:!: 
êxP~~ wbaté\ler1s saiU' hi 

to reacb more people. 
On the other hand, if the: NDe's alIeged soe.er Is about 

the President's delillei"y, that he dues not rusb and 
cbooses his words O1refully; or if li ls that he bas a 
speech Impediment, then il is e'llel1 more serlous~ 

For, even If it were truc that the PresIdent bas a speech 
lmpedlment, it is \Vell~known fuat in Ghanaian cul
ture, as elsewbere. one does not mock at or use a 
person's physical disability to denigraœbim:OIthm 
ln faet. it i3 toboo for the obvious IUSOl'.l' tbatroa,.. 
body'canbe blamed for what they are bom witb. 

Wc api .'.... , 'our stand on Dr Aryeb's cOllU11IIlt on 
thlD " use or biS stlltür'èb:a'the'NDC ... lÔ; ôUÎ" 
vië,v • ~ olle of the people who should bel prevent-
ingo_, 'onIngth ... makln&~ 
sive Of," ' presidency. What are su ',' mm ~, 
supposed to tell the people of Gbana.wMi. 
Kufuor'Q$ the(r President? 'l':':i~ "" .• 

Whut àoes it tell people in Ghana ancfall over the 
world who bave overcome dimcult ph)'Slea!prob .. 
lems and Impairment 10 n'lake tbeir contribitfou to 
society? ln the UK tbere Is at (eut ont ~ ln 
the go\'ernment of Prime Mlnister Blair''''~o> bas 

"Iln obvlous physical dlsnbillty, but "I! arelc.ed:ala 
that there is no possibiltty thet anyoDe In.lhe Con
ser\'l1th-e Party \\'Ould dream of commentlnl on that 
publidy. 

One would ha". beèn comfortable with li ~1lt1cal party 
slamming a rh'al candidate for pOUaH they dlSàaree 
wlth, for not being able to bonour campa 
Ises, etc. but snlde referenees to a candi sap. 
poscd physicnl hnpairment ls simply not! Bteept-
able; belo\\' the bett. ' 

It is llmnling that some people seem 10 bave forgot
ten that it was not too long ago tbat a segment of 
péople in tbls 'country were campalpln, passion .. 
Meil' roI' semi-llterates nad non·Engllsh speakers 
tu be cncournged ta stand tor parllnment. 

Agnin, if the crlUdsm Is against the PresJdent!, dic
lion, since 'l'hen did speaking s10wly become a criaIe? 
One..,,,ould hoPf that U' President would diOO!e"hls 
wards carerun~ .. ~cing that e\-erythlllg he. sa)'!! ts 
Important 10 somtbody and c::ould have an· impact 
on peoplc's very lives. 

And regardlng slow speedl, those who bave an·lnter· 
est ln the ~-ubject sbould listen to a speec!h by Queen 
Elizabeth Il. Enry syUable is pronounced earefuUy 
and with no bint of roWing the language tbat bars 
her name •. 
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Excerpt 8 The Independent. December 6, 2004. 88: p. 6-7. 



L 

DEAREST Araho, . > 

Last week 1 promiseèl sharing 
with you wordS t'rom UUle ,Sit;. 
sofe's l'unn)' dietionary of ~Ig 
EngUsht as site calla it. Unlortu. 
nately, 1 would have to Push that 
subjeet to the hack bumer and 
deal witb something more perti
nent. 

1 was invited tG Il workshop organ
lsed by the Goethe Institute in con
junetion with the (Joviefe Academy of 
Arts and Scienees and the Goviefe 
Bureau of National Culture. 

The theme for the well-attended 
workshop had to do with tradition 
and modenûty. Al:ademie papers copi
ously wl"Îtten and laced wlth 
researched faets and figures w!,re (I.re
sented in impeccable Queen's .I!.dlg1ish 
by some of the heavyweights in acad-
emia. _. . , 

Each professor was given 25 min-. 
uteli! ta aildresa the workl;!bop. Most of 
them found the timé tao lÛlort and 
had ta plead with the moderato!' to 
give the.in more. 

It was very e1ear that even though 
Goviefe can he said t<\ he a nation will· 
lowing ln poverty, it CM. boast of 
acholara and academieians .with 
brî1in8 that makè moekery of powrty. 

One paper that made great impres
sion on me was the great Hill of 
Knowledge. It had tG do with our 
health deliverysystem. The statiati· 
cal fIgUreS he marshalled ta support 
hl .. olaim ml!.~me teel. and ·11tW ~ •. 
thet OUt' heplth delivery system ia Il . , ," 

"NUNYA MELE SUKU DEDE ME Of" 
lnÎ:' • t !li t t i>ead ta Iilllt;w ta the oml presentation of herbalist has tatally change!! rny per-::lli no ~~~ledi:tc ?e!'tin:fitin in Hajia Salam~tu Ibrahim Tnimako. ,cepti,!ll, about eertain asy:ts of ~e 

si ht A d f course' wîth all of 1UIi18 Director. 'l'lumako Herbai Plant !\nd hvmg. One orthe pro essors Il r 
gs ê ';rs "on 'ooa;;{. Do wc jump oIT •. Research Ceulre, 'Thmnle. Ht>l' Ilpe~· listening ta l;ioJia in the lat;tguage (J~ PC sn.. . board in~ remllrb lhat defiued hPt toP!!: Ill\' mother s people smd thus. 
~d dr:JDBo~ll~lIk ::,a~~~~ oIT ta hnnging out the arelll! she wuntnd. tn 'NUNl'A M~LE. SUKll Dl?LJE,ME l?!' 

he 'P 'Be thinking about il for we caver and the genernl presentatIOn Indeed, he I~ Tlght and hns~ ~ !11\J13 
W il bo cl with f81:t.~ and figures reeled out from also praved It that tht> Ilcquuntlon of 
are Ôn the cri~i~al iSllue of tradition memory without !tooking on any ~ieee knowledge clœs nol rcside .with1n the 
and modernity 1 had my own of paper. Dot ta mention her condud- fuur walls of fnrmlllllducatioll? 
th ughts that ti~e did not allaw me Îng rel!lllrb thllt a~mmari~ed ~1I.she There ct>.rtai!1ly may he li few other 
to 

0 
press myself at the worlU!hop. had saut and beautlfully tymg It Into Dr Talmakos III sorne of our rural 

Ca::~ot the traditional also us mader- the. main the~e orthe. worbhop, won communities. Let us give them the 
nitv? The insinuation that tradition &iia a standIng ovatIon. exposure and honouT they deserve. 
Iloi! modQmity lire IIntithetical ~ Oh Yel'I We allstood up, prof essors, Even as we take steps tu atrorurthen 
a Înst the grain of logie whereby PhD h:olders, tlrst und secnnd degl·cc. the fl'nce IIrDund our .!Orlnsl ciiI~l:ll. 
rurophiliS has becn encouraged. holders aU atood up and applauded tiQnaI system. we must not JOlIe SJght 

In the usual mode of disœurso, HaJia. Uer p~lle:nl.n~i~ Icft. not li orthe non.formal Belltor. • 
which Î8 unconsciously assimilation- shred of doubt ln OUT mlnds us to why Our eiders ny 'wo sUn! bodie a 
iat tradition is of course the African the Univt'rsity de Savannah <UDSJ SUnl Rltlaciu'. Any nation that ignores 
and modemity the European. Hence, found it eompelling ta confer on h-:r its non-formal cdueational system i6 
ta encourllge the modernity' has an hO~!lrary i:loetorate d~gree. ,She lS only dragging itself and ~er people 
meant the emulnti0!l of the E~ropean. Dr Hl\Jla Salama~u I~rllhlm Talm~. througb li long and windln" tunnel 
But in reaIity, withUl the Mncan and Bllt the sad thing lS thet our acnp- into the dark ages. Dr. H"Vl& Sala
European artistic traditions, any tographers who were there ta eov~r matu 'Thimako. you are Il real role 
given wOl'k CM. he either trsditional the event for their newspapers, radIO model. 
or modern whenl the mod.ernity iB and· television stations did not find Please Araba, kindJy begin tG look 
understood as depicting, in sorne dis- anything interesting in Dr Taimako's around Amedzofe and. its environs, 
tirun1ishiwr W8Y. from the traditional acbievements worth sharing with Who knows, we may find li miaplaeed 
witTrln the -same tradition, their audience and the rtmdirig pub. gem that the Ho jlOlytechnic may con-

Anyway, without attempting to lie. The reason for me is simply that fer an honorary HND on. 
sound like any of the prof essors 1 lis- Dr Taimako is not a politic:ian. lt 
tened to at the workShop, 1 wish to looks like if an avent bas no politic:a1 Sinœrely yo~.1 
rest my argument st this point. connotation, then it la not newswor- Dora Oror.r. 

But tbe academic p~entations clio thy so no newapaper. no TV camera (StaJldîng in for Araba SecrJK)n) 
:tnued when a personality, a womnn, covered tllis tore gem from the North. rhraforill!Jya/lOO.com. 
who had nevel' stepped in a dasaroom Araba listening to thia trsditional 'in her lire. mounted the podium to _._.~._ ...... _._._ .. _ .. _._ ........ __ 
a4dreas the aeademic gurlUl. 

She did not speak in ft foreign lan
guage but in her own mother. tangue 
whicb is one of the langua~s spoken 
in the savannah north I18SISted by an 
lntorpretar. . .. 

Aiàba; you should ba~ been there 
ISRAEL YEMETEY FORSON, 

Student 

LET'S ESCHEW INDISCIPLINE 
IN spite of tbe oumel'Ous cam
paigns on Indiscipline in the IlOUO
tt'V. some are stiU .reeaIcltrant and 

somehow help slow dllWtl the riBe in 
indiscipline. 

The mode of .dresslrur ttmOlIB I.he 
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Excerpts from Ewe, Ghanaian-language, Newspapers. 

Excerpt 1 Kpodoga, March 1992. 53: 3. 
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Excerpt 2.1 Kpodoga. January 1998. 65 p. 2. 

1 LETAWO 
T :>tr:> dzilJ:> , 

Mi nufielewo mien:> 
GNAT fe tekpekpe me 
le Tsito be mi~se 
numeqecle tso VAT !JU 
hefi wots:> Bureeu of 
Ghana Languages fe 
segbelëvi yeye va do 
goe ne dzedzre. T eti 
egbel~a me nyawo tr:> 
mj~fe susuwo' qa tramae 
tso VA T gb:> yi Eu. 
egbetP!Jb gb:>. Miede 
asi qe btr:> siwo agbalëe 
he Vf:. la domeb geqe 
dzi. Gake nukube la 
btr:> dziQ::> aqewo hë 
do ta qa. Le seo nu 
la -Tsito qekekpui'\ ozu 
'Tsitoqekekpui~ Geke seo 
meda esi cle edzj be 

.' 1 "A ~. mlIJ:> Mme t:>gv ya nya 
ctekae o. ,Seo yi edzi 
be obnycwo c/ec/efia kple 
c/:)(Jjc:/o nozu nya evewo. 
le segbelee fe axa JI-lie 
la, gbeoutise la be mi~ob 
d:>w::myo kple fukpelowo 
fa' fui ale: sr'Sqeqe, 
nuqaqa, nyegbogbb. 
Gake nukut:>e le agbaiea 
fe exe 9 la, IInulJk:> 
w:Jw'ju nye nya eve. 

Chris Akuoku, 
J.S.5. Hohoe. 

Mem",m", 

}("podogo 

NA KPODOGA 1 
Biabia 

Nufialae menye. Nye 
sukuviwo di be yewoanya 
nu si to yewoalJb "cor
rection", "exhibition", "test" 
(Uexamination") fe Eu_ 
egbebwo abe nya evewo 
ene ale: q:>qJ qo, 
qeqe fia, dodo kp:>7 
Nyemete IJU qo biabia 
la !JU o. Anyo kpem 
ne Bureau of Ghana 
Languages ana mianya 
gJmesese si le efe se 
yeye si wahe Vf:. la !JU. 

Steve K. Viviti, 
Min. of Education, 
Ho. 

Nu t:>XE 
Medi be macldgJmesese 

si le nya "t:>xi" Ou la 
aHa Bureau of Ghana 
Languages. Le xexemegbe 
qe sia qe o:>ob me la, 
WOWJa ameObwo kp!e 
tefe!Jbwo abe nu bXEWO 

ene 010 abe nu siwo 
n::>o wo c{okuiwo si yesiO'{i. 
Nu ka ta le EuegbeIJ:3!Jb 
me ya BGL OW$ se be 
miOm tefeobwo' obm fo 
fu kple ob bJb:>wo? 

Vincent Aklosu, 
NFED, Xedzranowo 

Sinii 
Ghana Universiti fe 

Mev5 dJwJla aqewo va qe 
Bureau of Ghana Lan- smn na mi' nyits:J Je 

guages fe se enye be Vakpo. ,:.,qefiowo fo 
tso fifjo la, mian:> Ok:> nu ,tso c/.o(tow:>W;) c/.e 
t:JXE (Tsito) kple ok:myavidzividzL ou. 
b,b::> hi,ekokpuil obm,. 19 Esiae nye zi gbëib 
fu olé:"" "Tsitoqekakpui.· c{ôc{ow:>W;) c(e vidzidzi I)U 

M?v:'.J benE~<;,~t;l~;Î/" W'Y:tt:R~~~! ;oe~~:Qwo mV.''''''aa 
aSI \.I,e se,$JG. ""'1: ~",,:'4.. . 

ekema BGL, akp;)~dse 'totnef:> oc{ewo. . 
agbb na mi mbeba be Vovë ctoctow;>~~"."~ 
miOnJ ameobwo he atsam vidzividzi IJU li vevie no 
kple nk::>nya bJb:>wo ale dub abe Ghana ane si 
KofidJwJfe, Kofin::>fe, si anyigbo le v::>v::>m le 
Kofil:5'xo. eye amewo megale d:> 

Mensah Venyo, kp:>m le no w';)w::> o. 
cio Africen Studies Vove qe ale si gonyawo 

.1 __________ .... 



Excerpt 2.2 Kpodoga, January 1998. p. 2. 

Memama Legon. 
T ::>bb go acl e le ta 

dom cle Eue,. nyigba dzi 
fjfia si lJu· anyo be 
miaho oua clo kaba. fe 
ewo koe nye esi va yi 
c.fokuibdidla aqewo "e 
memama va Eue Kristo 
Hame tsitsi la me. Fifia 
memama bubue nye esi 
gale ta dom cle nUQblawo 
kple nufiolowo h~ dome. 
Le akpo cl.ekae nye ame 
siwo da asi ete Bureau 
of Ghana Languages fe 
se yeye siwo w'bhe V? 
EuegbelJ::>lJb me la du 
Le akpo bubue nye ame 
siwo meda osi cle 
seawo dzi o. Mex::>e 
se be Obianim, 
Westermann kple SchJegel 
an::> ta OUbum cla 
kpaqakpaqa le wafe 
y=>dowo me. 

Peter K. Deho, 
UCE, Winneba. 

JSS nufialae menye. 
Mekp::> be nye d::>w::>hati. 
gecle me do ?si qe 
gbeoutise yeye SI Bureau 
of Ghana Languages he 
va Euegbeo=>ollJ me fifia 
a. vovo seawo ohe 
bbb go ava Euegbeg::>gb 
me. Le kp=>qeou me "viqe 
kae la eme be mlama 
abnya siawo me: 

t,]utasese nuw::ma 
q:>q:>qo 
dodokp::> 
qeqafio 
abe ale si w6dze le 

BGL fe segbalévi la fe 
aXa 10 kple 191 

LK. Peku, 
Danyi T omu, 
Kpeve. 
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le ta qum eye ahedada 
kple d:lwuame X:l afe 
fifia ta la, edze be 
mi'abu cloqow:lwJ qe 
viclzividzi IJU ohe okpox::>nu -ga ene. 

Manye dzictu<iu koe. dze 
na kpododo tso eSlawo 
!JU o. Anyo kpem ne 
dufiawo, Os;,fo Mawunyo
gbblawo kple nufialawo 
ha" abu esia abe wofe 
d,deasiwo ene. 

Kofi Agbogat 
Vokpo. 
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MISR5 
Eabla: Kafi Amekli 

Mragbugb:> miafe nus:>sr"5 le tcnyc sic te 
domeb gecle me ato cl.e gbeoutise yeye si Ghana 
Degbe Dud:>w:>fe he ve fifia la nu. 

Nyafsafsa' kple nyamama 
le El.)egbelJ:>ob me la, nyaha acl.ewo li siwo 

mi;obna foa fui, g~ke le go actewo me la, 
miemaa wo me. Miew:>a esio elohena 9:>mesese 
qeka men:>a nyaha siowo si yesiayi o. Kp:>cl.e!Ju 
aqewoe nye: 

Nyaha 
Tame 

Awume 
Awusi 
Dogbe 
Dogbafse -
N:JViegb:J -
Zanu 
Zasi 
Xe/su 
~.> •• >.,> 

Kp:Jcfeau le nyagbe me 
Mawunun:>la da as; qe efe tame 
hafi yrae. 

Ahosi ny:mu gbOb. 
Ahosi vi ny:mu gbât:>. 
lJutsu si le awu me hafi wodzii. 
Ny:mu si le owu me hafi wodzji 
Outsu si dz:l ete esi ku la yome. 
Dogbe fe yomeb O,utsuvi. 
Npnu si wodzi c{e esi ku la yome. 
lJutsuvi si wodzj le zame. 
Ny:mu si wodzi le zome. 
Outsu si -:lo ob go [e edzidzi me. 

, ""#i:S'f," 

1 
EDegberJ:>ol::> 

acleke nagato 
Germaniawo fe obtofe 
le nufiofia me o. Esiae 
w:>e be Germaniowo fe 
agbaléwo va bu ke!J. 
Esiwa dzao gosus:> 
mi~kp:>na egbeo woenye 
Biblio, Kristot:>wo fe 
hadzigbalê' kple Westermann 
fe nyag:>meqegbal3'. Ke 
hër H. Debrunner fe agbolè 
si woy:>na be A Church 
Befween Colonial Powers 
si to nu tsa Germoniabwo 
fe d:>awo W'JW:> !JU la 
ya mobu gbede 

Oe ale si gbe 

!JU cl.oa Oku ofegbe dlÎ 
gbbno kokoko. 

Gbeo gbbla bubuwo 
ya fe susue nye be 
menye o:>ob koe hid' 0 

bOQ le nufo me ha' la: 
edze be yewoaw:> 
agbalëmegbe ou d:>. Ale 
Pekib si de suku la 

M 
~ 
n 
tD ., 

"'0 

"' Kpodoga CH 

(tso axa 3-lia) 
"gagawe" o. Agbb be 
"of:> g:>me". Fodomet:> 
magate OU agbb gbeq,e 
be "tsoni'" 010 "tsenu" a, 
agbb be "nu ka". Havet:l 
010 Agotet-:> mogogbb be 
"tsi pli 0, agbb be "tsi ~ 
fofa" , "Age" ax:> ok:>" ~ 
tefe yesioyi. ~ 

!JI 
Esio nye susu vloe si '? 

le amidede qem cl.o le ~ 
El.)egbe Ou a/a le ewum. 

Agbalëmegbe nyo kpem. 
Goke mi~cto Oku edzi 
bena gmeqokpe ko w~nye 
si dzi ame sia ome ow':l 
syo !Jub fe susu lJu d:;) 

gbea fe Og:>yiyi ctq~ 

------------
Mina mlSt") 

Bl)egbe elaberw 
Xegbee xe 

dona -- w 
o 
00 
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Excerpt 4 Kpodoga, May 1998 p. 3 

kpodoga 

Letawo na Kpodoga 
Nug:>memasemase 
Medo akpe ga no 

Bureau of Ghana lan
guages qe se yeye siwo 
wàhe ve qe EoegbelJ::>lJb 
outi la ta. Efio be 
BGl la le gbeo fe 
btr::>wo Ou ,bum nyuie. 

Gake nukut::>e, abe ole 
si wodze le Ozove 1998 
fe Kpodogo mee ene la, 
orne aqewo ts::> 
nug::>memosemose le osi 
dom cl.e BGl la fe 
okume. Wosusu be yewo 
te nunyo goglo wu ome 
gbogbo siwo fe numekuku 
dzi BGl la tu se yeyeowo 
eto la b. 

Dewo susu be 
Eoegbeo:>ob non::> pepe:pe 
obe Eolisigbeo::>ob ene. 
Gbeqel Esia mate OU 
odze edzi o. EOlisi noto 
m::> sio foo be "It is". 

j
l, Eoegbe ha neto. et:> be 

"Enyeu
• 

Kwame Dikyi, 
\, Gbefi. 

Sam Obianim 
Le efe segbalevi yeyea 

Nyamama le EoegbeO:Job 
me, axa ii-lia' la, Ghana 
Degbewo Dud:>w:>fe ete 
Okj no orne vevi siwo 
na kpekpeqeou le 
Eoegbeoutisewo fiofio me. 
Gake nukut:>e la, 
Duqjw:>fea meyj Sam 
Obianim ya fe ob o. 
Ev:>a, le ~exemeoawo 
W'JW'J V'J megbe, esime 
Germaniawo ge fu anyi 

ta la, wofe agbalêwo 
ho va bu keo. Ale 
Som Obianim dzaa ko 
fe agbalë Ou d:> mi~va 
n:> w:)W:;lm na Eo-
egbeoutisewo s:;lsr'5. 
Nyemex:>e se be miate 
OU 00:> Obianim be 
gbeete 0 ne 
gbeoutiseawo va le 
t:;ltr:;lm ole keke ha. 

- Dan K. Yatse, 
Kpedze. 

A~ÇlWJi:li'âsiek~gbalév i 
",'/,":'" ' , """ ' , 

,M.~d~ 'm' ,,' ado susu reau'$or. 
guage, ' woagbugb;:, 
siwc~, ' "amatho le 
E~~b lj me ota. 
be gbée' ", '~, " siwo kata ku 
b:lb;)e' , wu tsa. 'Gake cie' EoegbeOJob OU la 
d % ;) gb ev:> et:) e 1 a t nodze le agbol; la 
oxawuiasiekegbalevi si he me. 
fIUlnwn vs:: ln lA JcnuL 'hh),,~'~ 1"1 Elvis, Je ,$QW" d 
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, Tsito. 

EuegbeO:lIJI:> 
Togb:J be EuegbeO:Job X:J 

fe 150 ha la, tsitsi mele 
dzedzem le eou tututu o. 
Esic mew, nuku 0 eJabena 
degbefiafio megaie ab t;;:Jm 
mia abe tsa ene o. Kpe 
ete ema oue nye agbatewo 
fe anyiman:Jman:J. Sam 
ObianÎm 9:J ha fe oQbaie 

megale tsia dzi 0 

t:';ltr:J siwo 'ta gbea O:JOb 
outi fifia la ta. Anyo ne 
Ghana Oegbewo Oucbw,fe 
ana kpekpecleou te agbalé 
yeyewo O,ob me. 

K wame Dikyi, 
cao, Gbefi 
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. Nl.I ka ta w~ gbelJUlise El)e 1 
kaxoawo le dodokp:> c!.om 
fègb:l be Bureau of Ghana biobia 
languages Wj se yeyewo7 biobia 
Le kpJqeou me le fe sio biabia 
fe G,C.E. dodokp:> me la, biabia 
se 1<01<00 outicb SJIJ 

wow::! he t SJ 40 Eue 1 
Euegbebiablawo, Nyawo lJ::!ob 
d'le ale: biabia 

6: ayma 
27: amesiame 
35: nus! 
48: qesia4e 

Part' Il 

,. nusiwo 

~" 
fuè 2: 
eiobio 3a,3b,5: 
'biaiia 4: amesi 
biabi~ :. 6.; olesi 

'; bf, svsu 

nusi 

na " ml 

. tsaqiclï me le nvtoo me 
f.nyit~~ E«e gbefa' be «040 
0"lIo":Nutamè ~tokpekpe la 
~ . .i;~ w~odua brim) sue 
. 1ÎW0 gblé" le nvtoa me la 

qa . 

ne 
alo 
qo 

w ......-



MINA 
*" ,...J 

MISR:) 
kple IIveviell 

ElJblo: Kofi Amekli 

"Vevi" nye IJbnyaq:myo, eyo ta mi~zô'nE: kpbo IJk:mya 
si <tJm w~1e 10 <to yesiayi. KpJqeouwo: 

Nu vevi WJe. 
Nya vey! aqe le 
Ame vevi m:tewo 

asÎnye 
va. 

... 
na wo. 

rAI l' N yevie" nye d:>wJnya<t:>nyo, eyo ta mlezaa dJw:myo doo 
Q9J nE: le nutota me. Kp:;H:{eou: 

Nu W7)e 

Exl5' nui 
vevle. 
vevie. 

N k ·"" ..., enema ee mleWJa "oYOl' kple "nyuie" no !)udJ obe 
obnyaqJnya kple dJwJnyaqJnya ene. Kp,qelJuwo: 

, 

Ena tsi nyui (obnyod,Jnya). 
Eno tsi nyuie (cbwJnyaqJnyo). 

Gbefaqeqe 
Miegale IJku qom edz:i no nufjalowo kple nusr~lawo be 
EDegbelJJlJb megale fifia obe ale si GermaniatJwo toe 
da qi ene o. Ozicl.uqu fe Oegbewo OudJwJ'e he btrJ 
aqewo va gbeo lJuti sewo ou. WookpJ fJtrJawo le 
agbal;:îvi sio me: Nyamama le EoegbeG::Job me, Bureau 
of Ghana Languages, Ac.cra, 1997. Efe olli: ,nOoo. 

EOEGBE 
Ahonook:>wo kple wofofo C{O 

ElJblawo: Prosper Dogbey kpfe Yao Aduomc ~ 

21. Titriku 

22. Hevi 

23. Adz.ogble 

24. T uogbedzo 

25. Boaini 

26. Asinyo 
27. TJkplidzo 

28. Gidi 

29. Kpbdz:i 

Asma Titriku, Nu kponokpam 
WowJe no 'mego wôko 
WowJe nt:. w'Ofa aVI. 

~ 
~ a 
0' 
~ .., 

(Sokpoe, TJQu). C; 
Havi nyalJui, \0 

Ebe yenJ tsi me si amf 90 
(Sokpoe, T JOu) 
Adzo-gblê-ame metoo m:l ~ 
ome o. Esi w~gblê' KlibvK: 
wodo qe Hive. 
Tua gbe dzo, 
gbemelôWo ko nu. 
Womenyc€ be egbea. dJe 
tso gobina o. 
Be Qini, Bo WJ. 
Amea nyo tso hegblê'~ .'~: 
Asi nyo, VIOWO de gb!l Id' 
T:> kple dzo mekea qi 1 

Dzo ke qi, Dzoo tsi vi. 
(ApoHa, T '9:>me, T ::l'lu) 
Gidimakpe zg. 
Ne mekp:> QJIi v'5, 
MekllJe na Gidimakpe 'la 
Ne mekp-, adze v'5, 
Mekp:>6 no Gidimakpe .. 
(Vume, T :lIJu) 
Kpb dz; kpb anyi. 
Lokle d:>megbadze, 
Be yeda ami wu bS', 
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l"\1\ct L U'LlUUU 

DZESIDENY A WO 

EUEVI, DE ASIXOXO wb 
DEGBEA nU 

NYATEfENYA 1)U'1'O wOnye bet Euevi geq,e 
mekp::> alo bu asÎl[:'lXO ne. Eu egba, si W:'l{a da 
woawo hA nu la, 0, Wot)b nyatejenya vevi sia 
be, be Me.wu W~la, si w!) yewo ha q,o qe xexe sia 
me abe duko bubuawo ka ene la, Que wôdze 
wôde gbegb~gbb sie. yewo ha. nu. Euevi getlewo 
qe gbea gb~gbb qa, hen!la va gbàm q,e duk!) 
bubuwo t~ bot) lJuti. Aol Gugu kae nye esial 

Le anukware me la, w:ma sia nye asibto mo na 
Dzogbese. Agbe sia ll:l}awo IJb be be, dOlnenyinue 
Euûgbea nye na yewo; elaben8 ne mIn fofowo cie 
womelée ete asi tso tititi va so cie fUi 0 la, anye ne 
gbcgbJgbba bu xoxoxo haii mfawo mfava dZ:l g!l ha.. 
Miqo lJku anyi, miakpo xexcmedz~)'ri ke cla. Anye ne 
mia dcgbea tsr5! Euevi, tr:> dzime az:). Gbea gbogbb, 
exexlè, efe hadzidziwo kple n:m:l bubuawo megakpe lJu 
na wo o. Ke tso aZ!l dzi la, bu qokuiwô abe denyigba 
si lVlawu na miawo hâIe akpa acte ene. e, bu qokuiwô 
abe ave, to, bsisi kple nu bubu siwo kaLâ Mawu W'J t5:> 
c1.() atsyoe na Eucnyigba la, clomet:> qeka cne. Bui be ale 
si ave hea isidzadza ve na denyigba la, eye wogadoa 
",qui ha; ale si to, siwa le denyigba la dû la, do atsy:) 
vavâb ne, ale si bslsi, siwo le denyigba la dû la, dzea 
là hena viawo Je nyonyro - e, JIU mate lJu agb!? 
denyigba la fe agbedocl.eIJg~muwo woavo gbette 0 -la, 
ncncmae ye ha. ycnye viqenu gâ na Eueduko Iae. Ke 
nyne be, Euegbea IJuti dJw:)wo le afi sis afi ~e sia ~i 
enyû wà vid,enunyenyc m: Je moItu vevit::>wo domeb 
(teka. 
N~vinyc Euevi, nyae be, togb:> be miakaka qe atiwo 

kplc gbewo me, Jutawo kple gbegbewo hà la, nu si bla 
mî katà dckae lae nye Eucgbe. si miegbbna. Le susu 
siawo kple bubu geqe, siwo dze gâglâ xoxo ta, Euevi, 
de asix:}x:l blibo wo degbea IJU, cye nàkpe asi de nu sia 
nu si w:nn ame ad.e le hena gbeaJe lJg:>yiyi kple dziyiyi 
la IJutL Elabena wô IJUt:l wo l)g:>gbeyiyi kple bubu hile 
wonye, hena dzidzimevÎwo tegbee. 

Ke le wo katâ me la, QO !Jku edzi be, kokloxo mekpea 
IJU na koklo 0, eye be, ame nqeke mets:>a miasi fiaa eje 
dedui o. 

MISE GLI LOO! 

" 

NU SI TA 
ADELA 

MEKPQA KESE 
.FE TOTO 0 

Mise gli loo! 
GH tao uuu dze kese <b.i, wOd:z.e 

adela dai, eye wOgadze kesekp,ma
qui kple nuw,la a<le dzi. 

Eva ~ he kese lé 1]ku. dE!l eie 
agben:mo 1]uti unu, eye wôda dzesÎi 
be, fUt;) qeka kOIJ KOA le ye lJuti le 
"exea ml! Eilui be ne yete IJU <te 
lut:) maie IJku da le ye Q.okùÎ lJuti 
la, ekema yeazu abbc\evi, ade tE'fe 
!>is ti'Je v:lV~mammp.e. Fut:) mile 
nye adela. 

Amenuvavet:.le la, klllle se nuwola 
Ilqe IJb, E'ye wôyî f:'gbo he wôaw, 
atike acie na ye, si ana hE' adl.'lll fe 
Uku nado da le ye IJU. Nuw,la la l~, 
eye w4gbh na kil!!!! he, atikell WlW' 

le b~b:le na ye, ev' k:l qeka koe le 
atikea I]uti, si yabu be manya nyi 
na eya ki'SE' o. Kes\'! loe q,e nuw:>!a 
la nu bE' woagbb k:l2 na ye. Nllw:>!a 
III gbb nu be, atikea tari nana, si 
woy:.ma be, Kesekpomaqui. Tete 
kese ti kpo, ti kpo, wu efe ab:) 
l'lveawo dzi hegbb 00: ~Nyea mE'bl1 
be nan!! IJk~ y!) ge nAla mahî, wôzu 
ak;)qu. Fuii, meko k~sE>kp:lm5dll la 
via!" 

Kelle yi edzi gbb na nuw:)lll la hfl, 
nenye kesekp::lmarlui koe nye k3 
woonyi na atikea Ill, ekema newJ 
atikea na' ye enumake, hafi yenile 
nIb g'. Ale nuw::l!a la di nu siwo hia 

vi nid II! RYR If lia 
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~).:a:l Midim 

--EDEVIWO, AGOO NA MI! MISE ijUTINYA LOO 

"" ET]1:Jla 01131'0 Pr~fen N K. Dzobo 

ts.GoO NA nll, Euevlwae, agoo 
na mi lo! Nya vevi !icie fe agoo 
do na mi male la! THlt~iuwv be 
ull]),kpb medvll go )" lJ!b t!l(fV o. 
Nya vevi o."e ta metlo ùgoo no. mi 
IJd:l sia qg. 

Le IJkeke aiilWo me la, Euevi 
geqewo ts~ veve.se!/e kp}e hihte4e le 
nYIl tleka ka gbbm !Je, "Euegbedodo, 
EuegIHl\lOl,li'J, agbalêwo g:.1ffil:ltiede 
de Euegbe me Jo Lo yizn vivivij 
Euegb"gb:>gbb !e clzronyigbawo Ol':.i 
VQZUnus"s(\ na Eue,,'w.>, f!yeenye 
lJuk!>e na Ev"" i aq.owu b ..... woal/! wo 
be wo!e Euegbe dom. Euevidl':.da 
u<\ewo, \>'evlt:1 "";WQ le dtltll, vu <loe 
I~CllJ bl;' yt1womudo EU~gIHl !1l'l yewo 
viwo 0; ale ne wa viwQ (ti l-<5!.l va .. Je 
la, Epegbedodo vn l'ua uVP kpla k:l 
fI' nya na won 

EUi.lltiwo l",,! b ... cgbn<!odu !<, \!:Jv:;m 
le mfa nu, I!yil mjt:t!:i~ mi<Vt:! \1I'qewo 
va vu (le l:lm<! tui~w() Je gbowo !)uti 
le ùodom, Kpule 11.0 la, 
t:u~gbagbogbb Se t;ol lia mi vo; 
Akplliu kple Nyomi Je Eueltbea le 
ny:>llyr:.J!l1; R A M,te ](p19 Obinnim 
f .. Buegbe lae nyti emu le ta yim! 

Agoo na Euevi,.o, megado agoo 
na lni kel Le Je un::! me la, le 
At'rillo kattl lu Eucgba Il1Ele wOlJlo 
<Jgbill~.vo d,o tt!:> wu gbe bu bu Qe !lia 
'tn me, guke egba tle'l Ulla Imbu \vo 
/ii>l:!luwo va o:1;e Je m[Q I)U, <11.\ ml ftt' 
megbe du ke. M!ev:l rie meg!Jt' l~· 
C1;,;t~tr') le Euegbl'a !.Joli Inll, nie be 
miaJe EUl!gb€', si nyt' dub ,'tl'" 
(Ghtmll, Togo, D(!l\in kl'!t' Nigt'rÎ;;\) 
Je gbegb~gbl. lu, vU ~u "g\H\t() luzu 
mbet:>." Mla t:lWI), nua,.; ml lal Nu 
ku !.U1;lltU mfilW:l filla') 

Ele!.le mlnwo hl1 mlaœo kpla, UW:I 

ilbealesÎ mis mgbaw()kple mamawo 
W:)è le n~tsie eaime Ag:lk.~li Je 
lJutaseSè va wu ts!lts!l nu \\'0 la ene: 
Wo13o sye woho~e agbeyeye mn:> 
Je oZ:lli dû, elabna d~udt!l mele 
alifD o. Eyatu Euellwo loo! Mmy!) 
kava. sye nf!) ne\.::!0 na ml Of' miatr:l 
o.si le mIn]"" li!ullgbe kple 
EUtwinye!ïye Ijuli Tet:) Ji: IJkullle., 
te' kp:mil l.Jinu, Mina miho! Mina 
n:lt~o lita nli dzi, ado Evtlgbes:JSI"tl, 
foClorlo kpl" "I)ell]b ct" rygu III titi .~ill 
1. lli .Eu ~nwo le. ar(l:H\y<ô ".l'ee nlo 
gb{~dzje woll:! CI, t'ya mlal<J/B qt> 
e:.lnuwo lJut.i ne wookl>~ d:r.idrJ'o 
kplf' ùzldz~ ada EueglH! le 
l!:t;I"(HlyigbawOcd!/;i kple .'IlIk\lwO m<J. 

Mina miclo ngbalêQ:lI]b kple 
eg'Jmedecle ete Euegbe ms kple eta1;a 

qe Euegbe m..., de IJIP. Mey:> mi ua 
llliOVll Ill' .mÛltr:l a"i le Euegbea 
lJuti, ale be milite Ou a:r.1le ats'l ul)b 
SUoIU kille flunya goglowo tso 
dZ:ld"':lme kple II.gben:lu:l ~utL 

ElOi t.:ltr:1 yaye geqewo Je mîlij'e 
Ilgbeo:m:> me vam ale gbegbe ta la. 
ehia be mlaqo Euegbe Radio kple 
Tiv icbw~re k)Jle nya~~gb{llê unyi 
cie Ho, !lbe af~cle gbat:> ene. 

Eueviwo lee! Tgitsiawo ba, nu si 
lJilu k)J!llae !l$i minyana. Ml\<!EI nu 
gatte, :;iwo uhill be mîaw:1 at.s' nf:l 
mil! degbea kple mll:\te nmenyenyr 
Il .. te ln, IJuti bum, 

M"t',) I>>li ue acl<lwo ch:i, Gue oulm 
Sbb~ acleke meli si nw~e nu mi 0, 

"yUL:; mido)l:o lia ne miutu Iht.:;iefe 
gli gbagba lu JaU. Alrluma ne~j Illt 

mi le lb g!\ siu w~w') m~ 

ANYITSI KO DE 
DZOWOE DZI 

Na Nyametola bl!>a, 
Wb Ilyatb.:ld~~gbalê yeye MIDIM 

le tata gbai;) "i d~ la. m",tl6e, 
eye w6vivi abe anyitai wob tic 
dll!ow~e d~i flue. Eua be megasc 
nu getlewo i~me u)luie. 

l::w~ nuku lm lt, Ellenyigba gâ "ia 
cld la. Il)lad7.~<b:.:;gbalë qeq" <i" U"ghè 
ml. ql.lke moli o. Em anyi \sa va yI. 
gake nyèml:llya ne ~I!k" gali t'i:fia o. 

ML'lÎoayekQo na wô! Eye mll~ Y''> ua 
wô loo! Mawu nado ab w6 b" agbal<! 
"la tatli lInkckl1 ta Q.c "-&1, hl' w6;1dc 
HI\! Gd;: lit:. 

;\yu, lt'clil< K. Flan\! 
(Agbalêa j1~lawo dowtlt'!l <i~ka) 

1" Akatsi 

ALEKE NEWO 
NYA BE 

DETSIA 1'0 
DZEVE? 

I}UTSû aqe no anyi gba<{egbe. 
Sr~ eve n:! eai Ny~nu eveawo 
n~ an)ri nyuie havilulSt:le abe 
dadaviwo ene. WQw:la nu aia 
nu qekae. Wols nllviw!lw:> :n,a 
n\lkp~kp:1 bUba, ai t:lgbe meb~ 
le dadaviwo g~ ha dame o. Du 
si me won:> la men:l!e.wo kata 
kp:I lJudzedze blibo le wa !JIl, 
eye wokafua WI>. Ellis nye 
dzidz:) kpl~ dà.da na w() 

sra.Qu tg.ua, 

Gbc ct~kll ny'lnll ~bà.t:) cLi t:>a 'J 1 wu 
de, le nyadzod~ aqe ta. En:! afi ma. 
;rleti dekâ hall tn gbo. T$O efe 
t:>1.ngb:lli 1:\0 la, eya kple sr5ny:ml,l 
evelia Je gue' megaklJenn 'tututu o. 
S!\ê lll, murna yp 1\0 wu dome le W oJe 
nuwo W:JW:l me, rte ({ek(.\\~~wo t~e, 
Vee kllje u{,e la, ny31lU eVeawo te 
1]U uaua wo l1:1ewo, eye medidi han 
IJU'HllJll k.ple ame .n'J\3WO kJ)okjJ:l 
qefomevii ~'a x, qe havIlo!~ kjJle 
vivi dodo qe ame n:lt!wo lJu tilJe 0, 

"NYEMENYA TSA 0" Le l)ugbled{o\de le ny)nu eveawo 
Tlkekc: ale IIi ame al si af:tkpe mele dorne kadodowo Je t'Jtl'~ t!lea outi 
0, ç:yo wèle iii) j'uj1u l,On) 11'1. le me la, wo $r~l)u Ùiua va I(Jl~e be, 
af,kpadolaw<I kJl~m ka la, ebuli (inyo!.le yeoma dzo ru) WO, AIt! 
~<tokuj d-t:lgbov!iol~ g!),t~E wu wOmae nu W<.J_ Ne <lr.lnj':mu gbat:! 
anw\\u katll, "Y~ \vanoa /!) bum ej'" 
ao alo Mawu \" II.he~ma si d,a nu ni: kwasi'ia 4eko la, eveHa. ha 
wMIl" tU: III ta. Ke "trI' si gb!? wodo 4ane. kwasictu bubu, Alea~ won~ li 
g() l'lUe utllkpo, si \Ii af~ g:, \l!I ln_le t:l.:1m dzododo kple lÛea. me d~w:ll1a 
{J lu, ~gbl;)l)1i\ lia qokui bu. "()ol bubuawoe. Ke eaiB ffitllUl bl1 l)u 
EhlHa rl:t.~g\)~uyuit~ kpl" kl.1sin:>t:> <\oclo am!;! n'leWO, si 1\0 \VO dame la, 
gtl 114"" ln<lllyll hafia? Nyl1m~llya do Qa kell 0, Egan~a ed:zi yim ko_ 

....b ... à.-,ol ... _-=;.... ______ --' , dziylyi le 8X8 8 lia 
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AGBAL~ DODA WO TSO "MIDIM" XL1!:LA WO GBO 
SODZA NATU T$t NA MI 

N\lmll~Qla l~llja, 

MOl<~e se be uyl! n\\llOllloliin akl'3 ûÜe 
vi ml .. le "MIDIM'" me. Akpe. 

"MID1M' Je WÙI eiu nye enlia .1 œ;. 
uye us! "11 nlllxlt, eye wôna uye dzl vu 
gblù!:W. 

Mad" akpe 110 Mawu(lQ hX&e. 1" 
lluqhleW;;J<I vilvi alwe!e o;ooIJbacbed:z.e 
nQ he allbal6 "Mldlmw eia M la ta. 
Ab~ko. drikal Ne nera, iile nœQ nu mi 

kekake. SoOlICl na\~ tIIl n<:I mi. 
ÂmlllIa Akllfia Ned&) lAfen;) 

New T"wn. Accrq. 

ALO~KUMtO 

Nywnctola hba, 
Ellyu c1zi<h:::> mtmyagbb aele no mf Devi 

qe4ewu he m.ie@nyqdz:x!z:>qbale "Mldlm" 
Je cbw'Je onyl. be mlawo hA 1lI1ase 
ny<uù.;l1l1,:) wu qe mja dQ900 me tIIitptslLO. 
Ab meguku mi 0. Midze agbagbo M 
wOuy! edz.i. 
Ny~ ha med.i be luanye ml<lfe uaialliWO 

olll ~r<llawa dOlUeto qeka. Mfe40 E~e E. 
P. Hm.}» kplQ Eve E.P,IL.A G'JrnodusUku 
hA. Eyll. ta eMo V!lvle he mfan~ 
r,yudZll<h:::>ghale vevi .. aM "'Mldim" atu~ 
X:IIll (lIl;l xexlêm. 

AllI!' nUQ'IIml;ldaedze ~ne la, rob:> 
·l\jjd.ûn·n'yQ~11'l<I bl000 lU/lU il» 

J ...... ph K. Ku<\e. 
KoQe. 

NEDE 'ALll. WOADE AW1.1SA, ADE 
AIlLOTSl! 

NYClltlutolo bl!la, 
~ !hl<h:::> kpl .. dada mW\Y<l\lbb a.:Ie 

num he llllOlde wll uya~bale yeye 
"MidÎln", eye wOde lu tOlne nam. Medo 
uyèkoo nu wO le d~ yi> ai U\lW~ ua mi 
Ucdulm .. o ta. Mawu Soqboll$u l)Ut:. 

"'"Il<lua "'lo"u deto wÔ he llOg(!tz~ o)i ed>:i 
\*lU csio. 
NyC!~fu mot'r~!nul.\':i w/lny.. Ix: tnia 

,1.'fI1~ bl~C! Ueqhe. ui IIfe siku Iepla 
uc!zullbo no ml lleowo lu, Jt, bubwn, cye 
wÔuj'a Uukpc lia D~vj a<!awQ ~iwo 4i !.su 
yi (w,,;, hubllWIl de. hilW' un ltUl W~ wo 
,Iw, uye: WQts:la miu~i U.:><l wo du lIl.1b lkllll 
11<, bll VIUCldo ll~h<Ia. 

l:ll.ve Ilublunul uut~ be Uevi siwo <lm 
ItloJe yi llbed1j \luLra wa del/he VQV& luI\! 
S"k<!k~Jc: alo Aci~m! 9baSlOSII<A d.û, ua:J 
gbo bubuwa gbbm fJ\lkpem<.lln'Ul~mal.:Ju. 

Euye !lublauulaye hâ b.t Devi uan' 
Uouyillb<l d"" eyc w",(ln~ 
lIc)j.y(!c1z~~gboJ~ llutlrtya gbJ:nn. wilabe 
W~"CLS:l(! >,l <te ycvubulosi ln,,'!!, .. Iube uli 
lna kw w6hïa la, bc WOi:JLs:> udzra abuluc. 

M(JIl~1 cm~ nul!.o no <\~kul<pUl Z(Ili'. mu, 
~i d" lJlïJ I~ "lJ<Iily Crapltlc" (Dell Grolik) 
4",,10 Ine le d:Jcluctud~w<fe!no Ile, MWI.M 
xc:dè hiu n(l /\JIll kplii wtI, ~ Uegbea 
n<lmu ml qQ<I~, OklholiCl MuwlI nyu nll"i 
la wlÎla~ 1111gb"" na lnl lit>. 

Mudi b.". muq\l oq".,IJU no amI! aiwo le 

fewu 4um le MIDIM dt!'a!<lwo ,"U he. 
w~~. aye woada IJv.sc wo botJ, 

Nyat.eJe wlln.Ve he A.feto Kwami Senyo 
Je ~ewo ta eme vavu. ~e si WOkl.lnQ 

goosio qbeenye be,mlalê Ueqbeokllakua 
dQdo tno lie !III!. Enyo kutre\<ulo a4.e dl 
msl~na he woqj'Q Qi mio deqbea kura 0, 

eye w/l:d~a n\l mt le siun li le m~onu dzi 
he mlQgm:)!. m!a deqbau qb:><Jbla he. 010 

ats:>Q o<l.oli kpl" ama bubuwo ~ qb:>qbbe 
Q. MooQ okpu na eyo ha ete e.fe dr.lekuko 
oyu! ma ta be, ele cdzi u uu, ml lJoviwo 
mlclly~ tso QI!I me ""0. 

A.felO P. W. D. Nutonutsi, medo ayukoa 
ua wb, hedzll A.nu: nI! wl>. Nyetnenyu ami 
ka lut1ltue =wll ts:mn Q.uo nul lia wô 
ne4uno. hafi ",li hlt nekll !,JelO K'WQllli 
S<lnyo Je dr!Iu t1Y1J,Ï 10. eye mè~lae 0, 

neh,.., cle go o. :;nyo !JUt,; akp. n<l \Vil 
MaW\lqli uut:> Ilew"" he m1uklle c\~ 

IJl.lwb. he ul1oo1ë fiia to\.o nakeke lu cie 
edzl. be w~de Blu, "de Aw""o, ad" 
Ablotlli gII hl\.. 

MUlieent C. Seuyo (A,fewl. 
A\lbas1<:ûe, Ho, 

AME KAE KPn GA? 
\'.80 axCl 2Jia. 

d.ata<! di QI1JUU me.kp~e 0, qedi te 
elJu la, etr!lnn gb:lnu va tsin Miude 
dua me henou tlE>viwo blem. 

Ga 1Jub hè dze Ilye ole 1100900 00 
etr:la eJe IJb kple dzedze'me le dub 
siG duk!lsi me wôQ.o ln me. Elsi wbllo 
Accra III Ghnna lu, 6gbl:! be ye lJk:le 
nye Sidi, le Togo. B .. niu kl'!o Abldjrul 
la ey:l eqokui IJk"l ll .. FIG, le Niljerio 
la egbl" be WfÀl)'~ .'if' be NluT{!. Esi 
wôw') Q.:)lb<tJ 'l" de IlJh,,·blotsi la, 
ebe yeS', "'''\\l·t,.,U!"tu ok"" uyE. 
P~IJ, eyll csi wOqo Am!lTiku ln, "ts., 
ahanol)b be, llilQ, Togb1 te ele 
(1100 hn lu, duk~ siwi dub ;;1 T''a~ 

wOllo la, me t.:>wo tt.hl '<c"f.' 

n!ln~me\.Ut(!wo qe uijbnleviwo ÙlÙ, 

ne edidi nnn:) bob:Je 110 eyomet.illlwo. 
Elai won)'e Clml' udeke menyn afi 

si tututu Ga le () tu, ndîlawo tau m";} 
VOVOWO d;tj le etlidi me. Am!' udewo 
bu ue L"ik:l le \lWU go tsâ, "J'Il (..1 

woblo t!\i fun: de fil)!; m ... do <te m'jy, 0 

to, bo ne evu "llU ge !u, yewoIIÛ,e; 
q~wO Q.u n uququWO da <te (lgb<.td~wo 
m.e hllts:> lJk, !lU teJeawo be TSQP 
BAA kple SUB\l siu Ile ne dJ wui 
wOva. n\lll du qe lu yewoa\l.e akpb 
!leR:êc uva Mludee. Gudilo siowo fe 
ukp<.1 qat:) yi ye.ud;,wo me, be 
yewf,Xlbll Qi! !Ifi mawa, he ne enyada 
ma eta ka yewaodze edû kpll. 
Bubuwo <la UUWO, meliwo kple 
yruneLlllwo yi dzronyigbawo dz.i hele 
tsalllaia \;Barn la asinukuklul.r";1f;) 
me lIA kple kelp. Dawa yu lèa tu 
kple lanu bllbuwo {te ob~ hegenu de 
ume ~iwo wobu be wouwce nye 
m~xl!nu no )'ewaJe G<11!.]):lkp:llu dzi 
le zawa kple kelewo, eye ne wot~ lu, 
V/owua wa alo /let:! obi wo un fau. 

Godilawo domet:.> wiewo l'o. 6(1U 

qovuwo<te aH noo m:ltnto.wo to kple 
kp)domewo henoo nu biam, kple 

SUSIl sio be ne Gu va yina lu, 
yewoutsy:)e kple kame qf1.l anyi, nQ 
uugbedodonunano{lwo nOS1J l'ewo 
sL Nul>lanuit~e lu, ny"mu Gndilu 
oqawo yo. le ynkasiwo me, WOW3 wo 
dokuiwo dugbotiwoe nu 1Jutsu !I.e 
Bio. qefomevi wôle !ioliuQ1. Nenem 
ny::mu muwo bu xun be (Iewohî 
ayboti si t:>gl.Je yewoQo in Je ml (1 t~ 

Gil hil, ule ne: evo {ltiu d~ ge ko lu 
yt'vlouqo ai:! Vil dû ru: o.lee ukpb 
'!('sê~ "yi I\H(.dee. Wol" edzi kpem 
k .. Vih.onuku kw dz,,'1 lI.:)l!l WO, 

WOUJn bebèm vivivl <l~. agbotia dzi 
dêto.WO I)U. 

!'luku~e la, yevuwo ha ho le woJe 
ziwo dû qo ta Afl'ikll, GrinJul1d 
kpllJ fukpo bubu gede\vO dzi le Ga 
la ko duo tjkuhlatoe. 

Uukuluwo t~ mele qb:lgbl:l me o. 
Ne wose Gu Uk:.; be ele du ai le yewo 
lJ!F mE' lu, wokuu uUuwo !Isaïe ale 
gbegbe bA yecleawo dzea anyi, ey\'! 
~i geq6 ln, woawo IJUt;)WO kple 
uuamemluwo kntà tanna. 

I)utinyusalawo lee ~ Mlodet:lwo 
gale gbefu yeye <.lem na mi be, 
M Ame kae lep'.) (kl fe ufi acte ne 
MIADET:)WO nonu wOudu b <I.e 
anu, ne wooy:l omen he GAT:), ne 
WOOW:l xexso me nuwo kata nt: 
woùJ1.l'e et:) mulla? 

Nyuseto globoewo mi loo! 

NUSOSR!) 

Ama o<i.eke l'lHlle Gu kjJ5 ge uk!J' 
o. Eyo. tu mne siu ume si If> f'dim Iii 
nadii <i.e q(J(lo nyuib IlU, eluut'n" 
!Jme sin ume fome,,.i le Cll]be $t(! mA 

le ~e nukp!)kp;! vi.ivo la gille ge \le 
ke siu dû wôazu KE-$l-N~?\U. eye 
eyul)ut!l nuru:o oyi y:> me (isi qb:>\oe 
ghe <t"kn l1odoo. 
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EUEGB:&! MEE MEKUA DR~E DO - Prof. Dzobo 

TSJDELEME u/e si nye hab3b, 
nde si bla uli dzi sesiê de 
Eu egbe f3f~ de te \lU la, dze bo 
(\e Ilumedeqew:)na ndewo IIU 
henu degbea Je nuvQnyenyè 
cl'H!efia kpJe efofo de te, 
lIaboboQ Je 
-NyanyuÎekokalawo" yi dalê 
SUlIU aqewC) kp~ kple Awudome 
nutome fiuwo Je takpehoa le 
!\nyiruwase-Awudome, le Ho 
nl.ltome, 

()s~fo Profe~o Non Komlu Dzobo, 
': ny\' 'l'iloqel .. ml' HaboboCl fe 
LI:lpnJlu, d .. e gbb be, olf' si 
:·:".-.t1V:qlhIU dro ufoe !:so Ghana, to 
1',',/0 do <t .. B .. nin ~Duhome), q,rlWU 

, :1 ,\~ ~jqpriu J;o. lS'etcxtofe bfo ln 
., ,,' b .. 8\1Pgbp zu degbll nd,e si 'Ulo 
1. '1"'\""" wu ~t:) gbe bubuowo le 
\ "1 (>«(01(> At'riku. Ebe le 'dukowo 
", ·l'OP d"'1t)p.' nyenyt' je (lofe klko mu 
.' il' EUE'gbe si ta lu, ele be wôunye 
,:,,,tl1 b~:bo na Euel'Îwo hafi. 

P"'Jt~s~ Dwbo fil konyi be, enye 
:'.t:bl'Ir.uinyn be degbe l"asi siu 
I]·,;:bw:m'. va le I)u kpem na Elltwi 
(j("\I'WCl. ve~'ito ugbulényulu ud,ewo 
kT'!" Eu~vj sîwo d,i tsu de du bubu 
"'(rowo m~ <tclBn du mnwo me towo 

.'.' "."j!"·IVO, O,,:>fo Profes:> Dzobo be 
. ,H)I)') 1", y ... w~ yeJe Clgbpme I)keke 
/" "J!' t~ IV 0 IJU d:> le nybu lés:)llT~ 

..... 'ih'n~ YPV\lWO deduk:>wo me, 
:',."~ :"'VUI>O dome le dp.nyigba sia 
::., JI' gef\e ha 1", yemekua dr~e <le 
I:Jii~i(llll' n1l' o • .ka bOl) Euegbe, si 
',"1' .~I'Wv cl .. gbe la, met:' yekuu dne 
1". 

i\Jt>r.~ Kwami Senyo, Radio 
:1Y<lkakudow~IQ uqe si nye 
')"')\Ïeleme Hub:>b:>a Je NuO!:>I(I, ha 
;';> nu n'l unyin'lfeu. Ebe Fiuzikpui 
-i ";0 dz< liuwo 'b:>b'l no' la dll d::. t:lXII 

,_i 'Hl woun'euwo ube woJe 
:! .. ~ ·lI~UWQ wki':>lowo enp. Eyi edzi 
!:<', :" -\l,;U mu nu la, mnnye nu 
::l<" Hl'" hE' fiowo natu af:>kl'O woowo 

;;,lI.'lwo rlPqO'lWO, UhUM k:> Jom <tp 
I~Jli~;tlbe ulo gbE' bub~ ud.e si WOMf' 
Il,'nyo dodo memie la dzi 0 /lJ .. t·, 
K "'lUni :;l'nyo de dzesii be togb, 1.> .. 

,·11' vevie bf fjnwo nonya ugbulp., 
"hU8T:) gbe bubawo ha la, 
l.1\lkpenunyu blibo wônye be fia 
nudzru do le efe dek:>nl.lfe Qt.'!y~d<Xto 
blibo mE> be yeofo nu na efe 

Nu tsotlionù lu 

(Tso MlDIM fe NUl)bJa gb:> le Anyirawase) 

dumeviwD le dutoJotukpekpe .. le 
kllll,wôqf'p nu le Il)lisigbe, F'rQnsegbe 
ulo yevugbe bubu ude me. AJeto 
Senyo' doe d.e nyonufiowo gb::. be 
WO<ln~ nu xl~m woJe dumevi aiwo le 
ybedzi lu be, aleke kee wod.ule gbe 
bubu dolawo domee hl!. la, wooqu 
Euegbe atu qe nu me no wo viwo; 
elube vidudu gb:Ja devi sr~(] gbe 
t8one, 

A,fet:J Ohed K'lkuvi Ababio, si 
nye Dekonuwo tukp~·d~wofe (Cen
tertor Nutioncll CultureJfe d:inunolu 
le VoJtu nu tome, hll de dzesi nu 
vevi ud.ewo nCl kpekpea me mluwo. 
Ebe enye nublonuinyu be, le nyili 
si "1e tutu tu' degbe bu bu wo 
IJud:)woluwo b10 ali dzi ete wo 
degbewo lèle d.e te lJuti lu, weyi"di 
sil! mae Eueawo yo le sisim Je wqfe 
dagbe x~u,,; lu nu. Eyi edz; bo zi ale 
si yevu OIieke muLn ('fa \lb UID du 

GBE.fADEDE 
MIDIM AgbalêtoJeu le 
gbefa dem nu lime siwo 
katâ si Evegbegbalê 
xoxowo le lu be wonno 
nyanyu mi tllO wo lJuti, 
henu qoqo t:>xe ode w:>w:> 
kpli wo Doqou uùe 
Woumemvo dzi geqe. 

Agbulê siwo IJuti 
nynnyunn-nuwo mlele ln!) 

kp:>1n nu lu. fe kp:>qeIJuwoe 
Dye: 

"'Le Nye Aqub(l Te 
*Euegbegbalê Akpn 

At!llia 
·Zo Akpe qeku kple 

Dekn. 
Do wo nyunyonann de: 

Numetola 
MIDlM PubLicutions 
P. O. Box CT 1017 

Cantonments 
Accru. 

TeL: (021) 773077. 

si me wôtso la I)k3 ulJb oubu! kpltl 
IIUSU be eyoy:> nUll. b~h~e nu 
umedzrowo 0 la, nenemu ke koe 
mnhia be Eueu\Yo nutr.J woJe IJbwo 
alJl:> be wo y~y') non~ b'lboe na 

'museuegbeawo' o. AJat:> Abubio be 
ema W:lW:l no be g'lmeSt\S1' si le 
EuelJko x~iwosi lu te bubu vivivi. 
Eb (lai I)k:>wo ube x'le, ,,;i wOl)b 
wàtn zu 'Rohoe' kl>le xemeku ::Ii VII 

zu 'Hehemeku' ene cl:.:i be wvhiü nCl 
(bcl.:xto. obe ole si dze cnn, 

Marna Actomw<l l IUI"ltJ), si 
!'I.ve Awudome Nutome NY'lnufiugll 
ln, du ukpe nu TRoC\ .. leme Hab'lb~u 
g~meqo(jnyiluwo vevÎt:' {(A rlectedo 
toX!; si wode tomt:' ln ta. Eric IJugbe 
be Awudome nutome ny'lllufïrlWO 
ClW, wo to Hinuo ak!J~ egb, be nutou 
me ny~nu !liwo le gbedzj in nnnyi 
wo viwo kple Eu"qb" ub .. 01" "i 
rSJdeleme Rnldl:.x, t..'v(le "I)U'I ene. 

EWU EYA 
l)UTO VIA 

tso axa 4·Jju 

Je et~ 8311. hafi tn yb? .nyits:> 
laa siu, 

Etele medidi 0, Bebee nu nyrmyn 
be yele ye mde (\ek(l gb~ yi <JE> le 
But:>. Ale esi drlllu(j ,io go ie uJe ... me 
lu, ets~ via sue lu kpl. I",,,j o(l'lii, Esi 
W6S:)lI3 VÎe nll wOIJlIL> I3lll~t:lwo 1'<
tot.,oJe le Adidome Ill, .,du (i<' <]I}(' 

ml' IIbe uf?dzi de Y" wàyÎ en~, KI> r·.i 
wOdo go vu tio t~(J to lu, rlevi si 
wOk}Jo 10 me\lun:l eJLl turntl 0, 

Esi rnn~la ùu!J\l(&WO biu gbe 
Bebee tso qevia IJuti lu;egbb nu wo 
he ye dndu vu X?t' II:! ye si. ~)(Juurlo<to 
~io merlze nlne<lWù IJU 0, l:!ylJ tel 

wok}Jl:Je eto kple biubiu buhu ge<[t'wo. 
Kt' eS<'! nu UUll. vu SI) (k l's,me 
todziullkulu lu IJe Ilti be ym,j'oe, hut; 
wOI!) be yeafio del'iu tef!' 

Wokpb Bebee eto vu d() (lyb('''<Is~t 
sue ur\e. si te tsi xu d,o lu, \Ib~. 
K!llliu, !levi loe nye p.si w6wu hets~ 
da de tsiu mel Ale \Yots~ <\evi 
kukua, k]lb Bebee kpe QI! elJuti 
<tilde asi na kpovit.:>wo le Adidome. 

Woak]lb Bebee uyi u~nui, nen)'e 
be wowu ctcxto sÎWQ hiu w~w:ll(l nu. 
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Agbalëtloèlawo Tso Midimxlëlawo 

MtA DE FIAWO, NU 
KAE DZO DE MIA DZI? 
No. nyametola 1:)}50, 

Mele akpe manyo gbb ad.e dam na 
mIqfe AmUga nutome dzikp:>lawo 
kple mia!e sew!ltakpekpeme yilawo 
kpakple mia!e Dume fio.wo katà <le 
aleyike wow:> d.eka ayime mfqfe 
DukpbJaga bubut:> (J. A. Kuf:» 
kple eIJutimewo va mia Je Amuga 
nutoome eye wo lWWO atu la ta. 

Gake enye nuxaxa kple avifofo 
nam bele bubut!l J. A. Kuf:>Je boadi 
me le miqfe Amuga nutomea. miqfe 
fio.wo qo ots:xl qe Dek:>nu vo.vo.t!) 
nu. Eye wonyokp:l olegbeghe he do 
miade Ueduk!l de dzi. 

Nuai na mefa konyi vevie eye . 
wohe taquame nam la ye nye be, 
min fe fiawo domet::! qalta teti ho. 
me!)}:) be le wqfe nuJofome do 
~iade gbe vegbe vava si gb:l 
nyemekmu le o. 

O. miotie fiawo. nukee dz:>c\e 
. mio. dzi nyiœ:>ma nenemà1 Ete<ie 

dzinye gut,:). Gnke edz,ho eys menya 
he maga ~ az:> o. 

Met::! heleJeyaJe nudzedzj name 
qesiade dim na mi kata le uenyigba 
dzi gOOoo. 

Nye, A/en:J Milicent C. 8enyo 
Texas Garden - Ho 

DO DOK 

DCJdokp~ SUa 

1. Ny~>nu ka !Jue wogbb le be, 
ede viIJutsuvi adrê nu na l!)xoo, 
gb:> ame? 



Excerpt 13 Midim. April 2004. p.6. 

Axa 6 Midim 

NU8:»sr' Na G:Jmedzesukuwo 
& Dzuni:l Sekendri Sukuwo 

GBEl)UTISE 
NYAMAMA (NYAHAWO) 

N~fiala: Francis Kwao Adzomah 

Miole qbe lt:)(lsi si dom mlele la de lJg:l 
ohe ghe delJ\P bubuwo le xexeame ene. 
Ave n:n.ogba kae medzea to lJU 0 dzrol Ahe 
gbe d6lJ9':l hubuowo ene la. se getle le elJ U 

le edodo kple elJ:llJb me. 
Gbeo lJ:llJb Je se vevi tleka si dzi 

maw;m\am heu tequ vt na es~lawo kple 
efialQwo zl geQe nye amoma. Euegbe si 
wOlJb de mama nyuib me nye esi 
~pmesese ll:)Q. ~ na exlêla kple esela. 
Nyumamafe manyamanya sia nona he 
qbefia1a kple e~la qeC!ewo sina le enu, 
quo tae kploo hegbl:ma fewuqutle be 
'Ame mCUlyQgbalê dSlJ!pwo koe tsxt 
Eueqbe a~ don d:le'. Goke lUvinye, gbe 
ka mee nèbuQ terne QO gb4 han bua 
abt;lta g4wo 010 hoa yevugbe lolowo 
kple ke1 Mige qe Nyamama (Orthoqro
phy) yb:! kpa, 

Hnfi miru\u kuxi aia dzi la, ale vevie 
he mianya nu8Îwo nye NyahQwo~ mIanya 
ete sio cl.e fe kadooo kple '110 n:>ewo le 
nyagbewo tutudo me. W OQwoe (,ya esiwo: 

NYAHAWO 

1. Dbnyawo 
2. Ok3nyact:>nyawo 
3. D:lW3nyaWO 
4. DamnyaqJUyawo 
5. lJk;Jt!d'eMnyawo 
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Excerpt 14 Midim. May-June 2004. p.2. 

Dame-Maso. 2004 

MINA MtADO KOKO 
MtA DEGBEA 

Zl GEDE mebua tame tao ale ai 
ml Eoeawo mletoa W3UQ ai\.èwo 
me 4ia gb' mloje gbe uasi si 
Mawu tS3 de mla. nu la f,]uti. Le 
mioJe duto.kpe1ewo, fefew:>1ewo, 
azai\.'Qj'ewo kple 83i1,o1e bubuawo, 
ne wabe woado gbe il,o. na Mawu 
Yehowa abia w3uaa1e dtidiedze 
la. WOW3a esia ete lt)lisigbe me, 
kple SIISU sia be vavalawo. vevib 
amekpekpe, aiwo meuye Eueawo , 
o la natev ose eg3me. Ev:> la, ' 
menye te1ea. valawoe wole ~bea 
dom 4a ua 0; ~awu la, Mawu se 
Bvegbe ha abe qbe buhuawo ene. 
Ke ne ehla be dek3uut3wo mado 
ghe (0. la, waawo ya doue (0. qe 
Euegbe me. 

Heyi edzii ,la, toilatse, ne mf!ife 
dufiawo, m3mefiawo, d:>megêwo kple' 
bubuawo di be yewo!ifo nu le sa4.ofe 
mawo la, wow:>n& t'le l'lJHsighe me. De 
nuw:>na siawo menye asix:)lt!) bubu na 
Euegbea oa? 

Miekp:me 0.10 sene le mia!s 
uukp:>m:Jwo kple m:Jfonuwo dzi be ybs 
bubu t:>wo - Bluawo, Gtawo, 
Ho.wusatowo. Kpo.mkpo.Jllat:>wo kple 
bubuawo - ya dea bubu wQfe gbewo 
'Ou eye woW:)a nu sÎawo' kat! <le wQfe . 
deghewome. ke mf,Eueilwoyo. ndew.me 
nenemao. Nu ka tue? Edze faa be 
ente o.mé 'artewo fe didi vevie he 
Euegbea natle z:> ayi 'IJ~ aho.kpe xexoo 
kat! (o. Le eaia tu me1e toilatse dom 
ua mfoJe fiawo, duuuu:>lawo, 
dedul3lawo kple dua dza kple tsitsiawo 
1e ghe ma he "1)13 be etats;) menye fi 0" 

he wOQW:) <brt:ilo siwo hla la, ale be 
mla viwouOl1:ldzesi dem Euoogbeafe 
nuvevinyenye kple asiX:lX3, bena ne 
mla t:> nu vo. yi ha la, mf!ife kesin:mu 
vevi sin l'a nu naqayi akp3 o. 

Mawut:> Gbeku 
Mati Kpedzegblo 

MONU UU DI NA Wb! 
Se dzidz;,uya sia cl, o.: 

De nane le Qua W;)In kple wo susu, 
_ ,. keukeu· 
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Appendix 10 
Excerpt 1. White Paper on the Report of the Education Reforrn Review Cornrnittee. 

Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports. October 2004. pp. 27-30. 
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• 4,0 THE MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION 
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Cn\)Îlst:. ShCJ d lJIJ' l..i:stl~ ni> j"!Zi mLjl..;m C' ,ns1"Llc;:wn 3.1 

1(,r:è>Grga!'fi:-:: and pn'TIilry JGveÎ G>::vernrPer-t IS m':arc of tho 

impo:1nnco ot c1\lorBft''fi native faogtlago as an efti.'Ci.VC 
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(a} A tt?ach '1g a"'lj !'cËns:-,·t~ cfJ-orc,na!:jiJ b~rjy, trcc 

NatlcM' Te"chlng Cl",'" w,;! b& œ!ab"$~e{L 

_ :~y :"', G/Jen ;~e ~;r28: "J!'Iç.l;: l~· o~ Gha"ia:üf' tangJnçc"s. 
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"!,.:- ... s: üf Gnana!an j1l0g....ifH;C:Z, ;11 "-tëchi~1j COvoH1JT!ert 

',:'"r.~::.;':-r~. fJrth9r ac:gf:~S t,":g "f>t.;;rn"1'·.;n,iù1 ~f" o~ ~hQ CcmrrF:le-e

<~c:; .. ,.,.(~.:f) :::;?flf.:reofS 3rlé '0:rl'l 1)g rr~l-€r;a s svaJat" ~ n-d 

2<:; 

V;'~~7!? P,APF~ ~~~~'=i= O~J E:J J:'§O'. ~~i:jP}.~ PE\'·?':.' 

e-::'::l-"1,.Jm'c eftÔ pchLc31 roa!alions v.h'rh Ghat\a "lG€i:J-S to btJI:a 

up:n, Th~:e. govemrran: "a5," 11''' [lat! IY100u'agoo a PO!il:1 
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Sdh.l::;l, the shHtj cf Frar.ch t:' \~ljrlh;!:j~1'I 5t;l~oard 'lil)f also 
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Appendix Il 
Miscellaneous Newspaper Excerpts 

DegbaJawo 
n~ee 

AgbIedelo Tsitsi le Tema 
Âgbleds!a X~.1 ~.1t.j Il'''' Ilffl\:tllddl1 ... vi. 
Edea ~eti«bl. kpl. 
n~uqUlblwo. 

UllIlI/O ". 11ell. lI.eti 

i: "3 :::'f ~~Ti:i 
• ~ .. ~i81 'Ilot • .,. 
q"tia Tln~ ala ,,1 •• 1 
WU~ "<:Ill ewd:l o. Ele 
xol5wo bI .eD1a nu teo 
•• uvo Q\l o. "1oeba 
\Uitsi va .", 'iUIiIU he 
yeabill. gbe agble ~uti 
lI"flUa .4,e. 

.... ilrt1l1w1wo 110 "Ga 
4.eka r.te <t.t~t". ... o hi 
noa babla dvo •• le 
alq,m bubu. 'tu an. 
woge 4.. d~otea te 
l''h gb". .I.tillae 
wokpo le al.si votl:'Ql 
ctetlruavo :tua lt/I.'Wo. 
Z •• vo Tilt m~ bubu Sivo 
11;" votro 1).Il~:)II. é.y:>wo. 
'h1l41111 "'''''110 kp ~ 
al •• 1 vedaa am-. avow~ 

Albled&la K .. ~i 
Taltei bis d~~O!é& !6 
ta t;> he w6att e '1.1 .. 0 
... ri'< ;yu. l'Iunflla la 
4.- •• e ne be ~~f1tu Si 
ya.oflena t~o agblèd$~ 
la1llQ ,fbl! le ffj 1111; 

P 

" me. 
,') du 1llA1II C 1D Jae{! ail 

<\etiEOble ~.. Xe hi 
,av<>t:a!;a hUna na dû:! 

ea Ille t:""o:tll. !:leu
ta. wot1.. $1&1e 
q,eUwQ ;:tOllll <to, 

'> ... /rl' 4gbl. 1;\11;1 'l1uI1&1a 
kple 'raitl! de l;'Jgble 
tsitot:sito tao nu$ivO 
WQrp" le !l'~p du. gâ. 1,. 
.e çu. 

Elle le!! fI$ vo bl! ,. .... 
vevlewoe asbledela1llo 
ll1e na X<lxetlile ka tl • 

•• -sbledela $&d. 
qetigble " la. 
~et1 1II!1l::> -1\11 CA 
avol;)lo o. l!:I1IiO 
M.n5! '"'71 na avo
b11 o. J):I1Iioh1fo 
~ na av~". 
1~ o. ~t" letu 
hi Ml)!>. 111 da! 
1II0lUl:l at!bf! 4,0 O. 

J.gblefJ\1U nutula 'la 
Iblo na agbhdelA 110 
'ee "Mo. 81ll1ll0 dd 
tututue IIllCu bubuwo bl 
tallA •• 

•• n;ye ba aghlede-
1" ta. te na e,.. 
!lep p ~ i\W!.ll 
la, .... kllo UIlneke 
JlII, dsa.dzra o • 
• eny. be Qr181do~ 
woUl ~ III' 
aIle 0 lA. ute 
!JU arp:;. nu rutll o. 
'&Rbh4da' ISbl:Ie 
~flal.wo. p%1-

aid~~lewQ kpl. 
wkulavo kJ>llIA 
vote gbeaia!te 
nuQ~\l uo. 
Duglmenclawo r. 
gbes;agbe nu~u~u k""" "O:bledelli f
~kv I\I~ • 

&1IIati ~aitsi a~ , •• 
nyUie tifts be agble
d~l& le dO li vevle D! 
.meal«me. Ese e •• ~ 
h" e"ii he afbhd"l& 
n!.,." do ne d'ad" .... hi. 
ko lII .. nye Illi' "1~ ~ .. ka 
te <l.lI4u o. 

Sedede tso 
dzi«luc[u gba 
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GbJ, 

~u 

~lë, 
bu 't-'UIItC 
nv:D:l 
k~le !t?! 

tr~ l):>t '.,.li'-i1,l, 
kplii:' ,...,t"I.·t\,,~() .. tw;;: .• 

Ke hd !J!NH> l~ q,(;' '!lI-\. 
CU l~ .)1.~:œ fi .. t.~ are 
~f'qt?wo le< k~!~wo k'p!e-
du: me gale lu 

t:e): t>lel'Eil-

wCe:etua t.~) 511) 

~wo nJ~~ ~~:l !~"" Ch 

wotut:::ct na lUi .. 

~evo~~ 1~ W0!~ x~wo ~~ 
0" l.i;l!>_tf.~ wcW'~,l'l aVu 
h~<!€:& !Il toi 11(0 t:}l!'wn ... ç'J .. 

~~;~i~b8l)~ f~i" ~,~:..,;a:~~ 
geô ~IIt') ltIt-lr,,9. t'a!ale 
ù hâ~ 

Gb;)wo 
Gh3;n~ Univ't$}t1 ~~ 
"g:t'l.éc.t~.cut~1 A1~t:; 
Sr,&~l~y Oh.bl&v~ ~i 

olé, koklonyinyi 
(t./Alte: ,qv"r..> tt~:t{~1~ 

1~i Qe ts; kplo nuq~
\oIC.!:', l~wc ~u c, 
a.!!l le 18wc çu 

ii:lf~wt: me va gèles nu .. 
WoduG U\1.D.:y~ ti.bl,c.flo dzi 

wQ1e ml'4c hea 
Y~nt !la .'lse'Jl'{) .. 

woqa.;lua nu le 
(8) r.,iwc gana q. &qt:k~owc d?L 

ti~r1tOttO si me" 
r;n~inyl to vlôo 

A,,:I'o De wOft.n;ri live aiawc dzi .~1t 
t (l. 1Il0 rsiw 0 gb::>na. 1_ 

(1) tl'.o 3clo1cn.a. 
o eye WO"l€.:l!f'1j li!!"::' c .. 

dl i bt" vi4e n»d:o ~o 
t so wO r6 ; 

(c) .QH" J". (1) Lknyila nat_ 
1<00 alo lido l)"gt<ewo ja 
xli lan:yl tell.. To ;UI).«l 
té 1. liwo magadc 80 
v. gbli nu le .me 
bu'tuwo 1! ar...yigt& me 

(6) "Il 

X:;. ~t:) ll4no kpctn
me na. livo Te dute .. 
qep na".;,. latIlU\j(> 

t~. Ev.li. naU1" l'no 
SlWO sl .i œutl!lonowo 
le 1& t:>. n511a na. 
nye :in;. vimt\r.~sit;)W'o 

1 omi.~t ~w~ le 

~~1~\lqu o. b~ ii 
tt<,;) dut;.,. .. t..1.. ioloY#Ç:ta xoaW<f ).:ple 

~1!~:) ~r:tÎ::~ kP~: b. elo ~lIlp.t'c '"1),''''' 
b. ...li w""11e 

o. Lln;yj,1Il 

gble nu 
te. ·:l,Hp !)lN 4" &1\1>1 .. -
~"<1" 1;).. 1.. "lrnd<:lllte 
SOkode. l'olt! lI:lil~ 
Abuoi" n,:1'1ho. 

Al.t~ G.èl:!l .. wu ~~ 
li~es1:l h. ~'di1 .. gbl,,_ 
dect. et. '!Q njuh ll1' 

a~8 ~eqewo le te si va 
:vi j!!~. 11:. bl x,>".gJ:. .. -
gtlad~dt' ya med.t~ ,,~ii 
1:'yuie- t) qe -'!\fellnH' ta 
Ilugb_gtll ta.. 

At .. t" Gb.gbl""", "II' 
•• H' b" &n:r;,I'b" le 
ar,ewo $i ~ wo10 x~wo 
goda !';àlt. Itovtllll Ila 

oQudo~~o el.t.~ alë 
gbô ltpl~ lI'<>I<10 "g'Ol~ 
ogbell., tu.. "t&<li 
ltple alta,be f1i.,o woaQO 
c!,., "U",.,.<. 

biabia sia 

40e m~~. ~ ~ neny~ 
b" T"Ir);", vi~e 100 _1<> 
;y .... lr:po v1q" o' 

iiI> 1oI~ !lw(<4o,,~ '1.. 
Itpodoga, hO. llo>; 25 • ...... ~ ~ 

·tamaxft~wo," "'egats~ 
.C.U;!"'l,U 114 lib<; q~ tU "'" 
10 1IJl71gt>. b<! kI>Uoa,." 
n~r~ mi e~ E~ YQ ~& 
t>:>t~to al0 .I<l>tal 
gt><ld.a si ~i I<~ ny."b 
1.. dd no. lolO. lia bi 
koltloawl> éd.1ed:i. 

_ka t .. 1':\)1)" n,." lIi.1 
D~i~U4~ 1" ae ~e~e mn 
b" W'QI'l~. "si 1 .. '1.&,,<> 

1l\l l>a ""an::. IMi'<> !l;bl

li" le _10"'<:1 'kp18 "ff,b

lewO ~ 0\0 
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·1.weyuwqb .. Ap ..... hûu 
P W U NIJt.:H)Ut8i, ~,,':;d;,'n"' 

NI'J.<,;{:,:Xz.::o;'b.;ûrN.I G,Jm('t,,!~l 

Tata 014. S,umbltl :::00-1,- EJ" {li,;. C2,<100 CFA 200 EU 2 US$0.50 

OSAMA bin LADEN 
GAYINA AMERIKA? 
AGADZO AKEA? YU1)uluwo If> duta kple afe he nyunynnunuwo cte 
go hll.lllehullllI le :gkllke :ilÎawo me bu I);)livi O"ult\a bin Loden fe 
o.d%umellrllfnbll, al.Qaeda, gale nu dzidzem <te Amo;rika dû heno obi 
dade elJ Il 2;Î IlveliQ. 

Amerika Je dud~w::Jfe siW\l kp~a 
dedien;)n:.nyowQ 1:,,10 
nyanyauo.uanyuwo d2i d.~~ \lbb 
WQtJwQt~e he duk~" fe 
adzum"nu<]Jrnekud~wJleu ke <l~ 
nugbeqoqQ sin J Il Iq,,,qQùzidz,,.i WO 

1;)1.1 le tefs VQVOVQWQ. 

m~e nyc Xt'xcmegüdu \l(Loft"{J;:1 le 
WÙbl:"'gtùn kpl~ Ahû(If!""" 
DzrmloJc kpl" Ad/.)tbJ~<j" If.' K~", 
York kplo :-;ew 

Afet.':! Rnllp' 1)"n:t\:,) aH lt:, Hl,,' 'il 

Gilchrist 
Osamn bin Lude.Tl 

Olympio Amerikodziilu<'lun fe tonugla si 
kp~Q dedien~,pnyQwQ dzL AftltJ 
Tom Ridge. gbl~ lHI 

nyod:tJdzJgbèJu<lad:>w~IQwo be 
kakaqedzi kple ruiobabdzi tiC! 

al.QnedaJe nugbe4rn:loo \lutl dû go 
tso ;rleti uqewo fe yuœuêse kpl" 
nu\pm~kuku deta me Wobu h" 
to.ml'<\o4oil Je Ludod:z;inue nye bl: 
woutS;) w~n<l mu u9b1a dukpbln 
yaye tiutia le AmerikuJe a~dada, 
si 00;) edzi la Adeçmekp~xe me la, 
mee, 

Ayi .. Togo Az'Jo? 

Amedka Je adzumenya\Vo 
ll~mekuJeufe tat:!wo X~ Be he ~livl 
bin Loden lflo eltokui 4.e Afghani
stan kple Pakistan dom" dt: dû, "ye 
he eya I)ul;:)e le twle na <l04oWJwJ 
kp!e nhlnuftufiawo qe "auahoho· 
'Jeye sin I.)uti, 

Zimefl.')]a nu AmetiadJdzlkp~feu. 
Alet> De Forest Souries bia tso 
Alet3 Ridge si bu wouno du1l::>" fe 
Il,,waùlkp~e nadi Sil \luti lidoé act" 
lktcli, he ne h{)sood<lw~rula vu yi 
~ l'llVA 1<1, WOQfiO b:lhlé he woadll 
dllkpb1o. kple Sew"!eyilowo tiatill 
Je~al(l.. 

Le dedien:lU;lIbdzikp,,\a Tom 
Ridge ft nyu nu la, teJesiwG 
al.Qaedo 1;:) \lkui le "auahoho" aia 

TOGO FE dumenY'HJhbhu 'IWD 

tsi tre <l" es! \e dzi <lUHl lJ u.t1 
fe ge.t~ \)Cpllt1a, Gi!chri~t 
OlympÎo. <l.g<üel) uyi wo de, 
elube dûqu<lua <le m~ bl: WGQnu 
ma~qbulêYi si an(l he woatelj 
ayi dukJ ma me la", 

Dukpbla 
Gnasingbe 
Eyadl'ma 

Gilchrist 
Olyr 'a 

• EnrnjlaùIJkowo Je D~k(lw~ha t", 
d.;!1tl.U<J.UUJc nyumed2rokpb l)un'Jh) 
!tpl" tsitret~id,myQ-gbbhQwo <lu 
onyi obe nu si ko uuu ID> :lU 

Togodzid.uqua fé g~m"kp~kp~ le 
Dd~aw:)hQufe gaiadbdowŒ nu~ ene, 

EUfOl'adIJkowo J" {)~kaw"hu cl" 
lJzlyiyi J .. <IX" 31iQ 

Axù 

f\.-H~è f)ut!t1!'f! Loo: 2 

Am" K" fe DJdeù.'iw7 4 

Dorovi" Nen', Zu Lu A,fea? 5 

E\J~gL""" ... r~ 6 
N}'ù Wô Dujewo, .. 

Le Dukpb~éa ;>lu 7 

D~ Wc; Su,u abb 7 

K6tu Suku.wo 1"0 Wo 1'0. 8 
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LE BLl!:MA vii, fiuya x;H)b 
oqe kp;! nyJnu al:\e le hile]" 
tso ete dzlJoA~ clzi, eye wôdzrüe. 
Mete \lU Q.u "qokul d2i <119 bu 
ete IUIfe l'du 0; "yu tll WIlIH! 
wOyJe ve ne, "ye WÔ'I"lh, 
he do fui. 

~nu b«t $rJt~\lt.;;:mu, 
knlèt::> aQ(:, ben:) ny;:;tlu (IL:) 
lnudelnLldt~ f(; k..)nyu:lyi te ~C11!1:;t.:{~ 

lu, node K0 l) U(ilUlj ro<'l' 
\Q Q,o 0, togb~ h~ 

la blè ~lHl Bl wô:b: ~,.,.t;. :8:::'10 

ta nQql'l lu t<l "f If dtl clet: 
~pdJri te} (! 'lM" 1., élDn "i no 
Yil> ~emuJi lu nl t~, uU 
'loa wui ]~. ey(" \\tot:;l ~,'oJ l~ yi 

AZJ xlê dZlyiY1U 
En)'e tio.:(o n(J llI:Llkpbluwo 

nellye be wokpb u"rdowo yi :lvèlgb,· 
dzll la. woano nut;;otsowo Qom d~ 
fia nlo dukplola le oJe tw teyiwi yi 
~eyîn ua aooaJe ylyimè I)\lti lWl1u 
a<!ruJu j'eyewo dzed"è. Ema'·tn hi 
nuwQ va yi nen.mu ln, "l'<lfia la d, 
affllf'o zou; u.je do q. r,",!il Ju, ne 
woa:to gbea d"l nyawo m. 

Wogbb le flUgâ $1'1 Ijuti he. ,mve 
uIXIW'::K\.Qu\myulu kpll! k"l"w>lu ,il 

Je lib d>! du _ ~Je ;:t"kakpl.ll Hw 

ke, liàfi w6vo zu fin. }~y{j ta "51 

lblooWl> nyu !fol:> nu\\'o yiyirn", 
vevit! cie si futlWO f~ yi dû dl' 
Yi/a IJll le Uood'l",dZe ."ev' ûqe l'1Iè, n"· 
kllla, ekp;> ofi .i vodu,,,m t.o xoxo. 
Erna ta w6do dziku ve"h 4e aualiu 
la 011 ",y" VJvj cio etefen;;lu. 

'l'ete tlJl""wo y:;; u.rnfo si si wode 
nlihol .. do qe QUW1UU InSe uk;;. "be 
ole 51 {!llQfiqq d",,, as! nu WO, ne 

wôuqbb lu, ene. hegblJ 
eyn hi!. ku li! aUéld~~ nHI 

Mise I)utinya Loo! 
WOE NYE nUTSU MA! 

(Akpa 2Ua) 
(;1.11010: Mowu)',,,,,:> GLekl.l 

/\;:'.J f:';fJ-1 lG L' Cr; ~L:;. ,',\:l:'. Lc'-(;bJ 
',~ .. < Il'' J.)lOdW!1 

ht<. 
h~J lt-~ :1:;'1~~1~~' k;,let.3 ff;O fi' 

~\d ~ ü, ehlb{· ,l:r.;;l~é]bt;'t::- di.) ;'p.l 

qqbt-. n:l i;ll il:: l->Jh-:');Jl.;~\ clzt d"," 
~<:J\..oljG~ \j;~ 

) ,..l jf> 1:;1:;'~j : ... 1 

L'-,; J!w; L h' \'V',~ ~,~~\- l::;Îi n:'::'X,lX~! 

<;1'>.1f;!'L-" h,,· /:"!,!;<L" ... .-f) kçlB 
ij.lr;di\:' ,1, 1; h.~ .l.! '.'" h~, 

uf;.J:ofu m: t<:;'f, :\:!,v,.\:th. :;ll,,1 
E.t<.t UUtN, k.> >. ("n nyl tu nu 

}i:l~û l,',; lu, fHH]/L lu A.;f.' tie 11H00. 

}'t Hrl,n!."u, îJÎJ.)('. 

\.~ (jt: gj, Lf'[';'1 nynlt:'jj,': Al 

!]U ;h.,H]ndlè (Fi tJ) v:dzr'yb~'Jt;! 

n~ltobl.ubiu..,·v(J m";.~ (1 

LI; ~t>yi:fi n~L.WÙ t\-;{il j)h; kL 
tj,lh,d~t:'.·V(1 1~) dj,ijm bt' u.q'{tt~; ft:' 
~-J kyi.: éIjJdzmHHl\l.O ii~)tlkph· nk" 

t14'i') lù, si i'"t·:.)a~ li\.':J1~H'.l lJ!O 

~.;r"«ylr.ufdb.;:-,-, f ... :~.I''L: l !t.l., 

:.} ;.Hl\.~~l yi trt.hJku:i U:J:i(.' kl'U:o. fJut./ 
1;,.' Ul~l~ ,_:dEk~ awd(, d'Zl Kj nu h:' 

<kLd;i,lIJ tHe 

Ct,,· dekn i,~~~ r;:ter~ ,,~,;h l.-h' It .. , 

,Mu\\ li [J'..!s6hut.:1tJ tL: I~Jnt' (l(t~~ si 
?;ô·{t~u nu '~T~lc.\,,',) Ù'I.;"'t~ ht-Ji.JU nu 
nt wOsenü ybbil:\l nu fJlih; bubœ .. vn 
le ~èm(lti ln, fin xte fiiIgt. la qb,:,. ne 
woct"" eSe UI.lWJnCl lu 'Hia elJku m". 
Gbex~lù 010 CllUedo,b la yi ,telt" 

"yu lu da alolmio" nu fiug;l lu. 
EgLb oe. "'f'ogbui Fiol]'\. nye m"d, 
ht' !l:1tD tokpn nh.'· nu nyu SJU ü, 

l~l:.ibtc mcnyu be t:l~ WÔ UJ-ou vu !Je
nt:ny~ \-vo fitl":hvù nwtt' :jH (;hbi!' 
\V(H,:-i'l.:\! nyf"tJ\V;) I}U ,L :\y(, tu(: nye 
be, IJu.tsu kt~,t<,in;;t-;) w.Lf: le 1//() duit;;; 
sb, nw, om~ :;i d ;'l)"PN~» ilt.e,vù 
gb)wQ kple dJk:;l;.vn il;' ÙllL li~!-ôl 

nZfl)i} hl.,:: WÔWt~n{! J.VjU r:l1ld'JQUltjbe 
::;1ttQ 9b~ <> 

Gbex.)!ua yi edZl ;J~. "I)u~~u 

kf-,;1in::-b sio je ufcHku ql?'kG nyt: 
(Hut;-d!..Jh€~ m:U{i- sÎ ,':li olù1'l~)!! ll~ku 

kollu nJ. Efe Qûfom&e ,ü(Jl1Jt'a clua 
bli~t:Je si WOwuu dZviJ IG hu,ye eJ" 
abOUt! wÔml;mu le x~9l\ me. Oè!1j1e 

he eli ù$i fa me fie va, eJube nacak" 
m",u ~."i WÔ".}', he lœsiuJnu (J, 

!l:f:!l:'.leG kQ" 
"dl! be, "Gbe <teko k"",lnJ!;;)" 

-,lQt' \~,~ Jz't" ùmt:d:::roc le fic me 
E>l w"dû lto ,(n h~kp, hé nm.'duh. 
lu me"" ,,1'<;0. l!\() 0 tu, "na ef~ 
s~bjh.wü )'1 qalè ol~tuea, $i t.sy~ 

c;b <h' ni,·,' f(;" <1l<ogo", nublanuilJê 
lu, y! ni- "f,',)WU L~j w;:t nuquc1ui nu 
t'J~ .:'tnlf'dn"nq. 

Gh:x,}LtJ '",7~i ",1);1 he. "T:'!gbul 
'u Jl~JU"l11 ,10, be evu \u la, 

\\;OUdït>- rryut:lwo ta" 
luj" ma lJut~, eye 

hafi H<H9U nyü\l nu 
lu, kple dziku "Ame 
do dzi WJ nu v~{li Slll ny;; duit: 

l\!t,tu l>\lbuit:>gOI.lLnyowc 
(lm!: si J" ZL dzi woqom 

~i" dze n<l. ku! ltdz",1H 
old,o" udre kple aqbo odIt 

0<1;) ewJ~ .. na u",edune", cy" eml!!Jb. 
')V(lüdè kù.· Vt,: fit:: qg du!tl:>ga tQ" 

un!.t;j{-bùl'.jwG n ... kp.J Q&r~ l'tU tso i:1l)t;! 

!I!e4., ufi .ka g:la V:;'b ~ia l~ 
le dùko me 

"gb, m: nye 
lJul;;c; "",; W() 1'O'lbUL tututue ::Iy' 
rpL,u hsinat, ma!" lu Je dz.i 
lakp'J' Ew~ nukuM 
8t' <\.i nUllltlkeJ'nukee. ben;, 
lukpm Jüu. 

Az:> \jbi'xolQQ yi "dû bil, -TSf) es! 
n. nyl< <l..kui'llUl ko wotso wb q,a fiue 
,1" dd<J !la dl'uny' siu nu. Nu ~iu~ 
nu si unll wb fiU1:lud\l nlldze oJzilo 
l~ "ûwo. Guwu lu, wÔ duk, ll'o! 

nycl:uw') knt\\ 1" wo 
mJ'leq" li nu wll be 
u,,(li 1'1 ttiO wo dOlll~, Kil illSi '1. W~ wn 
10. nI"}> "r~wôwo dometo "'tek .. ale 
<klugbui "r:lmùn,.it~ gbagbtl(lwc 
d"meb utl.~ke 0, \<le bOlJu "nu wokpb 
asruto ~uz.e wonutef e Olu.si n~ t(IW'\ 
\,Hm le aoogbe dzÎ lu,I\r3 VI: na w6, 
+.:ye negblèi:. fj 

GbellJluo guy; ed~l .be, "Togbu\ 
flagf\. eai l\\lghll: n~nQq V~ 10, 
robS)'<l Mawu Wow6111Q:U 0, b hOllU 
,hé lJutil le S~llutauu ~l,l, hena 

DtiYlY! le UKa 41ia 
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~nt p~(. 

kpocloga 
Kpodoga t::lX€ 

fiUJ nyJ!!: KpodQgQ 1:>)1:&. 

0. oie S-1 ,I(e:x.i)-Q Mt! 

gode" <li q,,,,, t.. o'.'figb., 
le .,vk" 'pi0 ~d.lO" ge<l~ 
te 1!.~1'1~i:l ,f11"f:< . klJ):! g~ 
SN r'-lJ.e;u te je- o~pe 

q~ko bullv dllê'fH 
to OP)I" b(! , K~ 

Xexlâme 74 Eie OSÎ: C200 b.-t Qi)J fQ nv zà tto,(t 

~v((i stG Q'IJ> 

Adz::Jgbeclecle na je 2000 

Jp:>~po 1,.. 

iilit:J la 

h !J4I 
r~)"t! 

Ame ",ipa di "ose b .. lejjKÎ gO 'IV"" G/N:mu 
fs~ ÀlI gegem 2(!(}{) la ma. (hAlai! "Y" rt,"a"tJ/;v 

toJ;"~e. 0/" at/figée I<p/lt "dr'm.",." Wrs/; 
IJ,. d"lrJrtU!':lW() l'a .t- widrim .fe dé/. 

Fe .10 {Mye si q;Jlura,..o d~" $; qikol!clrv 1., '·"""0 
In(' ~'qyO, 

(;c~ (! tlt) Sf't qi?' h/ù::J /0 q.JJofawo Âplf!' 
oqo(J,,(bw:>la bl/buawv mel" tr', b al,J" "" d:.léh ~ 
kp> tt ~~e nu ~oe .;;k(J NO .,.,;;W3' 

Ame SfWQ ,,*,Fe t'cYl" St,'kvo ..& Wl:"Yfeb/1 .41 
aqC1!)W tiFe be- fln,ç A.pt!m ne fllTHf1 sitt Orne 

r:td<:;,~ he y"""$~ q"lwidziqv<f" " .. , m:> "a qil<wwlw 
fit Jf:JIIj !<ph lak<flktl. 'fi' onyigi>o ;'pÀ9 drx!r:>m""" hvIwv""Q O<lr;bw:Jw:J 
{l<:I me la klJJriawce n)l~: 

hsisiwtJ Id /r"kil "pie Ixi /, V.>v';> .. !am" 
Oi"lJ""o bh <1_ I:;s/siwo mo 
A/Iwo !<pie Qyewo fe v.:w.> 
Anyiqhclako/r/o 
Anylgbo fit J:~btu~tI 

A'""i ''''''"' Adi'f f>I> _"gh"I~W'" (]tif" /* WJnawt> gb:>. 
Jer .. IJI! W)W)~ ttyli! b:e mtaw;1 <lif (3;k3IJhe 
•. :b! /,J,;> ~ 

""f:;]gb1;_< d,'<Y;! t~tl:;. 

4lHtt.~ 4e d~~ 1d~;ifJ'h~!i" b",.t;.'i*+,O 
• ~j,â'w,) q~ ..,':d,ddu 

'" et't: F1'M$ ..... :; 

aMid.:.»r'Jw,j 

if! aJ.:{Jt' 

""ka 'pb ",pl"" 40 

Yletiokeke tJxewo 
SI 

tli!:;C6Q !'\\tb 

/Vy:lIUWO 

Iluk. ,la 
h. w",,,<l., 
k!»l'. 

BJiu: Xei~ f1111 kr;.1i 'O'$? 

1S<> ~y;)"ltl'lt) 0" "'1" 
-..00 'pl<> f,",I>"~"""'" 

r.J .. , T~ 22·/10: 0l..1". $Î\> d2ie _eo me ko';; 
~\I .,.~ le "" toi, T.;" "Yo ~e. Oak .. le '''J- geq" 
lu ;,; kt v;)'I;lm tfe om;fWQ ff: 4.Ji~ fu 10. Mi~h' 
oI<ek. ... QW) d<><i<> <1" .,,,,,,<1_,"''' 1)" 

f_l,"Y""''' Qkeh, 0""", !.S.Ii<:: t>l.<tke ,."" ,e .. " 
",. g~ 0/$, ct" Oko jo"",j,,.,, 1" ,,! .. "'o dû <lb" 
1'1"..1>1 .. ' 1lb"Z', _. . 
MI ";';/1 '10 xG am<! 1.. 01:""'" MUS(! S~: O'.h sig" 
mkrl~ <te (;k'v f1V siw'O fo xlS mi" iQ dlj eyê m~by 

sle ffti~ 
\1e 

'1"l',vO t$lÇ 

Af4~tA-lfic" 
!"<th 1 btll'tlO (ïfl 

1:19 \'fw.>:l~ vttw~ 

la '_1." 
[J.r"",,, f... Ficl" oi:3t~: Onan" ."1<1 <iua aS""'D'ôk<l 
heqoo !b~') âCO ü-Apbmg"t,l; 'II"'~O nU;\ànilWO' 
nQQ oyblf>dl'!'kJ Hf Jjf...çke $Ir) dl. 
DitaJ1ak;;ylr"k .. , OLen,*, ,J.Jo: e.'Y~ +,,1«, 1,.. .i ,)( .... 

mit Dvkj.fohiWo tic qi bé mî~9:Qdrro t1VWO me b. 
n'!eoo agbogbQ d1~m b4'l ~lkan.okl.l r:cqe <.ta 010 -rmetè 
rtl);<t.t1T' ri(.1. Cfè fake;';e hE', 
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FIIm>OM J. ~1IfK:1I 
f\jiieu\',b::~pdbz'~~~"..~<kI,,~ 

.r""'_J~.~lIllIotm_"""~",, 

.... iIovri .... ·r_ .... j ...... • ... r~fIIli'" 
A....,; .. _l1lo~ ... I.A .......... _. 

lb .. O!U.,41''''''' ~11 tAit.trC " «aft~lhJ.tiQf} u( lht: 
dtJ\'Wl.'lÇmf''I:: I)tdct I:Q( tJtot* " ... "C cmb.,f,Ad upoa <lnQ _""o ...... lOIll ..... u..)· .. ,.""".".JA.K ...... 
.... ,It<M'P • ....... ~ __ ~"""'lk __ 
............ .,.-II.wtirIIIf.,...... ....... """p"',,""'" 
MiIlu.III<#I'IoI14I:oI"-""1,1991. 
""'~~"' __ l,.,,_ 

.. dlll<,"",oflaw_IIlONDC\I'III<~of 
dl"" .... >!I."..",!_It ..... MX;).~ 
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Whlch 15 harassment, Dr. J. L Rawlings? 



Gra hic newsroom hotline 
00 )lOU hD. AM inrlCf'lMtton 'Dr lhe 

w. Nive aequh-ed a HOT1.,JHE ta make 
much. mueh easier. 

The number ta O21..or5154. C{itl.,d laIk to our News 
Editor now. 

• He has a catalilue of 
robberies behin him" 

:,IN ~ln'~ "".t11l}!''l''C'.~''<H" 
~l.'"", llT"''''l!!< t·,t ..... ,\ Cdf" w th ~ ... p"tra· 

tW!l n,;tt-!'>. r GW 3!Y,.~ V. <1J'd ,1 ~I~"",n 
?-lmt1'\ .. t~h !lhl.l,!)O>t GR ><)45 lI, wb\lh 
Mpa,a d:1ln'ttcd!'>,,~, ~n~ ,lt "' .• 1.. .. ",:, "':,- ," ri 
1.Ltll ... u) Iw<\ A<·~T\ voJh,ub" r, 1 ... ~~l .... <1y al 
I;'.J.r"'p"h t '1\'(7.' : .... "') n<nt"'t"d frLoIT Lnll 

An !Ul",'lfl~ of jO{lIl f:urn 01;'(11 rl,lqll)ûo, 
\'ra,. .Il ... , l't"Ltin~d fl'ml hun. 

Hr".frw JCll.lnl .!I~t~ i<1 "':tIW •• ft ... r th.f' 
alT".:lI1 ;l.1 tht' ""H b.tlid. the n'Ir'" R(;!I JI..,,) 

r"I", \~, Jum"wkr. .\"" ,.L'JI t L'''l''''').'~".u-wr 
Ir.f l'"lü_~ ~~r P.l,.~d lM.!.!. ~.1.,U ~I"lt h. 
fl''''IYI'llu;i"rnl_l\l""a.t ,.t"'\1111 V"' <Ill Ion
d;t:,. ':"l>w"t \toi .'''~;'''f>!) ...c '-lv.d,1 'Il 1t!:~-. 
\i,·w1" .. :, 

}L. "'.h,' dl> u,ü>nn,lJn 1[l,ll1."t<·d ."'~r Il 
,\;/,,. : I-.~,~ :,>1.,,1..1 .... ,I~ ~'''1~ h .,!JI'" th...t 
n,t>l 

A t,.,'Ill, 1,oJ L) .\~P' ,J"Lm ,\,1-..,.11. l'M> 

1:1, r.l'w.,.t,'ij d.--;."t.I",-.l Il ;J ... ~ t:-", d.n"t 

forYou andYours 

l'l"ino .. 11Ull,,1 lh it"t'>iU ,1 l';;thIl • ..l:,,1 r t<j 
u.ptUf( Mf't1t.r... \, "",0 th.- l-';.'I~(,·c!t '!'T1T-t'(\ l· 

dl'pr1Y 10:. !\'.,~ t\d 
Ml"l."-t"'''..l.,1:;'1F,.tl,N~'':H'''''''·'-'''''-,lll t

tJ~ n ,,'H_l"'''' , '",.j h ", ~rd, l'} lhi' ht '."0' l, ,i 
ln tht?- n trh",}\! ai th'l 'n.rl\J1l~ .t'·r"~ 

HI ·'"".d ~'Jn.J'!{ \!1t..-p "1 d-il-lp :'>tf':J.t,! 
d~'<'(r."lo.d l1Hrr«"f il.i ~iXput}" tl ,\ut., .\>; 
;i.,1d H .. 'l tI. 11 j.!'Hl~ <'f C." 1"" d m..~<::tI'r 

,. COnrf/Jtled on P. 3 
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~ WOUNMS 
Israeli Cabinet backs Gaza 

{;'v;'e~IJ~I,>tl!,'lI'"r;<J:'r 

'.-' 
""4~r ;;11U'!~~,l\1U~~ 1:L:~7'd 
d! .... ''''"rIg~(\''),o-f.t """.lb lM t':'I!.-mt:.J,. 

,"" 
~"h.::rl~~:~~t!d~~ 
~h;l\'~~~:Ci~ ut~ pt ~ 

~I U>J.k lM" ~~ \{l g.<t", 1loI,;. 
l1u."U" .. ~"'"'_fr""th...t,.'''t#.".;......-.. . 
~ .. I:."" .. ~ld''''''''dl-.utu.1':J,\ .... ''fl ::lWa..' tw MU! btÏttt t.h(, ~ 

Mf SMnm .. !Mt W<.IQ C lihlnst 
l7IVl"'l\'.Jh·tU:l!W"'~~thoI~ 
~~.~~ÎI~ 
<Mtrt rvJ.Â the ~illl1$ l'\A1k v.u 
t>l'f'dk,0l:1d",~'\i' !4Pll'l.~tm;.lm! 
LVl'l" 

T: .... tlJ"W' fF.rt.; !"'Q.N m',ui} d.-" 
t.1 t..r ... l,. bu~r)' ",.m ~ W<$1 

Violence mars Iraqi Shia festival 
Sl!U'WI:: bombe" hltViJ .kjJk<d t~'''\,l~'''!l~ ... " ....... ,u.;,:l • ...:-h:r ib· $1ù..1 y ,>::;tI,.ll L"rgM~ 
JIII".In" tAaH:sn ~e lfi tl"/flq.. ~ Ul 1!J<l' ;)'.;ntY ..... {·'ftlm. 
Shi. MUlifulUI l1'&l1tiA:~ JU;h~ Tl....t ... "lt.tm.'\<)1;l d \~ :««4 
thel" buiUnd: cla..1I .ut tJw ''l'kh;.. 4J'I.&.b. .. ..J-f, ,k~L~ l<l" ~dnl' 
<md. WAll b;tv.~ ... rt W ho'<.l ,'UlU"MruÛ'v~ 

iù~".HI pn~ If"~"j·'f OO-....qL 
{lM lu~tn!"l 'l'vrY rnrue\:. IQ <Ii ~, ym L.T'11 lb<. t.u\O ~ thA 
Crid (~,,[ ,It' ... ,,\;;: tl\t'lfdl1\!: /''It(.,I· ~ 11 la tht' ~ th+1nct ct 
N. KMlfrmll1::\:<t. M''>Gth. r t>.llln iAl'l!' lm:\ 

lnlh,:d.....dii .... tlm:!;..,vt,.l'lr",.,. iRlfUj) m th," ~lm(,;lft"A"~" ";} 

~J::r :;l~r~~:4~~:~n~ ""'~l~~~t!~:;.:.:~~b;. 
l'ic"th.-r" ~mti \>f l<~J:;;uA ~I~! 
bkw h.d;wetf t.tp. \Jol'.lhee u'd A t'llrd t.wHd* L.,'m~ .t.1!1:t 

~~:tw~~!!t~ =~!t!:1J!H~~i,.i~ 
a.1thw\J!~cfShUst»ttH~M a $unni fuUd,;.l ln \1" .... - ",,~.;,t orthu 
tiw t .... ,i} .;;:;'t~ 

:'{.:o.n1'J \\.,~ t@'..i::",«j ti'U.:f~\4.r 
4it1'rj1",!",W<l1 l.:ltJ~'l,koIl!'.Mt 
k>.l..d .ln. r.;mt,~ 1 .. Ihi1wi .... j HA 
~I>ld~, \h.J.y,"""'t. r""'IS,;~ 

Cr.... fqlrunt>! "'-terv kt up "f','>.1.1 d 
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Appendix 12 Figure 1: Map of Ghanaian Languages 1.11 

" 

1. Adapted from HALL, E. 2001. Ghanaian Languages. Accra: Asempa Publishers. 



Appendix 13 Figure 2: Key To Map Of Ghanaian Languages l 
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Appendix 14 Figure 3: Map of Ethnie Communities in West Afriea 1 
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1. Adapted from Lawrance, B.N. (editor). 2005. The Ewe of Togo and Benin. Accra: 
W oeli Publishing Services. 
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Appendix 15 Figure 4: Map of Eweland 1 
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1. Adapted from Lawrance, B.N. (editor). 2005. The Ewe of Togo and Benin. Accra: 
Woeli Publishing Services. 



Appendix 16 Figure 5: Map of Missions in German Togo' 
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L Adapted from Debrunner, H.1965. The Church in Togo: A Church between Colonial 
Powers. London: Luterrworth Press. 
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Appendix 17 Figure 6: Map of Volta Region 1 
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Appendix 18 Ewe consonants and vowels based on IPA (1993 and 1996) 

Table IV 
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Consonants in Ewe in accordance with the International Phonetic Alphabet (1993; 

1996) 

Labio- Post- Alveo- Labio-
Bilabial 

Dental 
Alveolar Retroflex Velar Glottal 

dental alveolar palatal velar 

p t k kp 
Plosive <t 

b d g gb 

f[<{l] f s x h 
Fricative 

u [(3] v z y 

ts [ts] tsy[tSJ 
Affricate 

dz [j] dzy[d3] 

Nasal m n ny (J1] n 

Median y [j] w 

Trill r 

Lateral 1 

In the chart above, the paired symbols represent the voiceless and voiced consonants, 

respectively. 

Table V 
Ewe vowels based on the International Phonetic Alphabet (1993; revised 1996) 

High Central Back 
Close ~-------t"-------t:t-.,fi 

Semi-close e è o Ô 

Semi-open 

Open Low 
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Appe~dix 19 Table VI Historical Emergence of Ghanaian-Ianguage Newspapers 

Newspaper Lan!!1 Year
t 

Year Il:P!: Place Publisher 
Start End 

Christian 1859 NIA * Weekly Accra Presbyterian 
Messenger BookDepot 1 

Sika Nsona Akwapim- l859 NIA NIA NIA Presbyterian 
Sanegbalo Twi Book Depot 
MiaHolo Ewe 1894 1918 Monthly NIA NIA 
Nutifafa na mi Ewe 1903 NIA Monthly NIA NIA 
Asenta Akan 1935 NIA Weekly Accra City Press 

Amans on Fante 1937 NIA Monthly Cape NIA 
Coast 

Amansuon Fante 1943 1960 Weekly Cape Mfantsiman 
Coast Press 

Akan Akan 1948 1951 Fortnightly Secondi Catholic 
Kyerema Press 
The Evening English- 1948 1966 Weekly Accra NIA 
News Twi, Ga, 

Ewe, 
Hausa 

Moming English- 1948 1966 Weekly Accra NIA 
Telegraph Twi, Ga, 

Ewe, 
Hausa 

Daily Mail English- 1948 1966 Weekly Accra NIA 
Twi, Ga, 
Ewe, 
Hausa 

Nkwantabisa Fante 1950 1970 fortnightly.monthly Accra Bureau G.L. 
Kasem Kasem 1951 1969 fortnightly/monthly Tamale BGL 
Labaare 
Lahabale Dagbani 1951 1974 fortnightlyl e BGL 
Tsusu 
Mansralo Ga H2 fortnightly/monthly Accra BGL 
Motabialia Ewe 1970s fortnightly/monthly Accra BGL 
Nkwantabisa Asante- 951 1970s fortnightly/montbly Accra BGL 

Twi 
AkwansosEm Akwapim- 1951 1970s fortnightly/monthly Accra BGL 

Twi 
Duom Akwapim- 1953 NIA NIA Accra Oman 

Twi Nwomaye 
Fekuw 

Bepowso English- 1954 NIA Annual NIA NIA 
Hann Akan 
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News);!a);!er Language Year Year ~ Place Publisher 
Start End 

KakYEvole Nzema 1956 1970s fortnightly/monthly NIA NIA 

Mbofra Mfa Akan 1963 1966 NIA Accra BGL 
Adwen 
Odawuru Akan 1968 1970s Annual Accra Presbyterian 

Press 
Kpodoga Ewe nthly Accra IAEP 
Wonsuom Akan NIA Legon University 

Press 
Atumpan Asante- 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 

Twi 
Etumpan Fante 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Atumpan Akwapim- 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 

Twi 
Timpani Dagbani 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Atumpani Ga 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Atumpani Ewe 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Gulugo Gurune 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 

GaIJgaa Dagaare 1992 1999 monthly Accra ~ED 
Ndunlungbane Nzema 1992 1999 monthly Accra \JFED 

TampmiIJ Sisaali 1992 1999 monthly Accra \JFED 

Sanpana Kasaal 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Atupani Dangme 1992 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Labaree Gurune 1995 1997 monthly Accra NFED 
Sanpana Buli 1998 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Gulu Kasem 1999 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Labaare Kasem 1999 1999 monthly Accra NFED 
Dawuro AkanNolta 1998 1999 monthly Accra NFED 

Reg 
Midim Ewe 2001 2004 monthly Accra NFED 
Presidential Dangme, 2005 NIA irregular Accra Min. Inf. 
speech Ewe, Ga, 

Nzema 
*Not applicable 
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Appendix 20 Table VII Ghanaian TV programs 

GTV Program Guide (May 1, 2002 to May 31, 2002) 

Monday Tuesday 

A.M. A.M. 
5:00 CNN 5:00 CNN 
5:30 LivingWord 5:30 Ahamadya 
6:00 Breakfast Show 6:00 Breakfast Show 
7:00 CNN 7:00 CNN 
8:00 Deutsche Welle 8:00 Deutsche Welle 
9:00 CNN 9:00 CNN 
10:00 WorldNet 10:00 WorldNet 
No Broadcast No Broadcast 

P.M. P.M. 
3:00 Program lineup 3:00 Program Lineup 
3:05 Cartoons 3:05 Cartoons 
4:00 Animal Kingdom 4:00 Animal Kingdom 
5:00 TBA 5:00 TBA 
5:30 Inside Africa 5:30 Story Time 
6:00 ABN 6:00 Cosby(ABN) 
6:30 * Adult Education in Akan 6:30 * Adult Education 
7:00 News 7:00 News 
7:30 Pro gram Lineup 7:30 Program Lineup 
7:50 *Local-Ianguage news 7:50 *Local-Ianguage news 
8:00 Sports highlights 8:00 Lotto 
9:00 *Local-Ianguage news 8:10 MmaaNkomo 
9:10 Straight Talk 9:00 *Local-Ianguage news 
10:00 Passions 9:10 African movie 
10:30 Late news 10:00 Passions 
11:00 TBA 10:30 Late news 
12:55 Reflections 11:00 TBA 
1:00 Close down 12:55 Reflections 

1:00 Close down 
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GTV Program Guide (May 1, 2002 to May 31,2002) Continued 

Wednesday Thursday 

A.M. A.M. 

5:00 CNN 5:00 CNN 
5:30 CNN 5:30 Prophetie Hour 
6:00 Breakfast Show 6:00 Breakfast Show 
7:00 CNNA 7:00 CNN 
8:00 Deutsche Welle 8:00 Deutschè Welle 
9:00 CNN 9:00 CNN 
10:00 WorldNet 10:00 WorldNet 
No Broadcast No Broadcast 

P.M. P.M. 
3:00 Pro gram lineup 3:00 Straight Talk Africa 
3:05 Cartoons 3:30 Cartoons 
4:00 Animal Kingdom 4:00 Animal Kingdom 
5:00 TBA 5:00 TBA 
5:30 Hobby Time 5:30 Telec1ass 
6:00 ABN/Sincerely Yours 6:00 Damon(ABN) 
6:30 * Adult Education in Ga 6:30 * Adult Education in Ewe 
7:00 News 7:00 News 
7:30 Program 7:30 Program 

lineup/ commercials lin eup/ commercials 
7:50 *Local-Ianguage news 7:50 *Local-Ianguage news 
8:00 Taxi Driver 8:00 Crime Combat 
8:30 Young and Old 8:30 Crime Combat 
9:00 *Local-language news 9:00 *Local-Ianguage news 
9:10 African Movie 9:10 Showcase in Ga 
10:00 Passions 10:00 Passions 
10:30 Late news 10:30 Late news 
11:00 TBA 11:00 Investigator 
12:55 Reflections 12:00 Deutsche Welle 
1:00 Close down 1:00 Close down 
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GTV Program Guide (May 1,2002 to May 31, 2002) Continued 

Friday Saturday 
A.M. A.M. 
5:00 CNN 5:00 CNN 
5:30 The Exalted Word 5:30 Deutsche Welle 
6:00 Breakfast Show 6:00 Deutsche Welle 
7:00 CNN 7:00 God's Miracle Power 
8:00 Deutsche Welle 7:30 Winning Ways 
9:00 CNN 7:55 Pro gram lineup 
10:00 WorldNet 8:00 Breakfast Show 
No 9:30 This Week 
Broadcast 

10:00 Kokrokoo 
10:30 Documentary 
11:00 Creation Station 
12:00 News 

P.M. P.M. 
12:30 Shopping Window 
1:00 Sports Beat 
2:00 African Soccer 

2:30 Juma Prayers 2:30 Trade Focus 
3:00 African Journal 3:00 Fun World 
3:30 African Journal 3:30 * Kwasasa 
4:00 - Animal Kingdom 4:00 By the Fireside 
4:30 Animal Kingdom 4:30 Business Forum 
5:00 TBA 5:00 Wheel of Fortune 
5:15 TBA 5:15 Documentary 
6:00 Everybody Loves 6:00 Maggi Cooking 

Raymond (ABN) 
6:30 * Adult Education in 6:30 Generations 

Nzema 
7:00 News 7:00 News 
7:30 Program 7:30 Pro gram lineup 

lineup/ commercials 
7:50 *News in Ga 7:50 *News in Hausa 
8:00 Final Conflict 8:00 Agoro 
9:00 *News inEwe 9:00 *N ews in Hausa 
9:10 Showcase 9:10 Concert Party 
10:00 Passions 10:10 Girlfriends 
10:30 Late news 10:45 Days of Our Lives 
11:00 Late movie 11:30 Deutsche Welle 
12:30 Deutsche Welle 12:55 Reflections 
12:55 Reflections 1:00 Close down 
1:00 Close down 
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GTV Pro gram Guide (May 1,2002 to May 31, 2002) Continued 

Sunday 

A.M. 
5:00 CNN 
5:30 Voice ofVictory Living Word 
6:00 Deutsche Welle 
7:00 Voice of Inspiration 
7:30 Christ Apostolic Church 
7:55 Program lineup 
8:00 Church BelIs 
9:00 This 1s Life 
9:30 Turning Point 
10:00 Encounter With the Truth 
10:30 Gospel Trail 
11:00 CBN (Club 700) 
11:30 Global Report 
12:00 News 

P.M. 
12:30 Family Movie 
2:00 Cantata 
3:00 Sporting Time 
4:30 Kajetia 
5:00 Women Digest 
6:00 Kwaku One on One 
7:00 News 
7:30 Pro gram lineup/commercials ' 
7:50 What a Family 
8:30 *AkanDrama 
9:30 Talking Point 
10:30 Late news 
11:00 In His Presence 
11:30 Soko 
12:30 CNN/DW-TV 
1:00 Close down 



Appendix 21 Scripts on GTV adult education synopsis 

Hostess: 

Program title: 

Topic: 

Recording Date: 

Reporting Time: 

Reporting Time: 

ProducerlDirector: 

Introduction: 

(Name) 

Adult Education in (local language ) 

National Identification 

18th October 2007 

5: 30 PM 

6: 30 - 7:00 PM 

(Name) 

343 

Why was the National Identification Authority [NIA] established and what is the 

importance of providing information on the citizens of a country? Adult Education in ... 

will discuss the preparations so far made by the NIS [National Identification System] to 

register the citizens of this country and its benefits for planning and forecasting. 

Areas for discussion: 

English version 

1 What is the national identification system aH about? 

2 What are the preparatory activities being undertaken by the NIA for the mass 

registration exercise? 

3 How is the registration for the exercise going to be like? 

4 What information is required of the public during the registration exercise? 

5 Is it compulsory and who are qualified to register? 

6 What happens to those who are unable to register during the registration period? Is 

there a way they can be registered? 

7 How secure is the information provided and can the NIS ensure the system is not 

abused? 

8 What are the benefits of the system to: 

a) the individual b) organization c) the State 



Ewe Version A Scripts on GTV adult education synopsis (continued) 

1 Nukae nye "NIS" dzesideame w::::>na? 

2 Doqp kawoe d::::>w::::>fea le w::::>w::::>m <te lJk::::>lJ::::>lJb lJu? 
3 Aleke lJk::::>lJ::::>lJI::::>w::::>na az::::>e? 
4 Nyanya ka woe hia na duk::::>meviwo le w::::>na me? 

5 Dzizizie wonyea? Mekawoe dze na lJk::::>lJ::::>lJb? (sound change reflected) 

6 Nukae adz::::> <te ameyiwo melJb lJk::::> 0 dzi? WoagatelJu lJb lJk::::>a? 
7 De biabiawo kple lJu<to<towo yiwo le agbalea dzi ana be w::::>na ade bliboa? 
8 Vide kawoe ado tso w::::>na me? 

a) ame<teka<tekawo b) hab::::>b::::>wo c) duk::::> 
A<talJu kae le asiwo na duk::::>meviwo? 

Ewe version B 
Introduction 

344 

Fië na mi nukp::::>lawo. Egbee ganye Yawo<ta. Mieda akpe na Mawu be fië gatu mi. 

Mian::::>viny::::>nu Adzo Sah be miteva miagale nya <tewo kp::::>. 
Dzidzi<tu<tua <to d::::>w::::>fe t::::>xc anyi hena dzesideame w::::>na. Ame a<te abia be nukatae 
wodi vevië be woede dzesi duk::::>mevo. 
Mina miawoe woanyo kpe Afet::::> Julius Kwakuvi-Zagbede (National Identification 

Authority) a<te nu me na mi tso elJu. 
1 a) Nukae nye NIS dzesideame wona? Miese mia lJko edidi nukae dzo? 

2 Do<to kawoe dowofea le wowom <te lJk::::>lJ::::>lJb lJu? 
3 Aleke lJk::::>lJolJIowona azoe? 
4 Nyanya ka woe hia na duk::::>meviwo le wona me? 

5 Dzizizie wonyea? Mekawoe dze na lJkolJolJIo? (sound change reflected) 

6 Nukae adzo <te ameyiwo melJIo lJko 0 dzi? WoagatelJu lJIo lJk::::>a? 
7 De biabiawo kpie IJu<to<towo yiwo le agbalea dzi ana be wona ade bliboa? 

8 Vide kawoe ado tso wOna me? 

a) ame<teka<tekawo b) hab::::>b::::>wo c) duko 

A<talJu kae le asiwo na duk::::>meviwo? 
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Appendix 22 Ewe language sound change 

There are sound changes in sorne varieties of the language. The first noticeable 

sound change pertains to assimilation in the spoken dialect of Ewedome contrasted to the 

Anlo and Standard Ewe. In this case, voiced velar fricative is rounded and lenited when it 

precedes a rounded vowel. Specifically, the voiced velar fricative [V] becomes labio

velar median Lw] when it is local to [0]. The examples that illustrate this are as follows: 

Anlo Ewe Ewedome Ewe 

[V] Lw] 

ve we/wo 

VIi wli 

vesiavi wosiawoe 

nUijevi nu ijewoe 

Standard Ewe 

[V] 

v e 

VIi 

vesiavi 

nUijeyi 

Gloss 

sun 

shout 

a/ways 

harvest season 

The second sound change is a palatalization of obstruents when they precede a 

high front vowel. This change, which occurs in the CUITent spoken Anlo Ewe contrasted 

to Ewedome dialect -and Standard written Ewe, involves a palatalization of obstruents 

when they precede a high front vowel; that is: 

Obstruent --l> Palatal! - high front vowel 

This shows that, regarding the CUITent spoken southem Ewe (particularly Anio 

and Aveno) the phonemes are not static, as claimed by Janheinz (1963). The voiceless 

dental stop [t] undergoes sound change when it is followed by the high front vowel [i]. It 

becomes the voiceless post-alveolar affricate [ts] in the Anlo and A venD dialects of Ewe, 

while it remains the voiceless dental stop [t] in inland Ewe dialects (Ho, Hohoe, Kpando, 

Kpedze, and so on.). The examples ofpalatalization are as follows: 
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Anio/Aveno Ewe EwedomeEwe Standard Ewe Gloss 

[ts] [t] [t] 

atsi ati ati tree 

xatsi xati xati trap/broom 

gatsi gati gati spoon 

tatsi tati tati mortar 

Specifically, in the Anlo and Aveno dialects, the alveolar stops [s] and [z] 

followed by [i] are palatalized as [S] and [3], respectively. For example: 

Anio/Aveno Ewe EwedomeEwe Standard Ewe Gloss 

[S] [s] 

aSime asime 

kuSi kusi 

aSi asi 

Si si 

[s] 

sime 

kusilabaka 

asi 

si 

market 

basket 

hand 

respect 

Other specific examples of palatalization pertain to the change either from the 

voiced dental stop [d] to voiced palatal affricate [dz] (in IP A [j]) or from voiced alveolar 

fricative [z] to voiced palatal fricative [3] in Anlo Ewe dialect, as indicated in the 

following examples, respectively: 

Anio Ewe EwedomeEwe Standard Ewe Gloss 

[dz] [d] [d] 

dzi di di look 

dzidzi di di di di long 

Anio Ewe EwedomeEwe Standard Ewe Gloss 

[3] [z] [z] 

3i cleka zi cleka zi cleka once 

a3i azi azi egg/peanut 
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The third sound change relates to lenition. After the palatalization, the second 

level of sound change occurring in the CUITent spoken Ewe at Keta and Anloga, the towns 

which represent the core of Anlo dialect, is lenition. In other words, obstructs are 
/ 

palatalized when followed by the high front vowel [i], then the palatals undergo further 

sound changes, which culminate in the lenition of the phonemes, when followed by high 

front vowel [i] to yield first [h] and later [y]. That is: 

Palatals ~ lenition/ - high front vowel 

Examples ofthis inc1ude: 

Anlo Ewe EwedomeEwe 

[h]/[y] [s] 

ame hia ame sia 

nu hi/yi nu si 

ehi kpIe hi esi kpIe si 

Standard Ewe 

[s] 

ame sia 

nu si 

esi kpIe si 

Gloss 

everyone 

the/this thing 

this and that 


